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PREFACE 

This volume contains the oral presentations or the first Frontier Science 

Inlernational Conference held at' the Frasca(i Laboratory from 6 to 11 October 2002. 

About J 50 people from IH countries participated in the conference. 

This new series of conrerences is held in al!emate years at Frascali and Pi:lvia, 

Itilly. Each conference focuses on one topic, selected rrom among the mosl dynamic in 

nuclear and sub-nuclear physics, astrophysics, mathemilLics, theorelicill physics, carlh 

science, inslrumenwtion, eleclronics, computing, and others. The series is organised into 

plcn.lfY sessions, devoled parlly to invited talks by senior scientists and portly to selected 

presentations by young researchers, and a poster session. Each year, special ilwards and 

credits arc given to signific,Jnt contributions presented at the conference by young 

researchers. A further mission or the series is to convey to the general public the 

imparlance of the field idenlified as a frontier ill modern sciencc. 

This first conference was dedicated to the physics or charm, beauty and CP 

violation, with special emphasis on expcrimental results from operating facilities and on 

future projects and programs. The mi:lin topics were heClvy-qui:lrk production Clnd hadron 

decays, CP violalinn and mixing, heavy-flavour spectroscopy, leptonic and scmileptonic 

decays. raTe and forbidden deci.lYs, instrumentation ;llld facilities. 

The organisation 01' the conference haJ three challenging focal points. The first 

was obviolJsly scientific. This Wi.lS CI time when physics (It the meson facilities 8har and 

Delle was provided exciting new results. A new era was ocginning for the topics under 

discussion and, as John Ellis said in his rcmilrkable concluding talk: "Providing i:l 

comprehensive and scientific programme has heen a very exciting and motiv<lting t<.lsk". If 

this W<.IS so, as the success of the conference seems to show, most of the merit goes to the 

Progromme Committee meillhers, who helped us in suggesting excellent reviewers. 

The second (ask. was nu less compelling The innovative format of the conference, 

that is, mixing distinguished senior physicists and young rescarchers, poses both 

organisational as well as scientific issues. From the young researchers, we received about 

60 presentations, l)O% of which presented at the plenary sessions as accepted 

contrihutions or short talks. Fifteen of these presentations were selecteu for the Frontier 

Science Awarus by a jllTY chaired hy Sergio Bcrtolucci and Brad Cox. Our sincere Ihanks 
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to Sergio ami Brau for having accepted this difficult task . The best posters, instead. were 
selected on the basis of the votes cast by all the altendces at the posler session. The Award 
winners were: Tommaso Boccali, Tim Christiansen, Pasquale Oi Nczza, Ulrik Egcdc, 
Marc Holfcld, Alexey Petrov, Marco Rovere, Paolo Rumcrio, Haria Segoni. 

The third task was to establish an outreach activity on the topics of the conference. 
A lecture open 10 the public was given in It(.llian by Anlon.ino Zichichi and had an 
altend.mcc of llbout 400 people. An educational Web site "ScienzaperTuCti" 
hLLp://\\rww.1 nLi nfn.iL wtlS realized and stmtcd up by jthe Frontier Science Organising 
Committee. The site is now successfully operating. 

The can ference was a success in ,Ill these us peets and the new series has been well 
and solidly established. 

On behalf of the organizers I would like to thank the International Advisory 
Committee members for their valuable advice and support all (lIang the course of the 
conference organisation. OUf gratitude goes to all our reviewers, who diu an excellent job 
LInd inspired lively discussions on their subjects, to Marina Anuro and Clara Matteuzzi, 
who organised and chaired a stimulating round tubJe on the "Future in Ravour", and to HII 
the speakers for their contributions. 

I personLJlly would like 10 thank the Frascali Laboratory Director for his 
continuous support and for having assured the smooth running of the conference activities 
by providing help from the laboratory services, the people of the Servizio Inforrnazione 
$cientifica for their constant support, Lia Sabatini, Rossana Centioni and Maddalena 
Lcgramante fur their dny-by-day assistance in ull administrative and organisational issues, 
lind Luigina Invidia for assistance in editing Ihese proceedings. 

Franco Luigi Fabbri 
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FrontierScience Awards 

The Frontier Science Organizing Committee, to encourage {Jnel promote the 
participation of young researchers to the event, has presented a number of selected young 
physicists with a FrontierScience Award fur the bcst oml contributions and posters. 

An international jury of senior physicists participating at the conference has 
evaluated the young physicist oral contrihutions on the basis of the scientific relevance, 
clearness and originality, while the best posters have been selected based on the votes C<lst 
by all the attendees during the poster session. 

The awarded researchers of tile two categories are: 

Best Oml Presentation by a Young Physicist 

I ° Pasquale Oi Nezza 
2° Alexey Petrov 
3° Ulrik Egcde 
4° ·Paolo Rumeria 

Best Poster by a Young Physicist 

1° lIaria Segani 
2° Marco Rovere 
1° Tim Christiansen 
4° (ex equo) Marc Holfcld 
4° (ex equo) Tommaso Boccali 
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Firs/International Workshop on Frontier Science Laboralorl Nazlonali dl Frascali, lIaJy - October 6· 11. 2002 

The workshop is dedicated to heavy-quark productiofl and spectroscopy, leplonic and 
semileptonic decays, CP violation, mixing, detectors and new facilities . Invited speakers will 
review key topics while young researchers will present recent scientific achievements. 
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Invitcu Review Talk in PlenClry Session 

HEAVY QUARK PRODUCTION 

D H Saxon 
Dept of Physics and Astronomy, University of Glasgow, 

Glasgow, G128QQ, Scotland 

ABSTRACT 

The quality of the data on charm and beauty production is improving fast, with 
new techniques reported at HERA and the TeVatron. Charm fragmenta.tion at 
HERA looks the same as at LEP. There is evidence for charm content in the 
photon and fair agreement between theory and data in DIS. Beauty produc
tion at LEP agrees with astounding precision with theory, but at TeVatron and 
HERA there are 70% discrepancies hetween theory and results. Future accel
erator running with the upgraded detectors will lead to a great improvement 
in understanding. 

1 Introduction 

This article is an experimental review of open heavy flavour production, prin

cipally in ep collisions, but with some reference to TeVatron and LEP results, 
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concentrating on resul ts which are new since the review by Bussey 1). (The

oretical aspect.s are dealt with in the talk by Nason i.n these proceedings.) 

There has been considerable progress in tf~clll1ique. In charm-finding HI use 

decay length tagging as well as mass peaks) and the CDF two-track trigger will 

greatly increase charm samples. In beauty-finding results a.rE available using 

muon impact parameter as well as p'f11 of the muon relative to jets and for 

the first time a.lso n- f.J correlations. The situation on charm measurements is 

relatively bealthy. Comparison of the increasing number of beauty results to 

theory still leaves more questions than answers. 

2 Charm production 

The trarutional method of identifying charm events is through the decay chain 

D;'+ ~ DOn; J DO ~ ](-n+ J looking for a peak in the ](-1["+ mass spectrum in 

events with a tagged by 6.m = (m(](-n+nt) - m(I(-1f+)) close to 145 MeV. 

Charm signals are also seen in the ](-1["+ mass spectrum without the D;' tag. 

HI see a modest peak in D+ -4 K-n+1["+ On a huge combinatorial background. 

This is massively improved using the HI silicon tracker to add a decay length 

tag) and charm signals are seen for D+) no) D 5 and D*+ in DIS for 2 < Q2 < 
100 Gey2> typicaJly for PT > 2.5 GeY and 17J(D)1 < 1.5. Leading order plus 

parton shower Monte Carlos such as Aroma 2) provide a good descrjption in 

normalisation and shape of the distributions in PT,Q2,TJ and y.(see figure 1.) 

Having these four channels available allows one to compa.re charm frag

mentation parameters in DIS wit.h those found at LEP. HI find R(uJd) = 
1.26 ± 0.11 ± 0.04, 15 = 0.36 ± 0.10 ± 0.04 and VJ(P + 'V) = 0.693 ± 0.045 ± 
0.006 or 0.613 ± 0.061!~:g~~) depending on the assumptions made about uJd 
universality. These are in reasonable agreement with the world averages of 

1.00 ± 0.09,0.26 ± 0.07 and 0.601 ± 0.032 respectively. ZEUS have compared 

the distribution in z = (E + PII)J2Ejct with LEP and CLEO data and find 

agreement within the modest errors on all these. 3) One concludes that charm 

fragmentation in DIS looks like charm fragmentation in e+ e- annihilations. 

The NLO-DGLAP model HVQDIS 4) (with the gluon ladder ordered in 

kT) describes differential cross-section distributions well, but double differen

tial distributions such as the rapidity spectrum of n" for different PT bins are 

less well described. HVQDIS lies below the forward D" data. Cascade (us

ing CCFM parton shower distributions) where the gluon ladder is ordered in 
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Figure 1: D+ inclusive distributions -in deep inelastic scatter'ing compared to 
Monte Carlo calculat'ions 

ra.pidity) seems to do better. 5) 

The structure function F.fc can be determjned from the Do. rate. There 

is a large extrapolation to reach full acceptance, so one has to watch the model 

assumptions made in doing this. Both ZEUS and HI have done this in the NLO 
DGLAP scheme. The scaling violations have a steeper Q2 dependence than F21 

such that charm contributes about 50% of the scaUng violation in F2 . One can 

ma.ke further assumptions and calculate the gluon distribution xg(x) from D* 

production in DIS and photoproduction. HI find result.s very consistent with 

xg(x) obtained from scaling violations in DIS . 6) HI have also calculated Fie 
in the CCFM scheme. The extrapolation factors are smaller (whkb is good) and 
the value of F.fc found tends to be lower. To understand tbis fully presumably 

needs a lot of work on FPCFA-f , compa-rable to that over the years on FfGLAP. 
'Vatch this space. 
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Figure 2: Photoproduced D'" angular distribution in 'Y.p centre of mass 

ZEUS have studied D*+ photoproduction for 1.9 < PT < 20 GeV , 1171 <' 
1.6 and 130 < W < 285 GeV looldng at distributions of PT, 'I} , W and z(D·). 
Theory (NLO or FONLL) agrees reasonably in shape but lies somewhat below 
the data in norma.lisation. 

1\I10re information about the origin of charm in photoproduction is ob

tained by studying 'YP -+ ccX' in events with two jets and a n* tag. Ex
perimentally one histograms the fraction of the energy in each event which is 

contained in the two highest-Er·jets , (x~b8 = Cf'j=1,2Er,jejfJ)/2yEe ). The 
region X~bl > 0.75 is dominated by direct photon-gluoD fusion with a hard 

quark exchange. In the 'YP centre-of-mass frame this leads to a jet angular 
mstribution proportional to 1/(1 - cos e"). The X~b8 < 0.75 region includes 
the possibility of a cc pair being resolved within the structure of the photon. 
One of these is struck by a hard gluon and recoils from the photon with an 
angular distribution of 1/(1 + COS8*)2. A strong backward peak is found in the 



data, providing clear evidence for charm content in the photon. 7~ (see figure 

2.) Monte Carlo ca.lcula.tions based on Pythia, Herwig or Cascade describe the 

distributions fairly welL 

The ratio, (R = a(x~b8 < 0.75)/a(x~bs > 0.75)), for (rp -4 two jets) 

events is sensitive to the resolved photon structure. For all two-jet events this 

ratio exceeds 1 for photoproduction (rising to 2 for jets at lower ET ) and falls 

to around 0.3 (depending on Er) for Q2 > 100 GeV2
. For events with acha.rm 

tag the ratio is flat at about 0.6 independent of Q2.This result is described by 

va.rious approaches: SASID describe it in terms of 'Y" structure. Cascade and 

Aroma avoid assumptions on ,'" structure and produce low values of X~bs by 

parton shower evolution. Aroma, using DGLAP evolution, somewhat under

predicts this effect. Cascade, using CCFM evolution, lies closer to the data. 

There is a curious anomaly reported by ZEUS in that D* production in 

e+p is less than in e-p at the highest x and Q2 values. The result (a factor 

of two over several bins) persists after checks for many types of experimental 

error. It is not understood. 7) 

ZEUS report on n· production in diffractive DIS, 7) selecting events on 

the basis of the most forward energy deposit, (1)max < 3.0.) This includes 

(6.3 ± 0.6~g:~ ± 0.3)% of aU D" in DIS. Seven distributions are studied and 

described by models either having a gluon structure within the Pomeron (where 

the result falls between the cc and the ccg models of BJLW,) or using gluon 

ladders or higher order processes instead of an explicit Pomeron. 

CDP report first results from their new two-track trigger, which is produc

ing a step increase in quality of data. beautiful signals are seen for DO -4 J(J(, 

no -4 7m, n+ -4 cP7f+ and DB -4 qYlr+. Exclusive beauty hadronic decays such 

as B± -+ DOw -+ J( 7T7f are found after selecting on the no impact parameter. 

We may expect significant new physics results on charm and beauty production 

in the future. 8) 

3 Beauty production 

Beauty production in e+e- annihilation is extraordinarily precisely measured 

and agrees astoundingly well with (peory and model predictions. The b-fraction 

and the b-fragmentation are exemplary, and 2% effects on gluon emission are 

used to measure precisely mb. 9) It is therefore something of a shock to realise 

t.hat in pp and ep collisions there are big discrepancies between theory and 

7 
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Figure 3 : cnp results on B+ production compared to calculations 

CDF run J measured b-production via B+ -t J/'!jJJ(+ for PT < 20 GeV 

and found a signal 2.9 times the~ry. Revisiting the theory, 8) with revised 

fragmentation functions and updating the calcula.tion (FONlL) has reduced 

this ratio to 1.7 . A similar story is found in DO. Jung reports a new fit 
using Cascade (CCFM-based) that goes well through the data pOints. 5) Vole 

can expec[ an improvement in the data with the upgrades to t.he TeVatron 

detectors . The high b-tagging efficiency mea.ns we can look at bb correlations. 

Studies of angular differences between two tagged jets will discriminate between 

different production mechanisms. 

Beauty pl'Oduction at HERA. has been studied using muons close to jets 

and using the pffl of the muon rela.tive to the jet. ZEUS and HI report event 

samples which are (27±3)% beauty with a large fa.ke muon component. HI have 

shown results also using the muon impact parameter. The method is partia.lly 

independent, and yields similar purity (26 ± 5)%. For photoproduction with 

p~ > 2 GeV, 35° < f) < 130° and kT-jets with Er > 5 GeV, HI xeport a 

cross section of (160 ± 16 ± 29) pb, which is a factor 2.4 to 4 times higher than 

NLOQCD(FMNR), Cascade, or Aroma prediction. ZEUS show differentia.l 
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Figure 4: Summary of b-pmduct-ion compa1'ison.5 of data and theo'ry 

cross-sections in rapidity (ra.nge -1.6 to 2.3) and p~ (range 3 to 10 G~V), and 

find (\. cross-section 1.9 times FMNR and weL! outside the errors. 10) 

In deep inelastic sca.ttering Hl, (lising PT J and impact para.met.ers ,) again 

find a vaJue exceeding va.rious calculations by a factor 2.6 to 4.3. ZEUS studied 

a sample of 836 events from 60 pb- J of data with a (25 ± 5)% purity. They 

find the spectra PILI 'lJ, E~J~~' well described by Monte Carlo. Their result for 

a(ep --+ ebbX --+ e jet p,X) is 1.4 times HVQDIS and only 1.0 S .D. high . 11) 

First results arc reported from a new technique of lool<ing for eVE'llts con
taining both D* and muou. cc production produces these with opposite cha.rge 

and in opposite hemispheres in the ,9 rest frame . vb production also produces 

opposite charges in the same hemisphere, same cha.rge jn opposite hemisphere. 

The st.a.tistics ate modest but the background suppression is impressive (34 

beauty events in the sarne hemisphere opposite charge) on a background of 

only 3) . Results a,gain lie above theory. 12) Figure 4 summC'u:ises the state of 

our 101Owledge. 

In all thl'se beau ty studies the efficiencies arc low and acceptance correc

tions large. Measuremellts a r ( ~ made in different kinematic regions and model 

assumptions are needed to reconcile them. tvIost of the results lie well above 

9 
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the theoretical expectation. AU will benefit from detector upgrades to HI and 

to ZEUS for HERA-II. 
Results 13) have been reported by L3 a.nd by OPAL on TY -7 ccX, bbX. 

L3 use both electron and muon signatures and bave lower false-lepton back

grounds. The result is reminiscent of HERA. There is good agreement with 

QCD calculations for charm) but for beauty the data lie a factor of about three 

above the predictions. Clearly beauty production is fertile ground for future 

study both experimentally and theoretically. 
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ABSTRACT 

The CHORUS emulsion target wa.s exposed during the years 1994-1997 to 
t.he CERN SPS wide band neutrino beam. About 840,000 vp. charged current 
interactions were· collected, out of which 140,000 were located in emulsion. Sig
nificant improvements in the past few years in the automatic scanning systems 
allowed a sample of events located in emulsion to be used for studies of charm 
production. Here we present a determination of the semi-leptonic branching 
fraction of charm hadrons based on a sample of 56)72 vp. charged-current in
teractions. We find Bp = (9.3 ± 0.9 (stat) ± 0.9 (syst)) . 10- 2 . We also present 
a preliminary mea.surement of the productioD of At baryon, based on 50,143 
events, giving a(At)ja(CC) = (1.99 ± 0.13 (stat) ± ·0.27 (syst)) . 10-2 . 

* On beha.lf of the CHORUS Collaboration 
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1 Introduction 

CHORUS is a hybrid experimental setup, with a. target/detector of nuclear 

emulsion which provides the resolution at vertex needed to directly observe 

production and decay of charmed hadrons. 

Charm production in neutrino charged-current interactions has been stud
ied in several experiments, in particular, CDHS 1), CCFR 2), CHARM 3), 

CHARM-II 4), NOMAD 5) and NuTeV 6) by means of electronic detectors 

and through the analysis of diluuon events. Dimuon experiments suffer from 

significant background ('"'-'30%) in which the second muon originates from an 

undetected decay in flight of a. pion or a kaon rather than from a charm decay, 

and moreover the type of chaJ:med particle and its decay topology cannot be 

identified in these experiments. This is instead possible in emulsion experi

ments which then guarantee a much lower level of background: this technique 

has already been used in FNAL E531, that collected a statistics of 125 events 

conta.ining a charmed hadron. 

2 The CHORUS experiment 

The CHORUS event sample consists of about 840,000 v}) CC interactions, col

lected in the years 1994-1997. The SPS Wide Band neutrino beam is an almost 

pure II}) beam with an average energy of about 25 GeV with small contamina

tions from DJl (5%) and from Ve and ve (about 1 %). 

2.1 Experimental setup 

The spatial resolution of nuclear emulsion ('"'-'1 j..J,m with 300 three-dimensional 

hits/mm) allows the identifcation of the charmed hadron decay signature, which 

consists of the neutrino interaction followed by the charm path (visible for 

chal'ged hadrons, invisible for neutrals) and by the charm decay, showing an 

odd number of tracks in the case of charged and even for neutrals. 

The experimental setup is hybrid 7): the emulsion target is followed by 

an electronic detector that reconstructs the kinematics of the event. The tar

get is composed by 770 kg of emulsion divided into 4 stacks subdivided in 36 

plates each. Scintillating fibre trackers are used to predict the vertex position 

and drive the event search in emulsion. Downstream the fiber tracker a hexag

onal air-core spectrometer measures charge and momentum of badrons with a 



30% resolution for 5 GeV Ie particles. A lead and fibre calorimeter built with. 

the spaghett'i technique measures energy and direction of electromagnetic aJld 

hadronic showers. The end system is an iron-core spectrometer which measures 

the momentum of muons· with a resolution of 19%. 

2.2 Emulsioll scanning a.nd event reconstruction 

The charm decay search is performed using the netscan method, originally 

developed for t.he DONUT experiment 8). It consists in recording al1 track 

segments within a 400 mrad a.ngular acceptance in a volume surrounding the 

assumed vertex position (6.3 mm longitudinally, corresponding to 8 plates, and 

1.5 x 1.5 mm 2 transversely). The parameters of aJl track segments found in 

this volume are stored in a database. Typically, nve thousand track segments 

are recorded per event. Al.ignment, tracking and a first rejection of tracks not 

belonging to the event are then performed offline, giving on average 40 trn.r.ks 

per event. The track sample is redundant: optimized event selections must be 

developed for each specific analysis. 

3 The semileptonjc brancrung fractjon masurement 

The charm production cross section is relevant for the determination of several 

qua.ntities such as the stra.nge quark content of the nucleon, the charm mass 

and the CKM matrix elements IFcdl and IFesl. Counter experimellts can only 

measure the dimuon product.ion rate, which is correlated to the charm produc

tion cross section through the a.verage charm bra.nching ration int.e- muons Bw 

The only e...'\.isting measurement of this quantity is due to FNAL E531, which 

measured fragmentation fractions and combined them to the already known 

individual semileptonic branching fractions and found BfJ- = 0.099 ± 0.012. 

CHORUS has the statistics sufficient to determine Ell directly from the nUlll

bel' of charm events with a secondary muon in the final state with an error 

comparable to that of the indirect measurement. The starting sample consists 

of 56,172 events analyzed with the nets can. 

3.1 Event selection 

The selection of events containing a chal'm dec.ay is based on the evidence of a· 

secondary signal: either a vertex or an isolated track stopping in the fiducial 

13 
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Figure 1: The semileptonic branching fraction behaviour with visible energy. 

volume must have been reconstructed in addition to the primary vertex. The 

matching with a detector track guarantees that the vertices do belong to the 

event. Thus 1055 events are selected. To evaluate the purity a. subsample of 

244 events was visually lnspe~ted, and 11 events did not show secondary vertex 

(primary tracks wrongly tagged as secondary, passing-through tracks identmed 
as stopping) while 12 events contained secondary interactions. This results in 

a selection purity of 0.91 ± 0.02 and in a corrected number of selected events 

Noel = 956 ± 35. 
Efficiencies were evaluated with a Monte Carlo in which simulated in

teractions are superimposed onto real nets can acquisitions in order to have a 

realistic track background, then processed as real.data. 

3.2 Secondary muon identrneatioD 

Muons can be identified in calorimeter and spectrometer. Above 4 GeV, 

where all muons reach the latter, the efficiency is above 95%, while it is 

much lower where only a calorimeter measurement is available. Integrated 

over the momentum spectrum, the average J-L identification efficiency is 55%. 

The number of events in which a secondary muon was identified is N;:L = 
88 ± 10 (stat) ± 8 (syst). The semiJeptonic branching fraction is then given 

by B)J = R . N;~/ Nse/ where R = 1.01 ± 0.05 is a correction factor that takes 

into account the efficiencies. CHORUS then measures BjJ = (9.3 ± 0.9 (stat) ± 
0.9 (SYBt)) . 10-2

. Dividing the sample into three bins, the energy dependence 

of B)J shown in figure 1 has been obtained. 
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Figure 2: Flight length distribut-i,on for D+, D; and At (Monte Carlo). 

4 The At production measurement 

The resolution on hadron momentum does not aJlow particle identification on 

an event-by-event basis, thus the At production has been studied with statisti

cal methods using the particle flight length distribution_ As shown in figure 2, 

the sample of events with flight length below 400 pm is dominated by At. The 

event selection is then based on the requirement that the the primary muon 

and some other track of the event originate in the same emulsion plate. The 

starting sample consists of. 50,143 events analyzed with the netscan. To opti

mize the efficiency no track matching with the detect.or is required, but this 

disfavours the purity which is about 20%: all 1605 selected events were then 

visually inspected. Of the confirmed charm events, those with flight length 

between 40 and 400 J-tm are kept (125 events). To estimate the contamina

tion from D+ and D;, another charm search is performed on events selected 

requiring that the secondary vertex (or track) is Dot in the same plate as the 

primary, and 582 events are selected and visually inspected. Of the confirmed 

charm events, those with flight length above 400 pm are used in the analysis 

(227 events). 

The background mainly comes from white interactions, i.e. in which the 

nuclear activity is not visible, and 6 ± 1 events are expected. Efficiencies are 

evaluated with the Monte Carlo simulation described in section 3.1 

Combining short and long decay search after dividing decays in 1 prong 
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from decays in 3 prongs, the number of At produced can be evaluated solving 

the system of equations 

_ n+ D+ _. -D; Dj At A;;-
NSI - nDfSJ ESl + knDlsl E"SI + n At(1- 13 )£SI 

D+ n+ D+ D+ A+ A+ 
Ns'J :::: nDfs3 ES3 + knDfs3~ 6 S3' + nAtJ.J ~ ES3 

n+ D+ D+ D+ A + A + 
-N1.3 = nDfL3 cL3 + knDlL3 £1.3 + nA-;-f3 C cLJ 

where N 51 (53, L3) js the number of events in the short-1 prong (short-3 prong, 

long-3 prong) samplc, £~I+(~~:L~-:-) are the efficiencies evaluated with tbe sim-
+( + + 

-ulatlon, lit (sf:'23) and f;c arc t.he production fractions taken from existing 

measurement.s, the ratio J,~ = nD::-/nD+ = 0.13 is taken from E531, and nn = 
1J.D+ + nDj and nAt are n:ee paramet.ers to be determined from tbe equCl.tions. 

Taking into account the background, CHORUS measures a(At)/a(CC) = 
(1.39 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.27 (syst)) .10- 2 . This result must be considered prelimi

nary as systematics and other backgroulld sources are being [mther evaluated. 
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ABSTRACT 

The ne\\' results about b quark fragmentation function at. the 7, peak a.re re
viewed. Different methods and strategies lead to compatibk results, which are 
substantia.lly bigher than older results . 

1 Introduction 

In high energy processes which involve strong interac:tjons t.he quarks are not 

observed as free particles, but appear as jets of colO1.1rless hadrol1s. The process 

of hadron production is usually described as the convolution of a perturbative 

pa.rt (photon a.nd glLlon radiation with Q2 > 1 GcV) and the non-perturbative 

fragment.at.ion process itself, whjch is parametl'ised in terms of t,he variable z ~ 
(E+PII ) 

(E+ ) Iwl ron , where the numera.tor refers to tbe badron after fragmentation, a.nd 
oJ P q \ UH\c 
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the denominator to the quark just before fragmentation) i.e. taking into account 

initial and final state radiation and hard gluon emission. The fragmentation 

is described in terms of the probability of a B hadron to be generated with a 

given z, called J(z). Many phenomenological models are present in literature 

for f(z), amongst the most popular Peterson 1), Kartvelishvili 2), Collins 3) 

and Bowler 4) can be cited. Unfortunately z is not accessible experimentally, 

and hence a direct reconstruction of J(z) is not possible. The energy spectrum 

of B hadrons can instead be described in terms of the scaled mean energy XB, 

defined as the ratio of the heavy hadron energy to the beam energy x B .:;::: EEhOd • 
b~8m 

The main difference between the z and XB variables is in the denominator, 

because Ebellm does not unfold the effects of initial and final state radiation 

and hard gluon emission. Together with X, a distribution F{x) analogous to 

J (z) can be defined. It is also often bet tel' to consider not the Ilrst generated 

B hadron, but weakly-decaying B hadron, whose scaled energy is denoted x'Bd. 
The differences are due to higher resonant states which decay heavily, as in 

B** -7 Brr or in B* ~ B'"'(. 

2 Experimental methods 

Different methods have been used so far to directly measure F(x) fragmentation 

functions. Inclusive variables llke seznjleptonic b ~ tvx lepton momenta and B 

jet energies are correlated with the energy of the B hadron. Otherwise, one can 

select inclusively jets comjng from B decays using their lifetime information; 

then, a wise choice of the tracks in the jet which are supposed to come from 

heavy quark decays allows a direct reconstruction of the energy of the leading 

B hadron. Finally, one can also semi-exclv,.';)ively reconstruct the energy of a B 

meson by looking at the semileptonic decays B -4 evD(*) i the charmed meson 

can be identified in a number of decay channels, while the neutdno energy has 

to be estimated using missing energy techniques or dil'ectly correcting with 

Monte Carlo simulation. In the first met.hod one basically reconstructs only 

the lepton track, and Monte Carlo simulation has to be used to derive the true 

B hadron energy; in the last one, instead, almost all of the energy of the B 

hadron is directly reconstructed, thus depending less on the simulation. 

Older LEP measurements 5) were Ilsing the first method, and a functional, 

shape for J(z) (usually Peterson 1)) was imposed since the analysing power is 

not good enough to retrieve a. real spectrum. The average value for (XEd) was 



0.702 ± 0.008. The newest measurements by ALEPH 6) I SLD 7), DELPID 8) 

and OPAL 9), instead, use the second and the third methods. 
ALEPH 6) selects B mesons exclusively in B -+ fvD(*) decay channels, 

with the D* and D mesons are reconstructed exclusively in five channels. Neu

trino energy is recovered using missing energy techniques. In this way, 3400 

candidates are selected with an expected B energy resolution of 4%. 
DELPHI 8) and OPAL 9) select charged and neutral decay B products 

with artificial neural networks. Infor~ation like track impact parameter sig

nrncance, the presence of displaced vertices and rapidity information are used 

as inputs. The B hadron energy is either estimated again by neural networks 

(DELPHI), or obtained from a weighted sum of all track and cluster. energies, 
where the weights are again from neural networks (OPAL). This inclusive se

lection allows a greater statistical sample (~200000 B decays reconstructed), 

but with a resolution on B energy of about 10%. 

SLD 7) achieves an inclusive B hadron reconstruction using only charged 

tracks from B decaysl making use of their excellent vertexing system and of 

the very small interaction region of SLC. Neutral track information is retrieved 

using B flight direction from the decay vertex and assuming the B average 

mass for the vertex. In this way, using hard cuts to select a subsample with 

good resolution, SLD selects :::::;4000 events with an energy resolution of ~10%. 

Two different kinds of analysis a.re possible once the reconstructed B 
energy is available: 

• a fit to various J(z) distributions, to check compatibility with data 

• a. model independent deconvolution of detector effects to get a F(x) shape 

The general trends is, consistently among the measurements, that Bowler and 

Kartvelisbvili fez) parameterisations describe quite well the data; Peterson is 

disfavoured and Collins ruled out. Note also that the results using Peterson 

are conSistently lower than the best ones. 

The model-independent studies result in values for (XBd) 

ALEPH 6) 0.7163 ± 0.0061 ± 0.0056 

DELPHI 8) 0.7153 ± O.0007~g:gg1~ 
SLD 7) 0.709 ± 0.003 ± 0.003 ± 0.002 

OPAL 9) 0.7193 ± O.0016~g:gg~~ 

and in full F(.l;) shapes as in fig.I. 
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Figure 1: Reconstructed spectr1J,m for F (XEd) 

3 Conclusions 

The newest results by LEP and SLD Collaborations agree well in setting an 

average value for b qua.rk fragmentation function higher than prevjously mea

sured 5) . This is explained since the older measurements were assuming a 

Peterson 1) shape for f(z), while now this seems disfavoured . 
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ABSTRACT 

Heavy quark producUon is widely studied i.n two-photon collisions at LEP and 
is a very fruitful laboratory for testing perturbative QCD. Clear evidence for 
the gluon content. of the photon is obtained. The data favoW" low ,:alue.s of t.he 
charm mass. The bb production is found to be three times higher than the 
NLO QeD predictions . 

Two photon collisions a.re the main source of hadrons at LEP. The st.udy 

of charm and beau t.y pl'oduc:tion in two-photon collisions, introducing a. large 

physical scale, provides a. mea.ns of testing pertubative QCD and of probing 

the pa.rtonic structure of the photon. At LEP energies, the direct and 5i11-

gl r resolved processe , , ket.cbed in Figurc 1, are predicted to gi\'n comparable 

cont ributions to the cross section a(-y"'{ 4 c<\ bb). The resol vcel photon cross 

" On behalf of the L3 Collaboration 
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams oj the two main 11 -+ ce l bi) processes 

section is dominated by the photon-gluon fusion process 19 -+ qq. This talk is 
a short. survey of recent LEP results 1). 
The event selection follows two steps: first hadronic final states from two

photon collisions are selected, then an heavy quark is tagged, A cut on the 

calorimetric energy deposited ill the detector provides a clean separation be

tween two-photon collisions and e+ e- a.nnihilation processes. The charm is 
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Figl!re 2: Left: transverse momentum of the. electron with respect to the nearest 
jet, Right: total cross section of cc and bb productions with respect to JS, 



tagged either by the presence of a D~ resonance or by the presence of a lepton 

(electron or muon). The D*± meson is studied via its decay into a DO meson 

and a low energy 7r±. DO -t J(-1r+) DO -+ ](-1r+1r0 and DO -+ J(-rr+rr-rr+ 

decay channels are analysed. The beauty is tagged with high momentum lep

tons. The transverse momentum distribution of t.he lepton with respect to the 

nearest jet is fitted with uds, c and b content as free parameters as shown in 

Figure 2 (J eft). 

The total cross section of charm production, e+ e- -+ e+ e- cc.x, shown in Fig

ure 2(rigbt) is in good agreement with NLO QCD predictions 2). The direct 

process alone is insufficient to describe the data. This is an evidence of the 

importance of the gluon-photon fusion process and of the gluon content of the 

photon. 

The L3 and OPAL measurements of the total cross section of beauty produc

tion are in good agreement with each other, but data are more than three times 

higher than NLO QCD predictions 2). 
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Figme 3: Left: d1fferentin.l cross sect-i.on of ihe charm, production 'With respect 
to the trans'uerse momentum. of the D". Right: total cross section with respect 
to the mass of the ''('',/ system. 

The differential cross section of the charm production as a function of the trans

verse momentum and the total cross section II -t ccX as a. function of the 

mass of the "'('"I system W'Y'Y axe also measured. In Figmc 3, one ca.n see that 
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these measurements favour a low value of the charm mass. The rise of the Tf 

cross section a.t. high vV'i',), values is c.haracteristic of the resolved proc~sses 3). 

The separation between the direct and the resolved processes has also been 

studied with kinematic va.riables of the jets. 

As shown in Figure 4, the charm structure function of the photon exhibits at 

low x highex values than predicted 4). The gluon component of the photon is 

therefore probably Ilnderestima t.ed. 

FigllIe 4: Ch.a.rm strv.ct'll.1·e Junction of the photon. 
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ABSTRACT 

The SELEX experiment (E781) at Fermilab observes high mass states decay
ing to A-;tK-7f+ and AtK- pj+1I+, possible decay modes of doubly-charmed 
ba.ryons 3t and 2:;/. The masses are consistent with theoretical predictions 
for double-charm ba.ryons. 
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1 Introduction 

The existence of baryons with two and three charm quarks is €..xpected from our 

present understanding of hadronic structure. In the double-charm system one 

expects a J=l /2 ground state iso-doublet) termed 2t,++ in PDG notation 1). 
Most predictions for the masses of the J=1/2 states and the J=3/2 hyperfine 
excitations expect the ground state near 3.6 GeV /c2 and a hyperfine split of 
60 MeV /c2 2). 

2 Features of the Selex spectrometer 

The SELEX experiment a.t Fermilab used a magnetic spectrometer and a high 
resolution silicon vertex detector with 600 GeV E- and 1[- beams and a 570 

GeV proton beam to study large-xF charm production « Xp >""' 0.35). 3) 

A RICH detector identified secondaries above 25 GeV /c. 4) Details of single
cha.rm analyses involving At -t pK-1[+ reconstructions can be found in 5) 6). 

The double-charm search discussed here began with the sample of 1630 At 
events used in the lifetime analysis 5) 

3 Double-charm Analysis 

Our topological search looked for double-charm baryons decaying via a Cabibbo

favored decay to an s-quark plus a daughter At baryon. A double-charm can

didate formed a vertex having the At along with 2 more tracks CQ=l) or 3 
more tracks (Q=2). We called the negative track a kaon in the right-sign re

construction, then reanalyzed the same events calling the negative track a pion 

to study wrong-sign backgrounds. Event selection cuts required vertex separa

tion significance L1/CJ1 2: 1. The At momentum vector must point back to the 
primary vertex within a X2 cut of 4. The signal significance does not depend 
critically on any cut value. 

3.1 Q = 1 reconstruction 

For single-charged baryons, the K-1[+ At mass distribution shows a 2t can

didate at 3520 MeV /c2 , consistent with most model calculations. The peak is 
narrow but consistent with simulation. The signal region contains 22 events 

with a background of 6.1 ± 0.51 events, for a single-bin significance of 6.3 (5. 
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Figure 1: (a) The At J{-1f+ mass distribution in 2.5 MeV Jc2 bins. (b)The 
At K-7r+1f+ mass distribution in 7.5 MeV Jc2 bins. 

The probability of such an excess is less than 10-6 for a single bin. The proba

bility of such a fluctuation anywhere in the mass range is < 1.1 X 10- 4, SELEX 
has reported this as the first observation of a doubly-charmed baryon 7) 

3.2 Q=2 Reconstruction 

For double-charged baryons, we look for an isospin partner of the 3t(3520)
The K-1f+7r+At mass distribution in the vicinity of 3520 MeV Jc2 is shown at 

right in Fig. I, along with the wrong-sign background. There is a2t/ candidate 
at 3460 MeVjc2 , The observed width (6 ± 1 MeV/c2 ) matches simulation. 
Events outside the Signal region show a strong preference for the center-of
mass (eM) angle of the negative track to be near 180 degrees. Simulation 
indicates that a cut to remove such events should have very little effect on the 
signal region for a phase-space decay distribution, That is indeed the case in 
the data. With the selection shown, we find 9 events in the peak, compared to 
an expected background of 1 event. The Poisson probabili ty that there is an 
excess of 8 events or more anywhere on the plot is 10-5 , 

3.3 Production 

Both =t and 2~/ states are produced only by baryon bea.ms in SELEX data. 
There are no signa.! candidates from the pion beam. Simulation studies sug- . 
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· gest that the double-charm states may account for as much as 40% of the At 
sample seen in this experiment, a surprisingly high fraction . The FOCUS pho

toproduction experiment at Fermilab (230 Ge V) has looked for these states 

using 20,000 At events and sees no signa.l peaks 9). If SELEX is correct, the 

hadwproduction mechanism is unusual. This situation is reminiscent of the 

discovery of the 2t baryon in the vVA62 experiment at CERN. That experl

ment observed enormous large-xF production: (J"' B = 0.6 Jib for IF > 0.6 from 

135 GeV hyperons 8) 

4 Summary 

SELEX has introduced two statistically-compelling new high-mass states that 

decay into a final state At, K- and one or two n+, as expected for double

charm baryon decays. It is difficult to understand the 60 MeV /c2 mass differ

ence between the Q=l and Q=2 states j.f they are members of the ground state 

isodoublet. However, any other interpretatjon of these states is also problem

atic. 
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ABSTRACT 

I disc\l~s few recent developments in Heavy Flavour Production phenomenology. 

1 Introduction 

The phenomenology of Heavy flavour production attracts considerable theoret

ieaJ and experiment.al interest. 

The theorebcal framework for the descriptiou of heavy Aavour production 

is the QeD im proveu parton model. Besides the weU-established NLO COl'l'ec

tions to the inclusive production of beavy quark in hadron-hadron 1, 2, 3, 4), 

hadron-photon 5, 6, 7), and phot.on-photon collisions 8), much theoretical 

work has been done in the reslimmation of contributions enhanced in certain 

regions of phase space: the Suda.kov region, the large transverse momentum 

region and the small-x region. 
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The theoretical effort involved is justified by the large variety of a.ppli
cations that heavy quark production physics has, in top, bottom and charm 

production. Besides the need of modeling these processes, heavy quark pro
duction is an jmportant benchmark for testing QeD and parton model ideas, 

due to the relative complexity of the production process, the large range of 
masses available, and the existence of different production environments, like 
e+e- annihilation, hadron-hadron, photon-hadron and photon-photon colli

sions. Although the order of magnitude of the total cross sections, and the 

shape of differential distribution is reasonably predicted, in some areas large 
discrepancy are present, especially for b production. 

2 Total cross section for top and bottom 

Top production 9, 10) has been a most remarkable success of the theoretical 

model. The measured cross section has been found in good agreement with 
theoretical calculations, as shown in fig. 1. Resummation of soft gluon ef-

so 
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Figure 1: Results on top cross .sections at the Tevatron. 

feets ll) reduces the theoretical uncertainty in the cross section, pushing it 

toward the high side of the theoretical band. It remains, however 1 inside the 
theoretical band of the fixed order calculation, thus showing consistency with 



the estimated error. 

Recently, the HERA-B experiment has provided a new measurement of 

the bb total cross section 12). Their result is in good agreement with previous 

findings 131 14) . More details on this measurement have been given in Saxon's 

talk 15). Here I will only make some remarks on the theoretical aspects. This 

experiment is sensitive to the moderate transverse momentum region, where 

the bulk of the total cross section is concentrated . Since the produccion is (in a 

certain sense) close to .threshold! resummation of Sudakov effects is important 

a.lso in this case, and brings about a considerable reduction of the theoretical 

uncerta.inty 11). The HERA-b result is compatible with the central value pre

diction! with the b pole mass around 4.75 GeV. Higher precision may constrain 

further the b quark mass. 

3 Differential clistributions 

The Tevatron has had a longstanding disagreement with QeD in the b trans

verse momentum spectrum. A recent publication of the B+ differEntial cross 

sect.ion by CDF 16) has quantified the disagreement as a factor of 2.9±O.2±O.4 

in the ratio of the measured cross section over the theoretical prediction. This 

discrepancy has been present since a long time, and it has been observed botl1 

in CDF and DO. Some authors 17) have argued that the discrepa.ncy could be 

interpreted as a Signal for Supel'simmetry. 

Because of the large theoretical uncertainties, this discrepancy has been 

often downplayed. In fact, several effects may conspire to raise the b cross 

section to an appropriate value: small-x effects I, 18, 19), threshold effects 11) 

and resummation of large logpT' It is not however clear whether these effect 

can be added up without overcounting. Furthermore, they are aU higher order 

effects 1 and thus should not push the cross section too far out of the theoretical 

band, which includes estimates of unknown rugher order effects. 

Recently, a small-x formalism 20, 21, 22, 23) has been implemented in 

a Monte Carlo program 24) (the CASCADE Monte CarloL and it has been 

claimed that this programs correctly predicts the b spectrum at the Teva

tron 25). Although encouraging, this result should be regarded with a word of 

caution . The formalism involved only accounts for leading small x effects, and 

does not correct for the lack of leading terms, that are known to be important 

for heavy flavour production at the Tevatron regime. Experience with other 
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contexts where resnrnmatioD techniques have been applied has ta.ught us that 

it is not difficult to oYerestirnate the importance of resummation effects, and 
much study is needed to reliably assess their importance 26). 

It. has been observed since some time that an improper undel'standing 

of fragmentation effects may be one of the causes of the Tevatron discrepancy. 

This possibility stems from the fact that b quark cross sections are in reasonable 

agreement with the Tevatron measurements of the B meson spectrum, while 

the cross section obta.ined by applying a standard fragmentation function of 
the Peterson form 27) with c = 0.006 to the quark cross section yields too soft 

a spectrum. It was suggested 28) to study b quark jets rather than B meson)s 

distributions. In fact, the jet momentum should be less sensitive to fragmen
ta.tion effects than the hadron momentum. A DO study 29) has demonstrated 

that by considering b jets instead of B hadrons the agreement between theory 

and data improves considerably. 
It was recently shown 30) that a.n accurate assessment of fragmentation 

effects brings about a reduction of the discrepancy from the factor of 2.9 quoted 

by CDF to a. factor of 1.7. This remarkable reduction is essentially due to recent 

progress in fragmentation function measurements by LEP experiments and the 
SLD 31, 32, 33, 34) (the current status of fra.glnentation measurements has 

been reviewed 1n Boccali)8 talk 35)), and by a pa-rticular method for extract

ing the relevant information about non-perturbative fragmentation effects from 

the e+ e- data. Here I will not enter in the details of the method, that have 
been described in 30). I will instead try to give an overaU illustration of the 

majn features of the method. First of a.ll, strictly speaking, the description of 

fragmentation effects in terms of a fragmentation function (i.e .• a probability 

distri bution for an initial quark to hadronize irlto a hadron with a given fraction 

of its momentum) is only valid at very large transverse momenta.. One could 

then extract t~e fragmentation function from LEP data, and use it in high PT 

B production at the Tevatron. Unfortunately. the regime of large transverse 

momenta is not quite reached at the Tevatron. For example, the differential 

cross section da /dp~dy at the Tevatron, for PT = 10, y = 0, computed at the 
NLO level including mass effects is 12.1 nb/Gey2) while in the massless approx

imation (i.e· l neglecting terms suppressed as powers of m/PT) is L 78 nb/Gey2. 

At PT = 20 we have 0.372 nb/Gey2 for the full massive, arid 0.220nb/Gey2 

for the massless limit, which sta.rts to approach the asymptotic value. As a. 



rule of thumb, the massless approximation starts to approach the massive one 
around PT ~ 5ml. It does therefore make no sense to use any massless approach 

for. PT < 5m. In earlier work on hea.vy quark production at large transverse 
momentum 37), this fact went unnoticed, since large higher order terms (i.e. 

beyond the NLO level) in the fragmentation funct10n approach accidentally 
compensated for the lack of mass terms, thus giving the impression that the 

massless approach is good down to PT ~ 2m. 

In order to perform a calculation that is reliable in both the low and the 

high transverse momentum regime, we have thus to merge the massive NLO 

ca.lculation with the fragmentation function approach. The merging point must 

therefore be around pt ~ 5m. A summary of the theoretical tools that have 

lead t,o the matched (so called FONLL) approach are summarised as follows: 

1 Single inclusive particle production in hadronic collisions 38). Single 

hadron production are described in term of NLO single parton cross sec
tion convoluted with a NLL fragmentation function; 

2 Heavy quark Fragmentation Function 39) i a method for the computation 

of the heavy quark fragmentation function at all orders in perturbation 
theory is developed, and applied at NLL. Several applications in e+ e
physics have appeared 40, 41, 42) 43). 

3 Single inclusive heavy quark production at large PT 37); item 1 and 2 

are combined to give a NLL reswnmation of transverse momentum loga
rithms in heavy quark production; 

4 FONLL calculation of single inclusive heavy quark product.ion; item 3 

is merged without overcounting with standard NLO calculations. This 
procedure has been implemented both in hadroproduction 44) and in 
photoproduction 45, 46). 

A summary of comparison of the FONLL calculation with data is given in 

fig. 2. More details on t.he CDF measurement have been given in Saxon's talk. 

The comparison with DO data (still preliminary) shows very good agreement, 

compared to the discrepancy of a factor of order 3 found in the DO publication . 

lThis elementary fact has been known for more than five years, although, 
surprisingly enough, some authors prefer to ignore it even now 36) 
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Figure 2: Comparison of CDP 16) and DO 47) data with the FONLL calcula

tion 30). 

4 Conclusions 

The theory of heavy flavour production seems to give a good qualitative de

scription of the available data. In the case of top production, the comparison 

between theory and experiment is satisfactory also at a quantitative level. 

Recent progress has ta.ken place in the field of b ha.droproduction. The 

HERA-b experiment has provided a cross section for b production at rela.tively 

low Clvf en€l'gy. Some progress in understanding the role of (ragmentation has 

considerably reduced the longstanding problem of the b momentum spectrum 

at the Tevatron. 

Major problems do remain in the (perhaps less developed) a.reas of bottom 

productionjn 'Y'Y and ,p collisions, Discussion of these problems were reported 

in Saxon)s an'd Achard's talk in this conference 15, 48). In both contexts, 

while charm production seems to be reasonably well described by QeD, there 

is an excess of bottom productioll, which seems to be far out of the theoretical 

uncertainty band. These problems have been a.round for sometimes now. On 
the positive side, t.he recent Zeus measurements presented in 15) seem to show 

a smaller discrepancy than previously found. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent experiments on heavy quarkonium production performed at high energy 
colliders (HERA and the TEVATRON) and at e+e- machines, are presented 
and discussed within the framework of the NRQCD /factorization formalism . 

Experiments at the new high luminosity e+ e- beauty factories (BABAR 
and BELLE) and the upgraded versions of CLEO and BES are producing 
a wealth of new data on heavy quarkonium decays. Here the discussion is 
restricted to the most recent results on radiative cascade decays (QQ) -7 

(QQY + ,) and on the electromagnetic decays (QQ) -711). The results from 
e+e- machines are compared to those obtained with a different technique by 
E835 at Fermilab. 

New evidence for the 21 So state of Charmonium I the f}c(2S), and for a ID 
state of Bottomonlum, announced respectively by the CLEO-III and BELLE 
collaborations, is also presented. 
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1 Introduction 

After a few years of relative quiet., the field of Quarkonium (= heavy quarko

nium) is now again bursting with activity. New results on spectroscopy, pro

duction and decay a.re coming in and more are expected given t.he large data 

samples available. Moreover failures in past attempts of ex-pla.ining some of 

the e:x.'Perimental results have stimuJated theoretical investigations leading to 

improved tools to deal with the boundary domain between perturbative and 

non pertu:bative QeD. 

In this paper I will introduce briefly the theoretical forma.lism currently 

used to discuss Quarkonium (section 2), review Significant expedmental results 

elucidating the mechanism of Qua.l'konium production (section 3), and present 

new results on a subset of interesting Quarkonium decay channels (section 4). 

2 The NRQCD/factorization formalism 

At the begjnning a f the past decade Bodwi n, 8r aaten and Lepage 1) introduced 

the Non Relativist.ic QCD /factOlization formalism, an effective field theory 

based on a. double series expansion on as and v, where v is the velocity of the 

quarks relative motion within t.he haclronic states partaking in (\, reaction. Since 

obviously this formalism applies when both as and v are small, Quarkonium is 

an ideal test ground. 

In this formalism the cross-section for Quarkonium production is written as: 

o(a + b---7 (QQ) + ... ) = 'L,OSD(po + PI) ---7 (0 + Q)[n] + .... ) x LDNIE[n] 

where a and b are the incoming particles and Pal Pb are point-like probe and 

target for the short dist.ance elementary process. t7SD is the cross section for 

the short distance process, calculated with standard perturbative techniques. 

The pertu~bative series runs over intermediate Fock states [n(colour'pS+J)IJ ))L 
cha.1'acterized by their color and angular momentum degrees of freedom. 

LDME[n] are long distance mat1'L"C clements that are assllmed to be uni

versal (that is independent of the short distance process) and factorizable. It is 

hoped that eventually t.he LDMElnJ will be computed by La.ttice techniques. At 
present they are derived hom fits to experiments. Results should depend only 

on [nJ and be consistent with a prescribed NRQCD scaling order (for example, 



forln] = [1,351 :: they should contribute a. factor ex M~v6 and for [n] = [8,3 Pd 
a factor ex 111~V6 ). For 351 states ('Ij) 's and Y 's ), in the limit v -} 0 this 

formalism, at bwest order, reduces to the more familiar Color Si.nglet Model 

(CSM) where only intermediate colorless states are allowed and where the soft 

processes are described in terms 'of QQ state wave-functions calculated from 

potential models. 

Ea.rly results from the measurement of the: 

p+p-t(QQ)+ .... 

cross-section 2), performed in Run I at the Tevatron, encouraged optimism. 

As shown in Fig.l, while Lowest Order (LO) CSM faUs to reproduce the data, 

LO NRQCD, which allows for a significant contribution of octet terms (CO) 

[S,2SHlJ), describes well the experimental results. In the next section I 'will 

sbow how the situation evolved in the light of recent experiments. 

x 
+ 

c::: 
>-

I . 
;0 

J 

15 20 

Figure 1: Transverse momentuTT'!-' distribv.tion of Y (1S) from prompt production 
chll'll7wls 
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3 QQ production mechanism 

I will discuss first production mechanisms on a proton target. This will include 

results from experiments performed at HERA (ZEUS and HI) to study 

e± +p --; (QQ) + .... . 

and results of recent measurements performed at the Tevatron (CDF and DO) 

where the reaction studied is: 

p+p--;(QQ)+ ... 

The available data samples are listed in Table 1. New results are expected 

soon from the current data taking (Run II) at the Tevatron. 

Experiment Year Luminosity 
ZEUS + HI (e+) 94 -97; mid 99- 00 60;120 pb- 1 

ZEUS + HI (e-) 98 - mid 99 15 pb- 1 

CDF and DO 1992-95 110 pb- 1 

Table 1: Integrated Luminositjes for high energy experiments on a proton target 

3 .1 ZEUS and HI at HER.A 

Variables used are: transverse momentum) PT) W;p = (q + P)2, (with q,P the 

four momenta of I and proton respectively)) rapidity, and z = q~~ = ~ (with 

E* in the proton rest frame). The variable z is used to distinguish diffractive 

processes) where z ~ 1.0, from inelastic processes, where z ~ 0.9. In what 

follows I will only discuss inelastic processes. 

In Fig.2 are drawn the NRQCD lowest order photon-gluoD fusion graphs 

that are thought to give the largest contributions. In (a) the intermediate state 

is a singlet and the emitted g1uon is a hard one. In (b) the intermediate state 

is an octet. that t.ransforms into a singlet by bleeding off a soft gluon. 

A good exa.mple of the ambiguities that can arise in the interpretation 

of experimental results is given in Fig.3, left 3) were the p} distribution of 

inelastic J/'I/J photoproduction, is compared to CS LO, to (CS + CO) LO 

and to CSM NLO. It is apparent that to describe the experin:tental results a 
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Figure 2: Lowest Order graphs for Quarkonium pmduction in electron proton 
interactions. The dash-dotted line is drawn to separate hard and soft processes. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of p} (left) and z (right) distributions with theoretical 
estimates 

lowest order calculations would require a CO contribution, which seems to be 

unnecessary when CSM calculations are performed at NLO, In Fig.3, right 3) 

the z distribution is compared to theoretical predictions. The dotted curve 

going through the data is the result of a NRQCD calculation and includes 

contributions of singlet and octet terms. The appa.rent agreement is misleading 

since it was obtained modifying the values of the LDME obtained by CDF for 

the same intermediate states. 
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3.2 CDF and DO at the Tevatron 

The interpretation of experimental results is more complicated in this case due 
to the con:plex nature of the probe. In pp collisions the dominant contribu
tions to QQ product ion are expected to come from the lowest order gluon-gluon 
fusion diagrams (the diagrams of Fig.2 where a gluon is substituted to the in
coming "( ). At present results are available both for (cc) and (bb) production 
however, since (cc) data are much more abundant and since the data on ebb) 
seem to follow closely the pattern of (cc) production, I will discuss only pro
duction of (ee) states 

The experiments detect J Nand 1/J(25 ) states through their decay into 
a J.t+ J.L- final states. J /'1/J can come from three different sources: (a) directly 
produced in the FP reaction, (b) from the decay of heavier (ec) states ,1/J(25) 

and X" and (c) from the decay of b-ftavored hadrons. The CDF collaboration 
estimated the fraction of J /1/J's from Xc by reconstructing the Xc decays to 
J/1/J + '1', while the (c) component was separated from the prompt ((a) + (b)) 
components reconstructing the displaced vertex of B decay. 

CDF has recently measured the polarization of J /1/J and 1/J(25) produced in FP 
interactions 4) . At large PT one expects the W'S to be increasingly transversely 
polarized if their production is dominated by gluon fragmentation. This follows 
from the fact that the polarization of the gluon, close to being on shell in this 
kinematic regime, is preserved when the cc state evolves into a bound state. 

The measurement of the polarization of t/J mesons is performed by study
ing the differential cross section as a function of the angle B· between the J-t+ 

direction in the 1/J rest frame and the 1/J direction in the pp center of mass frame. 
The angular distr ibution l (cosB·) is proportional to (1 + Q x cos2 B*) where II 
= +1 (-1) for full t ransverse (longi tudinal ) polarization and 0 for un polarized 
'!/J'S. FigA shows the comparison of the experimental results to the predictions 
of the NRQCD/factorization modeL As seen in FigA the polarization fails to 
increase wi th PT as would be expected from the theory. 

3.3 Direct Quarkonium production at e+e- colliders 

Prompt production of Quarkonium has also been extensively studied at e+e
colliders: at LEP where Z--> IN, Z--> 1/J(25) and Z--> Y, cross sections have 
been measured and, at low energy, by CLEO , BABAR and BELLE. 
The most recent results come from BABAR 5) and BELLE 6) that. have stud-
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Figure 4: CDF Polarization Measurements 

ied prompt production of JftjJ at and just below the T(48) with the largest 
integrated luminosities ever obtained so far (see Table 2). 
In the NRQCD formalism one expects the graphs given in Fig.5 to contribute 

I ExpeL J/'Il 'Il(2S) Y(lS) Y(2S) Y(3S) Y(4S) 

BES 5.8xlO 1.5x10 
CLEO-III 2.9 x 10' 3.6 X 10' 4. 7 l a' 
BELLE 91. fb - 1 

BABAR 95·fb- 1 

Table 2: Experiments with large data samples, in part still to be analyzed 

to prompt production in e+e- annihilations. Theoretical calculations 7) , 8) , 9) 

predict graph (a), with an intermediate 3S1 singlet state, to give the dominant 

contribution. The other 351 singlet conb-ibution (eL leading to a final state 
with two (cc) pairs, is expected to be of order 10%. The octet terms (b), was 

predicted to be small over the range of JftjJ (and 1/1 (28» momenta in the center 

of mass system (p" ) except at the end point where some calculation predicted 
a dramatic increase. 
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Figure 5: Lowest order graphs contributing to the process of Qua7'kon'ium pro
duction in e+ e- collisions 

The parameter A(ps) in the angular distribution J(cosf)*) ex (1 + A(p"') X 

cos 2 (B*) is predicted in the range 0.6 < A < l.0 by NRQCD while CSM pre

dicts A = -0.8. Finally, J /'I/J (and '1/J(2S)) are expected to be longitudinally 

polarized only if Fig. 5 (b) contributes sign ificantly to the production process. 

BABAR and BELLE have performed similar analysis of their data, measuring 

(a) the cross-section for production of J/7/J for p" > 2.GeV/c where back

grounds from r decays are small, (b) angula.r distributions determining the 

value of A(P"') and (c) pola.rization measurements, determining the value of the 
parameter l} which is +1 (-1) for transverse (longitudinal) polarization and 0 

for unpolarized J/,I//S. BELLE, that reported results from 41.8 jb- 1 taken at 

the r formation energy and 4.4 fb- 1 taJeen 60 MeV below the resonance, also 

quotes results for the 7jJ(2S). The two experiments give results Ghat are in fair 

agl:eement, except for the value of the cross section which is measured to be 

(1.87 ± 0.10 ± 0.15) pb by BABAR a.nd (1.05 ± 0.04 ± 0.09) pb by BELLE. 



In Fig.6 we give the center of mass momentum (p*) distributions as measured 
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Figure 6: J/'I/J (a) and 1/;(2S) (b) center of mass m.omentum (p*) dislribuUons 

by BELLE; the absence of an increase near the end point suggests that the 

contribution of the octet tenn Fig.5(b) is small. The value of A for p. > 2. 

Ge V / c is found to be large and posi tive, in both experiments, favoring NRQ CD 

vs the CSNl. The value of CJ. is approximately 0.5 and negative, as expected i£ 

the graph of Fig.5 (a) dominates. 
The most recent result comes from a st.udy by the BELLE collaboration 10) of 

the mass (mR) spectrum of the object recoiling against the J /1/J. In the mass 

range M'T/~ < mR < 2 x mDO they observe structures corresponding to the pro

duction, in association with the J /7/J, of charmonium states, with a Significant 

("" Sa) 'T]e signal and a good hint ( ...... 3.5a) of xo and 'T]c(2S) (Fig.7). 
Above the open charm threshold they observe the reactions: 

e+ + e- -+ J/,,p + D* + X and e+ + e- -4 J/'I/J + DO + X 
The surprising results is that the (2 x ee), component, which according to ca.l

culations should be of order 10%, has been measured to be (S9:!::g ± 12)%, if 

one sums over charmonium and open charm production. A very interesting 

byproduct of this measurement is , of course, the siting of the 1]c(2S) (with 

ml1c (2S) = (3.622 ± 0.012) Ge.V/c?) recoiling against the J/'lj;. 
In conclusion these measurements favour NRQCD over CSM, but indica.te 

that some adjustment needs to be made to understand the relative weight of 
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Figure 7: Recoil mass (Mre.coil) distribution in the 1'faction e+e- --+ J/t/J + 
1'ecoil ; (a) and (b) are without and with a constmin on the value of J/t/J mass 

the four graphs in Fig.5. 

4 Q u arkonium d ecays 

(QQ) decays can be divided in three groups: 

• Electromagnetic decayse (QQ) -+ 'Y' -+ 1+I- and(QQ) -+ 'Y'Y 

• Radiative decays to a lower mass charmonium state: (OQ) --+ "t + (OQ) 
or to light hadrons; (QQ) --> 'Y + LH 

• Hadronic decays to a lower mass charmonium state: (QQ) --> LH + (QQ) 

or to light hadronse QQ --> LH 

The field is too wide to be covered in this short review. I will restrict the 

discussion to few channels guided in the choice by the level of present activity 
and understanding and by personal taste. 
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Figure 8: Radiative1(3S) Cascade Decay" (a) to Final State 2'11+[- and (b) 
to Final State 4-y[+I-

4.1 Radiat.ive (bb) decays 

CLEO-III 11) has recently studied 1 (3S) decays into a 1+1 -'1'1 final state 
with a data sample of 4.7 x 10' 1 (3S) events. 

The decay chains observed (Fig.8 (a)) , are: 

3'SI -> 2'Pj +'1 -> l'SI +'1; j = 1,2 

3'SI -> l'Pj +'1 -> l'S, +'1'; j = 1,2 

(The 3 Po states decay predominantly to light hadrons, the Branching Ratio for 

radiative decays is small and therefore hard to measure.) 
In the non relativistic limit, the decay rates for El radiative transitions scale 

with E;: 
rEI 0( e~ x I < u/llflrlnilli > 12 X E; 

were < nf,ltlr[nillj > decreases as the radial quantum number difference 
between initial and final states I .6.n =::: (ni - nf L increases. Deviation from 

this rule probe non relativistic effects (that in the case of (bb) states should be 
small). The results of the CLEO-III measurement are: 

1 < 2Pj 1"11S > 1 = 
1 < 2Pj lrl2S > 1 

BR(3S -> 'Y2Pj) x BR(2Pj -> 'Y1S) x E,(2Pj -> 2S)' 
= BR(3S -> 'Y2Pj) x BR(2Pj -> 'Y2S) x E,(2Pj -> l S)' 

~ 0.105±0.004±0.006 far j = 2 and = 0.087±0.OO2±0.005 for j = 1 

with a ratio of 1.21 ± 0.06 , 3.5 standard deviations from unity. 

From their measured value of BR(33S 1 -> 'Y1'P) X BR(13Pj -> 'Y l'SI) using 

5 J 
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the world average for BR(13 Pj --7 135, +,), and assuming the matrix element 

to be spin independent, they succeed in extracting a new value for the Don = 2 

matrix element: 

I < IPj lrl3S > 1= (0.050 ± 0.006) GeV- 1 

Using the same data sample they also studied 1+[-4, final states 12) searching 

for Y (1 3 D j) production in the cascade reactions shown in Fig.8 (b). They claim 

a signal of 9, 7(JI s and measure: 

BR("f(3S) -+ l'yY(ID) -4 "I,Y(15) -t III'Z+Z-) = (3.3± 0.6 ± 0.5) x 10-5 

in good agreement with the predicted value: 3.8 x 10-5 13) 

4.2 (cc) radiative cascade decays 

The BES collaboration 14) has in hand data samples of 5.8 x 107 7/J(2S) and 

1.5 x 107 J j'IjJ and is presenting preliminary results on the decay: 

detected by reconstructing exclusive light hadrons final states. In the near 

future they should be able to resolve the 7]c(2S) puzzle; the 1}c(2S) was first 

detected by the Crystal Ball experiment in the 'IjJ(2S) --7 1 + TJc(2S) inclusive 

decay channel ata mass of (3594± 5) GeVjc? 15) and recently spotted in the 

e+ + e- --7 J/1/J + .)( reaction at m7)c(2S) = mx = (3.622 ± 0.012) GeVjc2 (see 

section 3.3). 

XeO 
XcI 
Xc2 

3415.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.2 
3510.60 ± 0.02 ± 0.13 
3556.13 ± 0.06 ± 0.13 

f tot [MeV) 

9.8 ± 1.0 ± 0.1 
0.88 ± 0.06 ± 0.06 
1.96 ± 0.13 ± 0.06 

Bin X r(Xc -4 Jj'I/J + ,) 
reV) 

26.6 ± 2.5 ± 1.3 
19.3 ± 0.8 ± 1.2 
26.2 ± 1.0 ± 1.4 . 

Table 3: Prelim.jnaJ'Y values of the Xc pa.rameters from the Fermilab E:x."Per
iments E760 and E835. The last column is obtained dividing the measured 
values by BR(J/I/J --t e+e-) = (5.93 ± 0.10) x 10-2 
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Figure 9: E8:J 5 pp -+ 13 Pj -+ J / 'Ij; + 'Y -+ e+ + e - + 'Y exc-itation c'urves 

The E835. collaboration has recently completed 16) the study of the 

reactions : pp -} 13 Pj -7 J /1/1 + 'Y --t e+ + e- + ,..., with j = 0, 1,2. In this 

experiment the mass m(Xcj) the total width r(Xc}) and the product 

are determined directly from the study of the resonance excitation curve. The 

quality of the data is demonstrated in Fig.9, were the results for the total 

widths are also compared with those of the predecessor experimem (E760) 17) 

and with those obtained by other experiments with different techniques. 

In Tab.3 are reported the values obtained by combining the results of E835 

. and E760. 1'11e branching ratios for Xcj -+ J /'ljJ + ! and Xcj --t pp (Table 4) 

have been recalculated 18) l 19) with a global refitting of existing data that uses 

as inputs measured combinations of branching fractions and partial widths l in 

an attempt to resol ve t.he issue of correlations in the deri vation of the values 

quoted. The calculation bas been recently upda.ted 20) to include new results 

published but not included in the 2002 issue of PDG 21, 22) or presented at the 

slimmer confer nces 23, 24). The results are stili not sufficiently accurate to 

test the E~ scaling law (see section L1 .1) and determine the effect of relativistic 

corrections that should be larger for (cc) than for (bb) states. Indeed the ratios 

of scakd widtbs for Xc2, XcI and XeD are all compatible wit.h 1) within errors . 

The inclusive partial widths to light hadrons, f(Xcj -) LH), also listed 
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X eD XcI X c2 

B(Xc ~ pp) X 104 2.23 ± 0.26 0.72 ± 0.14 0.68 ± 0.07 
B(Xc ~ J/lj; +,) X 102 1.19 ± 0.14 31.7 ± 3.1 20.4 ± 0.6 
r(Xc -} J /'1/; + A()(keV) 126. ± 17. 291 ± 46 428 ± 37. 

E'YUvJeV) 303.6 389.2 429.6 
r(;\:c+.1(0+,) X 108(Jv[eV- 2 ) (4.5 ± 0.6) (4.8 ± 0.9) (5.4 ± 0.5) 

E" 
) 

r L II (lIl ('. V) 9.7 ± 1.0 0.6 ± 0.1 1.58 ± 0.14 

Table 4: Branching Ratios and PartiaJ Widths as recakular.ed with global 
fitting (see text). fUj are mmputed subtract,ing radiative widths from [LoL 

in Table 4, were obtained by subtracting [Tom the total widths given in Ta

ble 3 the radiative deC'.ay widths given in Table 4. The contribution of non 

electromagnetic. cascade decays a.re uegligihll" 

4.3 (cc) pn.rt,ial widtbs to II 

The (cc) partia.l widths to " haVf~ be(,~n measured by two difFerent. met.bods: 

(a) T.vo-photOll c:ollisions at e+ e- collirlers. 

These ex-peri ments mea.sure the cross-section for exclusive resonanc0. produc

tion: 

(J(, + I ~ R) is the Breit \Vigner cross-section from which t.he partial width 

r "ri' can be extracted if the vaJue of the total width r LoL is known. 

Recent measW'p.ments come from DELPHI 25), on 'TJc. production and 

from BELLE 22), on Xc2 production. 

(b) Hesonance formation in : pp ~ R -> "II 

These experiment.s measurr. the product: 

BR(R ~ pp) X f(R -7 '''n) 

E835 has presr.nted recently new results on 7]e and on XeO. 
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Meo..surcmt:nt of f(Tlr: -) ')'')') 

'fhe DELPHI collabor(ltion using method (a) deter.(·.s t.h(~ 1]1. thro\lgll its ex

clusive decay t.o 1 igilt. hadrons (Fig.IO) ilnd measures the products of L r: x 

BR(rlr: ---t X) : (with X t.he ddecterl final staL) , aJso given in F.ig.10. From 

t.hese resul·ts r.iey ext.rac t the value: [(-1]1. ---t ')' ) = (13.9± 2.0± 1.4 ± 2.7) keV, 

wl.lere the last ~rror reflects rhe uncertaimie. in t.lw TIc ---t X bratH:bing ratios. 

A ,-;0. ,t'. of tbeoret.ical predict.ions is list.ed in Fig.ll. 

A r(~(:ent. calculat.ion 27) gives: [(llc ---t ')'')') = (7.6 ± 1.5) keF, 
E835 llSr.S method (h) 26). Fig.12 shows the 0xperjmenral c:ross ser.tioJ) for t.he 

react.ion fjp ---t "'r( mea~ured at the 771. forma tinn energy. From the:! measlJred 

value of BR(T)c ._) pp) x r('I]c -1 1'~/) they d(·~rive: 

[(T}c -) I',) = 3 ,8_:t~ : : g keV 

The d.isagreement. ber." een the DELPHI i-md E835 results is most probably 

due to the diff0.renr. ingredients used r:n go rronl the experimental res ilit. t.o the 

final value) pointing to t.lle necessity of implemp.nting a global fitt.ing procedure 

also for the ric st.ate. 

lYfeo.s1J.'rement oj f(Xd -) "'('I) 
The BELLE collaborat.ion 22) has rec.ently present.er! results or a derpl.'Illinat.ion 
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of r(Xc2 -----t "(Y) performed by measuring the cross Rec.tion for the process: 

From this measurement they derive: 

1'(XC2 ----t "(Y) X BR(Xc2 ----t J/1/J +,) = (114 ± 11 ± 9~' eV 

It is interesting to compare this result with that obtained by E835 28) mea

surl ng the cross section for pp ----t " at the Xc2 formation energy (Fig.13). In 
this case the qua.nti ty measured directly is: 

from which one derives: 

r(Xc2 ----t ,,) = (1.94 ± 0.35) keF 
BR(Xc2 ----t J/'ljJ + "() 

Combining the BELLE and E835 measurements one could extract both the 

BR(Xc2 -----t J/'l/J -1-,) and r(Xc2 ----t 1''/). I prefer here to use the values of 
BR(Xc2 ----t J/'ljJ + ,) obtained from the global refitting (see Table 4) and com

pare the values of r(Xc2 ----t ,,) obtained from the two experiments: 

BELLE r(Xc2 ----t ,,) = (0.56 ± 0.07) keF 
E835 r(Xc2 -----t ,,) = (OAO ± 0.07) keF. 

E835 has also recently presented preliminary results 24) on the measurement 
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of the pp -----t TY cross section at the XeO formation energy (Fig.14). In this case 

the quant.ity measured directly is: r(XeO -----t ,,/,,/) x BR(XeD -t pp) from which, 

using the branching ratio to pp given in Table 4 one derives: 

r(XeD -----t TY) = (2.9 ± 0.9) keV 

4.4 NRQCD predictions for Xcj decays to light hadrons and to ,,,( 

Expressions for partial Xcj widths to light hadrons have been calculated in the 
framework of NRQCD 29) to 3rd order in as. According to th~ authors the 
accuracy of the calculation is of ~ 12% 30). In this formalism the expressions 

for Xcj -----t LH are given in term of a singlet (HJ(me)) and an octet (H8(mc)) 
matrix element. Color octet contributions do not depend on the spin of the X 

state and, for the j=l state, only appear at order a;. 
Partial Xcj widths to " have been calculated to first order in as 29). 
Using the existing formulas and the new experimental data it is possible 

to obtain a new determination of Hl (me) and H8(mc), and, more interesting, 
a new value for of () s at the charmonium mass. 
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5 Concl usions 

The data on heavy quarkonium production are rich and accurat.e. New results 

are expecr.ed soon from Run II at the Tevatron and from the continuous flow of 

dat.a at the B factories. The interpretation of the data with the current models 
is still ambiguous and contradictory but there are signs of renewed interest and 
t.heoretical effort t.o clarify the picture. 

In t.his review I have limit.ed t.he discussion t.o few decay channels omit.ting 
areas (for example that. of glueball searches in .1 /1/J decays) of great. interest. 

New results on Quarkonium radiative cascade decays are approaching the 
level of directly measuring t.he effect. of non-relativist.ic corrections both for the 

(bfJ) ;)nci t.he (cc) systems and suggest. t.hat SUell corrections are not. very large. 

New results on Quarkonium decays to two photons, coupled to measure

ments of decay widths to light. hadrons will hopefully st imulate attempts t.o 
extend to higher orders the calculations of these processes. 

F inally, a new, more rigorous, method (the global refitt. ing procedure) of 
combining the data from different experiments shows the promise of reconciling 
results that had so far disagreed embarassingly. 
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ABSTRACT 

For the first time in hadronic Cbarmonium production, hadronic annihilation 
channels have been clearly identified: 'JT

0
1f

o and 7m at the XcO resonance. This 
has required a parameterization of the non-resonant partially interfering final 
state channels. Preliminary results for B(pjj) x B(1f01TO) and B(Pp) x B(171]) 
are reported. 

1 Introduction 

The Fennilab E83? Collaboration has studied Charmonium production using 

a gas jet hydl"ogen target, the virtually monoenergetic stochastically cooled 

. On behalf of t.he Fermilab E835 Collaboration 
Email address: rumerio@fnal.gov 
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antiproton bea.m and a. large acceptance shower spectrometer. A description of 
th~ eA-periment technique can be find in 1). 

New data were collected in the year 2000) to continue the charmonium 

spectroscopy studies of 1996/97 and 1990/91 (E760). In particular, 33 pb- 1 of 

luminosity were taken at the Xco energy, divided in 17 energy points. 

2 7T
0

1r
0 and TJTJ Angular Distribution 

The angular distribution for pp --7 11'011'0 and pp --7 TJTJ is: 

~: = 1 ~~~ + I: CJCx) ei6J
(x) PJ(Z) 12 + 1 I: cj(x) e'lO}(Z) PJ(z) 12 (1) 

)=0 J=2 
"- ., ", .I 

EC\,f-M 
where x::::: ~ /2XtQ and z :::;::: I cos e· L with fr defined as the angle between 

X"O 

the beam and the 11'0 (or 7]) axes in the center of mass fraDle. PJ(z) and PJ(z) 

are the Legendre Polynomials and Associate Functions, respectively. 

The term - AR/(x+ i) is the parameteriza.tion of a. Breit-Wigner resonant 

amplitude. No z-dependence is included since the Xco is a spin zero state. Vve 
can distinguish two contributions to the non-resonant cross section: AJeiQJ

, 

which interferes with the resonance, and ANeioN 
I which does not. No matter 

how many partial waves play aroie, A/e i61 and ANei6N do not change markedly 

when the energy varies across the resonance. 
Eq.l can also be written as: 

da _ Ak A2 2A A sinbJ - xcos8[ A2 
dz - x2 + 1 + J + R [ x2 + 1 + N 

(2) 

cross-term 

For fixed values of z, as the energy varies across the resonance (x passes through 

zero), even a very small Ah (relatively to the non-resonant cross section) can 

give rise to a detectable signal thanks to the cross-term of eq.2. 

3 11°110 Cross Section, Data and Fit 

In fig. 1 the measured cross section is plotted versus z and versus the energy in 

the center of mass, ECM. At off-resonance energy points, the cross section is 
non-resonant production pp -4 11'°no with a smooth dependence on the energy. 
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Figure I: M casured 11"011"0 cross section versus z at Ec M = 3415 At! e V (left) and 
verS1.LS ECM -integrated over 0 < z < 0.125 (right). Fits (described in the text) 
and their components are al.so shown. 

The instrumental background (events from different channels, such as 7f0 11"011"0 

and 'TrOW, that are misidentified as 11"011"0) is '" 1.5% at all energies and it has 

been subtracted. 

A maximum likelihood fit with the parameterization of eq.l, includjng 

partial waves up to J = 4, has been performed Simultaneously on all energy 

points 1 (fig. I-left) . The total number of bins is 17 (energy points) x24 (bins 

in z, from 0 to 0.6) = 408 . The number of free parameters is 15: the resonance 

amplitude ARI the coefficients 00,2.4 and Ci,4 (each of them is given a linear 

dependence on the energy), and the phases 60.2,4 and2 (oJ - 6J). 
The line A J + A~ shows the sum of the two contributions t.o the non

resonant cross section. The effect of the resonance, amplified by the interfer

ence, is seen in the gap (evident at small z) between da/dz and A1 +A~ and is 

1 E835 has recently studied the reaction 2) pfJ ~ XeO --j. J /'I/J 'Yi J /?/J ~ 
e+e- . This channel has a virtually zero instrumentaJ background and non
resonant cross section (optimal experimental conditions to fully exploit the 
superior mass resolution of the pfJ technique). The values M x.~o = (3415.4 ± 
0.4 ± 0.2) MeV /c2 and r x.~o = (9.8 ± 1.0 ± 0.1) MeV /c2 thereby measured are 
used here to fit the cross section of the 11"°11° channeL 

20nly the djfference between 61 and 6J is measurable. 
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due almost entirely to the cross-term of eq.2. The gap decreases as z increases, 

following the trend of AJ . The term Ai." is small at small values of z, due to 

a factor z present in all the associate functions PJ (z). The net suppression 

factor of A~ with respect to AJ is z2 at small z-values. The contribution of 

the pU1'e resonance A1J(x2 + 1) is negligible. 

The fit in fig .I-left is very instructive. However, due to the limited avail

able z-range and the necessity to contain the number of free parameters, we 

cannot further investigate the possible contribution of higher partial waves and 
affirm that only J = 0,2,4 are significant (although with just J = 0,2 the fit 
gives an adequate description of the cross section in the availab1e range) . Con

Sidering also that the fit is dominated by the high statistics of the forward peak, 

where the resonant Signal is not sig11ificant, we do not rely on it t.o estimate 

the magnitude of the resonance amplitude AR. 

A more reliable approach is to perform a different fit on a reduced range 

at small z (fig. I-right), In this range the resonance signal bas a substantial ffize 

and, as observed above, the non-lnterfering part is very small (reducing there

fore the uncertainty on the estimate of the ratio AJJAJv, critical in determining 

the ampl.incation effect of the interference) . The expression used is: 

10 .125 A 2 1°.125 

a = 1- ~ + A I e
iti 

T 1 dz + A ~ dz 
o X+2 0 

where A} == A + Ex + Cx 2 + Dz2. A~ is set to the values estimated by the 

fit in fig. I-left and corresponds to the gap between the lines A; + A~ and 

A}. Notice that in this case we do not need to make any assumption on the 

number of partial waves involved in the reaction. We just perform a polynomial 

expansion on z about z = 0, exploiting the small extension of the range, A 

polynom.ial expansion is used for the energy dependence as well. There are 

6 free parameters (AR, A, B, C, D, and 01), while the number of bins is 17 

(energy points) x5 (bins in z) = 85. By searching for improvements in the X2 

we find that the phase OJ does not exhibit any dependence on z (in this small 

z-range) nor on the energy. 

It has to be stressed that the pu?'e Breit-Wigner (the fictional cross section 

that would result if the non-resonant amplitudes could be turned off) is very 

small. In fig. I-right it is shown multiplied by 20 to make it comparable to the 

signal that we detect. 
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Figure 2: Measured 1]1] cross section versus z at Ec M = 3406 - 3430 Me V 
(left) and versus ECM integmted over 0 < z < 0.35 (right). Preliminary fits 
and their components are also shown. 

Our preUminary result (with statistical and systematic errors, respectively) is: 

4 The 1]7] and 7f01} channels 

In addition to the data presented above, we are also analyzing the 1J7] and 

7r01J final sta.tes. Fig.2 and fig.3 show the measured cross sections and the 

preliminary fits. 

We observe a signal from the XeD in the 1]17 channel, as well, as shown in 

fig.2-right . The fitting procedure is similar to the one of the 1T01TO analysis. 

Our preliminary resuJt is: 

B(Xco ~ pp) x B(Xco -} 1]1}) = (4 .0 ± 1.2) x 10- 7 (4) 

The error is statisticaL A study of the systematic error is ongoing. 
No signal from the XcO is observed in pp ---+ 7r01] (cc is isospin-suppressed) 

and. the fit shown in fig.3 is performed using eq.l with AR set to zero3. The 

nO.,., channel provides a check on the systematics of the experiment. 

3Removing the constraint, the fit estimate of AR is consistent with zero. 
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5 Conclusions 

We have improved our knowledge of the Xco state. Combining our results, eq.3 
and eqA, with measurements from other experiments J improvements in B(pj5), 
B(Jj'I/J ,), Berr01TO), and B(1J1J) will be obtained. 

We have developed and proved the effectiveness of a technique for deal
Ing with resonant/non-resonant interference and detecting a resonant Signal in 

channels dominated by order-of-magnitude larger non-resonant cross section. 

FinaJly, we have gained insights into possible future strategies for attack

ing outstanding problems, namely the poor knowledge of the singlet cc states 
and the existence of hadromolecular ccqlj states. 
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ABSTRACT 

R.ecent measuremen~s on inelastic J /'IjJ production in ep collisions at HERA 
are presented. The data from the HI and ZEUS experiments are compared to 
model predictions of the Colour Singlet Model and of non-relatlvistic QeD. 

1 Introduction 

Inelastic J /'1/; production iIi ep collisions is dominated by the process of photon

gluon-gluon fusion where a photon from the incoming electron and a gluon from 

the proton produce a cc pair. The process can be calculated within the frame

work of non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) where the cross section is a sum over 

all possible intermediate cc states, including colour singlet (CS) and also colour 

octet (CO) states. The amplitude for each cc state with definite colour and 
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Figure 1: a) Tot.al J /'l/J photoproduction cross section as a function of W~fP and 

differential cross sections as functions of b) p.f,1/J and c) z. The ZEUS points 3) 
are shifted by up to 12% to account for differences in the covered kinematic 
range. The CSM calculations in NLO is shown by the band. The normalization 
uncertainties are due to variations of ~.9 and the charm mass me' 

angular momentum factorises into a short distance term whkb can be calcu

lated i.n NRQCD and a long distance matrix element (LDME) describing tbe 

transitioD to a J /'I/J. Tbe LDME are not calculable and have been determined 

from J /'I/J production data in pp collisions 1) where the CO contributions were 

found to be sizable. Previous HERA measurements show good agreement with 

the colour singlet term alone, which is the only term taken into account in the 

Colour Singlet Model (CSM), but small colaw' octet contributions could not be 

excluded. At HERA two kinematic domains are distinguished: In photoproduc

tion (Q2 < 1 GeV2) the exchanged photons are quasi-real! in electroproduction 

they have a higber virtuality (Q2 > 2 Ge V2) . 

2 Photoproduction Cross Sections 

The HI photoproduction data 2) are studied in the elasticity range 0.05 < 
z < 0.9 and transverse momentum squared of the J /1/J meson P~,1/J > 1 GeV2

. 

Remaining backgrounds to prompt J /'1/; production coming from decays of B J 
'1)/ or Xc and mainly contributing at low values of z are not subtracted from 

the data. Figure 1 shows the HI data in comparison with the ZEUS resuJts 3). 

Good agreement is found between the two experiments. The data are well 

described by a next-to leading order (NLO) calculation 4) in the Colour Singlet 

Model. In contrast, the LO calculation is much too steep in P;,.;j;' The elasticity 

distri bu tion (Fig. 2 a) can also be descri bed in the whole range by leading order 
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Figure 2: Differential J/'l/J photoproduction cross section as a function of z a) 

in comparison to NRQCD calculations 5) i b) for Pt,,,, > 3 GeV jn comparison 

with a resummed NRQCD calculation 6) (scaled by a factor 3). The parameter 
A describes the energy loss of the J j7fJ due to soft gluon emission. 

NRQCD calculations 5) with LDMEs for the colour octet contributions at the 

lower end of the range allowed by the Tevatron data. The steeper rise of the 

NRQCD calculations towards high z than that in the data may be due to phase 
space limitations for the emission of soft gluons in the transition from the cc 
state to the J/1.P meson which are not considered in 5). A resummation 6) of the 

non-relativistic expansion, which is valid at. large Pt,l/)) leads to a considerable 

reduction of the increase and better agreement with the data (Fig. 2 b). 

3 Electroprod uction Cross Sections 

The inelastic electroproduct.ion of J j'l/J mesons 2) is studied in the region 

2 < Q2 < 100 Gey2 for medium elasticities 0.3 < z < 0.9 and the squared 

transverse momentum of the J /'1/; meson in the photon-proton center-of-mass 

system P;,~ > ] Gey2. Neither the full NRQCD calculation 7) nor the colour 
singlet part can deseri be the data in normalisation (Fig. 3 a, b). At higb Q2 and 

P;r~ agreement with the full NRQCD prediction is found. The CSM prediction 

falls too steeply in p;,~. This may be due to missing higher order contributions 

in tbis LO calculation (cf. Fig. 1 c) in photoproduction). The dependence of 

the cross sectio!1 on Z, however, is well described by the CS contribution. The 

ca.lcuJaLion including the CO contributions rises too strongly towards large z. 

7l 
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Figure 3: DifferentiaJ J /1/J electroproduction cross section as a. function of a) Q2 
and b) PLI~- c) Normalized differential cross section as a function of z_ The 

da.ta are compared to a full NRQCD calculation 7) (dark band) and to the 
colour singlet contribution alone (light band). 

4 Summary 

New results on inelastic.] /'I/J photo- and elect-roproduction have been presented. 

In photoproduction agreement is found with the CSM in next-to Jeading order 

and also with NRQCD calcu1ations in leading order with srnaJl colour octet 

contributions. In electroproduction the leading order CSM does not desclibe 

the normalisation of the data. The full NRQCD calculation is in agreement with 

the dat.a at large Q2 and p;,~, but fails to describe the elasticity distribution. 
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ABSTRACT 

A measurement of the bb production cross section (a(bb)) was performed by' 
HERA-B in p-C and p-Ti collisions at 920 GeV . Delayed J/1/J --1 l+Z- events 
from b decays were ohserved both in the muon and electron chanllels in the kine
matic ra.nge -0.25 < x F < 0.15 and a combined measurement was performed 

leading to a fuJi Xp range value a(bb) = 32~i~(sta.t)~~(sys) nb/nucleon 1), in 
good agreement with the most recent theoretical calculations. The perspectives 
on an ongoing high statistics measurement will also be discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Due to the still large theoretical uncertainties in the descript.ion of b hadropro

duction 2)) a precise measurement of the bb cross section in proton-nucleus 

interactions is of high interest. Only two experiments at fixed target have mea
sured a(bb) so far 3), their results showing a poor compatibility despite the 

large experimental errors. Thanks to its large coverage, its fast trigger and its 

high resolution Silicon Vertex Detector, HERA - B 4) appears to be the best 

candidate to provide a high precision measm'emellt extending also in the non 
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explored negative xp region. A clean and efficient separation of the b decays 

from the background is possible in HERA - B thanks to the exceJlent vert.ex 

resolution (;:::: 500 }-lin along the beam direction and ~ 40 f.,lffi in the transverse 

plane) compared to the large average b decay length (:::::1 8000 f.,lm). 

During the year 2000 commissioning phase of the experiment, a small sam

ple of dileptoD triggered events were acquired in a reduced detector and trigger 

configuration at 5 ]vi Hz interaction rate. Electron candidates were selected by 

the Electromagnetic Calorimeter pretrigger as clusters with a transverse energy 

&r > 1.0 GeV, while muon candidates were defined by the MUON pretrigger 

as double pad chambers coincidences. Double candidate events were acceted by 

the First Level Trigger, further confirmed by the Second Level software Trigger 

applying a simplified Kalman filter in the Main Tracker and the Vertex De

tector System (an additional e+e- inva.riant mass trigger cut> 2 GeV/c2 was 

applied) resulting in an overall rate reduction of about 105 . About 900 k and 

450 k events were acquil'ed in the dielectron and dimuon channels respectively 

in about one week of data ta.king. 

2 The measurement 

We measured 1) the bb production cross section exploiting the inclusive reaction 

pA -4 bbX with bb -4 J /"pY -4 (e+e- / p,+ jJ--)Y. The b -4 J /'I,b production cross 

section per nucleon in the measured range, containing a fraction f (::::: 72%) of 

prompt. J /1jJ, is: 

- J\Tn 1 
nO"(bb) = a r f - ------=----

N p ERE~z Br(bb-4 J/1/JX) 
(1) 

We first select a clean prompt J It/J sample (N p), then isolating the b -4 J /'I/J 
events (NB) via a detached vertex selection with effiCiency £~z. Apart from 

E~z, only the b -4 J /'1/) to prompt J ll/J relative trigger and reconstruction ef

fiCiency eR has to be evaluated with the Monte C(U-Io including the J /'I/J and 

b ---1 J /'Ij; production models 1) and a detailed detector simulation. The branch

ing ratio Br(bb -4 J /'1f;X) is 2· (1.16 ± 0.10)% 5), while the reference prompt 

J/7/J product.ion cross section a r = 314 ± 7(stat) ± 31(sys) nb/nucleon is ob

tained by averaging and rescaling the existing E789 and E771 6) results to 

t.he HERA - B kinematics 1). The procedure is aimed to minimize systematic 

errors related to the detector and trigger simulation, which mostly cancel out 

i.n the ratio tR. and to remove the dependence on the absolute luminosity. 



Figure 1: a) j.l+fJ'- invariant mass with same sign background (25 lv!eVlc2 

bins) . b-c-d) e+ e- invariant mass with different bremsstrahlung requirements 
and combi.natorinl backgro·und (50 ]1;1 e \II c2 bins). 

3 Prompt J /1;0 Selection 

Events with two fuUy reconstructed trigger tracks and dilepton venex require

ment (X2 < 5) are selected. A standard muon identification procedW'e, based 

on likelihood cuts in thr. MUON and RlCH syst.ems) is performed resulting in 

the dimuon mass spectrum of Fig. la) corresponding to Np = 2880 ±60 prompt 

J/I/J ~ jJ-+ jJ-- decays. Additional ident.ification criteria for the J/7/J --7 e+e- sig

nal are needed in order to reduce the large hadronic background. based aD the 

electron energy-to-momentum (E/p) ratio. and on the search for accompany

ing bremsstrahlung photons emitted upstrearn the magnet (i.e. maintaining 

the original elr.ctron direction). Fig Ib)-d) show the signal pmity for various 

bremsstl'ahlung requirements and a 1 (J Elp cut. The careful evaluation of the 

efficiency for such cuts, confirmed by the simulation. allows to infer t.he number 

of prompt J /'ljJ present in a sample with looser identi.fication cuts) in order to 

have sufficient statistics for the detached vertex analYSis. A total number of 

prompt J 14) -7 e+ e- N p = 5710 ± 380(stat) ± 280(sys) is found. 

4 Detached J /t/J Selection 

For the b -7 J I'q.'! event selection, deta.ched vertex cuts are applied on the decay 

lengtb (.6. z). defined as t.he distance along the beam axis between the J I 1/J 
decay vertex and the prima.ry lnteraction wire, and on the impact parameter 

to the primary vertex (Jucrt) and t.o the wire (Iw) or to any other track jn 

t.he event. (J'i.~o). These cuts aUow to reject tracks compatible with coming 

b.-om the primary vertex and from ciJ1ywhere aJong the int.eraction wi..re. The 
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resulting mass versus Llz distribution of t.he dielectron sample is shown in 

Fig. 2a): 19 events downstream the primary interaction region {of which 10 in 

the J/'I/J mass window 2.8 GeV/c2 < me+e- < 3.3 GeV/c2L and 8' upstream 

(pure combina.torial background) survive the requirements Llz > 0.5 cm, Iw > 
200 pm OR Jiso > 250 pm. The mass dist.ribution of the downstream events 

is submitted to an unbinned likelihood fit where the yields are left n:ee, the 

b --\0 J/'I/J -+ e+e- signal shape is taken from simulation and the background 

shape is a. combina.tion of the simulated mai~ physical contribution (double 

semileptonic b decays) and the pme combinatorial events. The result. of the 

fit yields 8.6~~:~ b --\0 J /1/J --\0 e+ e- events. Varying t.he cuts in order to verify 

the stability of the result, a J /'I/J signal is always observed -with significance 

greater than 2 (J in the downstream spectrum, but never upstream. Moreover, 

the b assignment of the candidates is confirmed by an unbinned maximum 

likelihood fit of their .6.z values, as opposed to the result. obtained on the 

upstream pure background. A similar analysis with slightly looser cuts, due to 

the smaLler avaiJable statistics, was applied on the dimuon sample, leading to 

1.9~i:~ b -+ J/'I/) --7 p+p- events. 

5 Results and Conclusjons 

A combined analysis in the muon and electron channels was performed fr.·om 

Eq. 1 by applying a four pa.rameter likelihood maximization (t6.a(bL) , J1+ p

background slope, e+e- and J1+ J1- background yields) and Ilsing the computed 

efficiencies E~: and C.R. The result obtained for the bb production cross section 

in the full XF range is 1): 

a(bb) = 32~i~(stat) ~~(sys) nb/nucleon. (2) 

where the quot.ed statistica.l uncertainty bas been estimated directly from the 

fit. A detailed discussion of the systematic errors can be found in 1) and 
include contributions both ex"ternal to the present analysis, statistics related 

terms and factors arising from t.he Mont.e Carlo simulation including prompt 

J /'l/) and & production models. It has to be noted that more t.han 90% of bare 

produced in the HERA - B XF acceptance, thus minimizing the uncert.ainties 

in the extrapolation t.o the full range. 

The obtained result. shows a satisfactory consistence 'with the most re

cent QeD calculat.ions 2), as shown in Fig. 2b). During the year 2001 HERA 
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Figure 2: a) e+e- invariant mass versus 6.z. b) cr(bb) measurements compared 
with theoretical calculations (see text). 

shutdown, HERA - B underwent a sllbstaJltial improvement) resulting in an 

increased trigger efficiency, acceptaJ1Ce a.nd resolution, which will allow the de

tector to acquire 0(106 ) prompt .J /1/J events and 0(103
) b events during the 

ongoing physics run, resulting in a. :::; 15% error (systematic limited). This will 

be the by far most precise (J(bb) measurement at fixed target energies. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent results in charm spectroscopy are discussed. Emphasis is given to the 
recent results on the wide L=l cbarm mesons and to the possible observation 
of doubly charmed baryons. 

1 Introduction 

Charm hadron spectroscopy continues to be a vigorous and productive field, 

with the ground states well mapped out. Recently, significant forays have been 

made into the domain of higher angular momentum states. 

For brevity, I will concentrate on recent results on the wide L=l charm 

mesons and the possible observation of doubly charmed baryoDs. 
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Figure 1: Expected L=l charm mesons. 

2 Charm Meson Spectroscopy 

In Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET), mesons with one very heavy quark 

can be thought of as an atom where the spin of the heavy quark is decoupled 

from that of the Ught quark. The spectroscopy of states can be described by 

jlightl which is t.he sum of the spin of the light quark and the angular momentum 
of the light. quark "orbit" around the heavy central quark. This model works 

suprisingly well for charm mesons. The e>...-pected L=l states are illustrated in 

Fig 1. The six jlighl = 3/2 states (two each for cd, C1.1., and cs) are expected to 
be narrow because their decays must be D-wave. Mesons consistent with these 

states have all been observed and their properties, taken from the particle data 

book 2), are summarized in Table 1. The six jlight = 1/2 states states, on the 

other hand, are all expected to be very broad (hundreds of MeV) and it was 

assumed these states would be difficult if not impossible to observe. However, 

Belle and CLEO have recently presented what may be evidence for the n° (cu) 
version of these states. More tenuous evidence for one of the wide D+ (cd) 
states has been shown in preliminary results from the FOCUS collaboration. 

2.1 "Vide L::::l DO States 

Belle, the first generation B~factory at KEK, finds 1) possible evidence for the 
wide L=1 DO states USing B- decays: B- --t D"*°7r- j n-"o -+ D(*)+7r-. They 

reconstruct D+ candidates via the decay mode K-7r+1f+, and D*+ candidates 
via D°7r+; no --I- J(-rr+ or no ---7 K-7r+1r-n+. They make a cut on the 

canQidate D+ mass or the n° mass and n*+ - no mass difference, then use a 

bea.m energy constrai.nt to eDminate feed down due to partially reconstructed 

decays of other states. The difference (6.E) in the reconstructed energy of 
the B- candidates and the beam energy is plotted ill Fig. 2 for candidates 
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Figure 3: D1f mass projections for candidates found via the D+ and D*+ 
chains. 

reconstructed through the D+ and n·+ chains. 

D1f mass projections for these candidates (Fig. 3) show broad and narrow 

peaks. Belle fits the D1r1f Dalitz plots for these events to a coherent sum of 

Breit-Wigner amplitudes, and try a variety of models for the wide contri butions. 

For the candidates in the n+ chain, they always include contributions from the 

narrow D'2° L=l state as well as the L=O D". For the wide contribution they 

try amplitudes with JP = 0+ I 1-, and 2+. The likelihood for the fit with a 
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Figure 4: Fits to D01T+ spectra with and without a broad S-wave contribution. 
The inset shows the combinatoric backgroup estimated using a wrong sign sam
ple. 

0+ contribution (assumed to be the DoO) is significantly better than the other 

models. The mass and width that they get from this fit for the D~o and D20 

~e listed in Ta.ble 1. 

Belle carries out a similar analysis for the D·+ chain. and find the like

lihood is best when they include contributions from the wide L=l states D~w 

a.nd D20 (they fix the mass and width of the D-i° from their D+ fit above). 

They extract the masses and widths of the D? wand the D?; these are listed in 

Ta.ble L CLEO, in a conference talk, has previously reported an observation 

of the D? w with similar parameters, and this result is also included in Table 1. 

2.2 Wide L=l D+ States 

FOCUS, a fixed-target photoproduction experiment at Ferrnilab, searches for 

the wide L= 1 D~+ state through its decay to DOn+. Candidates for this decay 

are shown in Fig. 4. There is a large combinatoric background in these plots, 

see the «wrong sign" versus "right sign ll comparison ln the inset of the figlUe . 

This background is well modeled by an exponential beyond the Signal region. 

There are also feeddown contributions from partially reconstructed Dt and 

D;+ decays, the shapes of these are derived from Monte Carlo and included in 

the fit. They fit the candidate mass spectrum, including the three contributi~ns 

above and aD-wave Breit-Wigner contribution from the D;+. \Vhen they do. 



Table 1: Summary of the properties of the L=l Charm Mesons. 

I, MeV/c2 
Mass Width 

D..() 
1 

2458.9 ± 2.0 23±5 POG 
2461 + 2 + 3 4().4 I- 4.4 ± 3, 1 Be[le 

DO 
1 

2422.2 ± 1.8 18.9+4.6-3.5 POG 

D 0 2423.9 ± 1.7 ± 0.2 26.7 ± 3.1 ± 2.2 Belle 
DO 

I .. 
2400 ± 30 ± 20 380 ± 100 ± [00 BeHe 

2461+48-42 290+110-90 CLEO 

D.:I' 2290 ± 22 ± 20 300±30±30 Belle 
D:~ 2459 ±4 25+8-7 POG 

D + D· 
1 

2427 ± 5 28 ±8 PDG 
D· 

h.' 
unseen 

D~~ ??? seen by FOCUS??? 

D" 
,0 

2572.4 ± 1.5 15+5 - 4 POG 

D,~ 2535.35 ± 0.34 ± 0.5 <2.3 PDG 
s D+ 

II I IL-
unseen 

D 

D'+ 
,,0 unseen 

the width they get for the n;+ is too wide by a factor of t}u·ee. If they include 

an S-wave contribution (presumably from a n~+) the X2 of their fit gets much 

better and the width of the n;+ agrees with previous mea.surements. Whether 

or not this tr~ely is evidence for the n~+ remains to be seen. 

2.3 L=l Charm Meson Summary 

A summary of the properties of the L=l charm meson states is given in Table 1. 

3 Charm Baryon Spectroscopy 

The ground state charm baryons present a rich spectroscopy. The observed 

states seem to be consistent with those predicted by SU (4): candidates for all 

of the ground state (L=O) sjngly charmed baryons have been observed (although 

JP has not been determined for any of them) . 

The SELEX collaboration has recently presented evidence 3) for one) and 

possibly two) doubly charmed baryons. SELEX is a fixed-target hadroproduc

tion experiment at Fermilab. It took data with 600 GeV 11 - ] p) and r;- beams. 

Doubly charmed baryons should have two secondary decay vertices) one 
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Figure 5: Mass spectro for the SELEX candidates. Right sign (a) and wrong 
sign (b) 3;; candidates. (c) R ight sign plot in finer detail. (d) Right and wrong 
sign st+ candidates. 

for each charm quark. SELEX searched for deacys in which the second (most 
downstream) vertex was from the decay of a At (such as 2t -4 At ](-1f+ ; 

At -4 pJ(-1f+). Starting with a sample of ..... 1600 At candidates, they look 
for evidence of an additional decay vertex between the At vertex and the 
primary (production) vertex. If the first charm quark decays to a strange 
quark (Cabibbo favored) then this vertex will likely contain a J( - ; they use 

this to de:1ne a "right sign" and "wrong sign" (](+) sample. Their resulting 
spectra for 2t --. At ](-7r+ candidates are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), and 
the right sign spectrum is shown in finer detail in Fig. 5 (c). They observe a 

peak in the right sign distribution at a mass of 3520 MeV /c2 and a width of 
3 MeV /c2 . There are 15.9 background subtracted events in the signal region, 
with an expected background of 6.1 events. They are unable to determine 
the lifetime of the state. and can only say that it is < 33 fs. They find the 
probability that this peak is a fluctuation is < 1.1 x 10- <1, and note that all 22 
events in the signal region were produced by baryon beams (p or L-). 

SELEX has also shown a candidate signal (Fig. 5 (d)) for 3;;+ in the 
decay mode At J( -1f+1i+. The peak in their right sign distribu tion is at a mass 

of 3460 MeV /c', with a width of 5 MeV /e'- They observe 9 background sub-



Table 2: Decay modes used in the FOCUS sear'cll for:=:t and ::::;t+. Expected 
signals are based on a simple model, and are not based on the SELEX result. 

PoUCHt Decav mode URI D or AJ BR( 0') Signal 
=++ rfJ1K7r)A07r+ 7r+ 3.83% 3.2% 1.0 
'3!f+ D0 [(311')1\011'+11'+ 7.5% 3.2% 0.5 
'3~+ DO l<r.)J<o~J7r+ 3.83% 0.69% 0.2 
~i: DO J<3r.) 1(~ 7J r.+ 7.5% 0.69% 0.1 
=!f+ D+ f\~- r.+ p 9.0% 1.0% 0.2 

D+ A 11'+ 9.0% 1.92% 0.8 
=$+ D+ AO 11'+ r.- 7r+ 9.0% 0.32% 0.1 
='f+ D+ f(~ P 9.0% 1.03% 0.5 
=!f+ II + f{ - r.+ 1i+ 5.0% 5.0% 1.0 
'3'"f+ 1\+ J(0 1r+ 5.0% 1.72% 0.4 
~;+ II; [,11r+ 11" - 11"+ 5.0% 1.72% 0.2 
T{Jw l 5.n 

Parent Decay mode BR(D or 1\ c) BRkfX") Signal 
~t D°(J(lr ) f{ P1r+ 3.83% 1.0% 0.1 
=~ DO f{31r ) l<- f1r+ 7.5% 1.0% 0.1 
'3'f DO f(lr)A°1r 3.83% 4.47% 05 
=~ DO [\"311")1\011"+ 7.5% 4.47% 004 
'3(( D° J(lr)A°7r+1r- lr+ 3.83% 0.32% 0.0 
'3ff [)O J<31r)A°1r+ 1r- 1r+ 7.5% 0.32% 0.0 =ff 0' Krr) l<?~ 3.83% 1.03% 0.1 
'3!f D°(I(31f) 1<.d} 7.5% 1.03% 0.1 
'3ff D+ J<- P 9.0% 1.0% 0.5 

D+ AO 9.0% 1.6% 0.4 
';f( D+ A°7r+1r- 9.0% 0.96% 0.2 
~_-~ D+J\~p7r- 9.0% 0.69% 0.1 
=~ A~ J( - 7r+ 5.0% 3.0% 0.3 
=~ A + g - 1f+ 11" - if+ 5.0% 0.1 % 0.0 ='f Ai [~ 5.0% 0.69% 0.1 
~f:( Ae f(~ 11"-11"+ 5.0% 0.69% 0.0 
'11.'11~ d 2.8 

tracted signal events} with an expected backgl"Ound of 1 event, and determine 
that the pl"Obability of such a fluctuation is < 10- 5 . 

There a.re some concerns with these Signals, however. The mass difference 
between these two isospin partners is too large (60 GeV /c2

} the largest such 
splitting in singly charmed baryons is ",10 MeV /c2 ). Double charm baryons 

would have to account for roughly 40% of SELEX's At baryons (10% from each 
of the two modes above). Kiselev and Likhoded 4) point out that the SELEX 

result requires "exotically high production rate in comparison with theoretical 
expectations/' and argue that the lifetime of these states is expected to be 

160 fs, much larger than the upper limit of 33 fs observed. 
In 2000, the FOCUS collaboration performed a search for doubly charmed 

baryons without any knowledge of the SELEX analYSis. FOCUS looked for sig
nals by combining the 92t/ and 12:=:t modes shown in Table 2. The expected 

signals listed in this table are based on a relatively simple (naive) "first prin-
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Figure 6: Combined mass plots from the FOCUS search. 
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Table 3: CompaTi80n of the results of the SELEX and FOCUS searches, 
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ciples" calculation, Combined mass plots for their search are shown in Fig. 6, 

with the signal regions for the SELEX candidates highlighted. Despite that 

fact that FOCUS reconstructs ",12 times more At)s than SELEX, they see no 

evidence for either of tbe SELEX states, A comparison of the results of both 

experiments in given i.n Table 3, The listed FOCUS efficiencies assume 2t: 
(3t+) lifetimes of 0,2 ps (1.0 ps), a mass of 3.6 GeV /c2 , and production char

acteristics of a 3.6 GeV /c2 2c particle in PYTHIA, Given that the production 

mechanism for the SELEX candidates is very likely exotic, it is not possible 

for Fa CUS to confirm or deny the SELEX results. However, the production 

ratio of doubly-charmed to singly-charmed baryons must be at least 100 times 

la.rger for SELEX than for FOCUS, 

4 Summary 

Evidence for the wide L=l charm meson states, long thought. to be experi

mentally unobservable, is being presented by multiple experiments. SELEX 

has presented candidates for doubly-charmed baryons, but FOCUS does not 

see these states. If SELEX's observations are real, the production mechanism 



would probabJy have to be exotic. 
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ABSTRACT 

A search for the pseudoscalar meson T}b is performed in two-photon interactions 
at LEP2. The dat.a sample corresponds to a. total integrated luminosity of 
61Opb- 1 collected at the centre-of-mass energjes from 189 GeV to 209 GeV. 
Preliminary results of the analysis ill the T}b mass region are presented. Several 
candidate events are found in different final states. 

1 Introductjon 

Two-photon collisions are well suited for the study of pseudoscalar mesons, for 

which jPC = 0-+. The T}e, ce(lS) state, has been studied 1) and a value 

rn = 6.9 ± 1.7 ± 2.1 keY ha~ been measured . The high ellergy and luminosity 

• On behalf of L3 collaboration 
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makes LEP a good environment to seaJ:cb also for th'e 'TJb, the bb state) not yet 

observed 2). A first investigation by ALEPH 3) observes a candidate event 

in the channel" I{~I(---'1l"+11"-'iT+ with a mass m := 9.30 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 CeV and 

upper limits on r j',': . 

r 1'1· (7]b)X BR(1Jb ~ 4 cbarged particles) < 48eV 
r 'Y'Y(7]b) xBR(7]b ~ 6 charged particles) < 132eV 

Many theoretical estimates 4) exist from potential models and lattice 

QeD of the mass difference, ~m, between the r)b and the Y (my = 9.46 GeV). 

The predictions lie between 30 and 150 MeV. The partial decay width of the 

r)b into two photons, rl'l'(1')b) is expected to be ~ 500 eV. 
Here a searcb is presented which uses the L3 data sample collected at the 

centre-of-mass energies, fi, from 189 GeV to 209 GeV , conesponding to a 

tot.al integrated luminosity of 61Opb- 1 • The formation of the T/b in quasi-real 

two-photon interactions e+e- ~ e+e-17b is studied through the decay into four 

and six charged particles only or associated with a 11"0. In the last case, because 

of G-paxity conservation, the decay products must include a ](+ ]{- pair. 

2 Data selection 

The L3 detector 5) is suitable for the study of two-photon processes since 

events with few tracks and a low energy deposit in the detector are selected by 

a track trigger 6). 

For quasi-rea.l photon lnt.eractions the e± in the final state are mainly 

scattered at very small polar angles and go undetected. The e+e- ~ e+e-1}b 

events are selected by requiring four or six tl'acks with charge balance and two 

isolated eiectromagnetic clusters in case of a 11"0 deca.y. 

No other track or electromagnetic bump must be present in the event. 

Events are excluded if a photon conversion is detected, i.e. when, assign

ing the electron mass to an opposite charge pair, the effective mass of the pair 

is smaller than 50 lVIe V . 

The 1'"'( ~ 7+,- background is reduced in the four track events by re

quiring the invariant mass of 3rr to be greater than 1.9 GeV. Only 2% of 'T/b 

events are climi.nated by this cut. 



Table 1: Detector resolution} mass shift due to (Kin) ambiguity and total 
efficiency for the different channels as obtained from Monte Carlo. 

Channel Resolution (KIn) Mass shift Total effiCiency 
(MeV) (MeV) % 

4tr 297 ± 3 110 4.7 ± 1.9 
4tr 1fo 259 ± 8 95 1.9 ± 0.7 
6tr 254 ± 4 310 3.6 ± 0.6 
6trnO 231 ± 7 265 0.94 ± 0.15 

To ensure that no final state particle of the resonance decay has escaped 

detection, the squared vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of all detected 

particles, LP""i2, is required to be smaller than 0.1 GeV 2
. 

The ionisation loss measurement, dEldx, has a good 1f / J( separating 

power only for tracks with a momentum below 0.5 GeV. As the momenta of 

the decay particles of the 'T}b extend from 0.15 to 3 Ge V the dE / dx has a 

very weak separating power. The mass of the charged particles is therefore 

considered to be that of a pion. The uncertainty due to 7T-K misidentification 

is studied for each 1}b candidate. 

2.1 Efficiency, mass resolution and background 

In Table 1 the mass resolution and the total efficiencies, including acceptance 

and selection cuts are given. Trigger inefficiencies are negligeable. The total 

efficiency depends on the nature of the particles in the channel, the variation 

due to this effect is given in the table. The mass shift, due to (7T I K) misjden

tification is also indicated. 

The mass spectra of the channels under study are well represented by a 

two-photon cross-section slowly decreasing with W""'Y ' By comparing the mass 

spectra to the data we obtain a good agreement by weighting each Me event 

with an exponential function exp(-cTiV-y-y), with c ~ 1 GeV- 1, 

The main background due to e+e- ~ e+e-,+,- events, it is estimated 

with a MC sample six times larger than the data. 

Inclusive channels can also be a source of background, when one or more 

particles go undetected. We estimate this background by using the exclusive 

channels with an higher number of particles and by considering the side bands 
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Table 2: Mass of the 1fb candidates in the channels studied at 189 ~ Vi -::; 
208Ge V, The first column gives the minimal value of the mass obtained as
suming that all tracks are pions if no nO is present and that there is a ](+ K
pair otherwise, The second col'u.mn gives the average mass of all possible 1r / K 
combinations; the error includes detector resolution and m'isidentifiwtion un
certainty. The corresponding cross-section and the 95% confidence level limit 
for the t'llJo-photon width times branching ratio are also listed, 

Channel Minimum Mass A ver age Mass Cross section r"Y"Yx ER 
(GeV) (GeV) (pb) (keV) 

4tr 9,89 10.02 ± 0:32 0.026 <0.3 
4tr ?f

o - - - <0.5 
6tr 9,39 9.70 ± OAO 0.021 <0.4 
6tr 1['0 9,99 10,21 ± 0.38 0.120 <1.4 

of the ?f
o, it is found to be sma.ller than 1 %. 

3 Results 

In Table 2 two possible values of the candidates mass are listed together with 

the mass resolution, assuming first that all tracks are pions if no 11'0 is present 

and that there is a K+ K- pair otherwise, The TJb is expected to decay through 

two gluons, which are flavour blind. We calculate then an average mass, using 

different 1i /]( hypothesis, by assuming that the production of pions and hans 

is equally probable. 

The cross section for each channel i is obtained by : 

Ni-Bi 
°i = 

LEi 

Here Ni is the number of the observed events, Bi the expected back

ground, E1 the total efficiency and [, = 610 pb- 1 the integrated luminosity for 

the data between' Js = 189 Ge V and Vs = 209 Ge V. UpPEr limits at 95% 

confidence level 3) for r "Y"Y (TJb) x B R( 71b) are calculated for each channel. The 

results are listed in Table 2, 

In Fig, 1 the mass spectrum, obtained by adding all channels together is 

presented. Assuming that the TJb branching ratio for each channel is the same, 

the combined upper limit for r 'n(TJb) X BR(1Jb) is 0,2 ke V . 



Figure 1: The mass spectrum of 
all analysed channels added to
gether. Superimposed to the data 
is the expected number of events 
from the exclusive channels. The 
e+e- -t e+e-'T+'T- background is 

shown as a shaded area. 
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ABSTRACT 
The status of the experimental determination of the lifetimes of the weakly
decaying charm and beauty hadrons is reviewed, with emphasis on recent mea
surements. Averages are given and compared with theoretical expectations. 

1 Introduction 

Experimental data. on the lifetimes of hadrons containing a heavy b or c quark 

provide a unique opportunity to improve our understanding of a difficult and 

challenging part of strong interaction theory, namely non-perturbative QeD. 
In a naive picture, one could assume that a heavy quark undergoes its weak 

decay independently of the other light quarks present in the hadron, and hence 

predict that aU hadrons containing such a quark have equal lifetimes. However) 

this "spectator" model fails dramatically, as the n+ meson is known to live 
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Figure 1: Cabibbo-allowed diagrams contributing to the hadronic decay width of 
charm hadrons. 

'" 2.5 times longer than the no meson. So the accompanying quarks in the 

hadron do indeed playa significant role in the decay dynamics of beavy hadrons. 
Differences amongst charm hadrons are mainly due to their hadronic de

cay widths and can be explained by considering diagrams that don't contribute 
equally in all species of hadrons (see examples in Fig. 1). If there are two iden
tical quarks in the final state, the internal and external spectat.or diagrams may 
interfere. This Pauli interference is destructive in D+ mesons and construc
tive in strange charm baryons. The 'V-exchange (WE) and weak-annihilation 

(WA) diagrams are only Cabibbo-aJlowed for the nO. At and E~ hadrons, and 

for the D; meson respectively; these processes are helicity-suppressed for the 
mesons, but WE is not for the baryons where a third quark is present. These 

considerations usually lead to the following expected hierarchy for the charm 
hadron lifetimes (and similarly for bea.uty hadrons): 

More quantitative pred:ictions ca.n be made in the framework of the Heavy 
Quark Expansion (HQE) theory, a systematic QCD-based approach for the 

treatment of inclusive decays. Considering an operator product expansion in 

powers of AQCD/mQ, where mQ is the mass of the heavy quark Q (= b or c), 

the decay width of a heavy hadron can be written as 

(2) 

where the Ao term corresponds to the spectator model. the A2/m~ correction 
introduces differences between mesons and baryons, and the A3/mb correction 

includes the WA, WE and Pauli interference effects 1). HQE thus predicts 
that the lifetime differences a.re smaller amongst beauty hadrons than amongst 

charm hadrons. This expansion is expected to be reliable for beauty hadrons 
(since mb » AQCD), but may be questionable for charm hadrons. 
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Figure 2: Experimentall'ijet'ime averages, including preliminary m.eaS1J.7·ements. 

2 Charm lifetime measurements 

The current world a.verages 2, 3) of all charm lifetime measurements are listed 

in Fig. 2. Rccf>nt measurements have been perfol'med by fixed-target experi

ments at Fermilab, where charm is either hadro-produced (£791, SELEX) or 

photo-produced (FOCUS), and by e.."Xperiments at e+e- col.liders running near 

tbe T(4S) energy (CLEO, BABAR, Belle). In both cases, charm hadrons are 

fully reconstructed in exclusive hadronic modes, and t.heil· dil'ection is used to 

determine tbe production point using other primary tracks (fixed-target case) or 

the beam-spot constraint in the tra.nsverse plane (T(4S) case). The momentum 
p, a.nd hence the boost /3'Y = p/(mc) (typically 40-100 and := 1.7 respectively), 

is very well measured. Therefore the resolution on the decay length L deter

mines the proper-time resolution (20 - 60 fs and 150 - 200 fs respectively). The 

background level is low at 1'(4S) machines (non-prompt charm from BB events 

being rejected by requiring p > 2.5 GeV /e in the center-of-mass), but much 

higher in fixed-target experiments' where a detachment cut is needed. Such 

requirement, expressed as L/aL > lV, introduces a bias in the distribution of 

the proper time l == L/(c{31); however, this ca.n largely be corrected for by 

considering instead the reduced proper time t' = (L - Nad/(c{3'Y~) which is 

expect.ed to have (for the signal) the same exponential distribution as t. 
The most precise determinations of the n+ and DO lifetimes a.re from 

the FOCUS collaboration 4) (see Fig. 3). These are affected by relatively im

portant systematic ullcertainties in the determi.llation of the overa.ll accepta.nce 

fuoct.ion (which includes geometrical effects, reconstruction efficiency, hadronic 
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Figure 3: Reduced proper-time analysis for fully reconstructed DO --t ](-,,+ 

(top row) and D+ --t J(-7r+7r+ (bottom row) candidates in POCUS 4). Left: 
raw distributions . Middle : overall acceptance functions from Monte Carlo sim
ulations. Right: background-subtracted and acceptance- c01Tected distributions, 
with exponential lifetime fits s·uperimposed. 

a.bsorption and decay of charm secondaries). BABAR and Belle, however, are 

now collecting large statistics as well and should be able to get similar (and 

eventually better) precision, but with very different systematics 5) . Combining 

all available results, the hfetime ratio T(D+)/T(DO) = 2.527 ± 0.017 reaches 

an impressive relative precision of 0.7%. This can be used together with the 

measured semileptonic branching ratios 2) to yield a semileptanic decay width 

ratio consistent with unity, f(DO --t e+veX)/r(D+ -t e+veX) = 1.01 ± 0.12, 

clearly indicating that the large lifetime difference is driven by hadronic decays. 

Th18 is largely attributed to a destructive Pauli interference in D+ decays, al

though a small effect is e}."Pected from WE in DO decays. Is it interesting to 

note that DO lifetime measurements performed with decays to CP-even final 
states (7l'+7T- and K+K-) can be compared with the ones performed for a 

mixture of CP eigenstates (K-7T+) to extract information on a possible small 

decay width difference ill' induced by mixing in the no - iJo system. The 

determinations of .6.f /(2f) with this method are all consistent with zero 2, 6), 

but the most precise ones (from BABAR and Belle) have recently reached the 

1 % level, getting close to the largest Standard Model predictions 7) . 

The ratio T(Dt)/T(DO) = 1.191 ± 0.022 (using the D; average of Fig. 2, 

which does not include a preliminary FOCUS measurement 8) without quoted 

systematic uncertainty), is significantly different from unity, and is interesting 

to understand the relative WA/WE contributions in D;- and DO mesons. 1n-



deed, when compared to theoretical predictions 9), such a large ratio indicates 

that \VA/WE effects are significant and perhaps less suppressed than expected. 

The lifetime averages of the charm baryons have sign.ificilJ1tly improved in 

the last. year or so, due to the new precise FOCUS measurements 2, 10). While 

the ratio T(O~)/T(2~) = 0.71 ± 0.13 is consistent wit.h expectations, the ratio 

T(2;t)/T(At) = 2.21 ± 0.15 is at disagreement ,>",ith the theory, which prefers 

the range 1.2-1.7 11). Again this could perhaps point to an underestimate of 

the WE contribution, this time in fl.} decays. 

3 Beauty lifetime measurements 

The first b lifetime measurements, performed in 1983 at PEP (SLAC), were 

surprisingly large, and hence the first indication for the small value of the CKM 

matrix element IVchl. Today, the inclusive b lifetime (averaged over all species 

of weakly-decaying b hadrons) is known very precisely from measurements at 

the Z pole, ('Tb) = 1573 ± 7 fs 12), and is still usefuJ for the extraction of IVchl 
from the measurements of the b ---* dv branching ratio at LEP. 

Lifetime measurements of specific b hadrons have mostly been performed 

in the last 10 years at high~energy machines, either at LEP (ALEPH, DEL

PHI, L3, OPAL) and SLC (SLD), or at the Tevatron (CDF). Full reconstruction 

of hadronic modes, the cleanest technique in terms of purity and resolution, 

suffers from low statistics, so partjal reconstruction (e.g. association of a lep

ton with a reconstructed charm hadron) is often preferred. More inclusive 

techniques based on identified leptons or reconstructed secondary vertexes, al

though more difficult in terms of systematics, have also been applied very suc

cessfully (e.9. in a recent DELPIll analysis 13), illustrated in Fig. 4-left). In 

all cases the production vertex is reconstructed using t.racks from the fragmen

tation. Although t.he mean lifetime is sometimes extracted using the impact 

parameter method (useful when the decay vertex is not reconstructed), the 

proper time i = (m/p)L is usually determined for each candidate. The resolu

tion crt .-v (m/(p))aL EEl (crp/p)t includes a constant term due to aL (typically 

0.05 - 0.3 ps) and a term due to the momentum resolut.ion (10 - 20% for partial 

reconstruction) which increases with proper time. 

S.ince a couple of yeal·s, the EO and B+ lifetimes have also been measured 

at asymmetric 1(45) machines, where produced B+ B- or BO iJo pairs are 

boosted along che beam (z) axis. The z positions of the two decay vertexes (one 
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Figure 4: Proper-tim.e distributions meas1J"'ed at LEP, with lifetime fits su
peri.mposed. Left: incl1J.s·ive samples enriched in B+ and EO candidates from 

DELPH1 13). Right: E~ ~ rPcP,x canrlidates from ALEPH 11). 

from a reconstructed B candidate and the other one formed with the remaining 

tracks) are determined wit.h the belp of a beam-spot constraint in the transverse 

plane. The proper-time difference is appro),..-jmated as tlt ~ b..z/(c/J-y) usi.ng the 

known boost {3, from the beam energies. The production point does not need 

to be determined, as l.6.tl follows an exponential distributior.: from which the 

mean lifetime can be directly extracted. The At resolution, dominated by 

that of b..z, is very large due to the slTIall boost (/3, ~ 0.5, compared to ,...., 6 

in Z --1 vb events) and is comparable to the mean lifetimes to be measured. 

Hence, tr.e modeling of t.he resolution function in such analyses (of which Fig. 5 

shows two examples) is one of the ma.in sources of systematic uncertajnties. 

The beauty lifetime averages 12) are shown in Fig. 2. Only the BO and 

E+ averages have changed since 1999; their accuracy is now twice better due 

to recent analysis improvements at LEP and new B factory results 2, 13, 16). 

The ratio T(B+)/T(BO) = 1.073±0.014 is now signHicantiy laJ'ger than unity (a 

5.20' effect compared to 2.80" in 1999), in agreement with predictions. Further

more, [T(B+)/T(BO) - l]/[T(D+)/T(DO) - 1] :::: 0.05 ± 0.01 is consistent with 

(fB/fD)2/(mb/mc)2, as e>.:pected from HQE (although the quark masses and 

decay constants f Band 1D still have rather lruge theoretical uncertainties). 

The B~ and EO lifetimes are found to be consistent (within 1.30'), how

ever the precision on T(B~) is not sufficient yet for an int.eresting test of the 

theory, which predicts equali ty wi thin 1%. Note t.hat the B~ average includes 

measurements performed on sa.mples with different mixtures of the two B~ 

mass eigenstates, which are expected to have a relative decay width difference 
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Ri.qht: prL1·t·i.fJ.lly reconstructed EO -T DI- el/ candidates in BABAR 15). 

6.r .~Jf s of order 10%. Not included in the average is a low st.atistics measure

ment from ALEPH 17) based Oll the ¢¢X final state, assumed to be almost 

pure CP-even and t.o yield the lifetime of the short-lived mass-eigensta.te (see 

Fig. 4-right). Combining all a.vailable cxperimentaJ information yields a 95% 

CL lim..it of 6r s /r,~ < 0.52, or < 0.31 if the constraint l/f s = T(Bo) is un
posed 18), For the BO system, DELPHI obtains ~r d/f d < 0.18 at 95% CL 19), 
while at most 0.01 is expected. 

For severa.l yea.rs, the low ratio T(A~)/T(BO) = 0.798 ± 0.052 could not. 

be accommodated wit.hin the t.h~ory. However, recent calcula.tions of ne~-t.o
leading order QeD corrections to spectator effects in Iifet.ime rMin::;, combined 

with the latest. la.ttice determinations of the relevaDt. hadronic matrix: element.s, 

now yield reasona.ble agreement with all data on beauty lifetimes 20). 

4 Sumlnary and outlook 

ill t.he last cOl1ple or years, impressive improvements have been achieved for aJI 

sr.ven singly-charmed ha.drons, as well as for the EO and B+ lllCSnl1S . 'While 

theory still faiJs to explain SOme lifetime ratios in the charm sector, in partir,

ular -r(2t)/7(At), HQE predictions seem DOW in agreement with all available 
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beauty lifetime data" However, better experimental precisioll is highly desir

able on the more rare b hadrons (B~, Ed and the different b-baryon species). 

This will certainly be provided by the large statistics aimed for at Run II of 
t.he Tevatron, as 'shown by the first promising results of CDF 21). 
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ABSTRACT 
We report a measurement of branching ratios for the Cabibbo suppressed de
cay At -> E+ ]("'°(892) and the Cabibbo favored decays At -+ E+ K+ J(-, 

At -+ r,+ ¢ and At -+ 3*O(E+ K-)K+ relative to At -1 E+1f+7f-. We also re
port two 90% confidence level limits for At -+ r,- ](+71'"+ and At -+ r,+](+ ICNR . 
Recently, we also searched for new :=:t decay channels. In particular we mea.
sure the branching ratio of the Cabibbo suppressed mode ~t -+ E+ J(+ ](

relative to :=:t -+ E+ ](-17"+ and the branching ratios of :=:~- -+ E+ ](-71'"+, 
2t -+ E* (1385)+](0 and 3d -+ n-J(+ 71"+ relative to 3d -+ 3-71'"+ 7r+ . 

1 Introduction 

During the past year FOCUS 1) and BELLE 2) have discovered new decay 

modes for the baryon At. FOCUS concentrated on decays to three final state 

~ On behaJf of the FOCUS collaboration 



particles containing a E+. vVe also invesbgated many possible decays for :=t. 
Few decay modes of t.he 2t have been reported, for example, the only ob

served Cabibbo suppressed mode 3) was 2t -t p](-1f+. FOCUS now bas the 

first evidence for three new decay modes of the :=.t ,one of which is Cabjbbo 

suppressed. In this report we will describe hyperon reconstruction, then we -

will show the charm baryon signals and finally, we will report the measme

ments with the conclusions. These measurement.s might offer a useful tool for 

investigatillg different contributions (like exchange diagram) t.o the total decay 

width of chrt.rm ba.ryon decays. Cabibbo suppressed decays can also serve as 

input parameters for lifetime predictions in the charm sector. 

2 Hyperon reconstruct jon 4) 

The E decays into a cha.rged particle (proton or pion) aod a neutral particle 

(neutron or pion). Since the direction of the neutraJ particle is not detected, 

FOCUS reconstructs both the decay modes by imposing kinematic constraints 

on the decay. This technique creates a two-fold ambiguity on the 2:;+ momen

tum (80% of the time for the (p, ?TO) mode and 20 % of the time for t.he (n,71"+) 

mode where calorimeter informatioll. serves to break the ambiguit.y). The two 

solutions in the L;+ momentum for some of the decays change t.he shape of 

the invaria.nt mass of t.he final state part.icles. For this reason we implement 

a double-Gaussian to fit the signal rrgion over a linear bacl<ground. In order 

to minimize any possible bias due t.o t.his fea.t.ure we normaHzl' each branching 

ratio to the high stat.ist.ics modes At -t 2:+1[-1- 11 . (Fig. la) and 2~· ~ E+ /(--1[+ 

(Fig. 2a) which conta.in a E+ particle in the fina.l state. For 2~- modes without 

E+ in the final st.ate we normalize to the decay 2:t ~ S-1[+1T · (Fig. 2b). The 

hyperons, 3- anel 0 -, al'e reconstructed in the (A 0, Ii -) and (A 0, ](-) modes 

where thE 1\ 0 decays ill the (p, 7(-) mode. For this analysis we only selected 

events wbich had SSD information for the hyperon, :::- jD.- , t.racks Ie. events 

in which the hyperon decays after the SSD system. 

3 At and 2;;; signals 

WP. investigated t.wo Cabibbo suppressed J\t del.oys into E+ ](+1f- and L;- ](+1f+ 

final states and the Cabibbo favored decay to E+ J(+ J(- . For the Cabibbo sup

pressed modes E+ J(+ 7I- we find that most if not all of the decay proceeds via 
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Figure 1: a) E+7r+7r-) b) E+]{*(892)0 ; c) r.-J(-I-1f+) d) Full sam.ple 
£+1(+1(-, e) 2-(1385)°](+ , f) E+</>. 

the resonfl.nt m()de E+ [(*(892)° (Fig. 10) . Suppression of a three body non

resonant decay has also been observed aJso in the 2'..- ](+ 1/"+ mode where the 

J(w reSOnai1C0. is llot possible a.nd where we find no evidence of ~ignal(Fig . Ic). 

In the E+ 1(+](- case (Fig. Id) we find that the decay is dominated by two 

resonant contributions, namely 3'" (1690)° I(+ (Fig. Ie) where the 2* (1690)° 

decays in (E+,](-) a.nd E+4> (Fig. If) . Tbe non-resona.nt contribution bas 

been evaJuated by excluding the resonances signal regions and by correcting 

for phase-space. 

Vve report three new observations of 2~- decays: the Cabibbo suppressed 

decay 2t -t E+ J(+](- and the Ca.bibbo favored decays :=:~- -t n - J(+1f+ and 

=-; -----} E'" (1385)+ RO where the E*(1385)+ is reconstructed in (Ao)7r+) . For the 

modes E+ lel--]( - and 0- ](+11+ we find no significant evidence for resona.nt 

contribut.ions and the signals are presented in Fig. 2 c-e. 
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4 Results 

We measmed severa] branching ratios for hadronic decays of At and ~t. The 

results are shown in Table l. 

The FOCUS experiment has measured for the first time the relative 

branching ratio of the Cabibbo suppressed decay At -t ~+ Ie' (892)° and has 
placed a limit on the similar mode At -4 E-K+1f+ . Further, we measured 

the relative branching ratio for the At decay to the final state E+ ](+]{- and 
our results agree with BELLE 2) and CLEO 5) measurements. 'vVe find that 

these At decays exhibit a highly favored two-body resonant component. We 

searched for new st decays and we observe for the first time three modes 27-7 
~+](+](- (Cabibbo suppressed), 27 -7 ~;. (1385)+ RO and 27 ~ n- ](+'Jr+. 

Finally, we improved the existing measurement of the branching ratio for 
2t -t E+ ](-1[+ relative to st -t 2-71"+71"+. Contrary to the suppression of 
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Table 1: A;; and 2;; branching ratios from FOCUS 

Yield Bl'anr.hing Ratio ] 
--'--

A+ 
c 

~+ ](*(892)° /r,+1r+1r- 49 ± 10 (1706 ± 88) (7.8 ± 1.8 ± 1.3)% 
r,- K+1r+ /E+ ]("'(892)° 10 ± 11 < 35% @ 90% CL 
E+ ](+ J(- /~+1r+-rr- 103 ± 15 (7.1 ± 1.1 ± 1.1)% 
~+ </J/E+rr+rr- 57 ± 10 (8.7 ± 1.6 ± 0.6)% 
3* (E+ ](- jO J(+ /E+1r+1r- 34± 8 (2.2 ± 0.6 ± 0.6)% 
E+ J(- J(+)NR/E+1r+1r- 8±8 < 2.8% @ 90% CL 
=+ ........ c 
r,+](+ J( /2:,+]{ 1r+ 17± 6 (18.1 ± 6.8 ± 0.5)% 
E'" (1385)+](0 /=.--rr+rr+ 31 ± 10 (269 ± 21) (3.4 ± 1.2 ± 0.4) 
n- ]{+1r+ /3-1r+1r+ 25±8 (5.4 ± 1.8 ± 1.3)% 
E+ ](-1r+ /2--rr+1r+ 234 ± 23 1.05 ± 0.13 ± 0.07 

the A-: three-body non resonant behavior, the 3-: do not exhibit stich a strong 

suppression. The low statistics warrant a verification by another experiment. 
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ABSTRACT 

The connection between light quark spectroscopy and hadronic decays of D 
mesons is discussed, with emphasis on the physics of the light scalar mesons. 
Recent result.s from charm decays are pr~sented . 

1 Introduction 

Forty years have passed since the birth of the Constituent Quark Model (CQM). 
This model provided a very successful description of almost all the hadronic 
spectrum. The nonets of pseudo-scalar, vector and tensor mesons are now 
well ident ified. There is, however, ODe remaining and crucial problem: the 

identification of the scalar meson nonet(s). The solution of this enigma is of 
vital importance for understanding QeD at the low energy limit. 



On the other side, there has been tremendous progress in charm physics 

in the past decade. High qua.bty data allowed the basic: properties of charm 

mesons to be well measured. Recently hadronic decays of charm mesons sta.rted 

being used t.o study properties of sca.lar mesons, a.bundant products of these 

decays. 

Chann decays have unique features, making them a very interesting tool 

for light quark spectroscopy: large couplings to scalar mesons and very small 

(less than 10%) non-resonant components; an initial stat.e which is always well 

defined: the spin-O D meson; and a spec.trum that is not constrained by isospin 

and parity conservation. 

There are, hmvever I some conceptual issues related to the formalism com

monly used in the analysis of resonant substructure of hadronic decays: t.he 

correct representation of overlapping broad st.ates, which is closely connected 

to the issue of formulati ng the uni tari ty constraint in three and fou1'- body prob

lems. Moreover) there is the question of how to relate the observations from 

charm to those from scattering. 

In what follows I will briefly state the probleII~ of the 5cal2.1' mesons. Then 

I will discllss how we can use charm deca.ys for new insights on the scalars. 

Finally, I will discuss the picture so far offered by hadronic decays of cha.rm. 

2 The puzzling light scalars 

The light scalars a.re, in some sense, victims of their own simplicity. Due 

to their broa.d widths a.nd the lack of a distinctive angular distribution, the 

distinction between scalar mesons a.nd the nOll-resonant backgrolilld js rather 

difficult. Moreover, there are many overlapping states within a limited range 

of the mass spectrum (up to l.8 GeV). An additional difficulty is the fact that 

non-qij states, like the lightest scalar glueball or multiqual'k states) all sharing 

the same quantum numbers (JP = 0+), a.re expected to populate the same 

region of t.he spectrum. \Ve can say that the identification of the sca.lar mesons 

wilJ always be a difficult subject. Comprehensive reviews on scalar mesons can 

be found in 1) and references therein. 

The main candidat.es, according to their isospin, are: fo(600) or 0'(500), 

£0(980), fo(1370). fo(1500) a.nd fo(1710) (I = 0); 1;:(800) and ](~(1430) (I = 
1/2); ao(980) and ao (1450) (I = 1). 

If all these states are confirmed, we have 19 states! Too many candidates 
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to fit even in two nonets. Vi'hile the actual existence of some of these states -

t.he /7(500) and K.(800) - is controy('r~ial: other states just hrlve poor1y known 

parameters - fo (980), ao(980), fo(1370). The interpretation of most of the scalar 

ca.ndidates is a,}so controversial. Are they genuine qlj mesons or In::>re complc...x 

objects? Take the case of t.he ao(980), for instance, Its expected width is 

500 MeV, according to the CQM, whereas the measured width is :n the range 

50-100 JvIeV. This fa.ct leads to the interpre ta tion of this state as (\ qqqq. 
The most problematic st.ates a.rc tbe isoscalars. In addition to the COI1-

t.roverse about the a(500), the natme of the fo(980)) t.here is the issue of.the 

fo family above 1 GeV and a possible mixing with the scalar glueball 5). The 

remaini.ng of this not.e is devoted to isoscala.rs and to what can we learn about 

them from charm decays. The] = 1/2 states states including the fi,(800), will 

be addressed in t.he ta.lk by Carla Gobel) to ;\,ppear in these proceedings. 

3 Charm decays and light scalars 

Hadronic decays of charm mesons arc a natural place to look for s.:alars, wlth 

unique features that provide new a.ml complementary insights on tbs problem . 

Scalars are copiously produced in cbarm decays. In 3 a.nd 4-body hadronic 

decays of D mesons) one always has a. 7f1f, a](1f or a. J(]( pair, important decay 

modes of scalar mesons. The quantum interference between broad scala.rs and 

tIle usually large non-resonant background, which is a plague ill scattering 

experiments~ does not affect charm decays because the non-resonantcompon~nt 

is always very small. 

But the most appea.ling features orD decays, when compared to scattering 

experiments) a.re related to the difference in t.he constraints that blild the 1fT!, 

]( 7f and ](]( spectra. In scattering experiments, only the strong interaction is 

involved. The observed spectrum is determined by the conservation of isospi.n 

and parity. Parit.y and isospin are violated in D meson decays) where t.he 

observed spect.rum is determined by the quark content of the initial state, aftfr 

the wea.k decay of the c quark. 

It. is illust.rative to compare, for Instance, in the 7f+1f-7f+ final state , the 

Dalitz plots f1'o:11 D+, D-; decays 2, 3) (see fig!) and from pn ann ihilation 4), 

whic.h is most similar to D decays. The differences due to production dynamics 

are apparent a.t a glance. Comparing the D+ and D; Dalitz plots we see clearly 

the effect.s of the different quark cont.ent of the initial state,' 
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There is a related aspect which is also crucial: the bulk of the hadronic 

decay widths can be explained by a model in which resonances couple directly to 

the D meSOD. There is no need to add couplings to other states, like glueballs: 

qq states alone seem to be enough to account for the observed rates. Take 
the deca.y n't -4 J(- ](+11+ as a typical case. The main amplitudes a,re the 

external and internal W-radiation (see fig2). The decay modes corresponding 
to these amplitudes are D't -!- </Yrr+ and D; -!- ](. J(-. These modes account 

for almosL 100% of the Dt -71(- ]{+')T+ decay rate. The same argument could 

be made using many other final states. Hadronic D decays arc an extremely 

complex process 1 and these types of quark diagrams are only an aproximation. 

This descripton, however, seems to work fairly well. 
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Figure 1: Dalitz plots from D;- -7 7i+1i-1T+ (left) and D+ -4 W+1T-')T+ (right) 
decays from Fermilab E791. 

It is generally accepted that a resonance, being a real particle, must have 

the same parameters in whichever process it appears. The question one may 

ask is whether the states produced in different processes are really the same. 

Consider, for instance, the /0(1370),10(1500) and 10(1710) imbroglio. All three 
states have been observed by many experiments, with fairly wen measaured 

parameters (except for the /0(1370)). But according to the CQM, only two qq 
states are expected: one being mostly S8 and another being mostly uu + dd. 
So, the three /o's could not belong to the same qq multiplet. 

Glueballs are expected to be produced in "gluon-rich" reactions, like cen

tral production, in addition to the genuine qq mesons. Mi.'Cing between the 
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scalar glueball and the qtj states is expected 5). If this is really the easel then 

the observed states would be mixtures of qtj and gg, rather than pure states. 

On the other handl in a "gluon-poor'l reaction, like D decays, glueballs 

axe not expected to be produced. In D decays one would access directly the 

qq states with no mixing. In this case masses and widths measured in charm 

decays would be different than those obtained in central production. Also, the 

number of states present in D decays would be smaller. 

c s 

c~~ 
+ 

K* n a 

- -
cp 

u K- s s - -

s S 

Figure 2: Dominant amplitudes for n-:- -4 K- K+7[+ decay. 

One last aSpect deserves some attention: the role of final state interac

tions in charm decays. The Dalitz plots of charm decays can only be describe 

by models allowing interference between amplitudes in which the resonance and 

the bachelor pseudo-scalar are in different states of relative orbital angular mo

mentum. The role the bachelor pseudo-scalar plays is decisive, which seems not 

to be the case in N N annihilations. In this sense Dalitz plot and partial wave 

analysis are not quite the same. The case of the n+ -4 J(-7[+1T+ 8) is typical. 

We see in the Dalitz plot that the upper lobe of the 1C"(892) band is shifted 

with respect to the lower one. This effect is caused by the interference between 

the l=l D+ --+ K*(892)1l'+ and the l=O amplitudes, like D+ -4 ](~ (1430)1l'+. 

We conclude this section by noting that relating results from scattering 

and charm decays is not so simple. The D --+ 1T1l'lT', for instance, cannot be 

explained on the basis of pure elastic 1l'1l' scattering. The energy dependent 

s-wave phase from D -4 1l'1l'1l' (or IClf1r) may not be the same as the 'li1l' (or ](1f) 

phase shifts from peripheral hadron-hadron reactions. 
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4 \Vhat have we learned so far from charm decays? 

There are only a few e.\:perimental results on Jight scalars from charm decays. 

I "".-ill concentrate on the isoscalars: the (J and the fa family. 

4.1 (J(500) or fo(600) 

This is cert-ainly t.he most controversia.l st.ate. In charm decays it appears as an 

excess of signal events at low 71'+11- mass. This effect is observeo in the Dalitz 

p10ts of D+ -1- /T+ 71'-7[+ , [Tom E791 3) and FO CDS] and of no -t [(01(+'11-, 

from CLEO 6). Th0. Srtm€ structme was also observed in J /'1/) -t W1(+Ti- decay, 

from BES 7). No such effect is observed in 1(+1(- scattering, where the (J is 

interpreted not as i1 refl'! particle I but as a dynamical t.hreshold effect. 

The best description of charm decay data. reqldres the presence of a broad, 

scalill' (in E791 analysis different spin assignments were also tested), complex 

amplitude at. low 1(+1(- mass. A crucial aspect is that good fits ca.n only 

be obtained allowing the phase of this complex amplitude to vary across the 

Dalitz plOt. The above experiments have fitted their data assuming a Breit

\Vigner function for t.his state, although it is known that for states like the 

(J a Ereit-Wigner is only au approximation. Different functional forms may 

yield different values of mass and width. The very concept of mass and width 

is model dependen t in this case. The CLEO Collaboration 6) do not claim 

evidence for r.he (J meson due to the uncertalllt,y in the best pa.rameterizatioll 

of this ampli tude. A TIyway) good fits were obtained in aU cases, and the values 

for the mass a.nd t;:\·;dt.h (see table 1) are in good agreement. - lv1 r-- 480 NreV , 

ra I'.J 320 MeV . 

. It would be int.eresting, definitelYI to show the phase variation across the 

Dalitz pIal without assuming a.ny functiona.l rOfm for the a amplitude. This 

is, unfortunatr.1Yl vcry difficult because it involves a very Jargp. number of free 

parameters. In any case, it remains to be explained why in charm decays the 

a seems to be a real particle, but Dot in low energy elastic 71'+11'- scattering. 

4.2 /0(980) 

The width of this state is poorly known. The rellson is that the 10(980) seems 

to behave differently depending on the reaction in which it is produced. While 

in scattering it ]001<s broader and wit.h a large coupling to the ]( j( channel, in 
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charm decays it. looks jus i. like a narrow regular qij resonance decaying mostly 

into pions. In the decay D;- -> iL+ 1.-1[+ the 10 (980)1[+ t.omponent correspond 

t.o over 50% of t.hc decay rate. 

£791 used a. coupled channel Breit.-Viligner (the Flatte formula) in its 

fit 2). The c:oupling to ]( R chanllel was found to be consistent with zero. 

An equally good fit. was obtained using a regular Drei t- \Vigner , yielding r 0 === 

(44±3) lvlcV. This is ill agreement with pre.liminary results from FOCUS (fo ,...., 

55 MeV, from D;- -7 1T+1T-rr+) and BES (fo ~ 45 MeV, from .I/1/; ~ ¢n:+1I-). 

The large rate in D; -7 n+1T-1T+ sugges\.:) a st.rong affinity of the 10(980) 

with ss, if we take the vV-radiatioD amplitude to be the dominant decay mech

anism. In spite of a large ss ill its wave function, the lack of a. significant 

coupling to](f( is due essentia.lIy to the ll11lTOW /0(980) width. 

The a.bove si tUr\,tion -reinforces the interpretation of this s tate as a 4-

quark state surrounded by a J(K moleculm" cloud. At short dista.nces, as in D 

decays, we would access the qqqQ component! whereas in peripheral processes 

the molecular component. would manifest itself. 

4.3 /0(1370)/10(1500) 

The situat.ion here is stili ratber confusing. Tbe third state of the fo family 

above 1 GcV, fo(1710), which would be mostly S3, is diJncult to access, since 

it lies near the edge of the D; decay phase space. 

Charm decays are useful not. only to mea.sure the 10(1370) and 10(1500) 

ma,',ses a.nd widths, but also to infer the quark content of these two states. If 

both are qlj resonances, both should appear in charm decays. If, ill a.ddition, 

t.here is a significant .$S component in their wave function, these states should 

appear in the D;- -7 J(+ ](-1T+ dec'1Y. 

Both E791 and FOCUS/E687; \vhen anaJysing the Di -r 1T+1T-7l'+ decay, 

have found that only one sLate is necessary to describe the Dalitz plot, although 

they do llot agree on the measured parameters for this state. While E687 10) 

found a state with mass near 1475 MeV and a. width of about 100 MeV (very 

similar to FOCUS preliminary numbers, and very dose La the well measured 

fo(1500) paramr.tersL E791 2) fmmel a sOnJ0.what. wider st.ate with a lower 

mass: !VIo = (1434±20) MeV, ro = (172±32) MeV. 

DaBa r 9) ha.ve found no evidence of nei ther one of the 10 states in the 

DO --t RO](+](- decay. fOCUS (see L. Edera's talk in these proceeuings) 
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have found a small component of 10 (1370)7r+ in the Dt -+ ](+ J(-7r decay, but 

the sum of all decay fractions is over 160%. This is due to a large destructive 

interference, which is likely to be unphysical. 

A la.rge D --7 ~+7T-7f+ (and also D --7 7r+7r0 7r0 ) sample a.re necessary to 

disentangle the 10(1370)//0(1500) contribution. Apparently only one of the 

two fo would be a qq state (mostly nn), reinforcing the interpretation of the 

other one as the ground-state scalar glueball. 

5 Conc1usions 

The picture offered so far by charm decays points to the existence of two scalar 

meson noncts, one having states ,vith mass below 1 GeV and the other with 

masses above 1 Ge V . 

In the low mass states we have the large rates of the an in D+ --7 7r+7r- n+ 

and of the fo(980)7r in D-:- --7 7r+7r - 7r+ decay as an indication that both are 

qq, or, perhaps qqijij states. The evidence for the neutral K(800) would be 

endorsed if evidence for the charged Ii is also found . In tl:e cases of both 

(J alld 1\., a demonstration of the phase variation would be very welcome. It 

is also important to measure the ao(980) width in either Ds --7 [(+ ]{-n or 

Ds --7 ](0[(+](- decays. 

In the region above 1 GeV more data is necessary to show which of the 

fo ~s are genuine qlj states. Perhaps the answer is none of those observed in 

scattering experiments, since the mixing between the bare qq resonances and 

the scala.r gl ueball would not occm in charm decays. Apparently only one state 

appears in charm decays, a.lthough it is not clear yet which state this is . In any 

case, th is state has no significant conpli ng to KIt 
There are important cooceptua.] issues to be addressed. The most im

portant is to formulate the unitarity constraint in multi-body decays. The 

assumption of two-body elastic scattering as the basic process is Dot trivial 

and Illay not be justjfJed . Even in the case of two-body elastic scattering, the 

introduction of a. relative phase can restore unitarity, which would be violated 

in models in which the amplH,ude is written as a sum of Breit- \Vigners 11) . 

Decays of charm mesons, with their unique features, offer a new way to 

look a.t the light scalar mesons. 
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Table 1: -'II/asS a.nd 'Width of the a assuming a Breit- W'igner model. 

I experiment I mass (MeV) I width (MeV) I 
E791 478 ± 29 324 ± 46 
CLEO 390 ± 60 282 ± 77 
BES 513 ± 32 335 ± 67 
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ABSTRACT 

A Dalitz plot analysis of t.he decay D+ --7 J(-1f+1f+ is performed from the 
Fen:uilab E791 data sample. A model constructed from a coherent sum of 
known J( 1f resonant amplitudes plus a COlLSt.a.nt. non-resonant tenTI does not 
give rtn r:tc.ceptablc fit. A good fit. is obtained by the inclusion of an extra light. 
find broad 1( 11 sc;)lar state. 

1 The n+ --7 J(-1i+1f+ Dalitz-plot Analys.is 

The. decays of charlll mesons can be viewed as a new source of information for 

the study of light meson spectroscopy) complement.ary to that from scattering 

experiments, and c()n be particularly relevant to the understanding of the scalar 

sector . 

• On behalf of the Fermilab E791 Collabora.tion 
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Figure 1: (a) The J( 7r7r invariant mass spectrum. The filled area is background; 
(b) Dalitz plot corresponding to the events in the dashed area of (aJ. 

Here we present results for th.e DaJitz-plot analysis of the decay D+ -1 

K-7l'+7r+ (see details in 1)) using data from Fermilab E791 2). From the 

original 2 x 1010 events collected, and after reconstruction and selection criteria, 

we obtained the D+ -1 J(-7r+1r+ sample shown in Figure l(a). The filled area 

represents the level of background. The crosshatched region contains the 15090 

events selected for the Dalitz-plot analysis, as shown in Figure l(b), where the 

two axes are the squared invariant-mass combinations for J( 7T (symmetrized 

for the two identical pions). An unbinned maximun-likelihood fit is performed 

with probability distribution funtions (PDFls) for both signal and background. 

The signal PDF is written as the square of the total physical amplitude A. and 

it is weighted for the acceptance across the Dalitz plot and by the level of signal 

to background for each event, as given by Figure l(a). 

Our first approach to fit the data includes the known ]( 7T resonant ampli

tudes (An, n 2: 1), plus a constant non-resonant (NR) contribution. We call 

this Model A. The signal amplitude is constructed as a coherent sum of the 

various sub-channels, A = aoeiiSo Ao + 2:::=1 aneidn An. Each resonant ampli
tude is written as An = BWn Fg) FAJ

) M~J) where BWn is the relativistic 

Breit-Wigner propagator, BWn = [m6 - m 2 - imor(m)] -I , The quantities 

FD and FR are the Blatt-Weisskopf damping factors respectively for the D 

and the ]( /c resonances, they depend on the radii of the decaying meson and 

are set to rD = 3.0 GeV- 1 and rR = 1.5 GeV- 1 in Model A. MV) describes 
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the angular function according to the spin J of the resonance. See 1). Each 

amplitude is Bose symmetrized An = An[(12)3] + An[(13)2) . 
For Model A, we find contributions from the channels: NR, with a de

cay fraction over 90%, followed by R~ (1430)71"+, j(* (892)1[+ , j(* (1680)n+ and 

K2'(1430)71"+ . The decay fractions and relative phases are shown in Table L 

These values are in accordance with previous results from EG91 3) and E687 4) . 

There is an important interference pattern, since all fractions add up to 140%. 
We find important disagreements between the fit to Model A and data, with 

X2/V = 2.7 (v being the number of degrees of freedom) in the Dalitz Plot. The 

discrepancies are found mainly at low J(1[ mass squared (below 0.8 (GeV /C2)2) 
and near 2.5 (GeV /c2)2. We thus conclude that a model with the known 

]{rr resonances, plus a constant NR amplitude, is not able to describe the 
D+ ~ 1(- 71'+ 71"+ Dalitz plot satisfactorily. 

A second model (Model B) allows the mass and width of the scalar 
J{~ (1430) to float . Gaussian-type form-factors 5) are introduced for this sca.la.r 

state. Two eJctra floating parameters are the meson radij r D and r R introduced 

above. We find fractions and phases simila.r to those of NIodel A (within errors) 

and the mass and 'width of Kci(1439) are found to be 1416 ± 27 MeV /c2 and 

250 ± 21 Me V / c2 , respectively, consistent with PDG values 6). The fit improves 

but it is still unsatisfactory. 

A third fit model, Model C, is constructed by. the inclusion of an extra 

scalar state, with unconstrained mass and width. We maintain the mass and 

width of the 1(~ (1430) as free parameters, and use the Gaussian form-factors as 

in Model B. Using this model, we obtain the values of 797 ± 19 ± 43 Me V / c2 for 

the mass and 410 ± 43 ± 87 MeV /c2 for the width of the new scalar state (first 
error statistical, second error systematic), referred to here as the K,. The values 

of mass and width obtained for the K~(1430) are respectively 1459 ± 7 ± 12 

MeV / c2 and 175 ± 12 ± 12 MeV / c2
, appearing heavier and narrower than 

presented by the PDG. The decay fractions and relative phases for Model C 

are given in Table 1. Compared to the results of Model A (without K.) l the 

NR mode drops from over 90% to 13%. The K.7r+ state is now dominant with 

about 50%. Moreover, the fit quality of Model C is substantially superior to 

that of Model A; the x2 Jv is now 0.73. The meson radii rD and TR are found 
to be respectively 5.0 ± 0.5 GeV- 1 and 1.6 ± 1.3 GeV- 1 . 

Various studies are done to check these results. For example, we replace 
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Ta.bJe 1: Res1/.lt.~ witho'ul K. (M()de.l A) and with K, (Model C) . 
Decay Model A: No K. Model C: With r.. 

1dode Fraction (%) Phase Fraction (%) Phase 
NR 90.9 ± 2.6 0° (fixed) 13.0 ± 5.8 ± 4.4 (-11 ± 14 ± 8)° 
K.1T+ - ~ ~ 47.8 ± 12.1 ± 5.3 (187 ± 8 ± 18t 

k" (892)1T+ ] 3.8 ± 0.5 (54 ± 2)° 12.3 ± 1.0 ± 0.9 0 0 (fixed) 
R~ (1430)1T+ 30.6 ± 1.6 (54 ± 2)° 12.5 ± 1,4 ± 0.5 (48 ± 7± 10)0 
R; (1430)1T+ 0.4 ± 0 .1 (33 ± 8)° 0.5 ± 0.1 ± 0.2 (-54 ± 8 ± 7)° 
]('" (1680)1T+ 3.2 ± 0.3 (66 ± 3)° 2 .5 ± 0.7 ± 0.3 (28 ± 13 ± 15)0 

the complex K. Breit~ \Viguer by a real Breit.-Wigner, with no phase varia.tion. 

In this ('rise I we get similar mass and width for this extra state, bllt with 

unphysical fractions for this sta.te and the NIt, and a worse fit quality. \Ale also 

replace the Ii. by hypothetical vect.or rl.nd tensor states, and the fit clearly prefers 

the scalar state . Other models with the Ii al'(I ;t1so tried I like modifications to 

the scala r Breit.-Wigner amplitude rind to t.110. form-factors . Other st.udies for 

the parameterization of the NR amplitude are tried with amI wit.hout the K,. 

None of these models wit.hout the K. is a.ble to describe our data. slltif;factorily. 

All variations of models with I\, give silllllar results for the K, mass and width 

(within errors) although the fractions for K.1T and NR show correlations. 

From our results we find a good indication t.hat a light and broad sca.lar 

1eTf resonance gives an important cont.ribution to D+ ~ 1(-11+11+ decay. 
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ABSTRACT 

Some Focus results about the DaJitz analysis of D-meson decays into three 
pscudos\.()inrs are present(~d , The advant,;Lgcs of the ](-matri.x approfl.ch to 
fonnalize the S-wave states are briefly outlined. 

1 Introduction 

In the last years the Dalitz plot anaJysis h?lS emerged as a proper and powerful 

tool to understand the main features of the charm hadronic decays) that is t.o 

investigate the resonant substructures, the role of the fina.l state interaction 

(FSI) and of non-spect.ator diagrams, It is only io more recent years that this 

analysis has been used even to better investigate the light quark spectroscopy 

... On behalf of the FOCUS collaboration 



in the scala.r sector. In this report I will present. some results of the amplitude 
analysis of the D+ ~ J(+ ]{-']f+, J(+']f-1I"+, 1f+11-11"+ and D; ~ ](+11"-11"+, 

1f+n-1j"+, obtained with the so-called isobar model (see for example 1)). The 

advantages of t.he ]( -matrix approa.ch applyed to the charm sector wil1 be 

discussed. 

2 Dalitz plot analysis results 

The Dalitz plot analysis of three-body decays provides the full set of observa

bles of the decay: coefficients and relative phases of the different amplitudes 

contribming to the same final state. Multibody decays can occur via various 

strong resonances which can interfere with each other . Measurements of the 

phase shifts between different resonant component.s allow us to gauge the role 

of FSI and thus to shed some light onto the underlying weal< decay dynamics. 

Infact, at. tree level, the weak amplitudes are realj relatively immaginary phase 

shifts in the decay are due to FSI. 

A very instructive exam pIe for probing t.he role of FSI is the decay of D+ --1 

](+ ](-11"+. The Dalitz plot (fig. 1 (a)) is very highly dominated by the c/nr+ and 

K*o J(+ channels, with an additional contribution corresponding at high ](11 
-.0 

mass region . The asymmetry between the two lobes of J( can be interpreted 

as an interference between this resonance and a broad scalar. When a complete 

Dalitz analysis is performed, the fit returns contributions of ]("0 (892) (with a 
- .. 0 

fit fraction of about 20%) and J( (1430) ('" 67%), that is a broad and large 

scalar, in a relatively imaginary phase configuration, pointing at relevant FSI 
effects. 

The high statistics and the very good quality of the data collected by Focus 

alJov,' for investigation of suppressed and heavly suppressed decays, such as the 

Singly Cabibbo Suppressed Decay Dt -4 J(+1T-rr+ (fig. l(b)), for which Fo

cus is performing the first Dalitz analysis, and the Doubly Cabibbo Suppressed 

Decay D+ --1 1(+11"-11"+ (fig. l(c)). Both Dal1tz plot analyses indicate a. rich 

resonant structure, dominated by p(770) and K*O(892), in a relative real phase 

configuration, pointing, in these decays, at a nOll-relevant role of FSI. 
A channel that is particular interesting is the Dt --1 11"+ 1f-IT+, since it is the 

best candidate to evaluate annihilation contributions. The amplitude analysis 

indicates that the iOI clearly visible over the Dalitz plot (fig. led)), is the domi

nant contribution ( ...... 94%); a band for So(1475) is also visible and accounts for 
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'" 17%. Finally the tensor h (1270) ('" 10%) and the p(1450) ('" 5%) populate 

the Dalitz plot corner. A non-resonant cont.ribution is necessary to obtain a 

good fit qua.lity. Unfortunatelly the experimental scenaTio is still too poor to 

draw final conclusion about the annihilation diagram. 

The decay D+ --t n+n-n+ (fig. 1(e)) is dominated by p(770) ( ...... 30%) . The 

preliminary results of the fit show that) if the a( 400) (whose existence is still 

controversial and not widely accepted 2)) is introduced in the fit, it accounts 

for a fi t fraction of ro..J 20%. 

I 1.25l.S!.15 2 2.1-'2. ... 2.75 J 
m2 (II;'K-) 

(a) D -4 J(J(7f 

o O.20..tO.~II.R I t.lIAt.6Ijl 2 
Low m 2 (;('11'-) 

1. H J .15 
m2 (x'n-) 

(1 ,5 I 1.5 1 L" .1 

I) iLl (1.4 Oli OJ! I Li 1.-'}.6. I ,H 
Low m (ft"f{ ) 

m2(K~iT·) 

Figure 1: Dalitz plots from Focus 
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3 ]( -matrix approach 

All previous results have been obta.ined using the isobar modeJ, which should 

be considered a kind of first order approximation, since it does not. respect the 

unitarity a.nd does not incorporate all the present. ~xperimental knowledge in 

the light meson sector, which is very deep and comprehensive. POl' sure it is 

not weD sujted to analyze charm decays at the high already avaHable st.atist.ics 

of Focus. So the natural llext step to investigate charm decay requires a bet

ter model to account for strong dynamics. Vv'e a.re rigorously developing the 

formalism on the basis of the X-matrix approach 3) I which naturally embeds 

unit.alit.y and a.ll the present kwnoledge ill light meson scattering a.nd spec

troscopy. The ]( -matrix is a rapresentation of t.he scattering matrix S, where 

t.he resonances a.re defined as poles of S. This formalism is general and natu

rally describes: for instance, coupled-chalUlel resonances, slIch as 10(980), a.nd 

nearby resonances, such as 10(1370) and 10(1500). 

The J{-matrix, originally developed in the conte:x-t, of the scattering problems, 

can be e:xiended to cover the case of more complex resonance forma.tion tlu-ough 

the P-vector approach 4). '\lith this powerful tool the Dalitz plot analysiS of 

charm badronic decays can provide new useful and independent information on 

several controversial light-quark resonances. 

4 Conclusions 

In the last yea.rs Dalitz analysis has provided important. results to better un

derstand the charm phenomenology. The excellent quality of the available data 

requires now a better model to formalize the strong dyoamics; the K-matrLx 

approach seems to be the propel' tool. The preliminary results obtained in 

Focus are promising. 
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ABSTRACT 

A short review of HERMES <?x-perimentai results on the spin structure of the 
nucleon is presented. Inclusive polarized deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) all 
a longitudinally polarized targets provided precise and complete informations 
on the polarized structure function gl (x). By using both inclusive and semi
inclusive DIS, the polarized qua.rk distributions l1qf(x) for each flavour f has 
been derived . MeasW'ements of the double-spin asymmetry for the photopl'o
duction of high-PT hadron pairs has been interpreted as a first evidence for a 
positive gluon polarization. The beam spin azimuthal asymmetry in the deeply 
virtual Compton scattering and the target spin azimuthal asymmetry in the 
pion electroproductioD has been measured for the first time. Those tvm mea
surements proofed the possibility to access the Generalized Parton Distribution 
and the still unknown transversity distri bution h1 (x), respectively . 
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The understanding of strong interactions including spin as an additional degree 

of freedom is an int.ensively discussed question since QeD become the gauge 

field theory of the strong interaction establishing the intuitive quark model 

as the valid concept for the nucleon substructure. In this field I-IERl'vIES, 

considered ·a second generation experiment, by using both a. polarized target 

and a polarized beam plays a fundamental role. At leading twist, the structure 

of the nucleon can be described by three Structure Functions (SF): Fl (:r) , 

g1 (x) and hI (x), all as a function of the Bjorken variable. The unpolarized SF 

FI (x) is now well determined over a broad kinematica.l range. The polarized SF 

gl (x) contains information on the helicity-dependent quark contributions to the 

deep-inelastic scattering cross section . By "integrating g1 (x) over x, the total 

contribution .6.~q of the quark sp.in to the nucleon spin can be determined. The 

first result reported by the HERMES collaboration 1), which was largely based 

on measurements on a longitudinally polarized proton target, provided 6..:E q = 
0.30 ± 0.04 ± 0.09 (at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 ). Since precise data on the proton al·e now 

available 2, 3), the emphasis of the most recent HERMES measurements was 

on the structure function gf(x) on the deuteron. The preliminary results are 

plotted together with those obta.ined on polarized proton and 3He targets 4, 5) 

in the left panel of fig . I . This figure can be considered the consistent and almost 

conclus.ive picture of about one decade on investigations on 91 (x). 
Performing measurements of semi-.inclusive deep-inelastic scattering, HER.

MES was able to determine the polarized quark distribution .6..Qf(X) for each 

flavour j. Double spin-asymmetries A?(x) were determined for different hadron 

types h like pions, kaons and protons. The asymmetries A~(x), for each hadron , 

are related to the quark distributions .6..qj (x), for each quark flavour) and the 

values obtained for Aqtt(x), 6..qrt(x) 6QiL(X), .6..qJ(x) and ~q8(X) are shown in 

the right panel of fig.I. n·om this figure it is concluded that the u-quarks are 

strongly polarized in a direction parallel to the proton one, while the d-quarks 

are less strongly polarized in the opposite direction. The sea quarks avera]] 

contribution to the proton spin is small and compatible with zero. 

Several NLO-QCD analyses of the Q2-dependence of the measured!J] (x, Q'2) 
have been performed to e:A.'"tract the contribution of the gluon pol81·ization. Un

fortunately the limited accuracy and the kinematical range of the data did 

not a.llow to extract precise information of this observable and even the sign is 

not completely determined. The first direct study of 6G IG has been ca.rried 
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Figure 1: Left:: the longitudinal spin-dependent st'/ucture function Xgl (x) as 
measured on long'itudinally polarized hydrogen (top panel), de1tieri'IJ.m. (middle 
panel) and 3 He (lower panel) targets . Right: the lon9it·u.d.ino.l quark spin distri
bution xf:j.q f01' ll

J 
d, D., il, 8-qua1'k. The hatched o.reas represent the sy.';tem.atic 

uncertainties of the data. The curves are NLO-QCD pred'ictions from fits to [)1 

out by HERMES G). By measuring the double-spin asymmetry for the pho

toproduct.ion of oppositely charged high-PT hadron pairs on a longHudina]]y 

polarized hydrogen target., a value of .6.G /G = 0.41 ± 0.18 ± 0,03 was obtained 

at < xc >= 0.17 and < Q2 >=: 0.06 GeV2 showing positive gluo]} polarization. 

The absolute value, however, is model dependent as a Monte Carlo ,31mulation 

was n0.cd0.d to determine th~ relative yield of the signal from the photon-gluon 

fusion and the background from QeD Compton contributions. 

A new and import.ant process studied at RERlvfES is the Deep Virt.ual 

Compton Scat.tering (DVeS) which provides information on the Generalized 

Parton Distributions (GPDs). In the 1997 Ji 7) bas shown that the first moment 

of certa.in GPDs can be related to the total angular momentum of the qual'ks 
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X 
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Figure 2: Left: single beam-spin asymmetry for electropTOductio'n of real pho
tons on an unpolarized hydrogen target as a function of the azimuthal angle 
¢. The curve represents a sin phi -fit to the data. Right: single target-spin 
asymmetry for the eleciroproduction of 1f+ on a polarized denterium target as 
a function of the azimuthal angle ,p. 

and the gluons in the nucleon . By exploiting the interference between the DVeS 
and Bethe-Reitler (BR) processes) one obtain access to the DVCS amplitudes. 

This interference term in the cross section depends on the beam polarization 

and results in an azimuthal asymmetry of the distribution of the emitted real 

photons with respect to the virtual one. Such a beam spin asymmetry has been 
observed at HERMES 8) for interactions e+p --+ e+,X with a missing mass 

lvIx close to the proton mass as shown in the left panel of fig.2. 

Apart from the structure functions Fl (X) and 91(X), there is a third lead

ing twist but still unknown structure function) hI (x), known as the transversity 

distribution. Inclusive DIS cannot be used to measure hI (x) as it is chirally-odd 

quantity. In semi-inclusive DIS, informations can be obtained if, the latter, is 

combined with a fragmentat ion function chirally-odd too. First evidence of a 

non-zero transversity distribution has been reported by HERMES 9). The data 

show a small asymmetry that can be explained from a combination with hI (x) 
and the non-zero corresponding chirally-odd fragmentat.ion funct ion. New pre

liminary results on deuteron target are shown in the right panel of fig.2. On the 

basis of the small asymmetries observed on longitudinally polarized targets, it 
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is expected that sizable asymmetry will be observed if transversely polarized 
targets are used. At the moment, such measurements are ongoing at HERMES. 

As discussed, besides new and precise data on 91 (x), a whole new class 
of measurements has been performed at HERMES. In this context, the study 
of gluon polarization in the nucleon, of the Havour decomposition of the quark 
spin distributions and of the transversity distribution is playing a central role. 
At the same time new plans have been started to further exploit deeply virtual 
Compton scattering measurements. Hence, there are good reasons to believe 
that our understanding of the origin of the nucleon spin will still improve 
significantly in the next few years. 
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ABSTRACT 

The QCD treatment of beavy quarks is illustrated in connection with extracting 
iVebl and to an accurate determination of basic heavy quark parameters. Recent 
data provide at least one precision test of the nonperturbative OPE relation. 
Experiment points at the proximity to the 'BPS) regime for tbe heavy quark 
ground state. 

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the well-established theory of the 

strong interacbOllS. Its practical applications are usually complicated by con

finement: QCD is formulated in terms of color quark and gluon fields, while 
only colorless hadrons are observed in experiment. The transmutation of phys

ical spectrum in QCD has a nonpert.lllbative origin, and its impact must be 
quantitatively understood in a model-independent way. 

Heavy quark (HQ) theory) in particular as applied to b-badrons, is now 

a well-developed field occupying a special place in QCD. On one band, the 
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b-quark mass often provides a reliable expansion parameter AQCD/mb and sets 
a hard scale where perturbation t.heory can be sensibly applied. On the other 

hand, nonpertUl'bative effects are nOll-negligible and have to be accounted for 

in precision, stucUes, The application of the dynamica.l methods of QeD in the 

context of the HQ expansion has yielded many novel results and insights into 

the dynarnlcs of heavy flavor badrons, A recent review of these developments 
can be found in Ref. 1). 

A true measure of our understanding of strong dynamics is how accu

rately we can extract the underlying quark-level parameters Il~bL 1Y;',bl from 
the observed decay rates of actual hadrons. The theoretical progress achieved 

here over the last decade is remarkable. It has become realistic to aim at a 

percent level in IVcbl- even though our methods do not rely on a fine symmetry 

per se, but rather account for the hadronic effects in a precision way. 

A popular method to determine iVeb I uses the decay rate B ~ D" tv near 

zero recoil. At th.is kinematic point the B --+ n'" fonnfactor PD- (0) is unity 

when mb, me --+ 00. Driven by the charm mass scale! power corrections are still 

significant: PD" ::::: 0.9 to order l/mb 2), and the 1/m~ effects were estimated 

to be in the 3% range 3). Relying on an expansion in lime malees it difficult 

to overcome a 5% level of reliable accuracy here. 

These estimates were supported by recent lattice studies which yielded 

surprisingly close central values, FD' :::::0.88 and FD' :::::0.91 to order 11mb and 

11mb, respectively 4). Since the method is based on a 1/mQ expansion for 
both b and c) an important issue is higher-order as well as exponential in me 

terms. This sophisticated lattice approach will hopefully be refined. Presently 

a large fraction of the corrections to PD- (0) = 1 is still added theoretically 

rather than emerges directly in the lattice simulations. 

E:>..-trapolating the decay amplitude to zero recoil introduces additional 

uncertainty. It can be reduced incorporating the model-independent constraints 
on the IvV function stemming from the set of the HQ swn rules 5). 

More extensive opportunities are provided by inclusive sentileptonic B 
decays. Nonpertu.rbative effects here are controlled by the QeD theorem 6) 

which established absence of the leading AQCDlmb power corrections to total 
decay rates. It applies to all sufficiently inclusive decay probabilities, not only 

semileptonic ones. As pOinted out shortly afterwards, the masses and relevant 

nonperturbative parameters can be determined from the B decay distributions 
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themselves 7, 8). Nowadays this strategy is being implemented in a number of 

experimental studies. 

The new generation of data provides accurate measurements of many in

clusive charactel'istics in B decays. Proper theoretical formalism has gradually 

found its way into their anaJyses" More recent theoretical findings allow to 

shrinl< theoretical uncertainties - among them constraints from the exact HQ 

sum rules and the consequences of the proximity to the so-called 'BPS' regime 

signified by the hierarchy J.l; - f1-b «11-; suggested by experimen t. 
The low-scale running masses mb (J.l)} me (J.l), the expectation values J.l; (J.l), 

J1b(f-t) ... are completely defined and can be determined from experiment with 

in principle unlimited accuracy. Violation of local duality potentially limit

ing theoretical predictability, has been scrutinized and found to be negligibly 

sma.U in tota.l semileptonic B widths 9). Present-day perturbative technology 

allows computing ns-corrections to the subleading Wilson coefficients. It is also 

understood how to treat higher-order power corrections. 

The ultimate accuracy can be achieved in a comprehensive approach 

where many observables are measured in B decays to e)..1;ract necessary 'the

Ol"etical ' input pa~ ameters. Since b -t c widths strongly depend on mb - me, 

previous analyses to some extent relied on expansion in lime employing its 

rela.tion to MB -MD· Reliability of the lIme expansion is however question

able. On top ofthat there al'e indications that the nonlocal correlators affecting 

meson masses can be particularly large 10) - a pattern also observed in the 

't Hooft model 11). This expectation is supported by the pilot lattice study 12) 

suggesting a very large value of P;1T+ p1· On the other hand, non-local corre

lators are not measured in inclusive B decays. A partial cure was suggested 

recently 10): The proximity to the 'BPS' limit leads to much smaller power cor

rections for the mass relation applied to ground-state mass difference M B- jI.;f D 

rather than for standard spin-averaged masses. 

There is also a way totally free from relying on charm mass expansion 13). 

It utilizes the whole potential of the comprehensive approach making full use 
of a few key facts 8, 7): 

• Total width to order I/mg is a.ffected by a single new Darwin operator (the 

moments also weakly depend on pis). 
• No nonlocal correlators ever enter per se.. 
• Deviations from the HQ limit in the expectation values are driven by the 
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full scale 11mb and are additionally suppressed by proximity to the BPS limit; 
they are negligible in practice . 
• Exact sum rules and inequali ties which hold for properly defined Wilsonian 
parameters. 

Some of the HQ parameters like 1-'1; are known beforehand. Proper fie1d
theoretic definition allows its accurate determination from the B· ~ B mass 

splitting: 1-'1; {I GeY) =0.35:+::g~ GeY' 10). A priori less certain is 1-';. However, 
the inequality J.t; > J.lb valid for any definition of kinetic and chromomagnetic 
operators respecting the commutation relation [Dj, Dk) = ~ig6Gjk , essentially 
limits its range: 1-';;{1 GeY) =0.45 ±0. 1 GeY'-

Running b quark mass was accurately extracted from (1 (e+e- --7 T(nS)) 
in the end of the 1990s: mb{1 GeY) = 4.57±0.06 GeY for the "kinetic" mb{I-'). 

However, considering all available constraints, I think that 4.57 GeV is on the 
lower side of the mb range which rather centers around 4.63 GeV. 

Often extracted from the data are the "HQET parameters" (~).. l , A) -
they actually correspond to extrapolating the J.t-dependent quantities down to 

J.l = O. They are ill-defined and meaningful only as intermediate stage entries , 
however can often be translated into properly defined parameters. Say, in the 
context of the recent CLEO and BaBar analyses 

AHQET oe A{1 GeY) - 0.255 GeY, - ),1 oe 1-';{1 GeY) - 0.18 GeY'; (I ) 

the recent CLEO's central values 14) thus correspond to m,{1 GeY) =4.62 GeY, 
J.L! (1 Ge V) = 0.43 Ge V2 I surprisingly close to the theoretical expectations! 

The utility of hadronic moments (M'j/) fo llows from the fact 8) that, at 
least jf charm were heavy enough the first, second and third moments would 

more or less directly yield A, J.l~ and Pb, respectively. 
Let me give an illustration how such a strategy works. Leptonic moments, 

for instance, are approximated as 

(E,) = 1.38GeY+0.38[{mb - 4.6GeY) - 0.7{m,- 1.15GeY)] 

+ 0.03{1-'; - 0.4 GeY') - 0.09{p), - 0.12 GeV3) , 

« E,- (E l))2) =0.18 Gey2 + 0. I[{mb-4.6 GeY)- 0.6{m, - 1.15 GeY)] 

+ 0.045{1-'! -0.4 GeY') - 0.06{p),-0. 12 Gey3) , 

«E,- (El ))3) = - 0.033 Gey3 - 0.03 [(mb -4.6 GeY) - 0.8{m,-1.l5 GeY)] 

+ 0.024{1-'! -0.4 GeY') - 0.035{p), - 0.12 Gey3) ; (2) 
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they depend basically on one and the same combination of masses mb-O.65me' 
The value of IV,,] extracted from r ,I(B ) has the following dependence on 

the HQ parameters 13, 15): 

O'.~4~1 ~ 1-0.65[(m, - 4.6 GeY) -0 .61 (m,-1.15 GeY)1 + 0.013 (1'; - 0.4 GeY') 

+ 0.I(pl, -0.12 GeY') + 0.06(J.Lb -0.35 GeY') - 0.01(pis+0.15 GeY') ~ 

1 - ~:~~ [(E,)-1.38 GeYI - 0.06 (m, - 1.15 GeY) - 0.07(1'; - 0.4 GeY') -

0.05(pb - 0.12 GeY') - 0.08(J.Lb -0.35 GeY') - 0.005 (pis+0.15GeY '); (3) 

a combination of the parameters has been replaced by (E,) in Eq. (2), and 
sensitivity to J-tb and pis is illustrated. We see that the precise vaJue of charm 
mass is irreleva.nt, but reasonable accuracy in It; and Pb is needed. 

The first hadronic moment is 

(Ml ) ~ 4.54 GeY' - 5.0 [(m, - 4.6 GeY) - 0.62 (m,- 1.15 GeY)) 

- 0.66 (1'; -0.4 GeY') + (pb - 0.12 GeY'), (4) 

i.e., given by nearly the same combination mb-Q.7me-tO.llt;-{).2Pb as the lepton 
moment . Not very constraining, it provides, however a highly nontrivial check 
of the HQ expansion. This has been recently done 16) with DELPHI data, 
and resulted in a very convincing agreement. The nonperturbative relation for 

M,-m, ",650 MeY bas been verified with the uncertainty of only about 50 MeY 
dominated by the error bar in (El)' 

The dependence on HQ parameters expectedly changes for higher mo
ments: 

«Ml- (M.~) )') ~ 1.2 Gey4-0 .003(m, - 4.6 GeY) - 0.68 (m, - 1.15 GeY) 

+ 4.5(J.L;-0.4GeY') -5.5 (pl,-0.12 GeY') , 

«Ml- (Mi))') ~ 4 GeY' + (m,-4.6 GeY) - 3 (m,- 1.15 GeY) 

+5 (1';-0.4 GeY') + 13(pb -O.12GeY'). (5) 

Ideally, they would measure the kinetic and Darwin expectation values sepa
rately. At the moment, however, we have only an approxi.mate evaluation and 
informative upper bound on Pb. Measuring the second and third hadronic 
moments is the real step in implementing the comprehensive program of ex

tracting IVebl. It is crucial that this extraction carries no hidden assumptions, 
and at no point we rely on l ime expansion. 
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There is a caveat in applying the expansion to some experimental data. 

The true 'hardness' of the moments deteriorates when the cut on Ee is im

posed. As a result, say the extr aordinary accuracy of CLEO's restricted mo

ments cannot be even nearly utilized by theory, whether or not the expressions 

we use maJ{e this explicit.l 

For total v:idths the effective energy scale parameter is generally Q = 
mb-mc' \V11en OPE applies it is typically given by Q ~ Wmax , with Wmax the 

threshold energy at which the decay process disappears once mb is replaced by 

mb - W.· vVi tb the E£ > Eroin cut tben 

(6) 

constituting only 1.25 GeV for Emin = 1.5 GeV. In b --> 8 + 'Y decays one has 

Q ~ mb - 2Emi n, once again a rather soft scaJe 1. 2 Ge V if the lower cutis set 

at E-y = 2GeV. For higher moments the hardness deteriorates fmther. A high 

premium should be placed for lowering the cuts 17). 

Considering alternative kinematic variables will help to improve the the

Ol"etical precision for higher hadronic moments 13, 16). Namely, it is advan

tageous to trade the traditional hadronic mass JvJJc for the observable more 

closely corresponding to the quark virtuality b., defined as 

JVj =NI}-2AEx 1 (7) 

using the B restframe total hadronic energy, and A a. fixed mass parameter. Its 

preferred values are about ME -mb(l GeV)::::: GSO.MeV. The higher moments 

{(.NJc-{.A/'i.»2), {(N5c-(J\fi»)3) ... should enjoy better theoretical stability. 

The lOnematic variable !Vi is not well constrained inclusively at LEP 
experiments, however can be used in the B threshold production at CLEO and 

B factories. This possibility should be carefully explored. 

An intriguing theoretical environment opens up if f..t~(1 Ge V) js confirmed 

to be close enough to f..tb(1 GeV). Jf f..t;-/.1b «J,t; it is useful to analyze strong 

dynamics expanding around the point /.1; = J.tb 10). This is not just one point 

of a continuum in the parameter space, but a quite special 'BPS' limit where 

the ground state satisfies functional relations 8i1E) = 0, remarkable in many 

1 An instructive example of how naive analysis can miss sucb effects is given 

in 17), Sect. 5. 
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respects. In some instances like the B --+ D zero-recoil amplitude it extends the 

HQ symmetry to higher orders in l /mQ. One practical application has been 

mentioned - the robust relation for mb - mc via !vIB-At/D' Exclusive B--+D" 

decay can also benefit from the proximity to BPS. The exact spin sum rules 5) 

yield a bound [or the IW slope 

0.45GeV ~ l ~ 1 GeV (8) 

thus leaving only a small room for the slope of the B --+ DO. form factor , excluding 

values exceeding 1. 15 - 1.2. This would be a very constraining result for a 

number of experimental studies. 

In conclusion: The comprehensive approach will allow to reach a percent 

level of reliable accuracy in translating r sl(B) to IVcbl. Vie already observe 

a nontr ivial consistency between qui te different measurements, and between 

experiment and QCD-based theory. 

There are obvious lessons to infer. Experiment must strive to weaken the 

cuts in inclusive measurements used in ex"tracting IVcb l. Close attention should 

be paid to higher moments or their special combinations, as well as exploring 

complementary kinematic observables. The recent progress in experiment can 

be complemented by refinement of theory in 

• calculating perturbative corrections to subleading operators, 
• scrutinizing higher-order power corrections, and 

• thoroughly studying alternative kinematic variables, e.g. moments of Nj. 
To fully real ize the physical information in the quest for the ultimate 

precision, a truly comprehensive analysis must implement all theoretical con

straints on HQ parametersj the suitable framework uses well-defined running 

parameters having phys ical meaning. Heavy quark sum rules yield strong con

straints on the parameter spacej it is important to study the question of their 

saturation. If a low /l; around 0.45 GeV2 is confirmed by experiment, the BPS 

expansion will play an important role in analyzing nonperturbative effects, in

cluding higher-order corrections. 
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ABSTRACT 

Vve review selected topics in the field of nonleptonic and rare B meson decays. 
Vve concentrate in particular on exclusive channels, discussing recent devel
opments based on the concepts of factorization in QeD and the heavy-quark 
limit. 

1 Introductlon 

The major goal of B physics is to provide us with novel and decisive tests 
of the quark flavour sector. The most interesting B decay channels typically 
have small branching fractions below 10--1 and are being studied by the cur

rent generation of B physics facilities. Important examples of such decays are 

nonleptonic modes as B -+ 7r7r or B -+ 7r1(1 and the radiative rare decays 
B -+ IC "Y, fY'I, ](*l+l-, lv"Y. They consitute a rich source of information, 
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in particular on CKfvI angles and flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC). 
Many new results are becoming available from the B factories . Both inclusive 
and exclusive decays can be exploi ted. Loosely speaking, the exclusive channels 

are easier for experiment while they are harder for theory. The challenge for 
theory is to control the effects of QCD. ,To achieve this it is necessary to devise 

a systematic factorization of short-distance and long-distance contributions, 
which usually results in a considerable simplification of "the problem. For B 

decay matrix elements this factorizatio~ relies on the hierarchy mil » AQC D. 

This allows us to perform an expansion around the heavy-quark limit and to 
factorize perturbative contributions (scales of order mil) fro m nonperturbative 

dynamics (AQCD). Since the general concept of factorization in QeD has re
cently found new applications in the important domain of exclusive B decays, 

we shall focus t.he following presentation on this area. 

2 Exclusive hadronic B decays in QeD 

The calculation of B-decay amplitudes, such as B-1 D1f, B -+ 7f1f or B --11f[(, 

starts froIT. an effective Hamiltonian, which has, schematically, the form 

(1) 

Here C i are the \¥ilson coefficients at a scale 1£""'" mil , Qi are local, dimension-6 
operators and ).,01< M represents the appropriate CKM matrix elements. The 
main theoretical problem is to evaluate the matrix elements of the operators 
(Qi.) between the initial and final hadronic states. A typical matrix element 

reads (mrl(ub)v _A(d'u)V _AIB), 
·These matrix elements simplify in the heavy-quark limit, where they can 

in general be written as the sum of two terms, each of which is factorized 
into hard scattering functions TI and TTl, respectively, and the nonperturba

tive, but simpler, form factors Fj and meson light-cone distribution amplitudes 
q, M (Fig. 1) . Important elements of this approach are: i) The expansion in 

AQCD/mb« 1, consistent power counting, and the identification of the leading 
power contribution, for which the factorized picture can be expected to hold. ii) 
Light-cone dynamics, which determines for instance the propc:,ties of the fast 
light mesons. The latter are described by light-cone distribution amplitudes 
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Figure 1: Gmphical representation of the fa ctorization fonnula. 

1> :/f of their valence quarks defined as 

- i f . r' (,,(P)lu(O)d(z)IO) = 4 "(5 rJ J
o 

d>: e'xp, iD .(x) (2) 

with z on the light cone, z2 = O. iii) The collinear quark-antiquark pair domi
nating the interactions of the highly energetic pion decouples from soft gluons 
(colour transparency). This is the intuitive reason behind factorization. iv) 
The factorized amplitude consists of hard, short- distance components, and 
soft, as well as collinear, long-distance contributions. 

More details on the factorization formalism can be found elsewhere 1). 

Here we would like to emphasize an important phenomenological application . 
Consider the ti me-dependent, mixing-induced CP asymmetry in B -+ 7l'+7l' -

Acp(t) = 
r(B(t) --+ ,,+,,- ) - r(J3(t) --+ ,,+,,- ) 
r (B(t ) --+ "+,, ) + r(B(t) --+ "+,, ) 

= -Ssin(Ll. Mdt) +CCOS(Ll. Mdt ) 

(3) 

(4) 

Using CI<M-rnatrix unitari ty, the decay amplitude consists of two components 
with di fferent CI<M factors and di fferent hadronic parts, schematically 

If the penguin contribution'"'"' Vcb V cd could be neglected, one would have C = a 
and S = sin 2a , hence a direct relat ion of Ac p to the CKM angle a. In 
reality the penguin contribution is not negligible compared to the dominant 
tree contribution ,...., V,/*b Vud' The ratio of penguin and tree amplitude; which 
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Figure 2: Constraints in the P, fj plane j1'Om CP violation observable S in B 4 

,,+,,-. The constraints from !Vub/V"I (dashed circles) and from the standard 
analysis of the unitarity triangle (irregular shaded area) are also shown. 

enters the CP asymmetry, depends on hadtonic physics. This complicates the 
relation of observables S and C to CKM parameters. QCD factorization of 
B-decay matrix elements allows us to compute the required hadronic input 
and to determine the constraint in the (p, ij) plane implied by measurements 
of the CP asymmetry. This is illustrated for S in Fig . 2. The widths of the 
bands indicate the theoretical uncertainty 2). Note that the constraints from 
S are relatively insensitive to theoretical or experimental uncertainties. The 
analysis of direct CP violation measured by C is more complicated due to the 
importance of strong phases. The current experimental results are 

C = -0.94:,:g:~l ± 0.09 (Belle) 
S = -l.21:,:g~~:,:g :; (Belle) 

-0.30 ± 0.25 ± 0.04 (Babar) 
+0.02 ± 0.34 ± 0.05 (Babar) 

(6) 

QeD factorization to leading power in Ajmb has been demonstrated at 
0(<>.) for the important class of decays B -+ "", "IC For B -+ D" (class J), 
where hard spectator interactions are absent, a proof has been given explicitly 
at two loops J) and to all orders in the framework of soft-collinear effective 
theory (SCET) 3). Complete matrix elements are available at 0(<>,) (NLO) for 
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B -+ 7fT!, 7r K, including electroweak penguins. Power corrections are presently 

not calculable in general. Their impact has to be estimated and included into 

the error analysis. Critical issues here are annihilation contributions and certain 

corrections proportional to m;/((mu + md)mb), which is numerically sizable, 

even if it is power suppressed. However) the large variety of channels available 

will provide us with i.mportant cross checks and arguments based on SU(2) or 

SU(3) flavour symmetries can also be of use in further controling uncertainties. 

3 Radiative decays B --7 V"( 

Factorization in the sense of QeD can also be applied to th.e exclusive radiative 

decays B --7 V-y (V = Ie I p) . The factorization formula for the operators in 
t.he effective weak Hamiltonian can be written as 4, 5) 

where ~ is the photon polarization 4-vector. Here FB-+V is a B -+ V transi

tion form factor, and cI>B, cI>v are leading twist light-cone distribution ampli

tudes (LCDA) of the B meson and the vector meson V, respectively. These 

quantities describe the long-distance dynamics of the matrix elements, which 

is factorized fl.'om the perturbative, short-distance interactions expressed in 

the hard-scattering kernels T/ and TF. The QCD factorization formula (7) 

holds up to corrections of relative order AQC D 1mb' Annihilation topologies are 

power-suppressed, but still calculable in some cases. The framework of QeD 

factorization is necessary to compute exclusive B -+ V,,( decays systematicalIy 

beyond the leading logarithmic approximation. Results to next-to-Ieading or

der in QCD, based on the heavy quark limit mb » AQCD have been computed 
4, 5) (see also 6)), 

The method defines a systematic, model-independent framework for B -+

V" An important conceptual aspect of tills analysis is the interpretation of 

loop contributions with charm and up quarks, which come from leading oper

ators in the effective weak Hamiltoruan. These effects are calculable in terms 

of perturbative hard-scattering functions a.nd universal meson light-cone distri

bution amplitudes. They are O(O:s) corrections, but are leading power contri

butions in the framework of QCD factorization. This picture is in contrast to 

the common notion that considers charm and up-quark loop effects as generic, 
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uncalculable long-distance contributions. Non-factorizable long-distance cor

rections may still e.."\.-]st, but they are power-suppressed. The improved t.beoret

iea.l unde~staDding of B -7 V"( decays strengthens the motivation for still more 

detailed experimenta.l investigations, which will contribute significantly to OUI 

knowledge of the flavour sector. 

The uncertainty of the branching fractions is currently dominated by the 

form factors FK*, Fp. A NLO analysis 5) yields (in comparison with the 

experimental results in bracket.s) B(B -+ ](*°1 )/10-5 = 7.1 ± 2.5 (4 .21 ± 0.29 

7)) and B(B- ~ p-",()/lO-6 = 1.6 ± .0,6 « 2.3 8)) . Taking tbe sizable 

uncertainties into account, the results for B -+ ]("''''( are compatible 'with the 

e).-perimental measurements) even though the central theoretical values appear 

to be somewhat high. B(B -7 p"'() is a sensitive measure of CKM quantities 

such as the angle "(. 

4 Forward-backward asymmetry zero in B -+ ]("1+[-

Substantial progress has taken pJace ovel' the last few years in understand

ing the QeD dynamics of exclusive B decays. The example of the forwaro

backward asymmetry in B -7 Ie l+ l- nicely illustrates some aspect~ of these 

development.s. 

The forward-backwa.rd asymmetry Apn is the rate difference between 

forward (0 < f) < 1r /2) and backward (7r /2 < B < 71') going 1+, normalized by 

the sum) whel'e () is the angle between the Z+ and B momenta in the centl'e

of-mass frame of the dilepton pair. ApB is usually considered as a. function of 

the dilepton mass q2. In the standard model the spectrum dAp B / dq2 (Fig. 3) 

has a characteristic zero at 

qg m b C7 
- 2 = -0:+ efl 
m B . mBC9 

(8) 

depending on short-distance physics contained in the coefficients C7 and C~I f . 
The factor a+, on the other hand) is a hadronic quanti ty containing ra.tios of 

form fact.ors. 

It was first stressed in 9) tha.t 0: ' 1' is not very much affected by hadronic 

uncertainties and very similax in different models for form factors with D:+ ~ 2. 

After relations were found between different hcavy-bght form factors (B -+ P, 
\I) in the heavy-qua.rk limit aud at large recoil 10)) it was pointed out in 11) 



0.3 

-0.2 NLO 
q2 

-O .3L-~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~~ 
2 3 4 5 6 7 

Figure 3 : AFB spectrv,m. for B -1 K*l+l- at leading and next-to-leading order 

-in QeD (from 4)). 

that as a consequence 0'+ = 2 holds e."Cactly in this Ijmit. Subsequently) the 

results of 10) were demonstrated to be valid beyond tree level 4, 12) . The 

use of the Ap B -zero as a clean test of standard model flavour physics was thus 

put. on a. firm basis and NLO corrections to (8) could be computed 4) . More 

recently also tbe problem of power corrections to heavy-light form factors at 

large recoil in the heavy-quark limit bas beep studied 13). Besides the value 

of Q5. also the sign of the slope of dAFB (B)/dq2 can be used as a probe of new 

physics. For a B m~son) this slope is predicted to be positive in tbe standard 
model 14) . 

5 Radiative leptonk decay B -+ lv, 

The tree-level process B -+ lv, is not so much of direct interest for flavour 

physics) but it provides us with an import.ant laboratory for studying QeD 
dynamics in exclusive B decays) which is crucial for many other applications. 

The leading-power contribut.ion comes from the diagram in Fig. 4 (b), which 

contains a. Jight-quark propagator that is off-shell by an amount (q_k)2 "'" q_k+ 

Here Q is the hard) light-like momentum of the phot.on with components scahng 

as mb (tbis restricts the region of phase-space where the present discussion 

applies), and k is the soft momentum of the spectator quark. The deca.y is thus 
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.!!:!..>-
p-q/s 

k 
!fJ-k 

-
E·.~ 

(3) (b) 

Figure 4: Tree-level diagrams for B --} lv"f. Only diagram (b) contributes at 

leading power (see 16)). 

determined by a hard-scattering process, but also depends on the structure of 

the B meson in a non-trivial way 15) . Recently, in 16) it has been proposed, 

and shov.rn to one loop in QCD, that the form factors F for this decay factorize 

as 
(9) 

where T is the hard-scattering kernel and <PB the light-cone distribution am

plitude of the B meson defined as 

(10) 

The hard process is characterized by a scale J.lF '" JmbA. At lowest order 

the form factors are proportional to J dk+ <I> B (k+) / k+ == 1/ AB I a parameter 

that enters hard-spectator processes in many other applications. The analysis 

at NLO requires resummation of large logarithms In(mb/k+) . An extension of 

the proof of factorization to a.ll orders was subsequently given by 17) within 

the SCET. 

6 Conclusions 

Factorization formulas in the heavy-quark limit have been proposed for a large 

variety of exclusive B decays. They justify in many cases the phenomenological 

factorization ansatz that has been employed in many applications. In addition 

they enable consistent and systematic calculations of correctioDs in powers of 

CiS' Non-factorizable long-distance effects are not calculable in genera.l but 
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they are suppressed by powers of AQCn/mb' So far, B -7 D+1f- decays are 

probably understood best. Decays with only light hadrons in the final state 

such as B -7 1m, X· I , PI, or 1("'Z+Z- include hard spectator int.eractions at 

leading power and are therefore more complicated . An important new tool that 

has been developed is the soft-collinear effective theory (SCET)) whi:-:h is of use 

for proofs of factorization and for the theory of heavy-to-light form factors at 

la.rge recoil. Recent studies of the prototype process B -7 Iv)' have also led 

to a better understanding of QCD dynamics in exclusive hadrank B decays. 

All these are promlsing steps towards achieving a good theoretical control over 

QCD dynamics in rare hadronic B decays, which is necessary for probing CP 
violation, flavour physics and new phenomena at short distances. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tbifl pa.per revifWS t.he status of experimental cletC]"Jllinatiomi of the 11I1I.IJI (I,nc\ 

lVeI.1 elements in ~ll!' Cabibbo-Kobayashi-i\'laskawa (CKM) mixillg matrix. 

1 Introduction 

MeasurelJ1ents of the I V".I, I and I Veil I element.s in the Cabibbo-I<obaYCl.shi-1\,ja:::.k.a.wa 

(CErvI) mixing matrix, with small and well understood uncertainties, represent. 

a key goal for the present. heavy flavollJ' physics program. 

Because lVut.L the Slllidlcst quark mixing element, provides a bOllnd on 

the upper vertex of aile of t.he triangles representing the unitarity propert.y of 

the ClOd matrix c11ld I Vel, I gives the overall normalisation, these studjes play 

a Cr\\('i;ll role in ('x().mining t,hese llllitarit.y const-rai n Is and the fundamellt ill 



questions which relate to them. Comparing the direct determinations of the 

CP violating phases with the value!:) predicted by the Stand2.rd f,.'Jodel (SM), 

from the size of these and other CKrvl elements, may reveal sources of CP 

violation arising from New Physics beyond the S1\'1. 

Theories, phenomenological models and experimental techniques are mak

ing consLant progresses to address these requirements. Within the present and 

foreseen experimental accuracies, theory uncertainties doininate the error bud

get, making the test of their underlying assumptions an absolute priority. 

The extraction of the CKM elements from inclusive s.l. decay is based on 

Heavy Quark Theory implemented through an Operator Product Expansion 

(OPE). This provides a. consistent theory framework for computing inclusive 

rates and partinlly int.egrated spectra. The main input parameters are the 

heavy quark masses mb, me [or 1\.], the iGnetic energy of the b-quark inside 

the heavy hadron J.l; lor Ad and the coefficients governing the l/mi correc

tions. Recently> their extraction directly fTom measurements of t.he moments of 

spect.ral distribut.ions in b -----t XceD and b ~ X3"/ decays bC\s become possible. 

Also the shape function, which encodes the llon-perturbative effects relating 

the parton level dynamics to the physical distributions, could be constrained 

using the photOll energy spectrum in b ---7 Xs/' radiative decays. 

It is important to observe at this point that the OPE predictions rely 

on an implicit Dssnmptiol1 of quark-hadron duality. vVhile this is expected to 

hold best for s. L decays, at the levels of accuracies achieved, experimen I cd tests 

are required. Performing several determinations with different methods and 

verifying their consistency wlll add trust. 

Different kinematics and detector configurations available at sYllunetric 

Y( 4S) coUiders, asyrrunet.ric B-f[l.ctories and at colliders operating at the ZO 
peak and the large recorded data sets have brought an healthy competition of 

complementary approaches to this program. 

2 IVcbl DETERMINATIONS 

2.1 J nclusive Determi nations 

.The IVcbl value can be obtained froID the measured b-quark s.1. decay partial 

width, by measuring the inclusive s.l. branching fraction of B hadrons and 

their lifetime(s). These are presently known to a few percent and a fTaction 
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of percent respectively. This brings the experimental uncertainty on IVcbl to 

about 1%. New results from BABAR and B8LL8 have added fllrther accuracy) 

while confirming the centra.l value determined at LEP and CESR. Issues on 

the model uncertainties of the LEP results are also better understood . After 

a.vera.ging the 1"(4S) and ZO re:c;ults and correct.ing for the b -) U contribution) 

the B s.l. decay width is f(h -; Xcev) = 0.434 x (I ± 0.018) x 10-10 tvleV. 

Theoretical expressions for the s .l. decay width depend on several para.m

eters and include perturblll'.ive and non-perturbative QeD corrections. The 

uncertainty 011 the heavy quark masses, has been a major source of uncer

tainties ) due to the m~ dependence of the partia.l width. There has been a 

significant progress in evaluating the b quark mass and the mass definition 

itself has been refined by moving from pole masses to short-distance masses) 

which are free [rom rellormalon ambiguities. Several determinations bav(~ b(~en 

reported and n1b(mb)=(4.21±O.08) GeV, or mb(l GeV)=(4.57±O.09) GeV) 

represents a generally acceptecl estimate. EA'iracting IVeol in this way has 

a ±3% relative uncert.ainty from mb and J-L~i' r,llore recently the analysis 

of spectral moments in b -t ::;1 and b --Jo Xeev has ofFered the means to 

extract these parameters directly from tlw data. This turns the uncertain

ties from theory paramet.ers) whose rallges and statistical meaning have a 

degree of arbitrariness. into experimental uncertainties. A recen:. analysis 

based on moments determined by DELPHI and the avera.ge s.l. width gives 

Web I = 0.0419 x (1 ± 0 .016(stnt) ± O.015(moments) ± O.OlO(pert)) 2) 

2.2 Exclusive Determinations 

Determining IVcbl usiug exclusive s .l. B --t D(-)/!D decays takes advantage of 

Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET), which relates the differential decay 

rate dr Id'W to IVebl by means of a form factor F(w) for which the normali

sation ;:(00) = 1 at zero recoil is known for mQ -!- 00. The D~+ -l D01f+ 

deca.y is reconstructed either througb the exchlsive DO --Jo J( 7f. J{ 1f7io , J{ 1f1f7r 

modes or inclusively. The first method gives higher signal purities and better 

'W resolutioll, while the incl usive reconstruct-ion provides with higher statistics . 

One advantage found in performing this measurement at the ZO peak is the 

ftat acceptance vs . w, since the slow 7r+ momentum is enhanced by the large 

B boost. At the 1"(45), the reduced charged pion acceptance is compensated 

in part by adding the D"+ --Jo D+7r° mode. An important source of corl'e-
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Figme l: Summary of exclusive delermino.lions oj lV~bl 

lated systematics is represented by the b ----1 DH ev background) which is still 

quit.e poorly knowu. Recent analyses fit the D* X Cv fraction directly on data 

by Llsillg angular dbLributions or track t.opology. A recent DELPHI study 3) 

fiuds BR{b --+ D"'+ X ei)) = (O.64±O.08±O.09)%. The functional dependence of 

cfI'/dw towards 'W = 1 is not. known) but costraints are provided by dispersion 

relation~ 1). An expa.nsion around w = 1 in terms of the form factor slope p 

is adopted for the extraopolatioD at zero recoil. The results :01' the measured 

product of F(1) x IVcbl are summarised in Figure 1. 

In order to extract IVebL the F(l) corrections due to finit.e b-quark mass 

need to be estimated. Computations have been performed using quark models, 

sum rules and lattice QeD. Results agree. Quark models, which rely on a 

quark-hadron duality ;1SS11mption are not llsed and the adopted a.vera.ge 9) is 

F(1)=O.91±O.04. This gives l"Vcl.o:=(41.9±Ll±1.0)xl0-3. There has been a 

thorough review of the error budget for the lattice result and an effort t.o define 

t.he result in term.s of a full probability density fUlIction 10), useful a~ input 

into fits of t.he unit<1riLy tria.ngle. 
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3 1V"bl DETERMINATIONS 

Contrary to the case of IVcbl, where t.he backwollilds ;ne benign and the main 

quc::;L ions are nJaLcd to the e\.rpel'i mental resoll! tiOll and the theory in pu ts, the 

central issue in the determination of I \!ub I is the c>..'tractioll of· the b -\- X uti) 

signal in presence of a ~ 75 times larger b --l- Xcl!j/ brl.ckgrounds. This requires 

t.o know and control differential rat.es ill regions of phase' space where the b -> 

Xc transitions a.re suppressed. The first determinatioll of I Vub I was in fact 

obtained by rneasuring t.he yield of leptons produced above the kinematical 

limit [or b - Xcffi decays. However, the accuracy was limited by the model 

dependence. A recent review can he found in 11) 

New patho, ca.pable of leading to signi!1cant improvements in ·~he control 

of the::;e model uncertainties, have been undertaken. The first is the study of 

inclusive s.1. B decays, where the signal is isolated by selecLion~ based on the 

lepton energy, hadronic ma.'3S, bl mass or a combination of them. The second 

is the de t.ermination of the bra.nching fractions of exclusive dec:.m's, such as 

B ~ 7f, pefi , which is now rea.ched a good statistical :\ccllracy. Owing to 

the eli vergell(· directions t.aken by these developments, the present picture has 

been enriched by Hew data of good experi mental accuracy, affe ' twl by largely 

uncorrelated systematic uncertainties. 

3.1 Inclusive Determinations 

There are three main regions, available in the 5.1. b decay decay phase space. to 
. r _ . .. J\1 2 - IIl 2 

enhance slgnalii -f J"\uev: 1) the lepton energy end-po1nt regIOn: Be > qMl3 D, 

Ii) the low hadronic m,tss region: lvIx < )\1 D and iii) the high q2 region: 

!VJiu = q2 > (1\;[ B - IvJ D) 2 . They select ~ 15 %, 70% and 20% of the inclusive 

charm less s .J. l"r .. t.(' I respectively. 

The lep t.o n enc.lpoi lit region has origi nally been affected by large system

~.tics due t.o the ullcertainLies in extrapolating from a small fraction of selected 

events, at the edge of the phase space, to the full rate. However, it has been 

known since ~ome time that, at leading twist, the same shape fUllction cor

recls the parton level b -f X S1 photon spectrum a.lld the b -i X,J!.i") lepton 

spectrum. CLEO first determined the shape function parameter· from the pho

ton spectrulll. using dilTerellt ansatz [or it.s [utlctional form 14). This allowed 

to derive t.he !'l"iIctiOll of b -f U s.l. transitions yielding a lepton with energ·y 
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2.2 GeV< El <2.6 GeV. A new preliminary analysis has nm\; been presented 

by BABAR. 12), which uses the 1:iame CLEO shape function resul t, but re

stricts the acceptance to 2.3 GeV < Et <2.6 GeV. The near future will provide 

with more accurate determinations of the E.., spectrum, allowing even better 
determinations. However, it will be important to understand the effects of 

subleading corrections which, although suppressed by AQCD/mb factors, have 
recently been recognised to be numerically enhanced 13) . 

The use of an upper cut on the reconstructed hadronic mass, IVIx, recoil
ing against the lepton , was first attempted by DELPHI, exploiting the favourable 

kinematics of LEP. This method has an advantage in the larger fraction of de

cay rate accepted but has to deal with a rather limi ted signal-to-background 

ratio. The shape function l:iensitivity is smaller compared to the end-point 

method, as it has been verified using the range of parameters determined by 

CLEO. At LEP, inclusive analyses have been performedby ALEPH and OPAL, 

using a Neural Network (NN) discriminant, based on a selection of kinematic 

variables providing separation of the b - xutv signal. 

A recent development has been the introduction of a combined All x _ q2 
analysis to reduce the theory uncertainties , whi le restricting to a part of t he 
phase space where the b -jo c background is suppressed. CLEO has presented 

the first experimental attempt to implement this method 15). The analysis is 

ba.sed on a full fit to q2/(Et. + E,~? , A1x and cosOwe. Models are needed to 
c).'tract the sample composi tion and to relate the regions of higher sensitivity 

and theoretically safer to the inclusive charmless s.1. branching fraction . 

With the severe selections needed to extract t he signal, t he effects of 

experimental cuts trimming inclusive distributions must be understood. An 
important question to assess is to which degree the inclusive analyses are evenly 

probing the selected phase space. The NN analyses are biased towards the 

region of h.rge E t and low A1x where the signal-to-backgroUl:d ratio is more 

favourable. While the resulting uncertainty is accounted by the range of models 

tested, for example in the ALEPH analysis, it is desirable to test more unbiased 

methods. DELPHI has shown that the lvlx analysis has a reasonably uniform 

sensitivity on the A1x-Et plane. The recent CLEO analysis has been repeated 

for different sets of JV1X-q2 selections, finding compatible IVubl resul ts. 
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3.2 Exclusive Determinations 

The excl usive reconstruction of charmless s.l. decays offers the comfortable 

signal-to-backgrouud ratios that the inclusive analyses lack. However, since 

here there is no equivalent to the HQET predict ions for t he form factors at 

zero recoil which make the B -t D* tv channel so attractive, t he form factors 

represent t he main limitation in the accuracy of the exclusive Vub determina

tions. These uncertaint ies stem from t hree sources: i) t he signal efficiency, ii ) 
the subtraction of the cross-feed background and ii i) the rate normalisation . 

Form factors have been computed with a variety of techniques. Typically, 

Light-Cone Sum Rules give 15-20% accuracy and are subject to quark-hadron 

duality uncertainties . Quenced Lattice calculations give a comparable preci

sion, but their applicability is mostly confined to the high q2 region. Progresses 

with Lat tice calculations is expected to reduce these uncertainties significantly 

in the coming years. 
La~ger statistics will also allow to reduce model systematics. CLEO h as 

reported the preliminary re~mlts of a B O -t n- e+ v analys is where the signal 
rates are extracted in three regions of q2 independently 16) . This reduces the 

form factor sensit ivity from the first two sources. T he statistical accuracy of 

the data is a lso becoming sensitive to the details of the q2 dependence of the 

signal yield predicted by different form factor computations. Results have been 

presented by both CLEO and BELLE for the nev channel. This makes possible 

to discriminate between models and the CLEO fi t shows t hat the ISG\iV II 

model, with a X2 probabil ity of less than 1 %, is not a reliable reference for this 

channel. 
The 7rCV mode, which involves a single form factor, is free from non

resonant backgrounds and has reduced feed-down uncertainties. It will most 

probably enjoy the role of golden channel for performing the exclusive deter

mination of IVu/Jl. The p, w, ryev channels will also play an importa,nt role in 

adding confidence, if t hey will result in compat ible measurements. 

An overall summary of the resu lts presently available is given in Figure 2. 

At present no attept is made to average these measurements. As the under

standing of the model dependence improves and parameter ranges can be cou

. sistently defined for different analyses, averages for the inclusive and exclusive 

determinations will become possible. vVhile there is a remarkable agreement 

between the measurements obtained with a variety of different techniques, it 
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3.69 ± 0.23 ± 0.27 ± 0.50 

Figure 2:' Summu.TY of incluS1:ve and exclusive determinations of IVubl 
will be intere.sting to monitor possible syst.ematic shifts betweell the inclusive 

and exclusive measurements. 

Other pat.h.s 1l1ay a.lso become aVili!" ble to the large data sets of the B 

factories. An inclusive techniques, which uses a direct ratio of b -1 S,¥ and 

b ~ uev spectra. has been recently proposed 18) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A large set of cleterminations of IVubl and IVcbl exploiting different. techniques 

and affec~ed by different assnmption:-; ctnd ~ources of uncertairdi<:'s has become 

available. The determination of I Vebl is reaching a. precision better than 1%. 

New approaches start allowing a determination of most of the input parameters 

directJy from the data. Tests of OPE through moment analyties are also becom

ing available. The increasing ingenuity of experimentalists and phenomenolo

gist.s in devising methods to measure I Vub I has brought individual accuracies 

to approach 15%. 

The overall consistency is encouraging for the perspectives of bringing 

1V,~bl and lYe" I t.owards the dmnain of precision physic~, Averaging lncluslve 
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and exclusive results Cd 11 improve numerical a.ccuracy clue to partly uncorrelated 

uncertailLties. A deeper understanding of the sources of sys tematic uncertain

t ir's ; \Ild t.horough cbecks of consistency to the leve l of t he anticipated total 

;[( ('11 rilC.V will b req uired to validate tbe ne\',,' froutier of accuracy 
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ABSTRACT 

Leptonic and semileptonic decays of Band D mesons have been actively inves
tigated both experimental and theoretical sides to understand the e1ectroweak 
decays of quarks and mesons and the 

effects of strong interactions therein . In this paper, recent experimental 
results on leptonic and semiJeptonic B and D meson decays axe summarized. 

1 Introduction 

SemiJeptonic decays of cha.rm and bottom mesons are important in studying 

weak decays of quarks and mesons and uuderstanding the effects of strong 
interactions therein. For this reason, semileptonic B and D decays have been 

actively studied in both experiment and theory over the last decade and many 

advances have been made. In this paper, I will make a very brief review on the 
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recent experimental results. Some topir.s will not be mentioned in this talk as 

they are covered by other people in this conJerence. 

This pa.per is orga.nized as follows. In the next section I we start with 

a purely leptonic B decays. Recent Belle results on B+ ~ £+ Ve and BaBar 

results on B ~ e+ P- are described. In section 3) recent e)..."perimcntal efforts 

on semileptonic B deca.ys will be list.ed. In section 4, we will review recent 

results on the s(~mileptonic decay D ~ ]( 7ieV and the observation of interference 

phenomena from FOCUS. In section 5, recent results on the neutrinoless B 

semileptonic decays from CLEO, BaBaJ" and Belle will be presented. 

2 Search for purely lepton.ic B decays 

In the Standard Iviodcl (SM), purely leptonic decays EO ~ ~+ f- and B+ ~ 

P+vc occur via hiJ?;Wy-suppressed vertical penguin, W -box: (for EO ~ e+ e-) or 

W-annihfation diagram (for E+ ~ P+vd. Because of high suppression of these 

modes, they can be used for sensitive tests of t.he Standard ivlodel (SM). For 

example, such particles from beyond the 8M a.s leptoquarks or charged Higgs, 

etc. may interfere with the 8M processc~ and enhance the decay rate to the 

level of experimental sensitivity. 

2.1 Search for EO ~ e+e- from BaBar 

The BaBal' collaboration has searched for purely leptonic deC-?-ys EO ~ e+ e- , 
EO ~ £+ e-, and EO ~ e± J-l+, using 54. 4fb - 1 sample of B B events. The 

signal candidates are reconstructed by locating the n decay vertex from two 

oppositely-charged high-p leptons and using the kinematic variables 6..E = 
Li Jm; Wn 2 - E bcam and mES = J (Ehcam)2 - (L: i pir~· Electron can

didates are selected wit.h > 90% efficiency a.nd ,..., 0.1% fake rate) while muon 

candidates are selected with approximately 70% efficiellcy and ro.J 2.5% fake 

rate. 

Backgrouud events from continuum are suppressed using the cosine angle 

between the t.hrust axes of the signal t.racks and the rest of the event, a.nd 

the thrust val ue itself of the rest of the event. For each mode J the number of 

events in the signal region is either zero or consistent with the background level 

estimated with the side-band data.. The foJiowing upper limits are obta.ined 

with 90% confidence level (CL): EO ~ e+e- < 3.3 x 10-7 , EO ~ J-l+ P- < 
2.0 x 10-:, and EO ~ e± /-l+ < 2.1 X 10- 7 . 

J68 
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2.2 Sef'lrch for B+ -+ e+Vi'. from Belle 

A striking signature of B+ -+ f'+v£ (e = e and /1-) events is a nearly monochro

matic lepton in the B rest frame. To e:A"]Jloit this featW'e, the momentum 

spectrum of charged leptons for pi > 2.2 GeVjc, where Pt is measured in the 

B rest frame, is analy~ed. The 4-momenta of the signal B a.nd opposite B 

are determined by measuring the 4-momenta of all charged and neutral par

ticles in an event except for the signal lepton. To suppress ba.ckground, we 

usc the beam-const.rained mass and energy difference of the opposite B. The 

continuum background events are suppressed using event.-shape variables. 

The signal yield in each mode is obtained by fitting the P'i distributions. 

The signal and background components are determined with Me event samples. 

Analyzing 6Gtb- 1 BD events, there was no evidence for signals in either B+ -7 

e+ lIe or B+ -7 11.,+ V,I and the following upper limi ts are obtained with 90% CL: 

B(B+ -+ e+lIe) < 5.4 x 10-6 and B(B+ -+ p+vp ) < 6.8 X 10-6 • 

3 Semileptonic B decays 

Semileptonic B decays B -7 Xe+Vl are very good pla.ces to measure CI<M 

matrix elements Feb ,mel V'ub beca.use strong i.nteraction effects a.re much sim

plifir.d due t.o the appearance of two leptons in the fina.l statc. In particula.r, 

B -l- Xue+J)£ decays eire used to measure Vllb which is a crucia.l element to test 

the K1\:[ mechadsm of CP violations in Band ]( decays 1). 

In recent years, there are so many new experimental results on semiJcp

tonic B decays that. it is vi.rtually impossible for me to cover them all in this 

limited space. J'vloreover, much of the experimental results related with Vcb and 

Vull determina.tions arc a.lready covered by another talk in this workshop 2). 

Therefore, I wiJ) only list the subjects that were covered in the workshop and 

will not give det.ailed description of each result. 

• Analysis of hadronic and ieptonic moments in B semileptonic decays by 

CLEO, DELPHI, and BaBar. 

• Exclusive B -7 D U e+ v by DELPHI. 

• Inclusive B -7 Xce+v by ALEPH. 

• Inclusive B -7 Xue+v by LEP experiments, especially the 2001 analysis 

by OPAL. 
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• Vub measurement by CLEO using the lepton end-point analysis combined 
with photon energy spectrum of B --4- Xs"l. 

• Vub measurement by CLEO using combined inclusive variables q2, Mx'J 
and cos OWl to determine B(E --4- Xllf+II). 

• Exclusive B -4 X u e+1I analyses by CLEO, Belle and BaBar. In par
ticular, the q2 distribution of B -4 nev decay is studied by Belle and 

CLEO. 

4 Semileptonic D decays: jnte rference in D+ --4- (I(-1i+)lv 

Two subjects on semileptonic D decays were discussed in the talk: (i) evidence 
of interference in D+ -7 (]( - ,,+)fv from FOCUS, and (ii) new branching 

fraction meaSUTcments of D, --> <plv and D --> J(- lv from FOCUS and CLEO. 
In this paper, only (i) will be mentioned. 

In the process of studying D+ -4 ]( - 1I"+f-J.+v decay distribution, FOCUS 

found significant discrepancies in the angular distributions between data and 
expectations for pure D+ --4- j{.o J.L+ v . In particular 1 they observed a signifi

cant forward-backward asymmetry in e" (AFB(ev)), the angle between 11" and 
D in the ]( - 11"+ rest frame. The data are explained by adding a coherent 
J(- n+ s-wave contribution to D+ -4 ](- 1r+ 1,1.+ II, which is modeled as a. con

stant amplitude of the approximate value 0.36e1<1'{i,,/4) (GeV)- I. This new 
interference creates a ~ 15% AFB(OV) with mK1f below the ](. pole, which is 
consistent with data. The data can also be described by ](*0 interference with 

broad spin 0 resonance. 

5 Neutrinoless semileptonk B decays: electroweak penguins and 
beyond 

5.1 Electroweak penguin decays B --4- Xsl+e- from BaBar and Belle 

While most of the semileptonic B decays occur via charged-current processes 

mediated by W, flavor-changing neutral current decays (FCNC) are also pos
sible through electroweak penguin processes. Since FCNC decays are highly 
suppressed in the SM, they provide very sensitive search for new physics. Re

cently, Belle and BaBar made observations of such deca.ys. 
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Figure 1: Th e cosO" distributions, separately jo.- M{[(,,) below and above 
0.9 GeVjc2 . The points with error bar ewe FOCUS data and the solid histogmm 
is a Me simulation, including all J..-nown backgrounds. 

Searches for exclusive FCNC modes B -4 J(t+e- and Ie e+e- are straight
forward with dominant backgrounds coming from 'I/J(') and continuum events. 
The B --> j((')1jJ(') events are suppl-essed by m{t+e- ): BaBar used m{e+e- ) 
cuts that ar e correlated with t1E, while Belle used simple cuts in m(e+e- ). 
With 60fb- 1 data, Belle observed B --> Ke+e- decays wi th 5.4cr significance: 
the measured branching fraction is B{B --> J{e+e- ) = (5.8:':::;±0.6) xlO-7 _ Us

ing 78fb- 1 , BaDal' also obtained an evidence for B -4 Ke+f.- with 4.4(1 signif
icance: their measured branching fraction is 8(B -4 ](£+£- ) = (7.8~~:~~}:~) x 
10- 1 . Neither experiments observed significant excess for B -4 Ie e+e- and the 
following upperlimits a<eobtained with 90% CL: B{B --> J('e+e- ) < L4xlO- 6 

(Belle) and < 3_0 x 10- 6 (BaBar)_ In case of BaBar, the significance of 
B ----> I(, e+ e- is 2_8cr. 

Belle also measured the inclusive B -4 xse+e- decays. The decays a.re 
pseudo-reconstructed by matching up to 4 pions to a ](+ or I<g for the hadl'onic 

Xs system: for each event, a best candidate is selected based on t1E and 
COSBB where Bn is the angle between the fli ght of B and the beam 3)..;5. Then, 
1I1bc (which is equivalent to m ES explained in Sec. 2.1) is calculated to assess 
the signal yield. Figure 2 shows the Jvhc distribution for Xse+e -, XsJL+ jJ, 

and combined. Also shown in Fig. 2 is B ....wi- Xse±JJ.T where we don't expect 
any signal. Combining e+e- and JJ,+f.J- modes, the significance of the signal 
excess is 5.4a and the branching fract ion is measured: B(B -4 xse+e- ) = 
(6.1 ± L4}i) x 10- 6 . 
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Figure 2: The 1I1/)c distributions fmm. pse·u.do-reconstrudion of the B ---t 

XF,f+ f,- decays. 

5.2 Lept.ono-Bavor violating B ---t hU from CLEO 

Recently, CLEO searched for different kiBds of B decays to two cha.rged leptons: 

B --7 J({')e±j1~ which is not allowed in SM except via nelltrino Ravor mi>..ing, 

and B -} hf.±[± tbe. observation of wbich could provide a 5trong evidence 

for majorana neut.rino. A total of 1G exclusive modes are searched for. The 

signa.\ yield for each mode is determined using a likelihood function hased on 

kinematic variables of B decays, event. shape informrttion combined with Fisher 

discriminant 3) \ and missing energy. Analyzing 9.2fb- 1 of BE event sample, 

no signal is observed in any mode and upper limits are obtained in t.he range 

(1.0 '"-J 8 .. 3) x 10-6 . 
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ABSTRACT 

P;til' production of W bosons at LEP Las allowed the indirect determination of 
the CI<M matrix element IV cs I through the measurement of the \V had ronie 
bra.nching fracGion. A more dil'ect determinatio, based on the measurement 
of the charm content. in hadronic \V decays provides a largely wlcorrelated 
though less precise valu~ for IVesl. The preliminal'Y ALEPH resuJ. hom the 
data collected at LEPII is IVesl = 0.967 ± O.0l8stat ± 0.0l4sysG . 

1 Introduction 

Prior to LEPIJ, V C6 was the least well-known of the CKM matrix elements, 

at least as fa.r a.s absolute uncertainty is concerned. The 1998 PDG value 1) 

IV cs I = 1.01 ± 0.17 W;'If; det.ermjned from the study of D meson decays. At 

LEP2, the measurement of t.he W hauronic branching ratio can provide an 
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indirect determination of IVesl. In the Standard Model, this is related to the 

sum of the squarecl CI(M matrix element.s involved in the W decay : 

where Bh == B(\V --7 had). 

An alternative, more direct determination comes [l'om the measurement. 

of the inclusive charm production in Ladrouic \V decays. ill the Standa.rd 

Model the branching fraction R~ == feW --7 cX)/f(W --7 had) is given by 

(2) 

and is equal to 0.5 due to unitarity of the CKM matrix, which also predicts 

the sum of the six squared matrix elements, appearing in Eq. 1 and Eq, 2, 

to be equa..\ to 2.0. The unitarity constraint can be dropped to allow indirect 

determinations of V r:sfrom the measurement of R'/! a.nd the knowledge of the 

remaining five matrix elements. 

2 Measurement of B(\V --7 ha.d) 

The hadronic branching ratio of the \V is determined from the measurement of 

the \'1..1 pair production cross-section. Based on the three possible combinations 

of decay channels for the two bosons, W pairs are selected as fuUy hadronic, 

semileptonic and fu.lly leptonic, and classified a.ccording to the lepton species 

(electron, muon, tau) for the leptonic cha.nnels. The s0.lection algori thms for the 

leptonic channels are based OIl topological properties and lepton identification 

techniques. Neural networks combining the information of sevE'l'a.1 discriminat

ing variables are Ilsed for the semileptonic and fully hadronic selections. 

The production cross-sections [or all the considered decay channe1s are 

measured at each centre-of-mass energy. The result.s a.re then combined in a 

globa.J £t which extracts the total cross-section values at all the energy points 

and a single value for the W badrolllc braoching fraction, assuming lepton uni

versalit:v. The result. presented here is t.he ALEPH prelimina.l'Y value obtained 

from the data. collected in the yea.rs 1987-2000 at eight. e+e- centre-of-mass en

ergy paints ranging from 183 to 207 GcV 3) . The tot.al integrated luminosity 
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is roughly 680 pb - 1. The fi tted val ue of the hadronic branchi ng rraction is 

B(W --7 had) = (66.97 ± 0.65sLflt ± 0.32syst)%, 

where the main contribution to the systematic error comes from uncertainties 

in the simulation of t.he QeD two-fermion background for the fully hadl'Onic 

selection. 

Using O:s(m~) = 0.121 ± 0.002 and the measured values 1) of the five 

remaining CKM elements in Eq. 1 l the following result is obtained: 

IVesl = 0.967 ± O.OlBstll.t ± 0.014sysl · 

3 Determination of RtV 

An independent analysis 4), based on an integrated I uminosi ty of 67.7 p b - 1 

collected by ALEPH in 1996 and 1997; obtained a measurement of R~v from 

the properties of \V pair events selected in the fully had.Tonic a.nd semileptonic 

channels. A charm-jet tag algorithm based on a Neural Network was developed, 

which allowed to discriminate, on a statistica.l basis, W --1 cX from W --1 uX 

decays. The Neural Network was built. out of twelve jet variables, related to 

topological and kinernatic properties expected for charmed jets. The jet with 

the highest NN output. was taken as charm-jet candidate within a given jet 

pair. The resulting charm tag distribution for jet pairs in semileptonic and 

fully hadronic events is shown in fig. 1. 

The analysis led to the result 

R;V = 0.51 ± 0.05:HllL ± 0.03syst 

where the main contribution to the systematics came from uncertainties in the 

hadrooization modelling. Making use of Eq. 2 and of the known values of the 

remaining CKM elements, this was turned into 

IV csl = 1.00 ± O·llstllt ± 0.06 syst ' 

Although intrinsically less precise) this V cs determination is largely uncorre

lated with the one from the hadronic branching fraction. The two results can 

in principle be combi.ned, tiS was done in reference 4, at a time when the two 

statistical errors were still comparabJe in size. 
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Figure 1: Distn:bution of the charm-tag variable 101' jet pa'irs in a) sem1:lep
tonic and b) fully hadronic candidate W decays. Data and .Monte Carlo are 
normalized to the same number of entries. 
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RARE D ECAY S OF BOTTOM, C H AR M, A N D STRANG E 
QUARKS 

J . P. Alexander 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. USA 

ABSTRACT 

A brief and selective survey of the main issues, the present status , and the future 
prospects for studies of rare decays of bottom, strange, and charm quarks. 

1 Introd uction 

Rare decays of bottom, st.range, and charm quarks are interesting principally 
for two reasons. First , Standard Model (8M) contributions arc small and the 
possibility of observing new physics is correspondingly improved; and second, 

rare decays in many cases provide a means to measure or explore 8M parame

ters and processes which arc interesting in their own right and not necessarily 

under adequate control at the present time. Depending on the decays under 

study, sensitivity to new physics may include supersymmetric extensions of 
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the SM a11d any of the large number of parametrically determined varieties of 

sllch, or may probe the validity of fundamental symmetries. SM P!lrameters 

of interest that may be uniquely or dist.inctively probed by ra.re decay stud

ies include CKM elements - 'both magnitudes and phases - and issues related 

to hadrol1ization, including form factors, strong interaction phases, the ra.nge 

of validity of factorization assumptions, the role of final state interaction and 

other so-called long-distance effects . 

In this talk we begin w1th a brief summary of the main features of fiavor

changing neutral currents (FCNC) in the SM. 1) The decay of a down-type 

quark into another down-type qua.rk, or a.n up-type quark into another up-type 

quark is an example of FeNC, which in the SM must proceed through higher

order processes involving internal loops. Of course not all rare decays of interest 

involve FeNC, but the natural suppression of FCNC in the SM provides one 

means to open the window on new physics . 

The decay diagrams relevant to FCNC are the penguin and box eliagrams. 

For band s quarks the internal quark lines are u, c, and t, with top dominating 

because of the ,....., m~·9 dependence of the corresponcling Inami-Lim function in 

the region of the top quark mass. This dorninance implies that the decays u ~ s 

and s ~ d are mainly sensitive to the CKM elements IV,.~"', sl and IVi:vtdl . In 
the case of FCNC decays of charm quarks, the internal loop quarks must be 

el, s, and b, and absent strong domination of one quark species sllch diagrams 

are heavily Gllvl suppressed. This distinctive feature makes rare charm decays 

particularly ra.re .in the Standard Model; correspondingly, it makes the window 

for new physics in such decays particnlarly clean. We note that in general 

the presence of loops means that non-8M particles can contribute to the total 

decay amplitude, possibly with the introduction of llew phases. The indication 

of new physics may thus be a discrepancy between all observed rate and the 

SM-calculated rate, or a discrepancy between an observed distribution (such 

as an angular distribution) and the SM prediction, or may be the presence of 

a CP or other asymmetry that differs from the SM prediction. In all cases, the 

advantage of having small SM contributions is obvious. 

Computation of FCNC decay ratcs{:an be complicated by competing long

distance processes which may have significant. contributions, but which do not 

involve the interesting short-distance physics . The complications affect rare 

kaon decays most significantly, followed by rare charm decaYE, and are least 
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important for ra,rc b decays. Strongly CKM suppressed nlodes, however, such 

as b --+ d modes can also suffer long distance cont.ributions. 

The remainder of tills a.rticle is organized by decay t.ype, proceeding 

rougbJy from the (conceptually) simplest decays to tbe more complex. Note 

that experimental simplicity typically has little (or negative) correlation with 

theoretical simplicity. 

2 Lepton-Neutrino Modes 

Decays of the form 1\11- --+ e- v proceed through a.n annihilation diag·ram. The 

decay ra.te is helicity suppressed, favoring the heaviest charged lepton (usually 

TVr ) and is proportional the the square of the decay constant a.nd the square 

of the CI<M element at the annihilation vert.ex. Interest in such decays stems 

primarily from t.he e:A.-pcriment.al access to decay consta.nts which can be used 

to check LQCD calculations, but may also be used to measure CKl'vf clements 

if the decay const,1J1t can be normalized Ollt. by ratio wit.h a suitable alternate 

process. B(B --+ TV)/ i:1md is a possible ro~te to determine IFubl/lvtdl. 2) 
Minimal extensions of the SM can include charged Higgs particles which may 

mediate these decays. The scaJa.r I-Iiggs does not inflict h01ihty suppression as 

the vector \711 does, but its mass-dependent coupling to the finaJ state leptons 

results in essentially identical dependence on lept.on mass. 

ExperimentaJIy the search for B --+ TV has reached a. sensi tivity which is 

still a factor 10 above the SM prediction. The most recent results from CLEO 3) 
ha.ve not changed this situation. About 5001vl 1(4S) decays will be needed for 

observation, assuming the analysis of choice requires full reconstruction of the 

companion B meson. Because of the wea.k signature it. is unlikely that any 

non-Y( 4S) wjll be able to measure these decays. 

In the ch&:m sector the situation is much better. Measurements of Ds --+ 
j.LV are a.vailable 4), as is a single observation of D -+ J.1.V from BES 5). With 

the advent of CLEO-c 6) precision measurements of both will become available 

within the next couple of yea.rs. 

3 Lepton-Lepton 

Decays of the form j1tJ -+ tt e- proceed via. pengui.n a.nd box diagrams and 

are exceedingly suppressed in the SlvI. Theoretical calcula.tions for B(Bs,d -7 
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e+ £-) '" f~d.JVtq 12 and are reliable but predict tiny branching ratios that 

will delay observation of useful yields at least to the end of the decade. Long 

distance physics are expected to be prominent in charm to dilepton modes, and 

the precise measurement of ](L -+ f.t+ J.,t- is almost. entirely a measurement of 

long distance physics. 

4 Neutrino-Neutrino 

No calculations or serious attempts to look for totally invisible mesonic decays 

are knowll to t.he author. The decay mechanisms should be similar to those of 

the lepton-lepton modes, minus the photonic penguin contribution. In principle 

experimental searches for such modes should not be significantly different from 

searches for ]vI -+ f'J). 

5 Lepton-Lepton-11eson 

The constraints imposed by a purely leptonic final stat.e are substantially lifted 

by a.dmitting a hadron into the picture, and decays of the kind IvI -+ me+ e
play an important role in rare bottom, charm, and strange decay studies. The 

presence of the meson also introduces hadronic uncertainties for predictions 

of exclusive charmels. In addition to branching ratio measurements there will 

eventually be dilcpton mass distributions and forward-backward asymmetries. 

In principle even polarization asymmetries ca.n be measured in 1'+1'- final 

states. 

Recent results from Babar and Belle 7) show statistically significant sig

nals in the B -+ ](1.+£- mode, with branching ratios averaged over muon and 

electron final states just below", x 10-6 , The K*f+g- mode is not yet statis

tically significant at this writing. Belle also reports signal in B -+ X 8 f+f!- at 

a rat.e about. ten times higher than the exclusive mode. Future dat.asets could 

yield 1("' £+ f- signals in the range of r...J 102 events each for Babar, Belle, CDF, 

and DO, and,....., 103 event.s for LHCb and BTeV. (At this writing the fate of the 

BTe V proposal is still being debated.) 

In the charm sector, D -+ 11 g+ e-) D -+ J{ P+ f.-, a.nd related modes still 

fall below experimental sensitivity 8) but theoretical calculations 9) indicate 

that at least the Standard Model long distance contribution to such modes 

could be j-1St around the corner. 
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In thr st.range sector, KTeV has set a limit of 5xlO- lo on the direct 

CP violar.ing mode ](L -4 1Ie+e-, still substantially a.bove expected rate of 

",4x10- 12 . 

6 Neutr.ino-Neutrino-Meson 

Modes of the form B -4 Kvv and ]( ---7 1iVV a.re theoretically clean probes of 

CKM matrix elements, but. pose serious experimental challenges due to the low 

branching ratios and unseen neutrinos in the final state. Limits au B -+ ]{ vv 
are at. t.he,..... x 10-4 level 10) while theoretical predictions a.re closer to "-' x 10-6 . 

In the strange sector two events have been observed in ](+ -4 7T+ vD in BNL 

E787 11), but the yet more difficult mode KL --t 7r0 I);) rema.ins in the future . 

7 Hadronic 

Rare badronic B decay modes are being pursued agressively at Babar 12) and 

BeUe 13) I and CLEO 14) has released what a.re probably its last results on this 

topic. Direct CP violation is one of the important. targets of tbese measure

ments, and determination of the phase of Vub is another target. . In the latter 

case, there is a wealth of theoretical Jiteratw'e 15) to support treatment of 

experimental data. The possibility to constrain the unita.rity triangle indepen

dently of the conventional constructions based on B mixing, sin 2f3, and kaon 

physics is an intriguing option that may be opened by tbese rare charmless 

hadronic B decay modes 16). 

8 Conclusions 

In tbe search for Physics Beyond the Standard Model, t.he pursuit of rare 

decay modes of bottom, charm, and strange quarks offers a useful experimentaJ 

approach. 
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ABSTRACT 

New and recent measurement.s of the hranchjng ratios of rare decays of neutral 
[(5 and J(L mesons are presenter!. The results have been extracted from data 
collected during t.he NA48 f.' /f..l' UTlS as well as in a special high intensity 1<s and 
hyperon run. In pmticular the present.at.ion focus es on t.he decay of ](L ~ rr°'Y"I, 
1(5 -+ 7r°e+e- anel Ks -4 .... ("'t. 

1 Introdu ction 

The NA48 experiment has heen designed to measure t he direct CP-viola tion 

parameter f.' /~ 1, 2, 3) to a precision of 2 x 10- 4 ll sing simllltaneous almost 

.. on behalf of t. he NA48 collaboration: Cagliari , Cambridge, CERJ"\I , Dubna, 
Edinburgh: Ferra ra , Firenze, Nlainz, Orsay: P erugia, Pis;.}, Saday, Siegen , 
Torino, Vienna, \;Varsaw. 
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collilH~<lr ](8 and /(1. heams 4). The design of rhe experiment1 its good UIl

derstandillg of T.he ~y~r.ellla tics nece~sary for the measurement of f.'/f. and the 
high kaon flux make NA48 an exc.r.llent t.ool for the investigation of rare neutr al 

kaon decays . 

This paper will J'(~view some results obtained from data taken &'om t.he 

£' If. run in 98/99, from i-l rwo day high int.ensity 1(8 run in 1999 as well as from 

dtlta taken in 2000 when no spectrometer W~lS present.. 

The decay of I<" ~ 7f
0
/''( has twO interesting tlspects. First it. can be used 

t.o metlsure the cr conserving component of /(" -t 7fOe+e~ 1 which has also 

a direct. CP -viol::J.t.ing component. Tn addition it. is <t good t.est of chiral per

turhario ll theory (XPT) One loop calclllM.ions of t.his decay rat.e are nnit.e 1 yet 

0 (4) calculations predict ollly 1/2 t.o 1/3 of the measured rate. Calcultl t.ions 

of 0(6) ind udi ng Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) contributions ctln aCCOlll

modat.e for t.he metlsmed raTe by the choice of :l parameter au which h:ls to be 

det.ermined from experiment. Vi'.'ID also prerlict.s (l mass t.a il at low 7 .... 1 mass. 

The dat.a for t.his analysis were t.i-l hm from t.he 98/99 £' If. rUB. using a 
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larp;e K" ~ 2;r[J d<Hfl se t. with the same topology as r<" ~ 1r0 '"'("(. /([, ~ 2no 

was a lso lIsed as fl norma li7.a r.ion chan nel, hence t. rigger efficie ncies ca ncel. 

T he main background to this cha nnel comes from XI, ~ 2no and /([, ---t 

311° decays. T he 211° background is removed using (\ mass constraint. a nd by 

const ruc ting a X2 like variable with a Tio mass hypothesis ill order to reject 2no 

events . 

Background from 3no decays originates mainly from missi ng or overlap

ping showers in the liquid krypt.on elect.romagnetic ca lorimeter (LKr). These 

backgrouJ1(Js (Ire removed using combinatorial cuts and mass constrain ts, which: 

under a 3no hypot.hesis, result in the vert.ex of t he decay to be in an un p hysical 

region for s ignal events, but not for background. Addir.iollfl l cuts on the shower 

width re move hackground from hadronic showers. 

F igure 1 shows t he mass dist.ribu tion oft.he remaining sign2- 1 for T.he 2 pho

tons assoc iat.ed with the 7r
0 as well as t.he remailling 2 "(. A low mass ta il is 

evident. in two 'Y distribu t.ion indica ting a va llie of au different from o. 
Dependiug on t.he val1le of av , different. numbers of evems <I re expect.ed 

in the various Illass regions o f 7nTy. This is illustrated in t he right.lIlost pic

ture of Figure 1. Comparing data with Mont.e CilriO simulations a value of 

flu = -0.46 ± O.03 slnl ± 0.03s1lsl. ± O.02 ,.h eo can be e).i".racr.ed , which indicatf'A'i 

a negligible contrihur.ion of indirect CP violatioll in ](/, ~ rroe+e-. Applying 

thi s va lue of (Lv; a br(lI1(:hing ratio of BR(/( /, ---7 rrll,'Y) = (1.36 ± 0.03 slnl ± 
0.03SllS /. ± 0.03 u (lrm) X lO-fi is me<'l slIereri. This (Ina lysis has now been pub

lished 5) . 

3 ]( s ---7 T'I 

A. new mei:1S Urement of J( S ---7 , "( has been performed usi ng dat.n collected 

during t he 2000 neu tral nlIl . This run was divided into <I J( f, run from t he fa r 

target. and (I high in tensity ICc; run from the Ileal" targr.t.. 

The motivat ion for thi s decay arises from r.he fa ct t hiH in XPT, the decay is 

calcula hle with no counter r.erms and t he branchiJlg rar.io is therefore predicted 

with a s mall error. Contrih u t ion from higher orders are not e),:pected t.o he 

large. The p reviolls resul t 6) was sta t istjcaily and 5ystematic~111y limited ilnd 

could not t.est this predict ion. 

Si nce hoth /(/, and 1(5 are produced in tim target. it. is necessary to 

sub t.ract t. he numher of decays of 1([, ~ "If [rom t he number of a ll J( ~ "("I 
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Figure 2: The lIertex dist1'i.1J'lJ.tion for ICc; -+ 11: Kr, -7 11 and the 11 back
ground ()'Ti.qinating fmm J( S -+ 2/To. 

events. Since the branching ratio of f( r, -7 II was not. known t.o t.he required 

accurac:y, NA48 has also measured t.h<=! branching ratio of J([, -> II' using 

the dat.a from the far target. data. This results in a new result of BR,(J(" -+ 

I'Y)/BH(J(" -+ 31[°) = (2.81 ± O.Ol.~lrl.i. ± O.02sy,~d x ]0-3 

Events were selected to have at least two cl ust.ers in the LT(r. The highest 

invariant mass m~('Y thfl.r. ca.n originate from pairing t.wo photons from I<l, -+ 2rro 

is 548 MeV, which translates into a vertex shift. of 9 m, if analyzed under a 

I< -+ 1"'1 hypothesis. The choice of a short decay region therefore allows to 

distinguish signal from background of ](,. -+ 211"° with 2 missing photons. 

Monte Carlo studies show that. by inclurliug cuts on the shower-vtidth of the 

dust.ers a background free region of 5 m fron the target exists. 

The vertex rlistrihution for signal and bac.kground, hoth for data and 

Monte Cario, is shown in Figure 2. The c.ontl'ibution from J(L -+ ~n is re

moved, and \ using J( s -+ 211"° as a normalization chan nel \ a branch i ng ratio of 

BR(f(s -4 TY) = (2.7S·± O.06slnJ. ± O.lOsv;;) x 10- 6 is measured 7). Tills result 

is t.hp ,first measurement of BR(J( s -+ "If) to show significant differences from 

the O(p4) calculations of XPT. 
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The decays of ](" into '/'l+l- are of considerable interest due t.o thei.r ~,(";nsitivit..Y 

to direct. CP violation 8). However l in 1foe+e- clef-ay, both CP conserving and 

inrlirect CP violating rtmplit.urles contribute. The CP conserving component. 

can b(~ measmed from the decay J('J -4 11°.-'0, while the indirect cr violating 

part can be m easlln-~d from the rlecay J( s ~ 7TO p-+ e -. The J( s der.ay is expec ted 

t.o be of the order of BR( l(/;; ~ 7l"°e+ e-) = 5.20.; X 10-9
, where D.s is expected 

to he of 0(1) hut is not well hounded theoret.ica.lIy. The decay has so far not. 

beP'1I observed . 

The data for t.his analysi~ was taken in a two day high inj'ensity te~t. 

rim aft.er the end of che 1999 c'/e data taking period . Events werc:~ select.r.rI 

t.o have at len.st 4 c!usr.ers in tlw electro-magnet.1c calorimeter and t.wo tracl<s 

ident.ified as elecr.rons with an 0.9 < Elp < 1.1 , using the ~aJorimet.er and the 

spectrometer. The invariant. mass of th~ event had t.o be compatible wit.h t.he 

](0 mass and t.he invarin.nt. m;:Jss of t.he two phot.ons resulting from c1ust.ers not. 

associated t.o tracks had to be ~ompat.jhle with the 1fo-mass. 

Backp;rollnd from the DaJit.'7. decays 7T
0

7TfJJ i-lnd 1L?/il~ is remo"f:d by requir

ing that the mass of t.he £;'"'( syst.em bp. at If.ast 30 MeV larger or srn (l.ller than 
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t.he 10° Jnas::; . In addir.ion, rhe n1nSS of the pp syscem is required t.o he larger 

t ha 11 165 i'v1 e V / (2 . \,Vll ile this cut. s(\.fely removefi a II background expecr.ed from 

th~ simulat.ion, it. also removes I1bOllt ,") 0 '1r: of the exp(·~cr('d signal (sec Figure 3) . 

. '\.ft.er this s(Ject.ion, no events remain in t.he signal region. Using l«j ~ 
7r07i"~ as normalizrlt.ioll c.hannel, a new npper limiT. for t.he branchinp; ratio can b~ 
giv!:n to he: BR(f(t) -4 1Ooe+e-) < 1.4 x 10-7 at. t.he 90% confidence level 10). 

This rC':sllli. inclucl~s a 7% systemat.ic. error, and it improves the c:urrent. best. 

measllrement by a t'acwr of 8 9). 

Data t.aken rllll'ing this year's 2002 ml1 was to rl good extent mot.ivat.ed to 

improve this limit. During a 78 day run more than 40 times t.he da!";'l compared 

to 1999 were t.aken. The analysis of this oat.a is i.n progress, and results will be 

report(~d as soon as possible. 
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, KLOE RESULTS AND PROSPECTS FOR SEMILEPTONIC ](s 

DECAY STUDIES 

Tommaso Spadaro" 
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ABSTRACT 

The KLOE e)..f)el'iment at the Frascati <jJ-factory DAtflNE is uniquely suited to 
the study of ](s decays. Neutral kaons at DAtflNE are produced in colLinea.r 
pah.-s with momenta of about 110 MeV Ie in a pure C~odd quantum state 
(J(s](r, - ](LKS)· Hence) at. KLOE one can tag a pille J(s beam with high 
efficiency by detecting J( L interactions in the calorimeter or by reconstruct
ing ]( L decays in the drift chamber. This has allowed us t.o perform the best 
measurement. of the branching fraction for the channel J(s --+ T/±e+v(v) to 
date. The study of t.he above decay is particularly interesting as a test of the 
flS = tlQ rule as well as the validity of CPT invariance in the neutral kaon 
system via measurement of the leptonic. charge asymmetry, 

• On behalf of the KLOE Collabora.tion: 
http://www.lnf.infn.it/kloe/kloe_authors.ps 
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1 Physics motivations 

The brancbjng ratio of the decay J(s ----7 1fCV is a. very well calculable quantity 

'if CPT symmetry and the !:1S = !:1Q rule are assumed. Rom tbe equality 

r(J(s -} 7l"ev) = f(1(L --t 1fev) and using the measured values of BR(KL --t 

TIe v) and TS/TL 1), BR.(Ks --t 1re/J) = (6.70 ± 0.07) .10-4 is obtained. 

In the Standard Model no !:1S f !:1.Q transition ex::ists at tree level. At 

higher order, !:1S =j:. !:1Q transitions are suppressed by a factor of about 10- 6 -

10-7 relative to those with !:1S =!:1Q 2). At present, the best experimental 

limit on the real part of the amplitude ratio A(!:1S i- !:1Q)/A(!:1S = !:1.Q) is 

as low as 6 . 10-3 ) obtained from the study of the decay time distribution of 

ta.gged KO and It beams 3). This limit can be improved by measuring the 

Ks --t 1fev branching ratio with a precision better than 2%. 

One can also test CPT conservation by measuring 1(s and J(L charge 

asymmetries in semileptonic decays, defined as: 

r+ -r-IS - L,S L,S 
L,S - r+ +r-

L,S L,S 
(1) 

where rt.~-) are the decay widths for J(L,S decays to a positively (negatively) 

charged lepton. It can be shown that the quantity bs -ISL measures the amount 

of CPT violation either in the decay or in the kaon mi.xing matrix 4). At 

present, while (>L is known v./ith an absolute error of about 70 parts per mil

lion 5), ds has never been measured. 

2 DA~NE and KLOE 

DAIPNE, the Frascati ¢-factory 6), is an e+e- collide.r operating at a center of 

mass energy of ",r020MeV, the cf>-meson mass. The ¢ meson decays ,.,...34% of 

the time int.o a KsJ(r pair, whlch is nearly collinear at DA<I>NE. In each event, 

t.he identification of the J(L allows the tagging of a ](s of given momentum. 

DA<I>NE is therefore a.n exceptional source of nearly monochromatic, tagged 

1(5 particles, alJowing for detailed studies of their more rare decays. 

The KLOE detector 7, 8) consi~t.s of a cylindrical drift chamber 4 m 

in diameter and 3.3 m in length, surrounded by a lead-sCintillating fiber elec

tromagnetic calorimeter. A superconducting coil provides a 5.2 KG magnetic 
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field. The momentum resolution for large-angle tracks is C7pfp ::; 0.4%. Ver

tices are reconstructed witb spatial resolutions C7xy ~ 150j.Lm and (Jz ~ 2mm. 

The calorimeter provides a solid angle coverage of 98%, an energy resolution of 

(JelE = 5.7%IJE(GeV), rlnd a timing resolution of at = 54ps1JE( GeV) EB 

50ps. 

3 Ks -4 7f±e=Fv(v) event selection 

In KLOE more than one half of the J(L'S reach the calorimeter before they 

decay. An efficient ](5 tag is therefore provided by the identification of the ]( L 

interaction in the calorimeter. The signature for such events is the presence of 

a cluster with relatively large energy deposit and timing compatible with tbat 

of a slowly mOYing (f3 ~ 0.22) neutral particle CKCRASI-r events) . 

In order to search for J( 5 -7 1Tev decay candidates, events with a KCRASH 

and two oppositely charged tracks from the interaction region are irutjaliy se

lected. Events are then rejected if the two tracks' invariant mass (in the pion 

hypothesis) and the resulting ]{s momentum in the ¢ rest frame are compatible 
with those expected for a Ks ---t 1[+1[- decay. 

In order to perform time of flight. identification of the charged particles, 

both tracks are required to be associated with a. Erne cluster. For each particle, 

the time of flight measured by the calorimet.er is compared with that e.xpected 

for an electron (pion) of the same momentum; events in which an electron-pion 

pair cannot be identified are rejected. 

Each selected event is finally kinematically closed. The Ks momentum. is 

estimated making use of the measured direction of the]{L and the 4-momentum 
of the ¢. The missing energy and momentum of the KS-1i±e=F system, which 

should correspond to those carried away by the neutrino, are then computed. 

Their difference is distributed as in figure 1; it must be equal to zero for the 

signal . The data are fit using Monte Carlo spectra for both signal and the 

residual background (due mostly to ](5 ---t 1[+1[- events with an early decay of 

one of the two pions) to obtain the number of ]{s -t 1iCV decays in the selected 

sample. 

To determine the efficiency for aU of the above cuts, several different data 

control samples are used: (1) KL ---t nev events in which the 1(L decays near 

the interaction region and 1(s decays into charged pionsi (2) ¢ ---t n+1T-Tt° 

decays; (3) events with ¢ ---t ]{o 1(° and 1(s ---t 1f+7(-. Monte Carlo simulation 
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Figure 1: Distribution of the difference between missing energy and missing 
momentum for 1(s -+ wev candidat.es (left w-e+v) right 1f+e-v). The peak 
a.t zero is the signal. The distribution js fit to a linear combination of Monte 
Carlo signal and backgl'Ound spectra in the range -40 MeV + 40 MeV. 

is used ocly to determine geometrical acceptance 9). 

The above procedure for signal extraction and efficiency determination 

can be applied separately for the two charged states, taking into account the 

differences in 1T'+ and 11- interaction in the calorimeter, thus a.llowing for the 

measurement of t.he charge asymmetry, <5s of Eq. 1. 

4 Results and conclusions 

Thf\ measurement 10) of the branching ratio irrespective of the lepton charge 

is given here for the final analysis of the data. taken in year 2000, corresponding 

to an integrated luminosity of,...., 17 pb- I
. The measured yieid is of 627 ± 30 

events, for a total efficiency of (21.8 ± 0.3)%. The total number of event.s 

is then normali~ed to the number of observed Ks -+ 1l"+1l"- events, giving 

BR(Ks -+ 1l"ev) = (6.79 ± 0.33stat ± 0.20sylld . 10-4 in agreement with the 

expectation from the 60S = 60Q rule. In the ratio, the tagging efficiency, which 

is the largest cause of systematic uncertainty, cancels out identically. The' 

relative uncertainty on the KLOE measurement is less than a third of that on 

. the only previous measurement 11), 

The analysis of the data taken in 2001 and 2002 is under way. The analysis 

of the first 89 pb- J gives a preliminary value of BR(Ks --1 nev) in agreement 

with the previous result. On this data sample, the charge asymmetry has been 

measured to be compatible with zero, at the 3% level. The uncerta.inty is 
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e)..'pected t.o be lowered to 1 % when the entil'e data set is analyzed. 

At the begimung of 2003, major upgrades of the KLOE interaction region 

are planned, which should allow a.n increase in the Iwninosity of the machine. 

The hope is to reacb soon the design lllminosity of 5 . 1032cm - 2 S-1. 'With 

this luminosit.y, the statistical accuracy on the semi1eptonic charge asymmetry 

can be lowered to 0.2%, thus allowi ng a test of CPT sym metry at the level of 

5 ·10-.J. 
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ABSTRACT 

The BDBD oscillation phenomenon is now well established and measured in 
the case of the B~ meson. The average value for its frequency oscillation is 
~md ::= .503 ± .006 pS-l. Within the Standard Model the B~ meSOD oscillation 
frequency is expected to be a.bout 20 time larger than the B~ meson frequency. 
Despite the fact that elaborate analyses have been developed, no measurement 
of ~.1YI.s have been obtained but a lower limit of ~m5 > 14.4 pS-l at 95 % CL 
has been reached. 

1 Osci11ation analyses overview 

1.1 Formalism 

The neutral B meSOD mass eigenstates 'can be expressed as linear combinations 

of the weak eigenstates. Solving the Schrodinger equation allows to calculate 



IVl.n . .)cnunc:: 

~ vtd Vtd d 
Vtb VIS' d Vtb VlS' 

b b s 

13° w w SO 13 0 8° 

d b d b 

s Vld ~ Vtb 
Vts * Vts· 

Figure 1: The two box diagrams, which, in the Standard Model are the source 
of BOBo oscillations. The three up-type quarks enter' in the loop but the top 
quark dominate the process and is only shown here. 

tbe probability that a purely BO state produced at time t = 0 will decay as a 
BO (:So )1 at time t : 

p = ~ e-t / Tq 1 ± cos(.6.mqt) ) 
Tq 2 

(1) 

The frequency Limf) is the mass difference between the two mass eigenstates 

and Tq is the average Bg lifetime. It has be.en assumed that 6.Tq = 0 and CP 
violation has been neglected . . 

Within the Standard Model BOBo oscillations are due to box diagrams 

(Figure 1) in which a top quark exchange dornina.tes. 
The frequency Llmq can be computed: 

G} 2 2 2 2 (Ml ) 
Limq = 61f21Vlbl IVlQI JvIwMB~fB~BBgrJl3~S lvllv (2) 

with q = d or s. Mw is the W mass, IvIso the B~ or B~ mass 1), f80 the 
q q 

pseudo scalar decay constant of the B~ meSOD) BBg the so called UBag factor" 

lThey lead respectively to two types of events: the so-called unmixed and 
mixed events) 
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and IBo J BBo is estimated t.o be of the order of 230 ± 40 MeV. FioaUy 17Bo is 
.l d q 

a pertuxbative QCD correction factor and is of the order of 0.55 . The func-

tion S ( tft) is known and computable t.o a high precision given the present 

knowledge of the top mass. The impact of the large theoretical uncertainty on 

iBO J BBo can be reduced by the use of the ratio given in Eq 3, 
d cJ 

ilmJ _ IVtdl2 A1B~ I~~BB~ 
ilms - IVts l

2 /vJB~ f~~BB~ 
(3) 

f~oBao 
with ....=.a-..!.. = e This factor reflects the SU(3) flavour symmetry breaking 

f~o Deo s· 
d d 

and is theoretically better known : ~; = 1.16 ± 0.06 8). 

1.2 Various experimental conte.-cts 

The study of the BOBo oscillation phenomenon is DOW performed in various 

places in the world. It is namely done at LEP (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and 
OPAL) where the ZO decay produces both B~ and B~ mesons (about 15 % Zo 

decay in a bb pai.r). The neutral B mesons are produced with a large'boost 

and By about 3 mm before decaying. There is thus a clear separation of the 

two hemispheres allowing to perform both inclusive and exclusive analyses, 
The amount of statistics lS of the order of 4 106 ZO per experiment. Tbe fust 

experiment.al evidence for time dependent oscillations for the B~ was seen at 

LEP. All the detectors are equipped with bigh resolution silicon detectors to 

precisely reconstruct the decay vertex of the B hadl'ons, At SLD (SLC collider) 

the experimental situation is similar to LEP except for a smaller beam spot 

and a more precise vertex determination. In addition there is the possibility 

t.o perform the production state tagging with the beam polarisation. The SLD 

coUaboration has registered about'" 0.4 106 zO events. At CDF (Tevatron 

collider) due to the very large cross section there is a huge production of B~ 
and B~ . But the difficult experimental environment leads to a large reduction 

of the number of events (the inclusive bb cross section is about 1000 times 

smaller than the inelastic one). Finally at B factories which are running at the 

1(4S) BaBal' and BELLE can only study B~ mixing. They are characterised 

by very large samples ("-' 90 106 B~ ) but also by a small boost: on average 

the B~ will fly only 250 pm before decaying. 
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1.3 Principle of the measurement 

The three main ingredients needed for a mixing analysis arc the decay time 
reconstruction) the final state tagging and the initial state tagging. Their 
influence on the analysis is summarised in the quality factor Q defined in Eq. 4 

Q - i7:TN f rc:- (1 2) -!(~mqO',)"2 - V lV rec signal v£tag - 'TJ e (4) 

Where NTec (the reconstructed number of BO ) and !signal (the signal fraction 
in the sample) are determined by the final state reconstruction. The two fac

tors reflecting the tagging performances show clearly that it is relatively more 
important to tag the event correctly (low mistag fraction 1J) than to efficiently 

tag it (t:/ ag ). The exponential term which modelizes the dumping of the signal 
for large decay time resolution contains the BO mixing frequency. From this 
term it can be seen that the decay time resolution will not be crucial for ~md 
measurements whereas at high .6.ms frequencies it will be the limiting factor. 

In order to perform a time dependent oscillation analysis ODe needs to 

reconstruct the decay time of the BO meson. This reconstruction implies the 

estimates of the decay length as well as of the momentum. In the B factories 
context the BO momentum reconstruction is not needed since it is produced 

with a known boost due to the 1(45) decay. For the analyses performed at 
the LEP, SLC or Tevatron colliders the reconstruction of the momentum has 
to be performed. 

In order to decide if the event is mixed or unmixed it is necessary to know 
the production state of the meson (BO or 13° ) as well as the decay state. The 

decay state is usually determined from the cha.rge of one of the reconstructed 
decay products : fo~ example from the energetic lepton (a f+ signs the decay of 
a BO meson). The determination of the production state is more complicated 

and the information from both hemispheres can be used (at B factories only 

the other B information is availi=1.ble). In all cases it relies on the fact that a 

correlated bb pair is produced. 
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• In the hemisphere oppos.i te to the BO an energetic lepton with a large 

transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis can be searched for or 
tqe jet charge of the hemisphere can be computed. Their sign inrucates 
if a b or a b quark was produced in this hemisphere. Using the fact that 

a bb pair js produced, the production state of the BO can therefore be 



deduced . The same information can also be obtained from the charge of 

a leaon produced in b ~ c ~ s transitions . 

• In the BO hemisphere the tagging of the production state can be per

formed using information from the fragmentation tracks. Indeed the 

charge of the highest order fragmentation tracks is correlated to the pro
duction state of t};le BO meson . The same kind of information is also 

present in the sign of the jet charge of this hemisphere. The B U decay 
can also be used : B" ~ BOrr+. 

This initial state tagging is not perfect due to experimental problems 

(misidentificat.ion, incorrect linking of the tracks to the primary vertex ... ) but 

also due to physics. For example at colliders other than B factories the opposite 

hemisphere lepton can in fact come from the decay of a beauty hadron which 

has undergone oscillation. 

2 D.. md results 

The B~ osci.llation frequency is small (~ .50 pS-l) and thus the time resolution 
is not crucial. However one aims at a precise measurements so there is a clear 

need for higb statistics and a good control of the systematics. Up to now 

35 analyses are available. The combination has been performed by the LEP 

Oscillation Working Group 2), taking into account correlated uncerta.inties. 

The overall result is an impressive 1.2 % precision measurement; ~md = 

0.503 ± .006 pS-l. It should emphasised that the average is now fully dominated 

by the B factories results as can be seen from Figure 2. In the following sections 

two example analyses are described. 

2.1. An example : D(~)f.v with Same Side Tagging from CDF 

In this analysis 3) the final state reconstruction consists in n*±£+v, D±f+v 

and DO{T v. The first two channels are mainly due to B~ decay whereas the 

last one comes from charged B decay (used as cross checks). The initial state 

tagging is obtained from the same side information both from fragmentation 

pions and B** decays. The two cases are not explicitly separated in the analysis 

and the tagging pion is searched for among tracks compatible within ±3a with 

the primary vertex and close in transverse momentum with the reconstructed 

B. The time measurement is performed using the distance between the primary 
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Figure 2: Summary of a.ll I.he 6.m.d an a.lysp"S. The res'u.lts at the bottom of the 
plot are those obto.ined at B factories and cleo.rly dom·ina.te the a.vemge. 
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Figure 3: Mixin.g asymmetries <X COS(6.mdt) for the 3 Df. combinations. The 
upper one consists mainly of charged B events and as expected no oscillation 
is visible. The two lower ones are mostly due to neutral B and the cosine term 
appears clearly. The points are the data) the line is the result of the unbinned 
maximum likelihood fit. 

and the B vertices and the B momentum approximated by the DR- system. A 

Monte-Carlo correction is applied to correct for the miSSing neutrino. 

The measured time asynunetries are shown together with the fit in Fig

ure 3. The B~ mixing frequency is measured: Llmd = 0.471 t~6087g (stat) ± 
0.034 (syst) pS-l. The systematical uncertainty is dominated by the knowledge 

of the sample composition (D*'" background); however the result is still clea.rly 

statistically dominated. 

2.2 An example : the BaBar analysis using exclusive reconstruction 

This analysis 4) relies on the very large B~ mesons sample accumulated 

by the BaBar experiment . The B~ is fully reconstructed using the modes: 

B~ ~ D(*)-1I+/ p+ /aj and B~ ~ J/l.f!K"o. The signal sample contains about 

7300 candidates which a very high purity (86 %). The initial state tagging 

is sequential : a high momentum lepton is searched for among the remaining 

tracks in the event, in the case where no lepton is found, charged ~ons are 

identified. If no charged kaons are identified a neural network is used to tag the 

event taking the information from soft pions from D"± decays, and fast pions 
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from the Hi decay. The time difference is obtained from the distance between 

the two B vertices. Both the tagging performances and the time resolution 

function pa.rameters are directly extracted on the data by the fit itself. The 

time distributions for mixed and unmixed events are shown on Figure 4 as 

well as the fit which is superimposed. The B~ mixing frequency is measured: 

.6md = 0.516 ± 0.016 sta,t ± 0.010 syst pS-l. The systematical uncertainty 

is dominated by the knowledge of the alignment and of the resolution function 

parameters which are parameters of the fit . This systematical uncertainty has 

thus clearly a part which is of statistical nature and which will decrease in the 

future. 

a) 

. 1 

10 

1 

-20 -LS -10 -5 o 5 10 15 20 
~t Cps) 

Figure 4: Time distributions for the unmixed (a) and mixed (b) events. The 
pO'ints are the data) the line is the result of the unbinned maximum likelihood 
fit over the full sample. 

3 Ll.ms results 

3.1 Overall result 

In this case the frequency which is studied is expected to be about 20 times 

larger than the B~ mixing frequency. The time resolution is now crucial and 

in aJI the analyses emphasis has been put on this point . As no measurement 

has yet been performed, one has to face various problems such as limit setting, 
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handling of the systematics and combination of several limits. These problems 

have been overcome by the use of the amplitude method which consists in 

adding an amplitude factor in front of the oscillating term 5) (see Eq. 5). 

1 -l/-r 1 ± cos(6 mst) 1 -tiT 1 ± Acos(6 mst) 
-e -4-e 
T 2 T 2 

(5) 

For various frequeocies one is left with the task of measuring this amplitude. 

To get the average limit D..ms > 14.4 ps-J at 95% CL 13 analyses have been 

combined and the limit is set at the .6.ms value for which A + 1.645a A = 1 

which is the standa.rd de:finition of a one-sided 95 % CL limit. The relative 

weights of the various analyses vary for different 6ms values. The overall 

amplitude plot is shown on Figme 5. Several points should be emphasised: 

the result is fully dominated by the statistical uncertainty, the ]jmjt set. is below 

the sensitivity (19 .2 pS-l) and the uncertainties from a point to another are 

extremely correlated due to the fact that the same data is used. 

~ 2.5 
"'t:l .a 
= c.. 2 
E 

-< 
J.S 

-0.5 

-J 

World average (pre I.) 

f dlliLl ± 1 C1 .... 95% CI. litnil 14.4 pS·1 

•••• 1,(>45 a .0- sensltlvlty J'J.2 p S·1 

c::::J dulli ± 1.645 a .' 
c::::J d"t" ± 1.645 0 (~1l\1 unly) 

-1.5 0 2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 22.5 25 

Llm" (pS· I) 

Figure 5: Amplitude d'isiribution obtained from the a'uerage of the 13 available 
analyses. 
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Figure 6: Initial state tagging variable: for sim'Ulated events (a) and for all se
lected events (b) . Ne'Ural network outputs for data (points) and Me (histogram) 
the two shaded distributions show the NN outp'Uts for band b q'Uarks as seen 
on Monte Carlo . 

3.2 An example: the ALEPH analysis 

This analysis 6) incorporates different final state reconstructions. The ex

clusive reconstruction 1S charact~rised by an excellent time resolution which 

compensates for the very low statistics. With reduced purity the Dsf recon

struction has still a good time reconstruction. The last analysis is a fully in

clusive reconstruction in wmch the very Jarge statistics compensates for poorer 

time reconstruction and for the imperfect final state tagging. 

The initial state tagging is performed using a sophisticated algorithm 

which includes the outputs of various subnets in a final neural network. The 

dedicated su bnets are used for Same Side Tagging (a fragmentation kaon is 

identified via its momentum) its dE / dx and its proximity with the B~ candi

date)) as well as for Opposite Side Tagging (the charges of the secondary and 
primary vertices and of the leptons and kaons if any are used). Figure 6 shows 

that the NN outputs for data and Me are in very good agreement. The limit 

is set at .6.ffis > 10,9 pS-l at 95% CL. 

3.3 An example: the SLD analysis 

'Its main characteristics 7) are a very good decay length reconstruction due 

to the very precise vertex detector and to the small beam spot and a powerful 

initial state tagging which makes use of the polarised forward-backward asym

metry ; polarised electrons tag b quarks in the forward hemisphere. Adding the 
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information of the jet., vertices as wen as of leptons and ka.ol1s a mistag fraction 

as Jow as 23 % is obtained for a 100% efficient tagging. The final ~tate recon

struction is performed using two different techniques The first one reconstructs 

a De pair in which the D is only identified topologically. A Neural Network 

is used to suppress the b ---+ c ---+ e contribution. The ·other technique is more 

inclusive since it consists of reGonstructing topologically both thE secondary 

and the tertiary vertices. The £nal state ta.gging is done using the so-ca.lled 

charge dipole which is built from the difference of the charges of the secondary 

(B) and the tertiary (D) vertices multiplied by the distance between these two 

vertices. The limit is set at 6.ms -> 7.6 pS-l at 95% CL. The amplitude plot is 

shown on Figure 7. It is wortbwhile noting tba.t t.he sensitivity of this analysis 

is relatively high: 13.0 pS-l, due to the very good decay length reconstruction 

and that this result has been obtained with 400000 ZO only. 

Co.) 

~ SLD PREUMINARV 

·1 

.J 

-..I 

dUln - I n 
1.6-I~ .} 

d ... " • I.h-l:< ~\ 

... ~5". ('I. li,,~it 
... :.:~ , .... fI,llh it~· 

lIJ1h ....... 1.(,.J!i\ (1,(."'lnr unlyt 

7.6 p'\.: 
L1.IJ I~'" 

II 1.5 5- 7.5 II) 11.:'\ 15 175 20 22.5 15 
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Figure 7: Amplitude distribution obtained by the SLD experiment. 
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Figure 8: The pre/erred region in the (p, fj) is shown togethe'r with the fJO.no'/J,s 
constraints used in the fit (Vllb/Vcb ) cf(} sin 2(3). FOT the left plot, the 'infor
mations from. the ~ and If; mixing are not used whereas Jor the right plot 
they are incl'u.ded. In that Last case) the prefer-red region is reduced by a factor 
two. 

4 Infiuence on the Unitarity 'friangle 

Using the \Volfensteiu parametrisatioll, the CKM matrix can be expressed in 

the following way: 

( 

>.~ 1- -2 
FCT(lvI = -,\ 

A,\3 (1 - P - iT)) 

(6) 

Using the ratio of Eq 3, it. follows immediately that the constraint due to t.he 

BO mixing frequencies appears as a circle in the (p,1]) plane. tsing the rcsuJts 

of 8) and omitting the constralnts from ~mrl and ~ms one gets the preferred 

region shown on the left plot of Figure 8. Including the constraints due to the 

mixlng anaJyses one gets t.he results shown on the right plot of Figure 8, the 

area of the preferred region is reduced by a factor of the order of two. 

5 Summary 

Since the first evidence of B~B~ oscillation obtained by ARGUS in 1987, an 

important number of analyses have been developed and are now combined to 

get an impressive 1.2% precise measurement: ~md = O.503±O,006 pS-l. This 



average is now flilly dominated by the B fa.ctories analyses. 

Tn t.he casp, of tbf' R? mi),ing fre.qllency measmemr.nt a first limit was sel: 

by ALEPH in 1994 : 6m~ > 1.9 pS-1 at 95% CL. However, eight: years later, 

despite a lot of improvements in the analyses, the B~ mixing frequency has not 

yet been measured and only a. limit is srt : 6ms > 14.4 pS-l at 95% CL with 

an overall sensitivity of 19.2 pS-I. One Cnn reasonably hope. that. it. will be 

me()sured at the Teva,tl'on next year by the DO and CDF collaborations . . . or 

may be one should be tter wish that it is so high (> 40 to 50 pS-l) tl:a t. it. can't 

be measured at tbe Tevatron, t.his would c!~:lrly be a sign of new physics! 
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ABSTRACT 

Kaons have st.rongly influenced the construction of the Standard Model. During 
the last ten years the measurement of the direct CP violation in the /(0 ~ K O 
system has been vigorously carried out by the experiments NA48 at CERN 
and KTe V at Fermilab. We review recent resul ts on the direct C P violation 
search and t he experimental techniques used. The final result from NA48 is 
Re(£' If) = (14.7 ± 2.2) x 10- ' establishes the existence of d irect CP violation. 

1 CP violation in the neutral Kaon system 

CP Violation has been discovered in the neutral Kaon system in 1964 1). 

In strong interactions](o and Ko are produced differing only by their strangeness 

• On behalf of NA48 collaboration 
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value. Their linear combinations Kl and ]('2 are CP eigenstates. However the 

physica l mass-stM.CS, 1(5 and J( {. deviate, from pure CP :::: ± 1 eigenstates: 

the long-lived ](1. is made 99.8% of ](1, which decays in t hree bodies, but it 

also contains 0.2% of K2 which allows the decay into 2 bodies. This kind of 

CP Violation is the main component of the effect and it is called I ndiTect as 
it comes from the mixing and it is described by the paramete.r e . 

Moreover another type of CP Violation can occur in Kaon decays to two pi

ons as the J{ L can also decay to 2 bodies via its ](2 component , through the 
so-called penguin diagrams allowing the interference of amplitudes in different 
isospins. This efrect is called Din::ct CP Violation and is described by the pa

rameter EI . 

In the Standard Model both indirect and di rect CP Violation appears naturally 

because the existence of more than two quark families impl ies an irreducible 
complex phase in the CKIVJ matrix 2). 

The quantity which can be measured experimentally is the double ratio R of 

the decay widths: 

On the theoretical side, t,he short distance contr ibutions to ( I I f. are under con

trol 3) but the presence of considerable long distance hadl'Onic uncertainty 
precl11des a precise value of f.1 If. in the Standard Model. Consequently 'while 

theorists were able to predict the sign and t he order of magnitude of the effec t l 

the range is stili pretty wide: (,' j')'h = (5 to 30) x 10- ' 

2 Re(f.1/f.) IneaSUl'ements 

In the experiment.al reality the double ratio R of equation (1) is measured 

oy detecting the four decay modes in the detector accep tance. Later the true 
Rek.1 I€.) value is deduced correcting for fluxes, acceptances, detector efficiencies 

and effects from accidental induced event losses. 
At first order corrections on R cancel ir data are collected simul taneously in the 

four decay modes. Only second order di fferential effect.s have to be quantified. 

As Re(fl / f. ) is expected to be small a signi ficant result call be achieved if an 
high experimental accuracy (::::: 10- '1) is reached . This means that more than 

3 x ]06 I{r. --t 7r0 7r0 decays, which is the statistical limi ting model must be 
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collected. 

2.1 The first generation of experiments 

The first generation of experiments have been designed to achieve a statistical 
error of the order of:=::: 10- 3 . They publ ished their final result on Re(e.'Je) in 

1993: 

NA31 at CERN 4) 

E731 at Fermilab 5) 

(23.0 ± 6.5) x 10- 4 . 

(7.4 ± 5.9) x 10- 4 

They were both fixed target experiments exploring different method to build the 

J(s beam. E731 measured one single final mode at t he time with simultaneous 

beams using the regenerator technique. Some data were also taken with the 

four modes. NA31 recorded both final modes in a single beam. The I<s target 
had 41 differem positions in order to simulate the J( /, decay vertex distribution. 

The two experiments had different systematics, their results were inconclusive: 

NA31 claimed the existence of Direct CP Violation with 3.5 standard deviations 
significance while E731 found a result compatible with zero. 

2.2 The second generation of experiments 

The new experiments have been conceived in order to achieve precisions on 

Re(f'/f) of", 1 - 2 X 10- 4 aod to collect simultaneously the four decay modes: · 
NA48 6) at CERN, KTeV 7) at Fermilab and KLOE 8) at Frascati. 

This paper is an attempt to drawn a comparative presentation of KTeV and 
NA48 as they have recently published results. 

3 B eams and Detector s 

NA48 and KTeV are fixed target experiments. NA48 uses the 450 GeV Ie SPS 
protons I and two targets, while KTeV profits of the 800 GeY Ie protons from 

the Tevatron and of the regenera~ion technique for J(s production. 

1 in 2001 the machine duty cycle was improved and 400 GeV Ic protons were 
extracted from the SPS 
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3.1 KTeV implementation 

In the KTeV experiment two parallel J(L beams from the same beryllium target 
are produced cleaned and collimated and let fly for 120 m. One beam is going 
through an active regenerator made of plastic scintillator blocks (2A,) and 
because of the Ko and ko different nuclear cross section a component p of 
regenerated Ks take places (regenerated beam). 
The charge decays modes are reconstructed by a magnetic spectrometer while 
the neutral decays modes by the an electro-magnetic calorimeter made of 3100 
pure CsI crystals. The CsI calorimeter 9) performs very well in terms of energy 

resolution (uE/E = 2%/VE (I) 0.4%) and the non-linearity is within 0.5% for 
all the energy range (2-100 GeY). The detector has two holes to let the neutral 
beams to go through. The regenerator moves from one hole to the other every 
minute, in such a way that KL and Ks decays are equally sensitive to eventual 
left-right asymmetries of the detectors. 

3.2 NA48 implementation 

NA48 uses two different production targets, located 126 m and 6 m upstream 
the decay region, in order to take into account the different mean decay lengths 
of J{L and Ks. The Ks beam is created close to the detector by deviated pro
tons hitting the second target. The two beams are quasi-collinear and converge 
at the LKr with an angle of 0.6 mrad. The charge decays modes are recon
structed by a magnet ic spectrometer while the neutral decays modes by the an 
electro magnetic calorimeter made of a 10 m3 tank of liquid Kryp ton and 13212 
channels. The LKr calorimeter 10) is very stable and offers a good energy res
olution (uE/E = 3.2%/VE (I) 9%/E (I) 0.42%) and a very little non-linearity 
« 0.1 %). The detector is traversed by a beam pipe which confines the intense 
neut ral beam. 

3.3 Data samples 

The following table summarise the NA48 and KTeV data taking periods. Both 
experiments published first results in 1999. 

4 Analysis strategy 

Here it follows a list of some of the main analysis items. 
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Year KTeV # of 1( L ----+ ?fu?fu NA48 # of [( L ~ ?fOnD 

1996 Re(t//t) debugging 
2.5x106 

1997 Re(f-I/ i ) Re(f//t) 0.5xl06 

1998 Not running Re(t//f..) 
3.3x LOB 

1999 Re(f//t) 2.5x 106 Re(f.//t) 
2000 Checks 
2001 Re(t//t) 1.4x106 

4.1 Kaon identification : [(TeV ](5 regeneration 

The identification of the Kaon type in KTeV is made looking at the center of 

gravity, in both charged and neutral decay modes. As the left-right position 

of the regenerator is known and the two parallel beams are 10 cm apart a J( L 

decay is unambiguous disenta.ngled from a 1(5 decay. The advantage of using 

a regenerator is in the fixed ratio of regenerated and vacuum decaYE. However 

care must be taken to identify inelastic and diffractive Kaon scattering. In the 

energy centroids in the calorimeter the sbadow of the two bea.m holes apart 

10 em is visible. One of the two beam projection has an evident ha.lo, wrnch 

comes from scattered events in the regenerator. The effect is precisely studied 

in charge mode looking at the PT 2 distribution and then introduced into the 

simulation for evaluate its contribution to the neutral mode. The regenerator 

scattering is an important background to 1f
o

?f
o events in the regenerator beam 

(1.13% ) while is only 0.25% in the vacuum beam. The regenerato:: vertex Z 
distribution for two pion events shows a clear J( 5 - I( IJ interference pattern, 

which implies Go K I, contamination of 3 x 10- 3 while is down to 10-5 in N A48. 

4.2 Kaon iden t ificat.ion: NA48 proton tagging 

In order to distinguish KL and Ks deca.ys, the protons directed to the 1(s 

target are detected by an array of scintillation counters which comprise the 

tagging detector. The presence (a.bsence) of a proton in coincidence (within 

2 nsec) with the event time as measured by the detector, defines the event as 

1(5 (I( d· The tagging performances is straightforward for 1f+1r- events, where 

the good charge vertex resolution can be used. 

\Vhenever the time measurement of one of the components of the tagging sys-
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tern fails, a f{s can be misillterpreted as a J(L (asL ± = (1.12 ± 0.03) x 10-4)2. 
However the effect tend to cancel out between 1(-1-1(- and 1[01[0 and only the 

difference requires a correction to R, which turn out to be negligible with an 

uncerta.inty of ±3.0 x 10-4 . Occasionally due to the high ra.te of protons cross

ing the tagger, in time coincidence with a genuine 1(L one can find a proton, 

whkh induces the f{l., to be misidentified as s J(s (Gl,S± = (8.115 ± 0.010)%). 
Again, it is the neut.ral-charge difference which is relevant and the correction 

tlR = (6.9 ± 2.8) x 10-4 was derived. 

4.3 Charge mode reconstruct.iOil 

Both experiments use a magnetic spectrometer wit.h four drift (wire for KTeV) 

chamber.:: and reconstruct the decaying particle's mass, the momentum and 

the vertex position under the 1(+n- assumption. The resolution in the recon

structed Kaon mass is ()(1(+1I-)=2.S MeV for NA48 and (J(JT+1T-)=1.6 MeV 

for KTcV whieb bending power is stronger. 

The 3-body background to J(s ~ JT+ 1(- is negligible while it is important for 

K L -~ 7r+n-, main1y due to J(e3 and K,I'3' It is rejected by a PT 2 cut and the 

residual [(II:! background is tagged by the muon veto detector while the J{e3 

decays are recognised from the ratio !i. p 

The amount of left.-over background is similar for t.he two experiments: for 

KTeV is 0.09% for the vacuum beam and 0.003% for the regenerat.or one, while 

in NA48 it is 0.14%. 

4.4 Neutral mode reconstruction 

The J( ~ JT0 1(0 are reconstructed using energies and positions of four photons 

in the caJorimeter. N A48 reconstructs ffi 1T o a.nd the vertex decay position using 

the Mf( constraint, while KTeV reconstructs the MT< and vertex decay position 

using tbe 'ffi;ro constraint. Both compute a X2 to test the event compatibility 

with the 1(01[0 hypothesis. The 3rro background with fused or lost photons 

is located in the tail of the X2 distribution. The final 3no background level 

is 0.06% in NA48 while is 0.11% in the KTeV vacuum beam a.nd 0.03% in 

the regenerator one. Furthermore, in I(TeV, the regenerator contributes to an 

2 Here we report the resul t of the analysis of 2001 data taken wi th slightly 
different condition from 1998-1999 data period 



(l(.Iditional kind of b<tc:kgTOWld which b(~comes especially important in neutral 

(lnal states (1.23%), 

4.5 Definition of th~ Ilducial volume 

This is a crucial point as the fiducial vol ume IH]s t.o be the same for 71"0 1f0 and 

11"+71"- decays to allow the cancellation of t.he fluxes of Kaon 10 the ratio. It is 

dehllp.d by applying cuts on the reconstruct.ed I<aon energy and the decay vertex 

position. The distance cale is then translated in energy scale definition . The 

ullcertainty int.roduc d on R is small if the beginni ng of the 1(.5 decay region is 

d(lfined by the position of a geometrical obje.c.!: Ly vetoing ](s dec:ays occurring 

upstream. The unr.enainty of 1 em on the V(~rt( \ X position is induceing an error 

of 10-'1 on t.he energy s(:a.le. I<TeV uses t.he regenerator edge, wbich position 

is reconstrnc:t.erl and adjusted wit.h the J\·1onl:e carlo with a precision of :::::::5 cm. 

NA48 uses the position of a set of seintillators wit.h Ii converter (called A](8) 

whic:h is reconstructed with an uncertainty of ~3 em. 

4.6 Acceptance to four modes 

Because of the very dift'r.rent J( I" and J( s Ii feti me t.he average acceptance for 

decays in t.he two bearn:-) is different. 

The a.cceptance correction on R in KTeV is based on a detailed Monte carlo 

silllu.lation. tuned with f{ r, ~ 1fev and K /" ~ 1f
0

7f
0

11'
O decays, and it is as 

large as 5.1%. However t.his is mostly due co the well-know detel.loI" geometry 

(8.j%). The remainillg effort. is to understand detector response and resolution. 

The errors quoteu on this correction to R al'e rlerived from data-Monte carlo 

c:omparison in 11"+ 1f- and 7r0 1f011'0 events. 

N A48 weights th0. ]( L events by tbe ree.onstructed J( s lifetime in order to 

minimise J( T" - J(s decay spectra differences . The. a.c:ceptance correction to R 

in .. aJr.ulated after wC'ip;ht.ing and it is decreased to the 0.22%, with a precision 

limited by the knowledge of t.hr. beam posit.ions a.nd shapes. The drawback of 

the \w~ighting method is a 35% increase of t.he slatistical error on R 

5 Fitting R 

In NA48 the four final decay distributions, cOl'l'esponding to 1f+1T- and 1f01f0 

dr.cays for J(/, and J(s. are corrected for the mistagged fraction of K'J events 
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and for trigger inefficiencies, weighted and background subtracted. The raw,R 

ratio is corrected for the acceptance in 5 GeV energy bins and the final result:is 

glven combining 20 values with an unbiased estimator shown in figure 1. KTeV 

after background subtraction has four samples corresponding to Vacuum beam 

(KL decays) and Regenerator beam (essentially 1(s decays) to 7l'+7f- and /TO nO 

final modes. They are corrected for acceptam:es ITom the very detail Monte 

carlo that include aJJ other possible effects. Data are fitted in 10 GeV bins, as 

in figure 2) resulting in Re(E Ie) and two regenerator param·eters. 

I k: 1.1 

I 
I 

1.05 

0.95 

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 
Kaon Energy (GeV) 

J 
I 
I 

Figure 1: Final result for the double ratio i'n 5- Ge V energy bins as fitted by 
NA48. 

5.1 Results 

The experimenta1 world average resuJt on Re(e11f..) is (16.7± 2.3) x 10-
4

. 

The NA48 measurement (14.7 ± 2.2') x 10-4 is the average of t~e three results 

for each data takin cr period: 1997 (18.5 ± 4.5 ± 5.8) x 10-4 11), 1998-1999 

[15~0± i. 7-f 2.1) x ~O-4 f~Y and -20()1 (1.3.7 ± 2.5 ± 2.0) x 10-4 13). 
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The KTeV measurement (20.7 ± 2.8) x 10-4 is the average of two different 

data sets: 1996-1997a (improved analysis) (23.2 ± 3.0 ± 3.9) x 10-4 and 1997b 

(19.8 ± 1. 7 ± 2.9) x 10-4 14). KTe V has sti1l to ana.lyse an equal amount of 

data. 

~. 7°F-a · . 
~ . 

x 60 . 
~ (a) . X2/DoF = 20 . .7 / 1 i 
~ 50 

Q) 

oc 40 J I 
T I .. 

1n~I~----I~----'1 -----,I----~I----~l----_!\ 
40 60 80 100 120 1.4D 160 

Kaon Momentum (,GeV/c) 

Figure 2: Data from KTeV in 10-GeV energy bins. 

5.2 Cross checks 

lvlany many cbeck have been made to test the stability of the results against the 

cut variations or gTouping data in pedods. KTeV has also introduce a weighted 

analysis which results differs from the stagdard one-by only (1.5 ± 3.9) x 10-4 . 

6 Concluslons 

Is almost 40 years that a significant portion of the physics community tried 

to understand the CP violation phenomenum in the Kaon system. Different 

techniques have been used by two groups to measure Re(E' /f.) . This showed the 

importance of several systemati~s. The value of Re(c.' / t) = (16. 7±2.3) x 10-4 is 
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now stabilised and solid: Direct CP Violation exists and it is precisely measured 

(lOa) However theoretical predictions have sti11large uncertainties. 
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ABSTRACT 

The first experiment dedicated to the measurement of the charge asymmetry 
of Dalitz plot parameters for J(± --7 1l'±1l'01l'0 decays is descri bed. The resul ts 
on the linear and qua.dratic coefficients and t.he charge asymmetry of the slope 
are presented. 

1 Introd uction 

Recent reslllts 1) on the direct CP-violation obtained with ](0 beams at CERN 
and Fermilab demonstrate that CP-violation can also be observed for lei:. de-

* coauthors A.Durum, G.Akopdzhanov. V.Anikeev, V.Bezzubov, 
Yu.Gilitsky, S.Gurzhiev, V.Korablev, V.](oreshev, A.Kozelov, E.Kozlovsky. 
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rVLSoldatov j KTrushin, A.Usachev, I.Vasilyev, V.Yakimchuk, S.Z\·yagintsev, 
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cays, in p'articular for .](± --+ 7r±7r0 'JT0 by measuring the charge asymmetry 
of the Dalitz plot slope /:).g = (g+ - g-)/(g+ + g-). At this moment both 
theoT~t.ica.l and experimental estimations of /:).g are rather uncertain. Theo
reticaJ predictions are model dependent and vary from about 10-3 to 10-6

. 

The most precise experimental results 2. 3) obtained in the independent ex

periments and quoted in PDG-2002 4) give /:).g=O.117±0.020. It is very Ul1-

probable to expect the CP-violation at this level and one can assume Lhat 
systematic errors are underestimated in one or both experiments. New data 

on g- = 0.697 ± O.007slat ± 0.019syst published in May 2002 5) somewhat 

clarify the situation. Using this result and those from 3) one can obt.ain 
~g=0.027±O .011 (stat) ±0.016(syst). 

It is hard to expect that the systematic error of /:).g can be less than 10-2 

if ~g is derived from different experiments. So both g+ and g- should be 
measured simultaneously in the same high statistics experiment to reach the 

accuracy of the order of 10- 3 or better. Such an experiment 6) was performed 
for K± -+ 7f'±7f'±1['T decays where ~g = -0.0070 ± 0.0053 was obtained. The 
results of the first experiment dedica.ted to search [or the direct CP-violation 
in I(± --7 ?T±1fo1fo decays are presented in th.is report. 

2 Experimental setup 

The experiment was performed at 70 GeV illEP accelerator . The experimental 
layout is shown in Fig.I. Unseparated 35 GeV Ie positive and negative hadron 
beams produced by 70' GeV protons in the external 30 cm Al target were 
used for kaon decay studies. The typical pa.rticle flux .was 4x 106 per 1.7 s 
spill . Scintillation counters Sl-S4 and beam hodoscopes BHI-BH4 were used 
to monitor the beam intensity and to measure particle trajectories and beam 
profiles. Kaons were selected with three threshold CI-C3 and two differential 
D1, D2 gas Cherenkov counters. The threshold counters were also used to 
select 10 GeV Ic electrons to calibrate GEPARD calorimeter. 

Abcut 20% of kaons decayed in the 58.5 m vacuum pipe. Kaons that pass 
the decay pipe were detected by the anticoincidence scintillation counter AC. 

Particles from l<aon decays were detected by the three scintillation ho-

doscopes HI-H3 7) and the gamma spectrometer GEPARD consisted of 1968 
lead-scintillator cells. GEPARD calibration was made using both 10 GeV Ic 
electron beam scanned over all cells and reconstructed events of J(± -+ 'JT±1fo 

decays. Both methods gave consistent results. The nO mass resolution obtained 
fyom the reconstructed decays turned out to be 13 MeV. 

Signals from the scintillation and Cherenlcov counters were used to form 
the first level trigger T1 = 81 . S2 . S3 . S4 . (D1 + D2) . C1 . 02 . C3 . AG. 



Decoy pipe 

HI H2 H3 
SI S2 S3 K5 S4 I I I 

1iGfJJllm~~~fll.fJ8~G -i-i~~ 
L JHtl,ll J. L 1 I 

Cl C2 C3 CMI CM2 Q6 K4 02 AC BH5 

Figur~ 1: Experimental setup (M - magnets, Q - quadrupoles, J( - collimators, 
S - beam counters, EN - beam hodoscopes, C - threshold Cherenkov counters, 
D - differential Cherenkov counters, A C - anticoincidence counter, H - scin
tillation hodoscopes). 

For the further reduction of the trigger rate down to 103 per spill 3 or more 
clusters with energy above 1 GeV were required to be registered in GEPARD. 

Stability of the particle beam .D.ld detectors was carefully monitored dur
ing the runs. Beam polarity was changed every 1-2 days to minimize systematic 
uncertainties in measuring charge asymmetry for J(± decays. 

3 Data analysis and results 

Two sets of criteria were used for off-line selection of K± --+ 1f±7r0 1fo decays. 
The first set includes the following main requirements: a) decay vertex is re
constructed with the confidence level of ~O.05 and is inside the decay pipe, b) 
only one track is reconstructed in the HI - H3 hodoscopes, c) 4 gammas with 
energies above 2 GeV are registered in GEPARD. In the second set the two 
last requirements were more loose: b) one or two tracks are reconstructed in 
the HI - H3 hodoscopes, c) 4 gammas with energies above 1 GeV are registered 
in GEPARD. The selected events were subjected to a kinematic fit to check 
their consistence with the hypothesis of J{± ---+ 7r±1I"0 7r0 decay. Events with 
confidence level h.igher than 0.05 ·were accepted. 

Up to now about 50% of the total statistics have been analysed. The 
l1Umbers of selected events are equal to 59k(J{+), 69k(K-) and 227k(K+), 
285k(K-) for the first and second sets of criteria respectively. 

Kinematic parameters of the decays obtained in the fit were used to cal
culate the Dalitz plot variables u and v. The matrix element !vi of K ---+ 311" 

decays as a fundion of u, v can be presented in the form 4): 
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To cstimat,l' the DaJitz plot parameters 9, hand k the leas t. square fitting 
procedure with weighted MC events was used to obta.in the best a.greement 
between MC and experimental 'U, v-dis tributions of the events selected with 
the first set of criteria. Obtained parameters for J-(+ and [(- decays turned 
out to be equal within the errors and their average values are: 

9 :=: 0.688 ± 0.021, h = 0.050 ± 0.021, k = -0.010 ± 0.006. 

To eva.luate 69 t.he method mentiolled above was applied to the differ
ence of normalized u-distributions for 1(+ and 1<'- events s~I(,cted with the 
second set. of criteria. As a result b..g = -0.0003 ± 0.0025(stot) was obtained. 
The systema.tic error was estima.ted to be less than 1.5.10- 3 . This is the best 
experimental estimatioll of the charge asymmetry of the Dali tz plot slope. 

,Ve would like to thank A.Logunav, N.Tyurin, A.Zait.sev for the contin
uous support: of our cA-periment. This work was supported i11 part by RFBR 
grants 00 15 9 6733 and 02 02 17019. 
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ABSTRACT 

The method of QCD light-cone swn rules is applied in the calculation of soft 
nonfactorizable contributions to the decay amplitude for B --> J/'Ij;K. The 
result confirms expectations that in color-suppressed decays nonfactorizable 
,corrections can be sizable. 

1 Decay amplitude 

Precise measurements of exclusive nonleptonic B decays have initiated theoret

ical considerations which go beyond the naive factorization approach frequently 

'" Work done in collaboration with R. Ruckl. 
t Alexander von Humboldt Fellow. On leave of absence from the Rudjer 

Boskovic Institute, Zagreb, Croatia. 



used in the calculation of decay amplitudes. Nonfactorizable contributions have 

been investigated in several appt:oaches 1) 2, 3) for different classes of two-body 

nonleptonic B decays. III this talk we focus on noniactorizable corrections in 

the decay B --+ J /'l/JI(' This channel is particularly interesting because of a 

su bstantial discrepancy between the prediction from naive factorization and ex

periment by more than a fa.ctor of three in t.he branching ratio. Also, this mode 

belongs to the color-suppressed class-2 decays for which large nonfactorizable 

contributions are expected. 

The weak matrix element can be written in the form 

where FtK is the B --? K form factor and the parameter a2 incorporates factor

izable and nonfactorizable contributions. A particular useful parametrization 

is given by 
Cl (p,) PtK(/J) 

a2 = C2 (J1) + ~ + 2C1 (p,) p+ (m2 ) J 

e BJ< Jj!/.' 

(2) 

where C1 ,2 are the short-dista.nce 'Vilson coefficients. The first. two terms in 

(2) result from the na.ive factorization) while the term proportional to F1K 
represents nonfact.orizable contributions. Since a2 parametrizes a physicaJ de

cay amplitude, the scale dependence of the individual terms in a2 must canceL 

Taking Jl- = mb. one has, numerically, Ct (m,,) = 1.802 and C2 (mb) = -0.185 4). 

2 Noruactorizable effects 

According to the large Ne analysis 5) J there could be a ca,Dcellation between 

the last two terms in (2), which are both of order liNe relat.ive to the leading 

term. In case of such a cancellation, a2 ,....., C2 would be negative. \Vhile the 

negative value of a2 is consistent with experiment on D decays, experimental 

data on B decays suggest a positive a2 ' However, different expucit estimates 

of nonfactorizable contributions in B deca.ys have predicted different signs of 

a2· 

. In 6), the QeD light-cone sum rule method 3) was applied to the cal

culation of soft nonfactoriza.ble cootributions in B -t J /1jJI(' The relevant 

operators in the weak Hamiltonian H ware 

_ ).0. >..D. 
O2 = (crp2c)(srp2 b) , (3) 
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· .I1~, 
J v (p-k) 

~ 

", k 

Figure 1: Leading soft nonJa.ctorizable contributwns as estim.ated by QeD light
cone sum. rules . The shaded ellipse denotes the J( meson l'/:ghl-cone d·isi1'ibuiion 
ampUtude. The c'U.rrents j! Nand jf generaf,e states with J /Ij; and B quantum 
n'U.m.l>er8, respccti1Jely. The squaTe stands for the 62 jour-quark weak opem
tor 6) . 

It is the contribution of 62 to the matrix element (1), which is expected to 

give rise to the leading nonfactorizable effects. The sum rule approach allows 

to estimate t.he contribution of soft-gluon exchange between the J!?/J and the 

B - ]( system, see Fig. 1. To this end, one has to isolate the ground state 

contribution in the correlation function 6) 

Fv(p,q} k) = J crxe-i(p+q):r. J d4 ye i (p-k)Y(K(q)IT Ut/W(y)V(O)jf (x)}IO) 

(4) 
represented graphically in Fig.l. Taking to accowlt twist-3 a.nd twist-4 contri

butions calcula~ed at the appropriate scale Pb "-' mb/2, one 6nds 

(5) 

and substituting (5) in (2), 

(6) 

Although the nonfactorizable matrix element. (5) is rather small, it enhances 

a2 by 30 -7- 700/(:, due to the large coefficient 2C1 (Ph). 
In addition} ODe has nonfactorizable contributions from hard-gluon ex

change. They have been estimated in QeD jactorizat'ion 1) and amount to 

another 25% correction 7). Thus, in total one obtains 

(7) 
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One can see, that the theoreticaJ eA-pectation (8) is sti II too small to 

explain the experimental value 

(8) 

However, it is interesting to note) that. the t.heoretical approach described here 

predicts a positive sign of a2 in agreement with experiment and in the con

tradiction with the argument based on liNe expansion 5) . . Finally, a com

parison of the vaJue (8) deduced from the measurement of B -). J I,¢J( with 

la21 exp = 0.4 -;- 0.5 fOl" EO -7 n(·)07l0 decays 8) indicates a substantial nonuni

versality of a2 in color-suppressed decays. 
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ABSTRACT 
\Ve report a preliminary result for DO_Do mixing and the doubly Cabibbo 
suppressed decay rate Ro based on an analysis of DO -1 ](+7r- decays from 
57.1 fb- 1 of data collected at or just below the Y(4S) resonance with the 
BABAR detector at the PEP-II collider. We set 95% confidence limits for the 
mixing parameters X

l2 and V and find that our result is compatible with no 
mixing and no CP violation. In the limit of no mix.ing we find the doubly 
Cabibbo suppressed decay rate RD = (0.357 ± 0.022 (stat.) ± 0.027 (syst.))% 
and the CP violating asymmetry AD = 0.095 ± 0.061 (stat.) ± 0.083 (syst.). 

Motivation 

Mixing can be characterised by the two parameters x ::::::: ~m/r and y == ~r /2f, 
where 6.m (6.r) is the difference in mass (width) between the two different mass 

.. On behalf of the BABAR collaboration. 



eigenstates and r is the average width. 
Within the Standard Model the level of DO_Do mixing and CP violation 

is predicted _ to be below the sensitivity of current experiments 1) . For this 

reason it is a good place to look for signals of physics beyond the Standard 

ModeL Other experiments 2, 3) have already tried this with smaller datasets 

using a technique similar to what is described here. In any attempt to measure 

mixing one shou.ld consider the possibility of CP violation also as, with new 

physics) there is no a priori expectation that it is insignificant. 

Mixing and CP violation can be detected by observation of the wrong-sign 

decay DO ---+ K+1f- (charge conjugation is implied unless otherwise stated) . 

Production through direct decay 1S doubly Cabibbo suppressed (DCS) but it is 

also possible for the DO to oscillate into a 15° and subsequently decay through 

the right-sign Cabibbo favoured (CF) decay]5o -t K+7f-. The two processes 

can only be distinguished by an analysis of the time evolution of the decay. 

Assuming Xl I yl « 1 and that CP is conserved, the time-dependent decay 

rate for the wrong-sign decay DO -t K+rr- from DCS decays and mixing is 

r(DO -4 ](+ 1T - )(t) DC e -tfT D' (Rn + ,jii;;y' t lTD' + X,2 : y,2 (t lTD' )' ) 

(1 ) 
where 'DO is the DO lifetime and RD is the ratio ofDCS to CF decays! . Because 

Xl ooly appears in the time distribution as a squared value, it is not possible to 

determine the sign of Xl in an analysis based on the DO --t K+1f- decay alone. 

CP violation can be either direct, in mixing or in the interference between 

the two. The CP violation gives rise to different apparent values for the pa
rameters in eq. 1 so we define Ri)<-) , x l+(-) and yl+(-) for D mesons produced 

as a DO (15°). 

2 The BABAR. detector and data selection 

For this a.nalysis, we use 57.1 fb- 1 of data collected with the the BABAR de

tector which is described in detail elsewhere 4). Reconstructlon of charged 

particles and particle identification of Kaons and pions are the most essen

tial. Ttacldng is provided by a five-layer silicon vertex tracker (SVT) and a 

lX' = XCOSOK7'i + ysinoKrr and yl = -x sinoK1l" +y COSfJK1l" where OK7r is an 
unknown strong phase. 
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forty-layer drift chamber (DCH), both in a 1.5 T solenoidal magnetic field. A 

Cherenl<ov riJ1g ima.ging detector (DIRC) is placed outside the tracking volume. 

Kaons (pions) a.re identified by calculating a likelihood product. of the 

information from dE/d.?: measurements in the SVT and DCH and the recon

structed ChC'rrnkov angle and photon statistics from the DillC, with an effi

ciency above 75% (80%) and mis-id rate below 8% (7%) for p < 4 GeV/c. 
We select DO candidates from reconstructed D·+ ~ D°7r+ decays . The 

charge of the pion in the deca.y identifies the flavour of the DO and also serves 

to create a clean sample of no decays. Both right-sign and wroug-sign DO 

candidates are selected. We select only D""+ candidates with PD·+ > 2.6 GeV/c 

in the cent.re-of-mass frame to reject D*+ ca.ndida.tes from B decays. Other 

event selection criteria are employed to ensure that we have high q uali ty tracks 

and do not have any D*+ candidates with multiple overlapping tracks. 

3 Results 

An unbinned ma..'Xlnllun likelihood fit is used to extract the mixing parame

ters . For each D*+ candidate we use the DO candidate mass mK7r' the mass 

difference om bet.wepl) t.he n·+ and the DO candidate and the pl'oper lifetime 

and error on the lifetime of the no candidate. The DO lifetime and the signal 

resolution rnodel is determined from the large right.-sign sample. S:idebands are 

included in mK~ and om such that the level and time evolutioD of the different 

background types can be evaluated. In figure 1 we show the time evolution 

of the wrong-sign sample. In total we observe around 120,000 (440) ri.ght-sign 

(wrong-sign) signal events. 

Since the fit allows X l2 to take unphysical negative values an error estimate 

from the log-likelihood surface (LLS) would require a Bayesian analysis where 

the choice of prior is not clear. In a.dditioD, an accurate error estimate from 

the LLS requires a LLS s~ape that is independent of the outcome of the fit . 

At the current level of statistics these requirements are not even approximately 

met, especially for the small mixing values observed. 

Instead we use a method where we define a 95% confidence limit contour in 

X
l2 and yl space using toy Monte Carlo experiments2 • Contours are constructed 

2With a toy tvIonte Carlo expeIiment we mean a Monte Carlo sample of the 
same size as the data generated from the PDF of the fit. 
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such that there is a 95% probability for any pOint fie = (X/~, y~) on the contour 

that the likelihood ratio 

(2) 

will be greater than the corresponding value 6)n Ldat,a(Oc) calculated for the 

data. Lmax is here the maximum likelihood obtained from the fit to either data 

or a toy Monte Carlo sample. The probability is evaluated by creating multiple 

toy Monte Carlo samples at the point o.e and for each of the samples evaluate 

6. In L(ac )' after a fit. 
As well as for the general case a.llowing for CP violation we also calculate 

our results for the special cases where CP is conserved and where no mixing 

is allowed . In the case where we assume no mixing we calculate the direct CP 

violation term AD == (Ri) - Rj))/(Rfj + Rj)). 

Table 1: A summary of our results including .systematic errors . A central value 
is reported Jor both the full fit allowing X

/2 < OJ and from a fit with X
/2 fixed at 

zero. The 95% confidence limits are JOT the case where X
l2 is .free. 

Fitted Central Value 
Fit type Parameter XI2 free X

l2 fixed at 0 95% C.L. interval 

R6 [%] 0.32 0.35 0.18 < R6 < 0.62 
R'D [%] 0.26 0.27 0.12 < Ro < 0.56 

CP violation XI+2 -0.0008 0 X'+2 < 0.0035 
allowed X I - 2 -0.0002 0 X I- 2 < 0.0036 

yl+ [%] 1.7 0.7 -7.5 < yl+ < 3.4 
y'- [%] 1.2 0.9 -5.7 < y'- < 3.6 

No CP Ro [%] 0.30 0.31 0.22 < RD < 0.46 
violation X 

,2 -0.0003 0 X,2 < 0.0021 
yl [%] 1.3 0.8 -3 .7 < yl < 2.4 

No mixing Ro = (0.357 ± 0.022 (stat.) ± 0.027 (syst.))% 
AD = 0.095 ± 0.061 (stat.) ± 0.083 (syst.) 

The confidence contours for the mixing results including ~ystematic errors 

are shown in figure 2 and the overall results are summa.rised in table 1. 

For our systematic errors we eva.luate tbe contributions from W1certainties 

in the parametrjsation of the PDF's, detector effects, and effects of our selection 

crjteria. Por detector effects like alignment errors or charge asymmetry we 

measure their effect on the right-sign control sample. For variations in the 
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Figure 2: 95% confidence limits for 
nO (dashed) and [50 (dotted) sepa
rately (allow'ing for CP violation) and 
the contour when no CP violation is 
allowed (full). The solid point repTe
sents the m.ost likely fit point in the 
case of no CP violation and the open 
c'ircle the samr>. but forcing X

,2 > O. 

event selection we assign for this preliminary result. the fuB variations in the 

resulting contours as systematic errors. 

In summa.ry we have set llew and improved limits 011 mixing and ,CP 

violation for neutral D mesons. OUf results are compatible with no mixing and 

no CP violation, all of which fits well with the predictions from the Standard 

Model given our current sensitivity. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Standard Model cont.ribution to no _]50 mixing is dominated by the 
contr! butions of light sand d qua.rks . Neglecting the tiny effects due to b quark, 
both mass and lifetime differences vanish in the limit of SU(3)F symmetry. 
Thus, the main challenge in the Standard Model calculation of the mass and 

wid th difference in the no - n° system is to estimate the size of S U (3) breaking 
c·ffects. We prove that D meson mixing occurs in the Standard Model only at 
second order in SU(3) violation . We find that y = (Af)/(2f) of the order of 
one percent is natural in the Standard Model. We also discuss the sensitivity 
to new physics in measurements of D meson mixing. 

One of the most i.m porum t motivations for studies of DO _]50 mixing is the 

possibility of observing a signal from new physics which can be separated from 

lhe one generated by the Standard Model (SM) interactions. The no - DO 

mixing proceeds ex-tremely slowly, which in the Standard Model is usually 



operator that creates a DO meson and annihilates a 15°, the matrix element, 

whose SU(3) flavor group theory properties we will study, may be written as 

(01 D t1 w 'H.w D 10). Since the operator D is of the form cu, it transforms in 

the fundamental representat.ion of SU(3), which we will represent with a lower 

index, D i . We use a convention in which the correspondence between matrix 

indices and quark flavors is (ll 2, 3) = (11., d , s). The only nonzero element of Di 

is Dl = 1. The ~C = -1 pa.rt of the weak Hamiltonian has the flavor structure 

(liic) (iiJq/r:), so its matrix repl'esenta.tion is written with a fundamental index 

and two antifundamentals, H~j. This operator is a sum of ilTeps contained in 

the product 3 x"3 x 3" = 15 + 6 + 3 +3. In the limit in which the third generation 

is neglected, Hij is traceless, so only the 15 and 6 representations appear. We 

introduce SU (3) breaking through the quark mass operator M, whose matrix 

representation is NI} = diag(mlll md, ms) as being in the adjoint representation 

to induce SU(3) violating effects. We set mu ~ md = 0 and let ms to be the 

only SU(3) violating parameter . All nonzero matrix elements built out of Dil 

H~j and M] must be SU(3) singlets, 

We now prove that DO - DO mixing arises ouly at second order in SU (3) 

violation, by which we mean second order in ms. First, we nOte that the pair 

of D operators is symmetric, and so the product DiDj transforms as a 6 under 

SU(3). Second, the pair of t1w 'S is also symmetric, and the product H1j H~m 
is in one of the reps which appears in the product [(15 + 6) X (15 + 6)] 5 A 

direct computation shows that out of many possible representations, only three 

actually appear in the decomposition of 1iw 1-lw, the 60, the 42, and the 15' 

(actually twice, but with the same nonzero elements both times), So we have 

product operators of the form DD = Do, t1w 1-I..w = Oao + 0 42 + 0 15 /. where 
the subscript denotes the representation of SU(3). Since there is no "6 in the 

decomposition of 1-i.w t1w , there is no SU(3) singlet which can be made with 

'D6l and no SU(3) invariant matrix element (01 D 1i.w 1iw D 10) can be formed. 

This is the well known result that DO - 15° mixing is prohibited by SU (3) 

symmetry. Now consider a single insertion of the SU (3) violating spurion M. 

The combination DaM transforms a.s 6 x 8 = 24 + 15 + 6 + 3.: There is still 

no ' invariant to be made with t1w t1 w , thus DO - DO miring is not induced at 
first order in SU(3) breaking. With two insertions of M, it becomes possible 

to make an SU(3) invariant. The decomposition of DMM is 

6 x (8 x 8)s = (60 + 42 + 24 + 15 + IS' + 6) + (24 + 15 + 6 + 3) + 6. (2) 
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There are three elements of the 6 x 27 part wruch ca.n give invariants with 

1lw 'H. w . Each invaria.nt yields a contribution to DO - ]50 mixing proportional 

to .sim;. Thus, DO - 150 mixing arises only at second order in the SU(3) 

violating parameter ms. 

Table 1: Value.s OfYF,R and branching jractions jor the corresponding 'ffi1J.ltiplets 
jor some two-, three-, and fOU1'-body final states . A contrib'ution of a m.ultiplet 
t b d t f th th' d d f tJ I o y 1 .. 5 gwen 'Y a pro 'Uc 0 e , 'tT an OU1' t co 'umns. 

Final state representation YF,R/SI YF,R (%) Fraction 
pp 8 -0.0038 -0.018 5% 

27 -0 .00071 - 0.0034 
PV 8A 0.032 0.15 10% 

8s 0.031 0.15 
10 0.020 0.10 
10 0.016 0.08 
27 0.04 0.19 

(VV)s-wave 8 -0.081 -0.39 5% 
27 -0.061 -0.30 

(VV)p-wave 8 -0.10 -0.48 
27 -0.14 -0 .70 

(VV)d-wave 8 0.51 2.5 
27 . 0.57 2.8 

(3P)s-wave 8 -0,48 -2.3 5% 
27 -0.11 -0.54 

(3P)p-wave 8 -1.13 -5.5 
27 -0.07 -0.36 

(3P)form-factor 8 -0.44 -2.1 
27 -0.13 -0.64 

4P 8 3.3 16 10% 
27 2.2 11 
27' 1.9 9,2 

One can explicitly study the contributions to Y [Tom on-shell final states, 
which result from every conunon decay product of no and DO. In the SU(3) 

limit., these cont.ributions cancel when one sums over complete SU(3) multipiets 

in the final state. The cancellations depend on SU (3) symmetry both in the 

decay matrix clements and in the final state phase space. vVhiie there a.re 

SU(3) violating corrections to both of these, it is difficult to compute the 
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SU (3) violation in the matrL""\: elements in a model independent manner. Yet, 

with some mild assumptions about tbe momentum dependence of the matrix 

elements, the SU (3) violation in the phase space depends only on the final 

particle n:asses and can be computed. We estimate the contributions YF,R to Y 

from seve~'al com.plete SU(3) 1nultiplets originating solely from SU (3) violation 

in the phase spa.ce. We find that this source of SU(3) violation can generate 

y of the order of a few percent 5). Our results are summarized i11 Table 1. 

We observe that there a.re entries in Table 1, like nonresonant 4P, which could 

ma.ke contributions to y at the level of a. percent or larger. There, the rest 

masses of the Rna.! state particles take up most of the available energy, so 

phase space differences are very important. One can see that y on the order of 

a few percent is completely natural, and that anything an order of magnitude 

smaller 'would requil'e significant cancellations which do not appear natw'ally 

in this framework. Indeed, some degree of ca.ncellation is possible between 

different multiplets, as would be expected in the me ~ 00 limit, or between 

SU (3) breaking in phase space and in matrix elements . It is not knov.r:n how 

effective these cancellations are , and the !llost reasonable assumption in light 

of our analysis is that they a.re not significant enough to result in an order 

of magnitude suppression of y, as they are not enforced by any symmetry 

arguments. Therefore, any future discovery of a D meson width difference 

should not by itself be interpreted as an indicatioo of the breakdown of the 

Standard IviodeJ. 
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ABSTRACT 

\Ve present the performance of the Tevatron and its experiments CDP and Del 
in the current Run II at Fermi1ab. First measurements in heavy flavor physics 
are shown and possible measurements in the future are described . 

1 Tevatron Run II and Detector Upgrade 

Tevatron Run II at FermiJab sta.rted more than one year ago. It has been 

running at 1.96 TeV with 396 ns bunch crossing. The peak instantaneous 

luminosity at 'levatron by October 2002 was a.bove 3 x lO:n cm-2s- 1 . Though 

the detector commissioning for the CDP nd D0 experiments is not complete, 

some of the data taken may already be used for future publication . 

.. On behalf of the CDF and D0 collaborations. 
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One advantage of a hadTOn collider such as Tevatron is that charm and 

bottom quarks are produced copiously by the strong int.eraction and then frag

ment into all kinds of hadron states such as B s , Be) Ab, which are not are not 

produced a.t B factories running at the Y( 4S) resonance. Therefore, Tevatron 

provjdes unique capabilities for studying these particles and their interactions. 

The bb production cross-section at Tevatron is several orders of magni

tudes higher than the e+e- machines, but the inelastic scattering cross-section 

is even larger. In order to study b decays which belong to the lower end of the 

energy and momentum spectra at Tevatron, specialized lepton and di-Iepton 

triggers slIch as J /I/J -4 J.1.+ p- are required. In Run il, both the CDP and D0 
experiments have moved the track triggers to Levelland have the capabilities 

of triggering on displaced tracks at Level 2 using the silicon vertex detectors 

(SVX). This allows triggering and st.udying purely h;:tdronic B decays such as 

BO 4 71'+ 11- and B~ 4 D; 1r+. Precise secondary vertex reconstruction is 

necessary for any of these B decay studies to succeed. 

Detailed Run II detector llpgrade information for CDF and D0 experi-

ments can be found in the reference 1). ' 

CD F has extended their SVX acceptance by a factor of 2 compared to Run 

I and the innermost ({Layer 00" layers are less than 2 em from the beampipe. 

CDF has also added a "Time of Flight)) (TOF) detector between the (new) 

Central Outer Tracker and the superconducting solenoid magnet. The timing 

resolution for an individual pa.rticle in TOF.is about 100 ps. It provides a K-1f 
separation at the level of about 1-2 a (standard deviation) . 

As an important part of the Run II upgrade, D0 now nas a 2.8 m long 

superconducting solenoid magnet with a magnetic field strength of 2 Tesla, 

encloSing the the sCintilJating fiber tracker (CFT) and the SVX. This allows 

D0 to measure momentum with a resolution dPrIPj. about 0.002. With some 

preliminary alignment, the impact parameter resolution at D0 has achieved 

the level of 20 Jlm (Fig. 1). 
D0 excels in lepton measurements including excellent coverage, trigger 

efficiency and identHication capability. The addition of central and forward 

preshowers in the upgrade adds to the strength of electron triggering a.nd iden

tification. There is also a major upgrade in the muon system, especially in its 

trigger front-end electronics. The momentum threshold of the muon trigger is 

now as low as 1.5 GeV Ic and the pseudo-rapidity 1171 coverage is e)..-tended to 2. 
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Figure 1: D0 1:mpact pammeter resolution has achieved a resolution about 20 
IDJ-l (exclu.ding the beamspot) with preli.minary alignment. 

Detector and trigger commissioning came together rather quickly for 

CDF. By this summer, the CDF trigger rates have been about 6400 Hz, 145 Hz 
and 25 Hz at Level 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The number of CDF triggers has 
increased quickly and currently stabilizes at about 140. 

For 00, new detectors such as the SVX and central fiber tracker (CFT) 

have worked well such that more than 95% of SVX channels and 98% of CFT 

channels have been successfully read out. The D0 trigger rates have achieved 

400 Hz, 150 Hz and 50 Hz at Level I, 2, and 3 respectively. 

2 First results from CDF and D0 

By October 2002, both experiments have collected more than 80 pb- 1 of data 

and about 10 pb- 1 of the high quality data for each experiment. have been 

select.ed to be used for sophisticated data analyses. 

As one of the first RUll II measurements by CDF, the jncluslve B lifetime 

is cr = 458 ± lO{stat) ± l1{syst) 'ml and for the exclusive B+ ~ J /'ljJK+, 
CT = 446 ± 43{stat) ± 13{syst) p..m. 00 has also made its first inclusive B 

. lifetime measurement C7 = 492 ± 37(stat) fJ-m (Fig. 2). In addit.ion, CDP has 
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Figme 2: D0 inc"l'U.sive B lifetime measu.rement from fitting the J /'IjJ proper 
decay length spectrum. The e710T here is statistical only. 

measured various B meson and 'IjJ(2S) masses which are all compatible with the 

result.s published by the Particle Data Group (PDG) 2). 

The purely hadl'onic B trigger has allowed CDF to collect a large charm 

sample. Assuming the targeted integrated luminosity of 2 fb- 1 for Run Ha, 
CDF expects to reconstruct D decay events in the order of 10 millions, which 

will be e\'en more than a.ny dedicated charm experiments have done before. 

Moreover> with the purely hadronic trigger, CDF can now measure the mass 

difference between D;' and D± (Fig 3). The preliminary result is ~m ::::: 99.28± 

0.43 ± 0.27 MeV, which is compat.ible with the PDG value 99.2 ± 0.5 MeV. 

Another example of the charm physics measurements that CDP is able 

to do is the measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed decay rates: 

r(D -4 I{K)/f(D -4 KIT) = (11.17 ± 0.48 ± 0.98)% (P DC: 10.83 ± 0.27) 
r(D -4 1i1f)/r(D -4 Kn) = (3.37 ± 0.20 ± 0.16)% (P DC : 3.76 ± 0.17) 

The second measurement above has. an accuracy which is already comparable 

to the world average published by the PDG. The large charm sample will allow 

measurements of rare decays and perhaps even CP violation and mixing in the 

D sector. 

Other measurements include D0 b-qua.rk production and J 1'0 cross-sections 

at the higher center-of-mass energy and extended TJ region (ITJI ~ 2). Exclusive 
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Figure 3: CDF measurement of D; - D± mass difference. 

B± -+ J /1/J + K± channel has also been reconstructed by D0 for the first time. 

3 Upcoming measurements 

Both experiments have made progress to measure B~ mixing. Hadronic decays 

have been reconstructed and the next step is to reconstruct B~ -+ D~1I+ as 

well as D~ -+ <p1I-. Sophisticated flavor tagging algorithms and extended 

SVX acceptance in both experiments will be exploited. This is one of the 

measurements that e+e- B factories cannot do but Tevatron can. From the 

B physics Tevatron report 3) I CDF and D0 are expected to measure the B~ 
mix:ing parameter up to a value about 50-60 and 30 respectively. 

D0 is also working towards measuring the Ag lifetime, Currently, the ra

tio T(Ag) /'T(BO) has been measured to be 0.798 ± 0.052 4) using semi-Ieptonic 

decays. But the theoretical expectation for this ratio is ~ 0.9 - 1.0, It will be 

very interesting to measure T(Ag) at Run II using exclusive and full hadronic 

decay modes which would not depend on the Monte Carlo K factor (momen

twn) correctlon as needed in the semi-leptonic analyses. 

CDF was the first to measure a sigl1ificantly non-zero CP violation param

eter sin(2.B) lIsing the Run I data 5). CDF and D0 can mea.sure this parameter 
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with better precision. According to the B physics Tevatron report 3) , with the 

assumption of an integrated luminosity of 2 fb- 1
, each experiment is capable 

of measuring si.n(2j1) with an elTor as small as 0.03. 

4 Swnrnary 

Though the Run II commissioning is yet to be complete, both CnF and D0 
e}"-perlments have produced the first series of results in heavy flavor physics, 
each wi th a selected data sample about 10 pb- 1 that have passed stringent 
quality criteria. The prospect for heavy flavor physics studies at Run II is 

excellent. In particular , collider experiments at Tevatron currently have the 
unique opportunity to perform accurate studies of the neutral B~ /B~ mesons 
such as their masses and lifetime differences. Thanks to the new hadronic 
trigger capabilities, a huge charm sample from Tevatron will allow all sorts of 
measurements in the D sector including mixing and CP violation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The CESR /CLEO facility at the Cornell University is undergoing conversion 
to CESR-c/CLEO-c, a facility dedicated to precision physics in the energy 
region of ""' 3-5 GeV. It includes, among others, the physics of open charm, 
charmoniulll , QeD exotics, and tau leptons. The facility is expected to be 
operational in 2003. 

1 Introduction 

The accelerator CESR and the detector CLEO I became operational at Cornell 

in 1979. The physics they were dedicated to was that of the bb bottomonium 

system, and heavy quark flavored mesons. There have been since several up
grades of both CESR and CLEO. In 1989 CLEO II, and in 2000 CLEO III, 

• On behalf of the CLEO Collaboration 



became operationa.l. CESR attained a record luminosity of 1.33 x 1033 cm- 2s- 1 

at 10.6 GeV. The llew plan is to convert to CESR-c/CLEO-c by 2003, and to op

erate in the Vs ~ 3-5 GeV region with luminosity""'" (1.5 -4.4) x 1032 cm-2 s- 1 . 

It is an ambitious ",3 yr. dedicated program of cutting edge resea.rch in the 

physics of open charm, charmollium, QCD exot.ics, and tau leptons. Details 

of the proposed program ca.n be found in Ref. 1. Several smaller reports a.re 

available in Ref. 2. 

The physics reach of CESR-c/CLEO-c is clear from the various thresholds 

that open in its energy range. Charmoniulll physics starts wi th 1Je at 2.98 Ge V, 

and extends at least upto 4.5 GeV. The T pair production sta.rts at 3.55 GeV. 

Open charm, or the physics of D mesons, starts at 3.73 GeV, with D, D"" and 

Ds pairs produced upto 5.2 GeV. Charmed baryon pair production begjns with 

A~'A-; at 4.56 GeV, and extends upto neOe at 5.5 GeV. And then, there are the 

QCD exotics, the light quark hybrids with masses in the 1.5-2.5 GeV region, 

the cha.rm quark hybrids with masses in the 4-5 GeV region, and glueballs from 

1.5 to 5.0 GeV . These will become accessible as secondary products. 

2 The CESR-c/CLEO-c Conversion 

CESR has been opera.ting jn the Js = 10-11 GeV region, where it has achieved 

luminosity upto 13.3 x 1032 em -2S-I! As it goes down to lower energies) it will 

require reopt,imization' of its beams. This mainly consists of the installation of 

18 meters of wiggler magnets. A prototype is already in the lattice) and seven 

others are in construction, which is expected to be completed before summer 

2003. The luminosity expected at various center of mass energies) a.nd the 

expected production of various particles of interest is given in Table 1. It is 

worth pointing out that these production rates a.re orders of magnitude larger 

than what has been acmeved anywhere before. For example, in 4 months 

running 1.3 billion J /t/J are expected to be produced. For comparisoD, the 

cumulative world tota.l of J /¢ produced' from discovery in 1974 to present js 

approrimately a factor 20 less. 

The CLEO TIl detector is a well-proven, hermetic detector with state-of

the-al"t capabilities for charged and neutraJ particle detectioD a.JJd identification . 

Two minor changes are being made to adopt it to CLEO-c. The silicon strip 

tracker (which suffered radiation damage) is being replaced by a stereo drift 
chamber, and the solenoid magnetic field is being reduced from 1.5 T to 1.0 T . 
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Table 1: Expected production of events at CLEO-c (1 yr = 107 s.) 

Eern Luminosity Integrated L Events 
(GeV) (1032cm- 2s-1 ) (fb- I ) 

3.10 1.46 rv 0.5 (4 months) 1.3 X 10'd J /'1jJ 
3.69 ,....., 4.1 rv 1.5 (4 months) 1 X 109'IjJ1 

3.77 '" 4.13 ""' 3 (9 months) 3 x 107 DD 
4.14 "",4.4 "" 3 (9 months) 1.5 x 106 DsDs 
4.60 ""' 4.4 '" 1 (3 months) ""' 4 x 105AeAc 
10.5-10.6 13.3 ""' 13.8 T(4S). bkg. 

Table 2: A compar-ison of the CLEO-c and BES-IJ detectors. 

Detector Element CLEO-c BES II 
Tracking Resolution 

at 1 GeV/c 0.5% 2.5% 
Maximum momentum for 7r I]{ separation 1.5 GeV Ie 600 MeV Ic 
dEldx Resolution 4.9% 9% 
Photon Energy Resolution 

at 1 GeV 21.5 MeV 220 MeV 
at 100 MeV 3.9 MeV 70 MeV 

lvlinimwn Photon Energy 30 MeV 80 MeV 
Solid Angle for Tracking 0.93 0.8 
Solid Angle fol' Photons 0.93 0.75 

Table II shows a comparison of the CLEO-c detector with BES II (at the Beijing 

collider, BEPC) which is the current best detector operating in this energy 

range . Note tbat the CLEO-c detector is more hermetic, and has factor 5 better 

charged particle tracking resolution, and more than an order of magnitude 

better photon energy resolution. 

3 Open Charm, D-Physics 

Precision studies in D-physics are important in order to validate lattice QCD 

predictions of non-perturbative strong interaction phenomenal which in turn 

are needed to interpret measurements in the quark flavour changing sector 
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of the Standard Model (quark mixing, CP violation, new physics, -t) from 

BABAR, BELLE, CDF /DO/BTEV, CMS/ ATLAS/LHC-b. 
CLEO has been making significant -contributions to D-physics for many 

years via D production in B decays. CLEO-c will bring unparal1eled precision 

to D-pbysics, prima.rilly due to the advantages of threshold production and 

high luminosity. 

The important advantages of threshold production are: 
• Avoiding backgrounds: Background from decays of higher ma5S pmti

c1es, e.g., b quarks, are excluded. 

• Measuring backgrounds: By going to just below the production thresh

olds of 7 or DD etc., all true backgrounds can be actually measured, not 

est.imated by Monte Carlo calculations, as at other machines. 

• Tagging: since T leptons and heavy flavoured objects, e .g., DO, D±, D~, 
A"t, ~c , .. · are produced in pairs, one of them can be used to tag the other) 

wruch can then be studied in any and an of its decay modes. 

• SmaJJ Lorentz boost: Avoids analysis complications. 

• Precjsion Calibrabons: Available because of high yield reactions with 

J /1/J and .IjJ' decays. 

. Tables ill and IV list the kind of measurements whic.h we intend to make 

at CLEO-c a·nd the precision which is expected with the i.nvestment of 3 fb- 1 

of luminosity. As can be seen there, in each measurement CLEO-c will make 

signjficant improvements over the existing levels of precision, and also a.bove 

the projected level at BaBar. The particle identi.fication for some of these 

measurements is illustrated in the four panel~ of Fig. L 

4 CP violation 

In the Standard Model, indirect CP violation via DO jjO mixing is predicted to 

be small, with B(DO -t Jjo ---t J) / B(DO -t f) ~ 10-<1 to 10-5, f ::::: Z+ X-, or 

](+1[-. It is dJfBcult for tills to be feasible at CLEO-c. For direct CP violation 

one needs to measure asymmetry A ::::: [R(D -t f) - R(D -t f)]/sum, with 

f = ](+ ](- n+ or 7J7r+. Asymmetry measurements at the level of "-' 2 x 10-2 

per year are possible at CLEO-c. Of course, a single event of the type 'I/J"(CP 
= +1) -t DOjjO(C = -1, L = lL with DoD decaying to two identical CP 

eigenstates like ](+](-, 7f+7f- or ](21r° would prove CP violation in the up

quark sector . 
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Table 3: Summary of CLEO-c Charm Decay Measurements. 

Decay Reaction Current BaBar CLEO-c 
Constant sensi ti vi ty sensitivity £=3fb- 1 

iD D+ --+ j.L+v UL 10 - 20% 2.3% 

iD. D; --+ f-l+v 14% 5 -10% 1.9% 

iD. D; --+ [+v 33% 1.6% 
Absolute Values 
Br(Do --+ J(7r) 2.4% 2-3% 0.6% 
Br(D+ -4 ](7r1l) 7.2% 3 - 5% 0.7% 
Br(D; --+ <1m) 25% 5 -10% 1.9% 

Table 4: CK]1;/ Matrix Elements. 

Vcd Ves Vcb Vub \ltd vts 
Current 7% 16% 5% 25% 36% 39% 
After CLEO-c 1.7%t 1.6%i 3%* 5%* 5%· 5%* 

t Ves from DO ---+ Kl+/J, and Vcd from DO -4 1fl+v, both with .c = 3 fb- 1 at 
CLEO-c 

* Estimated with CLEO-c validated lattice QCD contributions, and expected 
B-factory and Tevatron data. 

5 Charrnonimn Physics 

Charmonium was discovered in 1974, and one would think that we have ex

hausted its spectroscopy by now (see Fig. 2). Unfortunately, nothing could be 

farther from the truth. The fact is that lots of discovery physics has been done, 

but little of precision spectroscopy has been done. The easier measurements 

have been made, the difficult ones remain. 

A brief summary of the present shortcomings would include the following. 

The spin Singlet states he e PI) and 1J~ (2' So) I and most of the states above the 
DD threshold have not been identified. The data for the charmonium ground 

state 1Jc is extremely poor, with only "-' 26% of hadronic decays having been 

identified, and with none of the branching ratios measured with less than ±30% 

error. No more than 10% of the hadronic decays of the Xce PJ ) states ha.ve 
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Figure 1: fllustrations of CLEO-c capabilities in 1 jb- 1 . (Top left) lvl (I( 7r) in 
1P(3770) --1 DO Jjo J DO -t J(-1f+! 6.E(= E(D) - Eb ) and RICH cuts; 51JV = 
50/1. (Top 1'ight) AI (I(-1f+1f+), '1fJ(3770) --1 DD, D+ -t J(-rr+1r+, 1JJ'ith tag 
on one D. D.E, dE/dx c'/},ts. Absolute B(D --1 J(1f1r) determined. (Bottom. 
left) Jv[(v2

) for Js = 4100 Me V --1 DaDs, Ds --1 J1-+v tagged pairs. Ds -t fJV 

events are shaded. (Bot1;om right) Jv/(v) for '1/)(3770) --1 DD,Do --11f-e+v 
tagged events. Do -t 1fev events are shaded, J(aon events are outside RICH. 

ever been measurecl. The two photon widths of 1b XO I X2, and 7fc remain poorly 

determined, wit.h la.rge discrepancies between results from experiments using 

different techniques. Different measurements of the all important R pa.rameter, 

R:::::::: a(hadron)/a(JJj.L) do not agree even qualitatively. I can not go into det.ails 

of all these here (see Ref. 3)) but let me describe a. few. 

Consider the ground states of quarkollia, Icc> charmonium and Ihb > 
bottomoniuITI) whosp. importance cannot be exaggerated. The bottomonium 

ground state has never been identined. After severa.l fa.lse starts, the char

monium ground state, 17c(llSo) was identified at SLAC in radiztive transitions 
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Figure 2: Char-monium. Spectrum. The bound states hee PL), 17~(21 So), and 
states above the D jj breakup threshold have not yet been -identified. 

from J / 'IjJ (3097) and from '¢I (3686). However I since these transitions are JVIl al

lowed, and Ml forbidden respectively, they are extremely weak, the knowledge 

of 17c parameters is quite poor. The errors are large, and different experiments 

disagree, often outside their errors. Furt.ber, as noted ea.rHer, none of the few 

hadronic decays of 17c which have been measured have errors less than ±30%. 

This is an apalling'state of affairs, and must .be improved. As Table I shows, at 

CLEO-c we e)..--pcct to produce 1.3 billion J /1/J in 4 months of running. These 

in turn should lead to ,....", 1.6 million rye despite the weakness of the Ml tran

sition, and make it possible to make precision measurements in essentially all 

decay chan nels' of the 77c. Just to highlight one jmpol'tan t decay: The decay 

'f/c --+ pp has at present a. world total of 41 events. This will be increased nearly 
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a thousand-fold at CLEO-c. 

The Fermilab PV annihilation experiments E760 /E835 have provided pre

cision data on the mass, and importantly on the total, radiative, and two

photon widths of 3 P l states. However, because of the limitations of their non

magnetic detector, they have not been able to measure hadronic decays. At 

CLEO-c we will have samples of,...., 100 million each of Xo, Xl, and X2 from the 

radiative decays of '1//, and it will be possible to make precision measurements 

of essentially all decays of these states. The Xl states sample the confinement 

region of the qij potential, and these measurements should shed important light 
on this s@ dark aspect of QCD. 

Two measurements which are going to be challenging even for CLEO

c are the identification of the spin-singlets, hee PI) and the radial excitation 

of the ground state, 1]~(21S0). Neither the old (e+e - ) experiments, nor the 

(pp) Fermilab experiment have been successful in identifying these states. At 

CLEO-c, he can be searched for in the reaction 'IjJ' --+ he(f"O.J 3525)+11"°, although 

the available phase space is quite small. Similarly, the search for 1J~ will require 

the very best of CLEO-c's photon detection capability. If the recent claim of 

BELLE is correct, and the 1]~ mass is near 3654 ± 10 MeV, one needs to identify 

a photon line of ,.,.... 35 MeV in the radiative decay '1// --+ 'Y1J~ ! 

A bove the D D threshold at 3.73 Ge V, very little is known reliably. As 

shown in F~g. 3, different measurements of R::::: a(hadrons)/a(J.L+J.L- ) are in 

substantial disagreement, and the current knowledge of the cha.rmonium vector 

states with All > 4 GeV, based on the 1979 measurement of R by DASP, does 

not appear to be confirmed by the latest measurement by BES(2000). At 

CLEO-c it is proposed to make precision measurments of R in the 3.73 - 5 Ge V 

region to clarify this situation . 

6 QeD Exotics 

Among the unique predictions of QeD are the exotic structures l the 99 glueballs 

and the qijg hybrids. Lattice calculations predict their masses in the range of 

1.5 ·--+ 4.5 GeV, a range accessible to CLEO-c. In fact, CLEO-c will be in an 
excellent position to make definitive searches for these. 

The competing candidates for the 0++ scalar glueball are three states; 

/0(1370), /0(1500), and 10(1710). Unfortunately, none of them exhibit the 

flavour blind decay which is expected of a pure glueball , mainly because t he 
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Figure 3: Th e R-paramet.,·, Roo u(hadron}/a{l'l'l as measured by three dif
ferent deteetm·s. The top panel is from DAB? {1979}. Note the considerable 
disparity in the delineation of the higher vecto1' states. 

scalar glueball is mixed with normal scalar qij states. Since glue does not cou
ple to photons, it is expected that the dominantly gluball state will have a 
very small two photon width. The present measurements give upper limits at 

ke V levels, and are incapable of distinguishing between the three candidates. 

At CLEO-c, we expect to make very high statistics measurements of J /1/J ra
diative decays to these states and to establish two photon decay width upper 
limits at e V levels. This should help ferret out the most glueball like state of 

the three. 
The 2++ tensor glueball is predicted to have a ma.ss of ~ 2200 MeV. In

deed, a tensor glucball claim for an exceptionally narrow 2++ state with mass 
- 2230 MeV observed in radiative decay of IN wa.s made first by SLAC, and 
more recently by BEPC. The BEPC claim was based on a 3-4 sigma enhance-
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ment in se,;eraJ decay channels, with 25 to 75 counts in each . At CLEO-c, 

with a billiou J /'I/J sample, 5)000 to 25,000 count.s a.re expected in each of these 

channels, which will definitely settle the issue of whether or not the na.rrn~ 

~(2230) really exists. (Parenthetically, we note that it is reported that wjth 58 

million J/7/J in the new TIES-II run, the resonance is not observed.) 

7 Electromagnetic Form Factors of Hadrons 

Among the most fundamental arid important questions in hadron physics is 

the partoruc structure of hadrons. The electromagnetic st.ructure of the proton 

and the pion are considered to be ideal testing gl.'ounds for the valjility of 

perturbative QeD . Yet) precision e>..rperimentaJ data are extremely sparse. 

For protons) precision data for spacelike momentum transfers exists, with 

GM, t.he magnetic form factor, well measured upto ,...... 35 GeV 2 . However, Gs 
is very poorly knowll) and very recent measurements have reveaJed entirely 

unexpected behavior of G E even at < 4 Ge V2 . The si tua.ti on is even poorer for 

timelike ~omentum transfers. Until recently, data only existed for Q2 <'" 5 
Ge y 2. The Ferm iJ ab experiment E760/E835 has provided ' P1> --t e+ e - form 

factor data upto Q2 = ........ 13 GeV2. These data. have revealed more surprises; it 

is found that the t.imelike form factor is a.bout twice as large as the spacelike. 

The rea.son for this is not at a.ll clear, and it is extremely important to determine 

if this trend continues at larger Q2. The Fermilab measurements run ou t of 

steam already at '" 14.5 GeV2, where only two counts were observed. At 

CLEO-c) we expect rv 200 e+e- --t pp identified events for Q2 = 15 GeV2 with 

an investment of'" 0.5 fb- 1 of luminosity. In fact) it may be possible to make 
meaningful measur ements upto Q2 :=:;j 20 Ge V2 . 

One of the great advantages of CLEO-c is that one can measure the 
timelike form factors of pions and kaons by identifying e+ e- --t n+7i- and 

e+e- --t 1(-1(- events without any additional investment of lumlnosity. The 

present kncwledge of these form factors is in far worse sha.pe than that of 

protons. Essentially no data a.re available for either spacelike or timelike mo

mentum transfers for Q2 > 4 GeV2 , and the data that exist have ±50% to 

100% errors. Measurement of timelike form factors for pions and kaons for Q2 
even less than 10 Gey2 will be a major contribution to settling the contentious 

debate about the onset of the perturbative regime of QCD. 
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B Tau Physics 

At CLEO-c, a. large yield of ,+,- pairs is expected . It ranges from 0.5 

million/fb- 1 at threshold (Js = 3.56 GeV) to 11 million/fu- 1 a.t VB == 4.14 

GeV. At threshold, one can tal<e full advantage of cleanliness of threshold pro

duction) excellent knowledge of backgrounds) and t.agging. These can be used 

to make precision measurements of the tau mass) key branching ratios like 

B(,- ---+ 7f-vr ), and B(,- --1 1(-1TOVtau) Michel parameters, and even CP 

violat.ion in , decay by comparing J± --t Vr + a + b. 

9 Summary 

CLEO-c offers the pa.rticle physics community an unparalleled opportunity for 

precision physics over a broad spectrum. It promises to provide crucial da.ta 

for the validation of lattic calculations and for the ex.--p1oration of new front.iers 

of QCD. 
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ABSTRACT 

High intensity accelerators will serve as kaon factories, and various experiments 
there will use rare K decays to make precise measurements of the Standard 
Model parameters and to search for physics beyond the Standard Model. 

1 Introduction 

Kaons have been the probes to search for forbidden decays such as lepton num

ber violation, to study CP violation, a.nd to study long distance contributions. 

Now that the existence of direct CP violation has been confirmed by extensive 
measurements of Re(fl If), l(..1on physics is entering a new era. For example, 

instead of lowering the upper limits of branching ratios, rare decays are be
coming the tools to make precise mea.'"mrements of the Standard Model and 

CP parameters. This becomes possible with the advance of new high intensity 



accelerators. Here, we will go through such kaon factories and experiments 

except fo~ DAFNE which. is well covered in other talks. 

2 VEPP ¢ Factory 

Another ¢ factory in the world is BINP VEPP-2M collider at Novosibirsk 1) 

They ran from 1992 till 2000 at the center of mass energy' JS =:·0.36 ......, l.4Ge V. 

At the ¢> resona.nce they have accumulated 33 pb -1 and collected 41 million ¢> 

decays in total. 
There were two experiments at VEPP-2M; GMD-2 2) and SND 3). To

gether, they have made precise measurements of ¢ meson paramet.ers such as 

the mass and width of ¢>(1020). Using the 1( Land 1{s pairs from the r/> de
cay, ClvID-2 have also observed ](s ~ 7r±e-=F v decays for the first time and 
measured its branching ratio BR(l(s ~ 7r±e+v) = (7.2 ± 1.4) x 10-" 4) . 

SND bas searched for CP violating ](5 ~ 31(0 ) decay and set an upper limit: 
BR(](s -7 37fO) < 1.4 x 10-5 (eL 90%) 5). 

Their neAi, plan is to upgrade the accelerator to increase the center of mass 

energy up to 2GeV 6). By using beams with round transverse cross-sections, 

they plan to achieve 1.0 X 1032cm- 2s- l luminosity. 

Before moving on to other kaon facilities and experiments, let us review the 
golden kaon decay modes, J( ~ 7fVV. 

In the standard model, CP violation is described by one imaginary param
eter in the CKM' quark mixing matrjx 7). In the Wolfenstein's parametriza

tion 8), thiE imaginary parameter is 7], as it appears as vtd = A).3 (1 - P - i1}).' 

This 7] effectively determines the size of CP violation. The unitarity of the 

CKM matrix can be expressed geometrically in a so called unitarity triangle. 

The ]( -7 "vIi decays are golden decay modes to measure the parameters of 

t.he triangle! since their decay amplitudes are dominated by a penguin diagram 

whjch includes Vtd . 

In ca.se of ](+ ~ 7f+ vv decay, its branching ratio is thus proportional 

to IVtal 2 to the first order. The current branching ratio is B(1(+ ~ 7r+vv) = 

(1 . 57~&:~~) x 10- 10 based on 2 observed events 9), 

In case of ](L ~ 1fOVV decay, since I](L >:::::: (IKO > -11(0 »//2, the 
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decay amplitude is proportional to Vt cl - Vt;l ex: Im,(Vtd) , and the branching ratio 
of [(L --t 7r°VV is thus proportional to 11112 with only 2% theoretical uncertainty. 
Current estimate on the branching ratio based on best known Standard Model 
parameters is ,...., 3 X 10- 11 , but the experimental limit is < 5.9 X 10- 7 (90% 

eL) 10). 

These golden decay modes can determine the unitarity trirulgle precisely 
from kaon sector alone, and the comparison between the results from K and 
B meson sectors is a powerful way to search for physics beyond the Standard 

Model. 

4 FerIn ilab CKM 

The goal of Fermilab CKM experiment is to collect 100 ](+ --t rr+ 11/1 events 
to measure its branching ratio. The current BNL E787 and E949 experiments 
stop kaons in a tat'get, but the kaon rate is limited by the interaction rate in the 
target. CKM avoids this problem by using kaons decaying in flight in vacuum. 
CKM uses high intensi ty 120 GeV protons from the Main Injector ,to produce 
](+. After selecting 22 Ge V I c charged particles, the kaons are separated from 

pions by two RF stations. The pions and kaons are kicked sideways in the same 
direction at the first RF station, but they separate longitudinally due to the 
velocity difference, and kicked in opposite directions at the secone RF station 
located 86m downstream, This ~F separator reduces the 7r I!( ratio to 0.3. 

The ](+ is identified by a lUCH counter located upstream of the decay 

volume. The 7r+ from the decay is identified by the second RJCH counter and 
its momentum is measured by a spectrometer, The decay region is covered by 
photon veto counters to veto ](+ -4 7r+7r0 background. 

The experiment has been approved by Fermilab, atld is now in R&D stage. 

5 BNL KOPIO 

The goal KOPIO experiment at BNL is to collect 50 J{L -t "ovIi events in 3 
years of running to measure its branching ratio, The concept of th is experi
ment is to measure all the kinematical parameters to reduce background. The 
average momentum of kaons is tuned to be low (Q,7GeV Ie), and the beam is 
squeezed into narrow bunches for the reasons described below, The energies 
and hit positions of photons from the nO are measured with a calorimeter 10-
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cated downstream. The decay region is surrounded by phot.on veto counters 
to reduce background from J{L --7 wOnD decay with two escaping photons. In 
addit ion, they measure the direction of photons entering the calorimeter with 
multiple layers of position sensitive preradiators to reconstruct the decay ver

tex. Next , they measure the timing difference between the target and the 
calorimeter, and measure the momentum of the kaon from its TOF. The back
ground from ] (L --7 wOwo is reduced by requiring thE: two photons to have wO 
mass and smallwo energy in the kaon CMS. The estimated SIN ratio is 2. 

The experiment has been approved by BNL, and it is waiting for funding 

from NSF. 

6 JHF 50 Ge V Proton Synchrotron 

In J apan, the construction of a new 50 GeV proton synchrotron at JHF (now 

called J -PARC) has started. The accelerator can deliver 3 x 1014 protons every 
3.4sec, corresponding to O. 75MW. There are many experiments which are being 
considered to utilize this high intensity accelerator. Here I will descr ibe some 
of those experiments presented at NP02 workshop held at Kyoto in September 
2002 1 

6.1 ](L --7 WO VY 

The purpose of J{J~ --7 WOVY experiment is to measure its branching ratio by 
collecting more than several hundred signal events. A pilot experiment for JHF, 
named E391a, is now being prepared at KEK. The concept 'of this experiment 

is to cover the decay region with extensive hermetic veto counter and look for 
wO with large transverse momentum. The J{L energy is tuned higher to increase 

the average photon energy so that vetoing extra photons from background is 
easier. The transverse momentum of WO is measured with a CsI electromagnetic 

calorimeter at downstream and a "pencil beam". Requiring large transverse 
momentum reduces the backgrou~d from ](L --7 nDwO where one photon from 

each wO is missed. The experiment at KEK 12GeV PS will start taking data in 
February 2003 to reach 3 x 10- 10 sensitivity. After the experiment, they plan 

to move the detector to JHF and upgrade necessary parts to reach the ultimate 
goal. 

1 http:/ /www-j hf.kek.jp/NP02/ 
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6.2 T-Violation in J(e3 

The purpose of this experiment to search for T-violation in J(+ 4 1f°p.+v 

and J(+ 4 J1.+ V'"y decays. A finite polarization of the muon in the direction 

perpendicular to the decay plane violates T symmetry, and this can be caused 
by non-standard models such as a 3-Higgs doublet model, etc .. The current 

value of the polarization is PT = -O.0042±O.0049±O.0009 ll). The experiment 
at JHF wi1l stop J(+ in a target, and measure the momentum of 71'0 with a 

calorimeter surrounding the target. The momentum of the J1. is measured with 
a t racking system without magnet and range counters which also serve as an 
active polarimeter. The expected sensitivity to PT is 10-4 • 

An experiment to measure the branching ratio of J(+ 4 71'+ VV is also being 

considered. It will use the stopped j{+ as BNL experiments, but improve its 
rate capabilities, and stopping efficiency, etc. to collect 50 events in 3 years of 
running. 

An experiment to search for J(L 4 JLe decay is also being considered. It uses 
a solenoid magnet to measure the momentum of tracks. Compared to the past 
](L 4 Me experiments at BNL which used dipole magnets, it can increase the 
acceptance by a factor 10. The new experiment uses bunched I(L beam to 

measure TOP to make more constraints. The goal of the experiment is to 
improve the current upper limit on the branching ratio by a factor 50, and 
achieve 10- 13 . 

7 Conclusion 

VEPP-2000, B'IL AGS, Fermilab Main Injector, and the new JHF 50GeV PS 
will serve as Kaon Factories. The new kaon experiments and facilities described 
above will further push the current limit and sensitivities, and will use rare K 
decays to make precise measurements of the Standard Model parameters and 

to search for physics beyond the Standard Model. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new facili ty for stored antiprotons at high luminosity and energies up to 15 
GeV is being planned at GSI, Darmstadt. The physics reach of this facility 
with a focus on experiments with charm hadrons is presented. 

1 The Antiproton Facility HESR at GSI 

One part of a Ilew facility planned at GSI, Darmstadt, is a storage ring for 

antiprotons at energies up to 15 GeV for measurements at high luminosi t.y. 

Electron cooling provides clean beam parameters and high precision. 

T he detector proposed for HESR covering almost the full solid angle with 

good tracking and particle identification is subdivided into a target spectrom

eter with a solenoid around the interaction region and a forward spectrometer 

based on a dipole 1). 



L. SCi1l11iff 

Pellet or gas jet targets for experiments at the HESR requiring hydrogen as 
target material will be used. Experiments with D mesons need a ve~'y precisely 
determined primary vertex and will use a thin fiber Or wire target. 

A 5 layer pixel detector will 

provide good vertex resolution. 
Tracking through the solenoid 
field is done by 15 double lay-
9rs of crossed straw tubes. 
A DmC Cherenkov detector 
separates pipns and kaons up 
to 3 Ge V / c while in the for
ward direction an aerogel RICH 

is used. Electromagnetic ca
lorimetry is provided by lead 
tungstate crystals read out by 

avalanche photo diodes (APD). 
The instrumented return yoke 

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the detector 
at HESR. 

of the solenoid identifies muons. Forward tracking will be done by several sets 

of mini drift chambers (MDC) with 6 planes each. Behind these are a 3 m' 
lead glass calorimeter, a hadronic calorimeter and again muon detectors. 

2 Chanll Spectroscopy 

2.1 Charmonium states 

Experiments E760 and E835 at the FNAL 2) antiproton ring have proved that 
antiprotons are an excellent tool to scan the spectrum of charm anti-charm 
states, which is a unique laboratory to study the strong interaction in the 
domain of bound resonances. In particular pp..reactions can populate states 

with various quantum numbers by means of two- and three-gluon exchange 
graphs in the annihilation whereas e+ e- -machines can only populate J PC = 
1- - states. Furthermore fine tuning the energy of the antiproton beam is a 

precise t901 to achieve an energy resolution in the order of 100 keY. 
HESR will reach a similar energy resolution as the Fermilab ring, but 

at higher luminosity and with an apparatus sensitive to hadronic as well as 
electromagnetic final states, thus opening new decay channels at high accuracy. 
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2.2 Charm hybrids 

Exotic states with quantum numbers 

not reachable by standard qfj- or qqq

states are predicted by QCD and 

a number of observations have been 

made in the light quark sector. There 

however large widths .and strong inter

ference with other light states obscure 

the picture. Predictions show on the 

other hand that a number of exotic 

states with charm quarks and gluonic 

degrees of freedom should be narrow 

and be undisturbed by other states 3). 

Mesons and Exotics 
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view on exotic states and the role Flgure 2: Mass ranges of mesons and 

of the gluon in hadron spectroscopy. exotics . 

3 Physics with D-Mesons 

Producing charm mesons close to threshold with little phase space for other 

hadrons will allow a number of measurements under very clean conditions. 

3.1 D-Mesolls in Nuclear Matter 

If one produces Charm mesons close 

to rest wit.hin nuclear matter chira1 

perturbation theory predicts a low

ering of the IT.ass and at the same 

time a 50 MeV mass splitting for D+ 
and D- 4). This effect would also 

open DD-decay channels to lower ly

ing ' charmonium states drastically in

creaSing their width and cross section. 

Figure 3 shows the change of the D-
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production cross section in the nuclear' Figure 3: D-meson production on Au 

medium 5) due to the shifted masses. with in-medium and free masses 5) 
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3.2 Searcb for CP violation 

- From Standard Model predictions CP viola.tion is expected to be small in the 

charm sector and proceed only through singly Cabibbo suppressed decays. 
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vVhat first looks Uke a disadva.ntage can however be a great benefit, when 

small deviations from the Standard Model are looked fOf, which would pOlnt 

to new physical mechanisms generating CP violation. In addition observing 

CP violation in Cabibbo favored or doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays would 

unambiguously indicate new physics. 

When HESR will reach its ma.-x::imum lwninoslty a dedicated run with a 

yield of 108 reconstructed D-mesons may bring the level of CP violation in 

charm mesons as given by the Standard J'vlodel (o:cp '" 10-3 ) in reach. 

4 Conclusion 

The new antiproton facility HESR planned at GSI offers rich possibilities in 

hadron physics at high rates and with high accuracy. A strong emphasis lies in 

the search for exotic states in the charmonium sector. But also tests of QeD 
and the electroweak Standard lvIodel by measuring D-mesons are in reach of the 

projected experiment. Commissioning of the facility and start of data taking 

is planned for 2009/2010. 
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ABSTRACT 

BTeV is a dedicated b-physics experiment that is expected to begin operation 
at the Fermilab Tevatron in 2008. BTe V is designed to take full advantage of 
the large production cross section of b particles (including Bs) in high energy 
hadron collisions. A quick descr iptiqn of the BTeV spectrometer is given in 
this paper. Two unique aspects of BTeV, the pixel-based trigger and the high 
quality lead tungstate electromagnetic calorimeter, are described in slightly 
greater detaiL 

1 Overview 

At the BTeV design luminosity of 2 x I 032cm- 2 S - 1, approximately 4 x 1011 b 

hadrons (including Bs and AB ) will be produced every year at the Tevatron 

... On behalf of the BTe V collaboration 



collider. For comparison, approximately 2 x 108 b's (no Bs or AB) will be pro

duced per year at an e+e- factory operating at the Y(4s) with a luminosity of 

10·14 cm-2s -1 . However, to take full advant.age of this' supply of B's, one needs 

a sophisticated trigger, exceJIent pa.rticle identification, excellent photon energy 

and position measurements, excellent vertc...x measurement, and excellent mo

mentum meaSlll"cment for charged particles. A central detector, especially one 

optimized for high PT physics, can not satisfy these requirementsj a dedicated 

experiment such as BTeV is required . 
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Figure 1: The BTe V spcct7'Om.ete7'. 

As shown ill Fig. 1, BTeV is a. forward magnetic spectrometer, with a large 

dipole magnet centered on the pp interaction region. A pixel vertex detector 

is located in the magnet. The long tracking lever arm provides excellent mo

mentum resolution for momenta between "-'1 and 100 GeV Ie. The open layout. 

a.llows the use of a. ring imaging Cerenkov counter for excellent charged particle 

identifica.tion, and for a. toroid muon spectrometer. FinalJy, the telatively small 

(compared to the LHC) range of particle momenta means that the charged pa.r

ticle tracking system can be short enough tha t an electromagnetic calorimeter 

can be constructed using scintillating Cl"ystals and still be affordable. 
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2 Pixel Vertex Detector and Trigger 

The BTeV vert.ex detector will consist of a number of planar arrays of silicon 

pixel detectors mounted in the accelerator vacuum, transverse t~ the beam 

directions. Two movable carbon fiber half cylinders will sllppmt the planes. 

Silicon pixel detectors have been chosen because they provide excellent ra

diation tolerance 1) and position resolution better than 9pm at all angles of 

incidence 2), and most importantly, because they provide superb pattern recog

nition power. 

An R&D program to develop a pixel readout chip optimized for the Teva

tron was start.ed at Fermilab in 1997, and is now neari.ng completion 3). The 

BTeV pixel readout chjp has been designed using radiation tolerant layout 
techniques 4) 5) for implementation in either of two commercial processes -. 

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company 0.25 J-11ll CMOS, or the 0.25 

pm CMOS process available through CERN. The BTeV pixel size wiJi be 50 

pm x 400 J-1m. Each pixel chip will read out an array of 22 colwnns x 128 

rows of pixels. 

The most striking feature of BTeV is that the experiment will not use 

a trigger jn the traditional sense of the word. All hit data from all detector 

elements will be digitized and read out for every beam cros!3ing. At the design 

luminosity) data from the pixel vertex detector will be used to reconst.ruct 

tracks and interactioTl vertices for 15 million events per second (7.5 million 

crossings per second, with an average of 2 events per crossing) . Data from 

the entire spect.rometer will be buffered for up to 0.5 seconds while the pixel 

data is reconstruct.ed . The lowest level trigger will identify events containing 

reconstructable decays of charm and bottom paxticles 6) using criteria of the 

type usually appJied in offline analyses, while rejecting 99% of th€ minimum 

bias events. This is possible only because the extreme granularity and high 

efficiency of the pixel detector makes pattr.rn recognition exceedingly simple. 

The first stages of track finding can be parallelized by looking for tracks only 

-where they leave the beam region and where they leave t.he pixel detector. 

FPGA-based ba.rdware will perform these operations. Subsequent stages of 

the trjgger al'e performed by clusters of 2500 DSP's and 2000 conv~nt.loJlal 

processors, each of whkh operates on data from a single beam crossing. 
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3 Lead Tungstate Calodmeter 

The BTe V electromagnetic calorimeter will be made up of lead tungstate crys

tals. Lead tungstate, wbich bas been developed for the eMS collaboration, 

wa.s chosen because it is fast, radiation tolerant, and provides excellent posi

tion and energy resolution 7). BTeV will use photomultiplier tubes to measure 

the scintillation light produced in the crystals. This is possiblE since the BTeV 

calorimeter (unlike t.he eMS calorimeter) is not located in a magnetic field. 
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Figure 2: Energy resol1.dion obtained in beam tests of lead tungstate crystals. 
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Figure 3: Signal loss as a fv:n.ction of absorbed dose at different dose rates Jor 
lead tungstate crystals manufactured in Bogoroditsk (on the left) and in Apatity 
and Shanghai (on the right). 

In an ongoing serjes of beam tests at IHEP, Protvino, BTe V collaborators 
have verified the expected properties of lead tungst.ate 8). Significantly, good 
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results have been obta.ined wit.h cl'ystaJs made by a va.riety of vendors. Fig. 2 

shows the energy resolution obtained. Both the constant term (0.33%) and the 

stochastic term (\J~) agree with Monte Carlo simulations_ The 13 term in 

the fitting function reRects the ullcertainty in the electron beam energy Fig. 3 

sbows the measured loss of signal as a' function of absorbed dose for a number 

of different cryst.als irradiated at rates between 12 rad/hour and 22 rad/hour. 

Continuous calibrabon will be very important for the BTeV calorimeter since 

the light output is a strong function of dose rate and (as can be seen in the 

figure) there are large crystal-to-crystal differences. 

Table 1: Summary of Physics Reach. of ETc V in 107 sec 
Decay Jvfode BR Events SIB Para- Error 

(x 10-6 ) meter (or Value) 
BO -t 1T+1f- 4.5 14,600 3 asym- 0.030 

metry 

Bs -t DsK 300 7500 7 I 8° 
EO -t J /,l/JJC, -tj; --7 1+ l- 445 168,000 10 sin(2.B) 0.017 
Bs -t Ds7r- 3000 59,000 3 Xs (75) 
B- -!- D°(l(+1T-)K- 0.17 170 1 I 13° 
B- -t D°(l(+ ](-)K- 1.1 1000 10 
B- -t ](srr- 12.1 4600 1 < 4° 
B- -t ](-1(0 18.8 62000 20 I + theory 

errors 
BO -t P+1r-- 28 5400 4 
BO -t pOrro 5 780 0.3 a ""' 4° 

Bs -t J /'l/J7) 330 2800 15 

Bs -t J /'ljJ7)' 670 9800 30 sin(2x) 0.024 

4 Conclusion 

BTe V is designed to make precise measurements of standard model parameters 

in the h and c quark systems) and to perform an exhaustive search for physics 

beyond the standard model. Simulations have been done using GEANT3 to 

determine the sensitivity of BTeV to a large number of b decays. Table I, 

which is taken from a recent review of the BTeV physics reach g), swnma.rizes 

the expected BTeV sensitivity in a variety of modes important for measuring 

parameters of the CKM quark mixing matrix. BTeV will also be very sensitive 
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to a nwnber of rare decays. For example, the annual yield of BO --} ]( .. 0 j.t+ J-t

is expected to be over 2500 events, when cuts are employed to yield a signal to 

background ratio of 11/1. Finally, the combination of a very capable spectrom

eter, jncluding a high quality electromagnetic calorimeter, and a sophisticated 

vertex trigger, will give BTeV the flexibility to make precise meaSlU"ements of 

the full range of b decays, not simply those decays thought t.o be most impor

ta.nt today. 
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ABSTRACT 

The CP-reach of the LHCb, ATLAS and CMS experiments is reviewed. A 
summa.ry is given of the measurement of the unitarity triangle angle I in a. 
number of complimentary channels. 

1 Introduction 

Prior to 2007, BaBar, Belle, CDF a.nd DO, will make first measurements of 

the parameters of the unitarity triangle. The quantity sin(2,B) will be well 

measured in the "gold plated" B~ --+ J /'ljJI<2 channel, perbaps to a world pre

cision exceeding ",,0.02. The sides IVia/Visl and IVuh/Vcbl will be known from 

B~ - B~ mixing and from b --+ u decays, respectively, but limit.ed by theory to 

between 5-10%. The quant.ity sin(2a:) will be measured but with poor statis-
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Table 1: Comparison of the LHC experiment parameters. 

LHC 
Energy / coll ision mode 14 TeV PI' 
bb cross section -5001.Lb 
Inelastic cross section 80 mb 
Ratio bb I inelastic 0.6% 
Bunch spacing 25 11S 

LHCb ATLAS I CMS 
Detector conflguration Single-arm forward Central detector 
Running luminosity 2x1032cm - 2 s- 1 '::; lxlO33cm-2s- t 

bb events per 107 sec 1x1012 x accept. '::;5xl012 X accept. 
< Interactions/crossings> 0.5 (-30% single int.) -2.3 

tical precision, perhaps to ..... 0.1. There will be no sign ificant measurement of 

the angle ,. 

The LHC will provide an unprecedented source of B hadrons, delivering 

of the order of 1012 bb pairs per year (107s). Precision measurements can be 

made of CP violation in many rare decay channels, including the B~ sector. 

This will enable several redundant measurements of the angle 'Y to be made. A 

comparison of the LH C experiment parameters is given in Table 1. 

2 T he LHe Experiments 

2.1 The LHCb Experiment 

The LHCb detector 1) is a Single-arm dipole spectrometer, which exploits the 

sharply peaked forward-backward bb production cross section. It runs at a 
tuned LHC luminosity of 2 x 1032 cm-2s- J, which maximizes the number of 

single interactions per beam-crossing. The detector covers a forward angu

lar aperture between approximately 10 and 250 mrad (300 mrad) in the non

bending (bending) plane. Experimental attributes of LHCb include efficient 

K/n identification, excellent decay time and mass resolutions, a.nd photon de
tection. 

The detector has recently been reoptimized, resulting in less material and 

improved performance. T he new layout of the LH Cb experiment, the so-called 

"LHCb-Light" geometry, is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1: The optimized "LHCb-Light" spectrometer. The layout of the inner 
and outer regions of the TI - T3 chambers is highlighted. 

• The Tracking System has undergone major revision. Nine tracking sta

tions have been reduced to four, resulting in a reduction of the material 

budget from 0.27 Xo (0.11 Ao) to 0.12 Xo· 

• The removal of shielding plates in front of the magnet gives "'-'0.1 T of 

fringe field in the region of RICH-I, which necessitates a new "vertical" 

RICH-l layout with a two-minor reflective geometry. 

• The fringe field in the region between the Vertex Locator (VELO) and 
the magnet allows a momentum measurement at the Level-l trigger. This 

gives a more efficient rejection offake vertices which result from secondary 

interactions. At a 40 kHz output rate, the new Level-l design gives a 
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preliminary efficiency for B~ ---+ 1T+7T- events better than 85%. 

2.2 The ATLAS/CMS Experiments 

The ATLAS 2) and CMS detectors 3) have tracking coverage in the centraJ 

rapidity region, l7Jj <2.5 and inc! ude pixel microvertex layers at a. radius of 

",5 em. SpeciaJjst B triggers which can operate up to luminosities of t.ypically 
1 x 1033 cm-2s- 1 

! appropriate for the first 30 fb-1 of running (",3 years) . How

ever, there is ell rrent uncertainty on w betbel' the data acquiEi tion systems of 

the experiments will need to be staged and, if so, this would have a det,rimental 

effect on the B pbysics capabilities. 

The detectors bave no dedicated badronic particle identification capabili

ties. However the ATLAS TRD provides a dE/dx measurement. giving Iimit.ed 
I</rr separation (......,0 .80"). An event-by-event maximum likelihood technique can 

be ma.de to identify B decays using the proper time, reconstructed mass and 
the K/n separation variable. Nevertbeless) complete event anaJysis of B decay 

channels which require particle Identification will he very challenging. 

3 B physics performance 

The CP ;:>hysics reach of the LHC experiments in specific benchmark channels 

aft.er a year of operation, together with t.he w)itarity triangle parameters which 

they mea..<;ure, is summarised in Table 2. The LHCb performance figures are 

prior to detector optimatioD, and are currently being re-evaluared for the new 

LHCb-Light geometry and the improved trigger. 

3.1 Measurements of t.he angle I with LEICb 

A major strength oftlle LEC is that it provides a copious numher ofB~ mesons. 

This allows tbe angle I to be measured in a. var iety of complementary ways. 

Since particle identifkation and good mass resolution a.re essential, rigorous 

measurements of I at t.he LHC are only possible 'ivith the LHCb experiment. . 

• The measurements of four time-dependent rlecay rates in the channels 

B~ -} D;=K+ aDd the charge conjugate states provide a theoretically 

clean measurement of the angle (''I - 2(),),) 4). LHCb will record ",2400 

events per one year of funning, giving a sensitivity of 3°-16° in h - 2cS'"}'). 



Table 2: Performance summary of the LHC e:xpcriment.s in a selection orbench
mark chl'lnnels for one year of operation. The quoted numbers arc the errors 
on the parameter in question, unJess specified otherwise. A dash for an entry 
means that no signincant measurement can be made. 

Measurement Channel LHCb ATLAS eMS 

sin(2tJ) B3 ~ .J/1pK~ 0.3 0 
- 0.5° 0.6° 0.7° 

sin(2a) B~ ~ 1l'+n- 2° - 10° 3° 5° 
.'>in(2a), cos(2a) B~ ~ p1f 50 _ ]5° - -
2/3 +,., B~ -) D*1l', 31l' clown to 7° - -
'Y - 2fry B~ ---} DsI< 3° - 16° - -
,., BO ~ 'itK*o 4° - 18° - -d 
fJ,., B~ ~ J/1/11> 0.60 0.9° 
~L:s B~ ~ D.~7r+ < 90 < 46 < 48 
Rare decay B~ ~ J-L+P- 4.40- S.M. 4.3a S.M. lOa S.M. 

• The channels B~ -7 'iT+ 1f- and B~ -1 1(+K- provide a measmCllIent of the 

angle,., via two time-dependent decay asymmetries 5). The import.ance of 

partide identification and good mass resolutioll is demonstrated in Fig. 2. 
Apprm, .. imately 5000 events are expected per year in each channel. The 

angle,., can be measured to a precision of 5°_10° after one year of running, 

limited by theoretical uncertainty. 

• The channels B~ ~ D*±1T =t= and the charge conjugate states provide a 

measurement of the angle (2,8+,) via four time-dependent decay rates 6), 

wi th an expect.ation of ",500 k events per year. Tbe angle 'Y em be mea

sured to a precision bet.ter than 5° after five years of running, assuming 

j3 is measured from B~ ~ J /1/1 K~ decays. 

• The chalmel B~ ~ j)°K*o and the charge conjugate states provide a 

determination of t.he angle,., via a measurement of six time-integTated 

decay rates 7). Since visible branchiul!; ratios are v~ry small (10-8 -

10- 7), an annual yield of only 1700 events in all six channels IS expected. 
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Figure 2: The B~ mass peak from B~ -4 K+ 1(- combinations before and after 
particle identificatioD criteria have been applied. 

A measurement of the ang1e , is possible to a precision of ....... 10° after one 

year of running. 

3.2 The B~ -4 jJ+ p- rare decay 

The B~ -4 p+ j.l- channel is an exa.mple of a St.andard Model rare decay process, 

with an expected branching ratio of ",3.5 x 10-9 8). Here the high PT di-muon 

triggers running at high luminosi ty (1 x 10311 cm-2s- 1 ) give the general-purpose 

detecr.ors a distinct advantage over the forward detector. With its excellent 

muon detect,ion capabili t.y, eMS can observe an estimated 26 signal events 

with 6.4 events background for 100 fb- ' of running. 

4 Summary 

The LHC experiments wilJ perform a study of CP violation with unprecedent.ed 

precision in many different and complimentary channels. The LHCb detector 

provides good part.icle identification, vertexing, and has an efficient and 'flex

ible trigger. Kin particle identification will be essential [or the measurement 

of B final states involving badrons. ATLAS/CMS measure leptonic channel') 

very well, but are not so competitive in haclronic modes. Construction of the 



detectors is progressing well and the LHe will be ready for data-taking in 2007. 
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1 Introduct ion: the (lavor puzzle 

The main achievement of the experimental particle physics program reflects 

the tremendous success of the Standard Model of electro-weak and strong in
teractions in describing the complex phenomenology explored in a variety of 
experiments of increasing preCision and complexity. The evidence for neutrino 

. oscillations is perhaps the only <?bservation t.hat points to new physics. However 

this coherent picture leaves us yearning for a more complete picture. There are 

many questions that the Standard Model does not answer satisfactorily. One 

of the most compelling is the origin of flavor. In the Standard Model there 

a.re 3 fami lies of quarks and leptons. The family replication and the very dif

ferent mass sca.le of the different flavors are empirical facts so far without any 

satisfactory underlying explanation. This fl avor puzzle is one of Our strongest 
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motivation to seek for a new and more complete theory. \Ve believe that the 
multifaceted aspects of flavor physics can be organized around four key ques

tions: 

1. Why does flavor exist? 

2. Are there high mass scales whose physics influences the properties of 

quarks and leptons? 

3. What physics is responsible of the baryon asymmetry of the universe? 

4. What is the physics underlying the hierarchy of masses and mixings in 

the quark and lepton sectors? 

Progress can be made only through the synergy of experimental inquiry and 

new theoretical ideas. 'Ne have identified a few key physics points that may 
provides significant milestones in tllls physics program. 

2 Flavor physics: a multifaceted approach 

The pattern of masses and int.eractions of quarks is well-described) but its ori

gin is almost a complete mystery. P rogress is being made in mapping out-the 

corresponding pattern for leptons, with many experiments pointing to neutrino 

mass differences in the sub-eV range and near-maximal mixings. Information 

on the degree to which lepton number and baryon number is conserved has 

grown substantially in the past two decades, but many theories predict t hat 

experiments with improved sensitivities will begin to detect violations. Any 

more fundamental theory that we are seeking will have to address the flavor 

ultimate challenge. The very nature of flavor physics demands diverse ap

proaches) through the study of charm, and B hadrons, decays of T leptons and 

1(,CP violation in leptonic and hadronic processes, neutrino oscillat.ions and 

direct mass measurements) neutrinoless double-beta decay, flavor-changing lep

tonic and hadronic transitions, nucleon decay, and magnetic and electric dipole 

moments . 

2.1 Heavy flavor decays 

The st.udy of CP violation asymmetries in charm and beauty decays) as well 

as the study of rare ](, D , B decays will lead to decisive tests of the Standa.rd 
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Model. An important feature of the fun damental interactions explored in fl avor 
physics is CP violation. After several decades when the only experimental 
evidence for CP violation was provided by studies of neutral ]{ decays, t.his 
year direct evidence for 9P violation in B decays has been obtained by the 
two e+e- b-factory experiments, BaBar at PEP-II and Belle at KEK-B. CP 
violat.ion is crucial to our understanding of the history of the universe. In 

particular I it is a necessary ingredient of oW' understanding of the origin of the 

matter dominated universe 1). A CP violating phase is naturally incorporated 
in the Standard Model within the Cabibbo- Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. Thus 

several models ~ttempt to explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe as due 
to a CP violating process occurring at the scale of the electro-weak symmetry 
breaking. A rough order of magnitude estimate of the expected effect of the 
CKM induced C P violation on the baryon asymmetry can be obtained by 
constructing a variable dcp that incorporates all the features of the expected 
CKM phase: it vanishes when any pair of quarks is degenerate in mass and when 
any CKM angle vanishes because of the so called uGIM" (Glashow, IliopouJos, 

Maiani) cancellation. dcp is defined as: 

dc p = sin {}12 sin (h3 sin {}J 3 sin oCP 
(m~ - m~)(mi - m~)(m~ - m~) 
(m~ - m;)(m~ - m~)(m; - m~), 

(1 ) 

where (}jj axe three real "Euler-like" angles defini ng the CKM matrix together 

with the imaginary phase ocP. The dep parameter that we have just defined 
is a dimensional quantity, it is conceivable 2) that the natural normalization 

parameter to transform it into a pure number is t.he temperature at which 
the electroweak symmetry breaking occurred. Thus the figure of merit of the 

st rength of the CKM induced CP violating effect is given by: 

(2) 

where Tew represents the temperature at the t ime the electro-weak symmetry 

breaking occurred and k is the Boltzmann constant. This suggests that CKM 
CP violation is an effect too small to account for the known baryon asymmetry 

of the universe, 

I
Nn -N-I INn I 
N B + N; t~ 10 -68 ::::::: N-y 

(3) 

This discrepancy is very qualitative in nature and may ha.ve a number of expla
nations_ However a very tantalizing hypothesis is the presence of additional CP 
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Table 1: Predictions of different BUSY models 

Model dN fhvI (JD aD-}K7r aK -}1TVO 10 26 p rm 

Standard Model :s 10- 6 0 0 0 V(l) 
Exact UniversaJjty ::5 10-6 0 0 0 =SM 
Approx. Universality ..G 10- 2 V(0.2) V(l) 0 ~SM 

Alignment ..G 10- 3 0(0.2) 0(1) 0(1) ~SM 

Heavy Squarks rv 10-1 0(1) 0(1) 0(10- 2 ) ~SM 

Approxima.te CP '" 10-1 -/3 0 0(10- 3 ) 0(10- 5 ) 

violating pbases produced by mechanisms beyond tbe Standard :Vlodel. Thus, 

the experimental exploration of C P violation observables has a good chance 

to uncover evidence for new physics. A variety of new CP violacion scenarios 

can be envisaged depending upon the assumed pattern of new physics imple

mentation. In broad terms, we can assume that new physics may introduce 

a new phase in BOBo mixing (8M)' a new phase in the decay amplitude (JD. 

Moreover, CP violation in charm dec:ays, probing the u-quark sector physics, 

can be enhanced with respect to the very small Standard Model expectation 

through the appearance of a novel phase CPK1T' It is interesting to note that 

different UBeyond the Sta.nda.rd Model" scena~'ios involve quite different expec

tations for the magnitude of these parameters. For example, Table 1 3) shows a 

comparison between the predictions from different SUSY implementations. For 

completeness the predktions of these models for other exotic processes such as 

the neutron electric dipole moment have been included. This illustrates how 

heavy flavor physiCS and small scale precision measurements can be a powerful 

tool to identify a path towards a. more complete effective theory of the funda.

mental interactions. Heavy flavor physics has been pursued vigorously at e+e
colliders and in hadron coUiders for several decades. The experimental tools to 

acquire a precise knowledge of CP violation and rare decays in the heavy flavor 

sector have been developed and are planned to be implemented in two ambi

tious hadron collideI' experiments, ~TeV and LHC-b. Their pbysics program 

will be central to our goal to explore this rich landscape of discovery opportu

nities 4). In parallel, the study of rare ]( decays will provide complementary 

and very valuable constraints 5) 
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2.2 The lepton sector frontier 

The study of neutrino masses and mixing parameters will provide us an ever

enlarging window on physics beyond the Standard NIodel, and is an alternative 

path that nature may have taken to implement the CP asymmetry responsible 

for the baryon asymmetry of the universe. The experimental study of solar 

neutrinos and atmospheric neutrinos has already provided tantalizing hints of 

physics beyond the Standard ModeL There is no doubt that the emergence 

of a neutrino mixing matrix analogous to the quark mixing matrix is play

ing a key role in shaping our thinking in the path towards a new physics and 

unification 6). Several ideas have emerged on how to pin down the absolute 

neutrino mass scale and how to uncover possible CP violation in the lepton 
sector. The experimental tools to pursue this exciting physics are now being 

developed and will ultimately uncover very important scientific information. 

Lepton and baryon number non-conservation, and the study of magnetic and 

electric dipole moments, can severely constrain theories beyond the Standard 
Model or provide gUldance as to their nature. The search for lepton or baryon 

number violation is a saga spanning several decades . Early predlctions of some 

unified theories such as SU(5) prompted the first generation of nucleon decay 

experiments. These experiments ruled out the first and simplest implementa

tion of Grand Unified Theories (GUTs), and, incidentally, were the starting 

pOint of the exciting developments in 1/ physics that we witnessed in recent 

years. The next generation experiments may very well have sufficient sensi

tivity for exciting discoveries and provide landmark clues towa.rds the path to 

unification. 

3 Conclusions 

The experimental landscape of flavor physics is extremely varied. Experiments 

planned or proposed range from table top experiments, to complex experiments 

exploiting well known technologies to novel ideas just in the initial R&D phase. 

The pursuit of this complex physics program is a necessary complement to the 

search for new massive exotic particles at the energy frontier . It provides unique 

contributions to our ultimate goal of achieving a more complete theoretical 

framework of the fundamental particles and their interactions. 
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ABSTRACT 

General perspectives in lattice gauge theories simulations are enumerated and 
a specific Oile concerning heavy flavour calculations is reviewed . 
The main goals of lattice calculations are : 

• calculate QCD in the non perturbative regime, i.e. the spectroscopy, 
weaJ.c interaction matrix elements, structure functions, ... 

• fix the fundamenta.l parameters of QCD: A and the quark masses 

• invest.igate the properties of new states of matter: the quark gluon plasma 

Before entering a specific subject, some basic facts must be recalled. The 
lattice is a 4-dimensional crystal with hypercuhic symmetry and a finite lattice 
spacing, a. The standard QeD action is only recovered in the continuum limit 
(a going to zero). The lattice spacing acts as an UV cutoff and the continuum 
limit does exists only for the renormahsed theory where the cutoff is traded 



against physical units by a physical input. The bare coupling regulates the value 
of the lattice spacing and must tend to zero in the continulliD limit. Gauge 
field configurations are generated by Monte Cal'lo algorithms where the choice 
of a new value of the field at a given lattice pOint. depends upon neighbolll'ing 
values only (local updates). Fermions are classic fields and their propagation 
is calculated by expensive inversion algorithms of sparse matrices. 

Finite computing reSOllfces imply some limitations. In pal'ticular one 
has a finite number of points and a compromise between the total physical 
extent (that should be large in order to avoid finite volume effects in chiral 
extrapolations) and the lattice resolution (t.hat should be high in order to avoid 
lattice artifacts and have safe continuum extrapolations) . The possibility of 
simple local updating algorithms is spoiled by the inclusion of dynamical quark 
loops (the calculation of the fermion determinant increases the cost of an update 
by roughly a factor 100 with respect to the so called quenched calcula.tions 
where they a.re removed) . The present frontiers of the field include: 

• the unquenching: restoring the effects of dynamical quar~'{ loops 

• the chirallimit in theories with an exact chiral invariance at finite lattice 
spacing 

• the perfect act'ions where the continuum limit can be taken at finite lattice 
resolution along a renormalized trajectory 

• the two scales problems, requiring a huge number of lattice points to 
match the hierarchy between the two scaJes. 

In the rest of the talk) I will discuss some recent advances in typical two 
scale problems, i.e. the calculation of the B-meson decay constant 1B. The 
problem needs to meet two constraints: 

• a « 11mb, i.e a lattice resolution high enough to resolve a propagating 
b-quark 

• Na = L » l/mlighb in order to avoid finite size effects) which imply 
N » mb!mlight. 

These two requirements imply a number of lattice points 

N»~ 
mlight 

(1) 

well beyond 60) to match the hierarchy between the two mass scales. 
The step scaling method relies on the following hypothesis: volume effects 

are mainly related to the light quark mass and rather insensitive to the heavy 
quark mass. The consequence is that volume effects can be safely extrapolated 
in the heavy quark mass. The following recipe exploits the previous idea: 
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• calculate f B on a fin ite volume and with the appropriate resolution 

• calculate the correct ion factors relating the small volume to the physical 
one a.nd extrapolate them to the heavy Quark mass value 

• correct in on a finite volume and get the physical value on a sufficiently 
la rge volume. 

Volume effects are calculated non-perturba.t ively by estimating with numerical 
simulations the step scaling function: 

(2) 

tha.t is in general a fUllction of the light and of the heavy quark mass. However, 

o.ll 

! O Ol>!; 
.r 

" • 

• • 

• • 

Figure 1: Step scaling function BOA- O.B for the evolution of hi from 0.4 
fm to 0.8 fill at (3 = 6.737. 

as it can be seen in figure 1, the sensitivity to the heavy quark mass decreases 
for quark masses larger than about the charm mass and make a simple extrap
olation in the inverse of the heavy mass, inspired by the heavy quark effective 
theory, a safe procedure. A small volume calculation can then be promoted to 
a large volume by multiplying it by the step scaling functions, an appropriate 
number of times, safely extrapolated to the heavy quark mass region. The 
numbers are 2): . 

in 170(1l)(5)(22)MeV 

iD 204 (9)(6)(23)MeV. (3) 
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The main advantage of the method is the possibility of taking the con
tinuum limit , an impossible goal for effective theories, as well of making the 
unquenching affordable. The perspective is to apply the method to other two 
scale problems, like form factors. 

Global perspectives for lattice computations include (see 1) for recent 
reviews): 

• Exact chiral symmetry and exact supersymmetry on the lattice 

• unquenched calculations by default 

• B- physics unquenched 

• the 6.1 = 1(2 puzzle under control 

• quark gluon plasma phase diagram explored 

• the advent of multi- teraflop machines (APEnext, Columbia, New-Tsukuba). 
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ABSTRACT 

The next workshop on FRONTIER SCIENCE will be dedicated to the physics of 
complexity and its interdisciplinary applications. To present t he event, a per
sonal review of the study of complex systems as an emerging, cross-discipl inary 
science is given. 

1 Introduction and motivations 

The series of the international workshops on FRONTIER SCIENCE consists of 
three events held in alternate years ill F\'ascati (2002), Pavia (2003) and Roma 
(2004). One of the aims of the workshops is to address different subjects which 
are somehow correlated and can benefit from mutual knowledge. While the 

.. On behalf of the organizing commit.tee of FRONT IER SCIEN CE: 2003. 
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first workshop was dedicated to a particularly lively topic in nuclear and sub
nucleru.· physics, i. e. to the physics of heavy quarks and CP violation, the third 
workshop will b e devoted to space physics and astrophysics. In between the 
microscopic scale of quru.·ks and the cosmic scale of galaxies and the universe, 
there is the scale of our world, the real world, where m any non-linear phe
nomena, which are studied in disciplines such as geology, meteorology, biology, 
medicine, economics, computer science, sociology and others, t.ake place. This 
is the reason why it was decided to dedicate the second event Of.FRONTIER S CI

ENCE to the science of complexity and its interdisciplinary applications. The 
title assigned to the workshop is uA non-linear world: the real world" , because 
the methods of non-linear physics are generally used to study the non-linear 
phenomena occuring in the real world. 

'Vhy to organize a conference on complex systems? To anSwer this ques
tion, I quote M. Gell-Mann, one of the founders of the Santa Fe Institute for 
the study of complex systems, from the book The Quark and the J aguar 1). 
Gell-Mann writes: I<One of the g7'eat challenges of contemporary science is to 
trace the mix of simplicity and complexity, regularity and randomn e.,s, order 
and disorder up the ladder from the particle physics and cosmology to the realm 
of complex adaptive systems". To this end, Gell-Mann emphasizes that ", .. we 
need to overcome the idea, so prevalent in both academic and bureaucratic cir
cles, that the only work worth taking seriously is highly detailed research in a 
specialty. W e need to celebrate the equally vital contribu,tion oj those who dare 
to take what I call a c1'ude look at the whole !>. Further motivations can be found 
in a recent review on complex systems by G. Parisi 2). Parisi writes: "There 
have been three revolutions in physics which ... have changed the meaning of the 
word prediction. They are: 

1. the introduction of statistical mechanics and of the first probabilistic rea
soning by Maxwell, Boltzmann and Gibbs in the second half of the last 
centurYi 

2. the discovery of q1£antum mechanics at the beginning of this centuryi 

3. the ~tudy of complex systems and the related techniques that have been 
developed in these last years. 

As remarked by G. Parisi! lithe positive consequence of this process is that 
the scope of physics becomes much larger and the constructions of physics find 
many more applications". 

Even if a precise definition of complex system is unavailable, the editors 
of Science, in a special section on complex systems 3), suggest that a working 
definit ion of complex system is II .•• one whose properties are not fully explained 
by an understanding of its component parts". Therefore, according to this 
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definition , examples of complex systems are a turbulent fluid, the climate, the 
earthquakes, the DNA , the mechanism of protein foldillg, the nerYous system, 
an ecosystem, the traffic flow , a financial market, the hadronic jets in high
energy physics, just to cite a few. 

Appropriate theoreticaJ methods are available to analyze the complicated 
dynamics of complex systems. They are the theory of stochastic proce:sses, the 
theory of chaos and non-linear dynamics and the geometry of fractals and multi
fractals . Generally speaking, these methods point. out that a typical property of 
a complex system is a "scale-free" behaviour, i. e. the absence of a cha.racteristic 
spa.tial or time scale, which implies the emergence of power laws. Noticeably, 
also novel computational and dynamical tools have been developed to wlder
stand numerically the behaviour of complex systems and, remarkably, some of 
them, such as neural networks, genetic algorithms and cellular automata, are 
construct.ed in analogy with the dynamics of certain complex systems existing 
in nature. 

2 Aspects of complexity in high-e ne rgy phys ics 

Before giving a brief (and personal) account of recent achievements in the 
fie ld of complex systems, it is important t.o emphasize that ideas and methods 
of complexity have been successfully applied in high-energy physics in recent 
years. 

A first example concerns the charged particle multiplicity distribution in 
hadronic Z boson decays 4, 5). From the studies performed at high-energy 
elect.ron-positron (e+e - ) accelerators, it comes out that the Log-Normal Dis
tribution (LND) gives a good parameterization of the data on multiplicity, in 

different rapidity windows 4). Since the LND can be derived from the gen
eral assumption that multi particle production proceeds via. a scale-invariant 
stochastic branching process 5), this result emphasizes the role in particle 
physics of stochastic processes, which is concept widespread in tile study of 
complex systems. 

More quantitatively, hadronic Z decays can be used to measure the scaling 
properties of normalized factorial moments, to investigate dynamical fluctua
tions in hadron production 6, 7). III Fig. 1, the factorial moments in three 
dimensions Fq , as mea.-'mred by L3 Collaboration a t LEP, are compared with a 
power-law scaling of the form 

(1) 

where .!VI is the number of bins in which moment.um space is partitioned and 
¢q is an empirical parameter known as intermittency index. As can be seen in 
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Figure 1: The factorial moments Fq , as a function of the number of bins A1 J 

compat'ed with a power-law fit as in eq. (l) and the results of JETSET and 

HERWIG Monte Carlo's, for two different refer"ence frames. Prom 7). 

Fig. 1, the powcr~1aw scaling gives a good fit. of the dat.a, indicating that the 
corresponding hadronic syst.em ha.s a self-similar, fract.al st.ructure. This phe

nomenon is known in particle physics as intermittency 6) and is observed in all 
type of high-energy collisions. It is in analogy wit.h turbulence in hydrodynam
ics, which is a typical complex system where a similar power-law behaviour is 
known. 

Another interesting and recent application of the methods of complexity 
to sub nuclear physics is the neural network parameterization of deep-inelastic 

structure funct.ions 8) . Neural networks, which are so widely used in the 
simulation of complex systems, can provide, after a training on a Monte Carlo 
sample of pseudo-data, an unbiased and smooth interpolation of existing data 
of deep-inelastic scattering, because of their capability of approximating non
linear relations. This may be useful for future applications to the precision 
phenomenology of deep-inelastic scattering. 

3 Interdisdplinar y appHcations 

Complex systems, non-linear phenomena and self-similar structures are present 
in different di sCiplines, such as geophysics , meteorology, biology, ecology, me-
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Figure 2: Probability distribution P (Z) of the 58P 500 index 1Iariations Z(t) 
for t:l.t = 1 m inute, com1Jarell with a gaussian distribution (blue line) and a 

U1IY non-gaussian pmfile (!'ell line). From 13). Courtesy of R. N. Mantegna. 

dicine, fin ance, computer science, linguistics and others . During the last two 
decades, interesting results have been obtained in such disciplines by physicists, 
often in coliaboration with experts of other fields 9). 

A first example concerns seismology and , BlorC precisely, the time inter
val distribution of eart.hquakes 10) . The analys is of the statistical properties 
of seismic time series data in Southern Cali fornia reveals that the cumulative 
distribu tion of time calm intervals, which are the t ime intervals between suc
cessive significant earthquakes above a fixed threshold of magnitude, obeys a 
scaling law of Zipf-Mandelbrot type 11). The discovery of this new empirical 
law indicates a scale-free nature of earthquakcs and can be a guideline for onc 
of the extreme goals of seismology, i. e. t.he prediction of a next main shock 
after an important ear thquake. 

An example of interest for life sciences is the study of t.he correlation 
properties of human heartbeat time series 12) . In particular, it is interesting 
to compare the fluctuations in the time series of sequential inte rvall: between a 
beat n and a beat n+ 1, as a funct ion of the beat number, in the two cases of a 
healthy subject and of a subject with a severe cardiac disease. It is found that , 
while for a healthy subject long-range correlations are important, indicating 
an adaptive behaviour of the healthy hearth, a subject with a diseased hearth 
reveals a pattern close to an uncorrelated random walk noise. 

For the model ing of the financial market , it. is important to know the 
probability distribut.ion of the variations of <I n economic index. Mantegna and 
Stanley 13), analyzing the data of the Standard & Poor 's 500 of the New 
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York Stock Exchange over a six-year period, observed that the probability 
distribution associated to the short-term dynamics of that economic index is 
not gaussian, but corresponds to a non-gaussian Levy process, especiaJIy in 
the central part of the distribution, as shown in Fig. 2. Since the presence 
of "fat tails" is observed in many financial markets, this kind of analysis is 
useful as a framework for the development of better economic models, which 
generally assume a gaussian distribution of stock prices . For example, a precise 
knowledge of the dynamics of index variations is necessary to develop models to 
price financial products known as derivatives 14). The realization of efficient 
theoretical and computational algorithms to price financial derivatives is of 
upmost importance for the activity of financial practitioners operating in the 
fields of option pricing and risk management, and represents a good example 
of spin-off of fundamental theoretical physics. 

The physics of complexity can provide results of interest also for the study 
of many social and communication systems which can be modeled as complex 
networks. A recent example is the analysis of epidemic spreading in networks, 
and, in particular, of the spreading of computer virus infections in the Inter
net 15). An investigation of real data reveals that the survival probability of 
different computer viruses has a clean exponential tail, with different life-times 
according to the their infection mechanism, and that an epidemic threshold is 
absent in scale-free networks. These studies are considered very promising not 
only for computer science, but also for the fields of epidemiology and pollution 
control. 

Recent progress based on methods of non-linear and statistical physics 
occured in particle physics and astrophysics too. 

A recent progress is related to the thermodynamical approach 16) to 
hadron production in e+e- annihilation 17). As shown in Fig. 3, the trans
verse momentum distribution of hadrons with respect to the jet axis deviates 
from the exponential expectation of Boltzmann-Gibbs (BG) statistics and can 
be fitted by using anomalous distributions derived from Tsallis non-extensive 
statistics 18), which is a generalized statistics containing BG as a particular 
case and able to describe systems that present long-range interactions. 

It is remarkable that non-extensive statistics is also able to explain the 

observed energy dependence of fluxes of cosmic rays 19). Actually, this energy 
dependence is not exponential but it can be fitted by an anomalous distribution 
derived from Tsallis statistics, a result which can be related to a mechanism of 
fractal generation and transport of cosmic rays. 

The concept of self-similarity is also present in astrophysics 20). An 
extensive study of all the available red-shift catalogs shows that the conditional 
average density of galaxies follows a power-law, indicating a fractal distribution 
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Figure 3: The distrib1J.tion of ULe lransve7'se momentum Pt of charged h.adrons 
with respect to the jet axis, for fonr different e+e- experim.ents, compared with 
the Boltzm.ann- Gibbs exponential behaviour (dotted line) and the best fits using 

non- e.'ltensi ve s to, tistic.5 (s 01 i d lines). Fro m 1 1) . 

of gala.xies in the scale range 1 h- 1I\1pc < l' < 100 h,-lMpc. 

4 Conclusions 

The study of complex systems is an emerging, cross-disciplinary science. The 
next workshop of FRONTIER SCIENCE wiD be dedicated to complexity and will 
be held in Pavia, from 8 to 12 September 2003. Presentations on complexity 
by keynote spea.kers and young researchers are foreseen, ra.nging from particle 
physics and astrophysics, to atmosphere and cljrnate, hydrosphere and solid 
earth, life sciences and ecology, econophysics. Further information on the topics 

covered in the conference can be found in 9) and references therein. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this talk I will review the present status of inflationary cosmology and its 
emergence as the basic paradigm behind the Standa.rd Cosmological Model, 
with parameters determined today at better than 10% level (rom CMB and 
LSS observatjons. 

1 Introduction 

In this short review I will outline the reasons why the inflationary paradigm 1, 2) 

has become the backbone of the present Standard Cosmological Model. It gives 

a framework in which to .pose all the basic cosmological questions: what is the 

sbape and size of the universe, what is the matter and energy content of the 

universe, where did all this matter come £rom, what is the fate of tLc llniverse, 

etc. I will describe the basic predictions that inflation ma.kes, most of which 



have been confirmed only recently, while some are imminent) and then explore 

the recent theoretical developments on the theory of reheating after inflation 

and cosmological particle production, which might allow us to answer some of 

the above questions in the future. 

Although the simplest slow-roll inflation model is consistent with the host 

of high precision cosmological observations of the last few yeaJ.'s) we still do not 

know what the true nature of the inflatoD is : although there are many possible 

realizations, there is no unique particle physics model of inflation. Further

more) we even ignore the energy scale at which this eA-traordinary phenomenon 

occurred in the early universej it could be associated with a GUT theory or 

even with the EW theory) at much lower energies. 

2 Basic Predictions 

Inflation is an extremely simple idea based on the early universe dominance 

of a vacuum energy density associated with a hypothetical scalar field called 

the inflaton. Its nature is not known : whether it is a fundamental scalar field 

or a composite one) or something else altogether, However, one can always 

use an effective description in terms of a scalar field with an effective potential 

driving the quasi-exponential expansion of the universe, This basic scenario 

gives several detailed fundamental predictions: a flat universe with nearly scale

invariant adiabatic density perturbations with Gaussian initial conditions. 

2.1 A flat and homogeneous background 

Inflation e:A."})lains why our local patch of the universe is spatially flat, i.e. Eu

clidean. Inflation does, provides an approximately constant energy density 

that induces a. tremendous expansion of the universe. Thus, an initially curved 

three-space will quickly become locally indistinguishable from a "flatl! hyper

surface. Moreover, this same mechanism explains why we see no ripples) i.e. 

no large inhomogeneities) in the space-time fabric) e.g. as large anisotropies 

in the temperature field of the cosmic microwave background when we look in 

different directions. The expansion during inflation erases any prior inhomo

geneities. These two are very robust predictions of inflation) and have been 

confirmed to high precision by the detailed observations of the CMB) first by 

COBE (1992) for the large scale homogeneity) to ODe part in 105 ) and recently 
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by BOOMERanG 3) and MAXIMA 4) 1 for the spatial flatness, to better than 

10%. 

2.2 Cosmological perturbations 

Inflation also predicts that on top of this homogeneous and flat space-time 

background, there should be a whole spectrum of cosmological perturbations, 

both scalar (density perturbations) and tensor (gravitational waves). These 

arise as quantum fluctuations of the metric and the scalar field during infla

tion, and are responsible for a scale invariant spectrum of temperature and 

polarization fluctuations in the CMB, as well as for a stochastic background 

of gravitational waves. The temperature fluctuations were first discovered by 

COBE and later confirmed by a host of ground and balloon-borne experiments, 

while the pola.rization anisotropies have only recently been discovered by the 

CMB experiment DASI 5). Both observations seem to agree with a nearly 

scale invariant spectrum of perturbations. It is expected that the stochastic 

background of gravitational waves produced during inflation could be detected 

with the next generation of gravitational waves interferometers (e.g. LISA), or 

in9irectly by measuring the power spectra of polarization aDisotropies in the 

CMB by the future Planck satellite 6). 

Inflation makes very specific predictions as to the nature of the scalar 

perturbations. In the case of a single field evolving during inflation, the per

turbations are predicted to be adiabatic, i.e. aJl components of the matter and 

radiation fluid should have equal density contrasts, due to their common ori

gin. As the plasma (mainly baryons) falls in the potential wells of the metric 

fluctuations, it starts a series of acoustic compressions and rarefactions due 

to the opposing forces of gravitational colla.pse and radiation pressure. Adia

batic fluctuations give a very concrete prediction for the position and height 

of the acoustic peaks induced in the angular power spectrum of temperature 

and polarization anjsotropies. This has been confirmed to better than 1 % by 

the recent observations, and constitutes one of the most important signatures 

ill favor of inflation, ruling out a hypothetically large contribution from ac

tive perturbations like those produced by cosmic strings or other topological 

defects. 

Furthermore, the quantum origin of metric fluctuations generated during 

inflation allows one to ma.ke a strong prediction on the statistics of those per-
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turbatiolls: inflation stretches the vacuum state fluctuations to cosmological 

scales) and gives rise to a Gaussian random field, and thus metric fluctuations 

are in principle characterized solely by their two~point correlation function. 

Deviations from Gaussianty would indicate a different origin of fluctuations) 

e.g. from cosmlc defects. Recent observations by BOOlvIERanG in the CMB 

and by gTavitatjonallensing of LSS indicate that the non~Gaussian component 

of the temperature fluctuations and the matter distribution on large scales is 

strongly constrained) and consistent with foregrounds (in the case of CMB) 

and with non-linear gravita.tional co]]apse (ill the case of LSS). 

Of course, in order to really confirm the idea of jnflation ODe needs to 

find cosmological observables that. wiU allow us to correlate the scalar and 

the tensor metric fluctuations with onc another) since they both arise from 

the same in"flaton field fluctuations. This is a daunting task, given that we 

ignore thE absolute scale of inflation) and thus the amplitude of tensor fluc

tuations (only sensitive to the totaJ energy density). The smoking gun could 

be the observation of a stochastic background of gravita.tional waves by the 

future gravitational wave interferometers and the subsequent confirmation by 

detection of the curl component of the polarization anisotropies of the C1v1B. 

Although the gradient component has recently been detected by DASI) we ma.y 

have to wait for Planck for the detection of the curl component. 

3 Recent Cosmolog.ical Observations 

Cosmology has become in the last few years a phenomenological science, where 

the basic theory (based on the hot Big Bang model a.fter inflation) is being 

confronted with a host of cosmological observations, from the microwa.ve back

ground to the lar ge scale distribution of matter) from the determination of light 

element abundances to the detection of distant supernovae that reflect the ac

celeration of the universe, etc. I "Will briefly review here the recent observations 

that have been used to define a consistent cosmological standard model. 

3.1 Cosmic Microwave Background 

The most important cosmological phenomenon from which one can extract es

sentially all cosmological parameters is the microwave background and, in par

ticular, the last scattering surface temperature and polarization anisotropies. 
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Since they were discovered by COBE in 1992, the temperature anisotropies 

have lived to their promise. They allow us to determine a whol~ set of both 

background (O-th order) and perturbation (1st-order) parameters - the geom

etry, topology and evolut.ion of space-time, its maHer and energy content, as 

well as the amplitude and tilt of the scalar and tensor fluctuation power spectra 

- in some ca.ses to better t.han 10% accuracy. 

At present) the forerunners of CMB experiments are BOOMERanG and 

MAXIMA (balloons), and DASI, VSA and eBl (ground based interferome

tel's). Together they have allowed cosmologists to determine the angular power 

spectrum of temperature fluctuations down to multipoles 1000 and 3000, re

spectively, and t.herefore provjded a measurement of the posi tions and heigths 

of at. least 3 to 7 acoustic peaks. A combined analysis of the different CMB 

experiments yields convincing evidence that. the universe is flat, with InK I = 
II - DLOd < 0.05 at. 95% C.l.i full of dark en(~l'gy, OA = 0.66 ± 0.06, and dark 

ma.tter, Om = 0.33 ± 0.07. with about 5% of baryons, 01> = 0.05 ± 0.01; and 

expanding at a. rate Ho = 68 ± 7 km/s/Mpc, all values given with 1cr errors, 

see Table 1. The spectrum of primordial perturbat.ions that gave rise to the 

observed CIvfB an isotropics is nearly scale-invariant, ns = 1. 02 ± 0.06, adiabatic 

and Gaussian distributed. This set of parameters already constitutes the basis 

for a truly Standard Model of Cosmology, based on the Big Bang theory and 

the iufiationary paradigm. Note that both the baryon content and the rate 

of expa~1sion determinat.ions with CMB data alone are in excellent agreement 

with direct determinations (rom BBN light element abundances 13) and HST 
Cepheids 14), respectively. 

In the near future, a new satellite experiment, t.he lI/licrowave Anisot.ropy 

Probe (MAP) 15), will provicle a full-sky map of temperature (and possibly 

also polarization) anisotropies and determine the first 2000 multipoles with 

unprecedented accuracy. Vvhen combined with LSS and SN measurements, 

it promises to allow the determination of most cosmological parameters with 

errors down to the few% level. 

Moreover, with the recent detection of microwave background polariza.

tion anisotropics by DASI 5) I confirming the basic pa.radigm behind the Cos

mological Standard IvIodel, a new window opens which will allow yet a better 

determination of cosmological parameters, t.hanks to the very sensitive (O.lpK) 
and high resolution (.:\ arcmin) future satellit.e experiment Planck 6). In prin-
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Table 1: Estimates of the cosmolog'ical parameters that chamcterize a m'in'imal 

adiabatic infiat·ion-based model. Prom Ref. 12) . 

I Priors CMB I Cl'vIB+LSS I CMB+LSS+SN I CMB+LSS+SN+HST I 
[hot 1.05:~ :~~ L03:g : g~ 1.00~g : g~ 1.00~g:g~ 

ns 1.02:g:g~ 1.00~tg~ 1.03~8 : 8~ 1.04~8:g~ 
Ob h,2 O.023~g:gg~ 0 . 023~8:gg~ 0.024:g :gg~ O.024~8:g8~ 

Ocdm h2 O.13:g:g~ 0.12:g:g~ 0 . 12~g:g~ o 12+0.01 
· -0.01 

OA 

Om 

Ob 

h 

Age 

Tc 

054+0 .12 
. -0.13 0.61~g:n 0.69~g:g~ 070+0.02 

· - 0.03 

0.52+0 .15 
-0.15 0.42:g:g 032+0 .06 

. -0 .06 o 30+0.02 
· - 0.02 

O_080~g:g~~ 0.067~g:gi~ 0052+0 .011 
. -0.011 0049+0.004 

. -0.001 

O.55:g:g~ 0.60:g:g~ 0.68~g:g~ 0.69~g:g~ 

15.0:~:: 14. 7~i:~ 13 . 8:g:~ 13.6~g:~ 

O.16:g:~~ 0.09ti::b~ 0.13:g::~ 0.13+g:i~ 
The age of the Universe is in Gyr, and the rate of expansion in 

units of 100 km/s/Mpc. AU values quoted with la errors. 

ciple, Planck should be able to detect not only the gradient component of the 

CMB polarization) but also the curl component, if the scale of inflation is high 

enough. In that case, there might be a chance to really test inflation through 

cross-checks between the scalar a.nd tensor spectra of fluctuations, which are 

predicted to arise from the same inflaton potential. 

The observed positions of the acoustic peaks of the CNID anisotropies 

stron~ly favor purely adia.batic density perturbations, as a.rise in the simplest 

single-scala..r-field models of inflation. These models also predict a nearly Gaus-
. sian spectrum of primordial perturbat.ions. A small degree of non-gaussianity 

may arise from self-coupling of the inflatoD field (although it is expected to be 

very tiny, given the observed small amplitude of fluctuations), or from two-field 

models of inflation. Sjnce the CMB temperature fluctuations probe directly pri

mordial density perturbations, non-gaussianity in the density field should lead 

to a corresponding non-gaussianity in the temperature maps. However! recent 

searches for non-Gaussian signatw'es in the CJ\,lB have only given stringent 
upper limits, see Ref. 17) . 

One of the most interesting aspects of the present progress in cosmolog-
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ical observations is that they are beginning to probe the same parameters or 

the same features at different time scales In the evolution of the universe. We 

have ah'eady mentioned the determination of the baryon content, from BBN 

(light element abundances) and from the eMB (acoustic peaks), correspond

ing to totally different physics and yet gi0ng essentially the same value within 

errors. Another example is the high resolution images of the CMB anisotropies 
by CEl 12), whkh constitute the first direct detection of the seeds of clusters 

of galaxies, the largest gravitationally bound systems 'in our present universe. 

In the neat future we will be able to identify and put into one-to-one corre

spondence tiny lumps in the CMB with a.ctual clusters today. 

3.2 Large Sca.le Structure 

The last decade has seen a tremendous progress in the determination of the 

distribution of matter up to very large scales. The present forerunners are the 
2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey 18) and the Sloan Digit~l Sky Survey (SDSS) 19). 

These deep surveys aim at 106 galaxies and reach redshifts of order 1 for galaxies 

and order 5 for quasars. They cover a wide fraction of t.he sky and therefore 
can be used as excellent statistical probes of large scale structure 161 20). 

The ma.in output of these gala.-xy surveys is the two-point (and higber) 

spatia.l correlation functions of the matter djstrjbution or, equivalently, the 

power spectrum in momentum space. Given a conCl'ete type of matt.er, e.g. 

adiabatic vs. isocurvature, cold vs. hotl etc., the theory of linear (and non

linear) gravitational coUapse gives a. very definite prediction for the measuJed 

power spectrum, which can then be compared with observations. This quantity 

is very sensitive to va.rious cosmological parameters, mainly the dark matter 

content and the baryonic ratio to dark matter, as well as the universal rate 
of expansion; an the other hand l it is mostly insensitive to the cosmological 

constant. since the latter has only recently (after redshift z ""'"' 1) started to 

become important for the evolution of the un.iverse, while galaxies and clusters 

had already formed by then. Together, 2dFGRS, plus CMB, weak gravitatiooal 

lensing and Lyman-a forest datal aUow us to detel'mine the power spectrum 

with better than 10% accuracy for k > 0.02 h Mpc- 1, which is well fitted 

by a. Rat CDM model with Dm h = 0.20 ± 0.03, and a baryon fraction of 

Ob/Om = 0.15 ± 0.06) which together with the HST results give values of 
the parameters that a.re compatible with those obtained with the CMIl, see 
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Table 1. It is very reassuring to not.e that present parameter determination 

is robust as we progress from weak priors to the full cosmologicaJ information 

available, a situation very different from just a decade ago, where the errors 

were mostly systematic and parameters could only be determined with an order

of-magnitude error. In the very near future such errors will drop again to 

the 1% level, making Cosmology a mature science, wi.th many independent 

observat.ions confirming and further const.ra:ining previous measurements of the 

basic parameters. 

An example of such progress appears in the analysis of non-Gaussian 

si.gnatures in the primordial spectrum of density perturbations. The tremen

dous increase in data due to 2dFGIlS and SDSS has allowed cosmologists to 

probe the statistics of the matter distribution on very large sca.les and infer 

from it that of the primordial spectrum. Recentiy, both groups have reported 

non-Gaussian signatures (in particular the first two higher roomrnts. skew

ness and kurtosis), that a.re consistent with gravitational collapse of structure 
that was originally Gaussianly distributed 21, 22). Moreover, weak gravi

tational lensing also a.llows an independent determination of the three-point 

shear correlation function, and there has recently been a claim of detection 
of non-Gaussian signatures in the VIRMOS-DESCART lensing survey 23), 

which is also consistent with theoretical e}..--pectations of gravitational collapse 

of Gaussianly distributed initiaJ perturbations. 

The recent precise catalogs of the large scale distribution of matter allows 

us to determine not only the (collapsing) cold dark matter content, but also put 

constrai.nts on the (diffusing) hot dark matter, since it would erase all structure 

below a scale that depends on the free streaming length of the hot dark matter 

particle. In the case of relic neutrinos we have extra information because we 

know precisely their present energy densit.y, given that neutrinos decoupled 

when the universe had a. temperature around 0.8 MeV and cooled down ever 

since. Their number density today is around 100 neutrinos/em3 . If neutrinos 

have a significant mass (above 10-3 eV, as observations of neutrino oscillations 

by SuperKamiokande 24) and Sudbury Neutrino Observatory 25) seem to 

indicate), then the relic background of neutrinos is non-relativistic today and 

could contribute a la.rge fraction of the critical density, .011 = m v /92 h,2 eV 2 
0.001, see Ref. 26). Using observations of the Lyman-a forest in absorption 

spec:tra of quasa.rs, due to a distribution of intervening clouds, a limit on the 
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absolute mass of all species of neutrinos can be obtained 27). Recently, the 

2dFGRS team 28) have derived a bound on the allowed a.mount of hot dark 

matter I .01.1 < 0.13 Dm < 0.05 (95% c.L), which translates into an upper limit 

on the total neutrino mass, m u, tot < 1.8 eV, for values of Om and the Hubble 

constant in agreement with CMB and SN observations. This bound improves 

SeV€l:a} orders of ma.gnitude on the clirect experimental limit on the muon and 

tau neutrino masses, and is comparable to present experimental bounds on the 
electron neutrino mass 29). 

3.3 Cosmological constant and rate of e).rpansion 

Observations of high redshift supernovae by two independent groups, the Super
nova Cosmology Project 30), and the High Redshift Supernova Team 31), give 

strong evidence that the universe is accelerating, instead of decelerating, today. 

Although a cosmological constant is the natural suspect for such a ucrime", its 

tiny n?n-zero value makes theor~tical physicists uneasy 32). A compromise 

could be found by setting the fundamental cosmological constant to zero, by 

some yet unknown plinciple possibly related witb quantum gravity, and a.llow 

a super-weakl.:r-coupled homogeneous scalar field to evolve down an almost Rat 

potential. Such a field would induce an effective cosmological constant that 
could in principle account for the present observations. The way to distingwsh 

it from a true cosmologicaJ constant would be through its equation of state, 

since sllch a type of smooth background is a perfect fluid but does not satisfy 
p = -p exactly, and thus w = pip also changes with time. There is a proposal 

for a satellite called the Supernova I Acceleration Probe (SNAP) 33) that will 
be able to measure the light curves of type 1a supernovae up to redshift z "" 2, 

thus determining both Ox and Wx with reasonable accuracy, where X stands 
for tbis hypothetical scalar field. For the moment there are only upper bounds, 

Wx < -0.6 (95% c.l.) 34), consistent with a true cosmological constant, but 

the SNAP project claims it could determine Ox and Wx with 5% precision. 
Fortunately, the SN measurements of the acceleration of the universe give 

a linea.r combination of cosmologica.l paJ:ameters that is almost orthogona.l, in 

the plane (Om, f1,,), to that of the curvature of the universe (1-0.[( = Om +0,,) 
by CMB measurements ans the matter content by LSS data. Therefore, by 

combining the information from SNe wHh that of the CMB and LSS, one can 

signi.ficantly reduce the errors in both .om and n" t see Table 1. It also allows 
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an independent determination of the rate of expansion of the universe that is 
perfectly compatible with the HST data 14). This is reflected on the fact 

that adding the latter as prior does not affect significantly the mean value of 
most cosmological parameters, only the error bars, and can be taken as an 
indication that we are indeed on the right track: the Standard Cosmological 
Model is essentially correct, we just have to improve the measurements and 
reduce the error bars. 

4 Conclusjons 

Inflation is nowadays a robust paradigm with a host of cosmological observa
tions confirming many of its basic predictions: large scale spatia] flatness and 
homogeneity, as well as an approximately scale-invariant Gaussian spectrum of 
adiabatic density perturbations . . 

It is possible that in the near future the next generation of CMB satellites 
(MAP and Planck) may detect the tensor or gravitational wave component 
of the polarization power spectrum, raising the possibility of really testing 
inflation through the comparison of the scalar and tensor components, as well 
as determining the energy scale of inflation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The tit le of this paper would be ambitious even for a thorough review on the 
subject. For this reason, I will proceed by making a largely arbitrary selection of 
arguments and of examples. I will start by making general considerations about 
the present status of calorimetry, focusing on the performance, limitations and 
possible improvements of calorimeters as widely used in high-energy physics 
experiments. I will then address a few peculiar applications of calorimetry 
at LHC experiments, at the fu ture electron linear colliders and at B factory 
experiments. I will finally conclude by reviewing some of the many astroparticle 
physics experiments employing state-of-the-art calorimetry. 

1 Calorimetry in HEP: present status and limitations 

One can schematically summarise a few relevant aspects of the present scenario 

of REP experiments by stating that: the Tevatron CDF and DO experiments 



are taking data and aim for high luminosity; LHC detectors are being built 

with some margin of improvement in view of a moderate increase of the ma

chine luminosity. However, a. factor 10 increase in luminosity could not. be 

accommodf1,ted due to the dramatic increase in the integrated dose; BeUe and 

BaBar are successfully running: a.lso their calorimeters could not stand a major 

lumjnosity increase beyond the present limitj electron linear-collider detectors 

a.re being designed for high precision measurements with calorimeters playing a 

key role; running and planned calorim~ters for astroparticle experiments show 

a large variety of approaches. 

An important aspect of future accelerator experiments is the high energy 

frontier. It is clear that in pushing fUl'thel' this frontier the importance of 

calorimetry will be increasingly high due to the improvement (or at least not 

worsening) of the energy resolution with the energy. The opposite occurs in 

the energy (momentum) measurement by magnetic spectrometers for which 

one has a linear worserung of the momentwD resolution with increasing energy. 

It is also worth noting that whatever new physics wiU appear at the energy 

frontier, t.his will produce in the fin~J state Standard Model particles, the same 

particles which are measured with today's calorimeters. 

Calorimeters wiJ.] provide means to detect all known final state particles: 

electrons) photons, muons, tau's, hadrons, jets and also neutrinos through a 

missing energy measurement. In nowadays and future e'A-periments as well, a 

suitable combination of electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic calorimetry allows 

to perform particle ill by exploiting differences in the Xo and A values of 

the absorbers (e/7r separation) or differences in the electromagnetic radiation 

cross-section (el Jt separation). 

Concerning the calorimetric energy resolution one can easily show that 

jet, dirnass and missing energy resolution are determined by the single particle 

resolution if the energy measurement is the only error 1). One can prove that 

it is possible to achieve high-energy resolution with ElvI sampling ca.lorimeter 

with high sampling fraction, realistica.lly yielding to stochastic terms as small as 

5% 1). However, the best energy resolu tion is obtained by exploiting fully active 

devices such as crystals. In this case one has no sampling fluctuations, but 

noise, photon statistics, and light collection non-uniformity limit the achievable 

resolution. As an example, in' the case of the PbW04 crysta.ls in eMS one 

obtains dElE""' 0.7% at 100 GeV even if the stochastic coefficient is as small 
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as 2.3% 1). 

Different processes limit the performance ofhadronic (sampling) calorime
ters. In particular, the large event-by-event fluctuations on the EM content of 

the shower induce consequently large fluctuations in the energy deposition in 
the active medium, severely limiting the energy resolution. Compensation is 
considered a possible solution to improve the resolution. It is well known, in 
fact , that the medium can respond differently to EM and hadronic shower com
ponents due to the differences in ionisation, the existence of nuclear binding 
energy, of neutrons and undetected fragments. A detector with ej h close to 
unit shows the best energy resolution since it induces a small constant term 
in the resolution formula. However, the effect of non-compensation reduces at 

increasingly high energy, where the energy resolution improves with In(E). 
Despite the many efforts in the technology of hadronic calorimeters, other 

intrinsic limitations remain limiting their performance. The detector transverse 
size set by the shower extent (Xo and A) limits the smallest tower size. The 
minimal longitudinal depth is set by containment (about 20 Xo and 10 A); 
t.he largest depth is set by jet leakage. The speed is limited by 25 ns bunch 
crossings at LHC ; no reduction in pileup is expected if signals would be faster . 
The jet resolution is limited by final state radiation (FSR) and not really by 
the calorimeter energy resolution 1). 

If one looks at the future, namely at the high-energy frontier that could be 

explored by a hadron collider such as the LHC, one has to notice that both lu
minosity and eM energy increases are possible in principle. For particle masses 
of the order of the CM energy the required luminosity (L) rises rapidly, indi
cating that the energy is the most important issue; for masses much lower than 

the CM energy, L goes as the square of the mass. However, higher mass states 
or higher L in hadron collidel's will require calorimetry what can withstand 
more than 10 (2) Mrad for the ECAL (HCAL) calorimeter for pseudorapidity 
values larger than 3 units. Scintillators would not survive for ECAL regardless 
the eM energy. Hermiticity will require a coverage to smaller angles as the 
CM energy increases and the 'plateau' extends. Forward calorimetry will then 
need to withstand more than 1 Grad. This dose is a real challenge and likely 

only gaseous or Cerenkov light detectors could be used. 
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2 Future calorimetry at electro n colliders 

After the generation of forthcoming experiments at the Tevatron and LHe and 

the likely discovery of Higgs and Supersymmetry (!) precision studies will have 
to be performed at an electron machine, following what happened in the recent 
past after the discovery of the Wand Z bosons at the SPS and the precision 

Standard Model meaSUTements at LEP. Future line:u electron colliders will 
have to face the challenge of very steeply falling cross-sections of the interesting 
processes : by large factors lower than the ones at LEP. In order to measure 
masses from 500 to 1000 GeV one will require very large luminosities in the 
range from 1033 to a few 1034 cm- 2s- 1 . R&D studies on these machines are in 

progress in Europe (CLIC, TESLA), in J apan (JLC) and in the USA (NLC). 
The main tool of the detectors in addressing the relevant physics issues 

at the fu ture electron machines will be the detection of jets. This feature is 
complementary to what is going to be performed at the LHC: detectors at 

linear coll iders have to do well what LHC finds difficult (detection of hadronic 

decays, l1luitijets, etc.). The primary goal will be revealing the nature of the 
electroweak symmetry breaking (Higgs, supersymmetry, extra dimensions, etc.) 
through precision studies. 

LFrom the point of view of calorimetry the environment at electron ma
chines will be rather clean, with low occupancy apart from the presence of 
low transverse momentum electron pairs. Large B fields will be employed to 
'open' the jets and to apply one of the main distinctive experimental methods 
at these colliders: the energy flow. This concept is based on the assumption 

that charged particles in a jet are more precisely measured with the tracker 
than with a calorimeter. In fact , the energy of a typical linear collideI' multi-jet 

event belongs for 64% to low momentwn (sui table for tracking) charged parti
cles, for 25% to photons and only for 11% to neutral hadrons 2). The energy 

fl ow method consists in using trackers for the energy measurement of charged 
particles and calorimeters for neutrals. One has to locate and remove charged 
particle's calorimetric energy by means of dense, highly-granular ECAL and 
HCAL. ECAL can be considered 'transparent' to hadrons: one detects hadrons 

in HCAL and photons in ECAL. The main calorimetric figures of merit arc 

a 'large' BR2/Rm' suitable for cluster detection in the ECAL, as well as a 
transverse segmentation of the order of Rm with a small Xo l A ratio 2). An 

alternative approach, as the one adopted by the present JLC detector design, 
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envisages the use of compensating calorimetry. 
Concerning the calorimeter technology at electron linear colliders, for the 

ECAL one envisages (NLC and TESLA) large scale tungsten/silicon calorime
try with more than 1000 m2 total Silicon surface and a 20 longitudinal-layer 
deep detector (Fig. 1). Following the prescriptions of the energy flow concept, 

one can design a finely segmented calorimeter, such as the one already used, 
although at a much smaller scale, for luminosit.y monitors at SLC and LEP. 
The main drawback is the (presently) large or unaffordable (according to pes
simistic/optimistic points of view) cost of the Silicon. However, one could hope 
of a sort of Moore 's law for Silicon that should bring by the year 2010 t.he cost 
of this material to a reasonable level 3) . As far as the HeAL is concerned peo

ple still consider scintillator tiles as a viable option, or the use of the so-called 

'digital' hadronic calorimetry characterised by small segmentation (1 cm2 ) with 
only 1-2 bit readout, possibly employing RPCs or similar cheap detectors. 

Figure 1: Possible layolLt of a W-Si calorimeter for a linear collider (detail). 
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3 Calorimetry for future B physics 

As far as the neJ..'t generation B-factories is concerned, one has to notice that 

the design ,,,ark for these machines (and of course for the relative detectors and 

calorimeters) is still rather preliminary. The main reason is that a lot of (good 
quality) data is being currently provided by the existing B-factories at KEK 
and SLAC. The principal goal for the ne.u. generation will be the realisation of 

a 1036 asymmetric B factory. This machine could lead to new physics on rare B 
(and D) decay rates and angular dist.ributions, and to studies of deviations from 
the predictions of CKM parameters in over-constrained tests of the unitarity 

triangle. 
The main requirement.s t.o calorimet.ry can be summariEed in the capa

bi li ty of measuring photons from generic and specific B's with high energy 

and angular resolution, still using the unsUl'passed crystal calorimeters. These 
requirements are, all in all, similar to those of the present detectors, apart. 
from the capability to handle the increase in luminosity. The latter is by far 

a non-negligible requirement. If one considers, as an e.xample, the BaBar CsI 
calorimeter, it is evident that a factor 10 increase in luminosity could not be 
tolerated due to light losses and occupancy increase 4). 

As a general consideration the crystal size should correspond to a rather 

fine segmentation, as required for photon separation (including BG photons) 
and position resolution. In this spirit the useful crystal transverse size is limi ted 

by its properties, namely the Ron (CsI - 3.B em) and the cost of the readout. 
The longitudinal dimensions are driven by the energy resolution (up t,Q about 

16-17 radiation length may be needed for high-energy electrons and photons). 

The .calorimeter should then cover the maximum solid angle wi th the minimal 
interruptions for services, etc. Last but not least the material in front of the 
calorimeter should be minimised. 

Concerning the radiation damage, definitely the major technological chal
lenge, it mainly affects the light yi<;lld and light yield uniformity. The design 
goal is that in 10 years a maximum 20% light yield loss should occur. One 
has to add the requirement of a sufficiently high quanti ty of light (needed for 

the energy resolution) and of signal speed (required to reduce the background). 

Some crystals are presently considered as good candidates: Pb\\104 (already 

widely used at the LHC), YAP, GSa, LSa, etc. 
About the background we note that the calorimeter will be affected by 
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the creation of fake neutral clusters and by the inclusion of beam background 
photons during clustering into B decay photon showers 4). 

One word on the readout. Due to the presence of high magnetic field one 
will be forced to use compact photosensors such as photodiodes (for crystals 
with high light output) or APDs. One can also think to reduce the readout 
cost by longitudinal segmentation of the crystals achieving better electron ID , 
higher spatial resolution and background reduction. Radiat.ion hard compact 
crystal can then be used in front and (cheaper) less radiation hard crystal in 
the back of the calorimeter 4). 

4 Calo rimeters in astroparticle p hysics 

The most striking feature of the energy measurement in astropar ticle physics 
experiment. is the huge energy interval spanned by the different experiments. 

One goes from the about 2 I< of cosmic relic neutrinos to the more than 1020 eV 
of high energy cosmic ray events. Particles to be detected in th is wide energy 
range are neut.rinos j photons and charged-particle cosmic-rays. This subject. 
is clearly extremely broad. Therefore, I will just concentrate on a few issues, 
such as the direct measurements of par ticles/photons in space, the use of the 

atmosphere as a calorimetric medium and the calorimetric detection of cosmic 
rays and neutrinos (surface/underground/underwater). 

Det.ection of particles in space (balloon or satellite experiments) has a long 

history and it is nowadays a field in great expansion. The Earth atmosphere 
tends to hide the information carried out by primary cosmic-ray particles. For 
this reason high-altitude experiments first and balloon experiments later have 
been conducted in the past and brought to important discoveries. 

Concerning modem satellite experiment.s , the 'mother' of all space-based 
calorimeters has been the SOKOL detector on the Kosmos-1543 satellite in the 
late '70s. The calorimeter was 5 II deep for about 2000 kg of weight 5). U we 
jump to today's experiment.s, we note that some of the most advanced calori

metric techniques used in accelerator experiments are also employed in space
based eA,:>eriments, with the additional challenging requirements of a relatively 

small weight and volume, low readout power consumption, high componenL 
reliability and excellent mechanical properties. Calorimeters playa key role in 
satellit.e experiments, which usualJy combine in a very compact detector high
performance energy measurements of charged and neutral particles, precision 
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t racking capabilities (magnetic field) and particle rD. ' Ve can take as examples 
the planned PAMELA and GLAST experiments 6) . 

PAMELA will be soon launched on a satellite elliptic, quasi-polar orbit 

at 300-600 km altitude. Among the physics goals I mention .the study of the 
primary proton, antiproton, electron and positron spectra from about. 50 MeV 

to several hundreds Ge V. The experiment will perform a high sensitivity search 
for anti-nuclei and t.he study of energy and time distribution of the solar flare. 
The detector includes a magnetic spectromet.er with silicon-microstrip tracker, 
TRDs, a TOF detector, an anti-coincidence counter and a performing imaging 
calorimeter: 16.3 radiation lengths, 0.6 interaction lengths deep. The calorime
ter is made of 22 layers of Thngsten plates alt.el'l1ated with Silicon strips (x-y). 
Its total mass is 110 kg and there are 4416 readout channels for a total power 

consumption of 48 W. The high energy resolution of the calorimeter of 6% for 
electrons with energy above 25 GeV is adequate for the physics reach of the 

experiment. 
GLAST aims at the detection of photons in the wide energy range from 

5 MeV to 300 GeV. For this reason a state-of-the-art CsI crystal calorimeter 
is employed. The detector is rather deep (9.5 radiation lengths) and is made 
of 16 modules each with 8 layers of 12 crystals. The total number of crystals 
is 1536 for about 1450 kg of weight. A PIN diode/ASIC readout is used for a 
power budget of 60 W. The energy resolution is excellent: better than 20% up 
to 100 MeV and bet.ter than 6% at the highest energy of 300 Ge V. 

A completely different detection approach is used by experiments at Earth 
surface that employ the atmosphere as a calorimetric medium (11 A thick) for 

the showering of primary cosmic rays. In this case one can exploit the detection 
of particles at ground level, the detection of Cerenkov light from showering 

particles in the atmosphere and the measurement of the air fluorescence from 
the shower development. 

The first category of experiments features the detection of very high en
ergy particle showers, the coverage of relatively large areas, a large duty cycle, 
mUltiple single-point sampling and the possible detection of the shower front 
through timing measurements. One can mention as examples the MILAGRO 
(Los Alamos) and the ARGO (Tibet) experiments 6). 

The second technique is the detection of the Cerenkov light from rela

tivistic particles in the air shower. In this case we have a 'real' calorimeter 
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providing information on the shower-inducing particle: its orientations via the 

direction of the shower axis, the energy through the measurement of the light 

intensity, and the particle ID via the shower shape analysis. 

The third technique is the detection of the air fluorescence light induced 

by the showering primary-particle. One actually detects the isotropic scintil

lation light from Nitrogen at about 325 run wavelength. The excited Nitrogen 

state (emitting light) is collision quenched. Quenching linearly increases with 

the atmospheric pressure, but. as dE/dx pel' unit length also linearly increases 

with the pressure, the two effects nearly compensate. This causes a fast elec

tron to produce about the same amount of light per unit path at all altitudes. 

Therefore, one obtains that the absolute luminosity of the shower only de

pends upon the number of electrons at a given depth. The measurement of the 

longitudinal shower profile can be performed by wide FOV cameras, possibly 

exploiting stereo event reconstruction. The main drawback of such eA-peri

ments is the low light yield (only primary particles above 1017 eV are detected) 

and the relatively small duty cycle (since Moon-less nights are required). For 

these experiments both surface detectors (IRES, AUGER) or orbiting satellites 
(EUSO) can be used 5, 6). 

Finally, I 'wish to mention the detection of astrophysical neutrinos. Their 

energy spectrum spans several orders of magnitude: one goes from the MeV 

energy range of solar of supernovae neutrinos, to the GeV range of atmospheric 

neutrinos, to the over 1 TeV domain (and more) of astrophysical neutrinos. 

Therefore, various techniques are exploited by the calorimeters devoted to their 

detect.ion and energy measurement. High energy neutrinos are excellent carriers 

of information from galactic and extragalact.ic sources since, unlike photons and 

charged particles which cannot travel infinite distances without interacting, 

they are basically immune to attenuation and intergalactic magnetic fields. 

The detection of possible cosm.ic neutrino sources is indeed one of the main 

goals of the recently born neutrino astronomy. 

Many large-mass neutrino detectors exist and more are planned for the 

next generation, ba.'5ed on the use of multi kton target calorimeters . As an 

example of future devices one can mention the ICARUS detector 7), a modu

lar large-mass liquid Argon TPC being constructed as a neutrino observatory 

in the underground Gran Sasso Laboratory. ICARUS provides high-resolution 

imaging of cosmic events of quality comparable to that of the old bubble cham-
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bel' detectors. In Fig.2 one can see oue event recently collected with a 300 ton 

detector exposed to cosmic rays at surface. 

Figure 2: Co.smic ray e1Jent taken w-ith the ICARUS 300 ton detector. 

Much la.rger masses are to be used to detect neutrinos of very high energy 

(VHE), say above 1 TeV. The flux of such pa.rtic1es is very low, at the level of 

one pa.rticle per squa:re kilometre per year. This motivates the use of very large 

active detector masses to be equipped wit.h readout devices abJe to keep the 

cost of the detector at a 'reasonable' level. In this case one thinks of water or 

ice as passive materials with the detection of the Cerenkov light produced by 
relativistic particles by means of a moderate number of large size PMTs. This 
approach has been followed by the AMANDA experiment at the south pole 
(ice) and by the proposed ANTARES (Fig.3), NEMO and NESTOR projects 
(water) 6) . The main distjnctive features of these detectors are the absorption 

length of the light (20-60 rn in water, 100 rn in ice), the light scattering length 

(over 100 m in water and about 100 m in ice) and the angular resolution in 

measuring the interacting neutrino source (0.5 degrees in water and about 1 

degree in ice). \Ve expect that within a few years the commissioning of a 'km 

cube' observatory will open the road to a high sensitivity search for distant 
neutrino sources and in general to the systematic study of astrophysical VHE 

neutrinos. 
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Figure 3: Artistic view of the ANTA RES underwater neutrino detector 

5 C onclusions 

The role of calorimetry is becoming increasingly important in high energy 
physics, since these detectors are well sui ted to face the challenge of tile high en
ergy frontier. After the planned generation of LHC experiments (and calorime
ters) we do expect detector improvements and upgrades together wi th a better 
understanding of the physics scenario. However, it is also clear that in trinsic 
and conceptual limi ta t ions in the performance of calorimeters will remain . The 
issue of radiation hardncss, in particular, will become fundamental in consid
ering the possible luminosity upgrade of the accelerators as required to access 

higher-mass states . 

Different considerations apply to the next generation electron lincar-colliders, 
expected to be operational after the likely discovery of new physics at the LHC. 
From the technical point of view linear-collider (highly segmented) calorimeter s 
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could substantially contribute to the precision measurements by employing Bew 
methods such as the energy flow. However , both machines and experiments are 
in a rather early stage of R&Dj further proto typing and simulations are needed. 

The main challenge will be the likely high cost of the detectors. 
If we consider the future experiments at B factories the two experimen

tal issues setting requirements to the calorimeters are the increase in lumi
nosity and in background W.1·.t. the present machines. One has to envisage 
high-performance crystal calorimeters featuring high granularity and radiation 
hardness. Also in th is case we could benefit from the experience soon being 
gathered with large size crystal detectors at the LHC. 

Finally, there is nowadays a broad variety of calorimetric techniques used 
for astroparticle physics experiments: crystals for satellite detectors, large sur

face detector arrays for ground experiments, detection of Cerenkov and fluores
cence light for atmospheric showers, large mass active targets for astrophysical 

neutrinos and liquid/solid water Cerenkov detectors for VHE neutrinos, etc. 
Once more the experience with state-of-the-art accelerator experiments is (and 
will be) largely used in the design of the calorimeters, which, aso for these 
applications, playa crucial role in all experiments. 
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ABSTRACT 

Higher luminosities and higher beam energies a.t fu t ure accelerators will lead 
to a significant increase in event numbers and track l1lultiplici,ties , detectors 
will be exposed to much higher radiation loads than at present , and improved 
spatial l'csolution will be needed for certain physics channels, in particular for 
B-physics. New developments in detector technology to accept this challenge 
are described. 

1 Int roduction 

In order to understand the properties of a reaction, the position, charge and 

momentum of the reaction products are measured by the detector. By using 

sufficiently light-weight tracking detectors, the position of charged particles can 
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be measured all along their flight pat.h without strongly influencing their mo

mentum or direction (while calorimeters measure the total energy of a particle 

by stopping or destroying it). In the special case of muons, a rough measure

ment of their direction and momentum is made even outside the calorimet.ers. 

The task of "tracking" is complex and comprises a number of different ac

tivit.ies. The tracking detectors must be aligned and cal ibrated and the signals 

produced by particles must be measured. The reconstruction of tracks usually 

takes place in two steps. During the stage of track finding or pattern recogni

tion one determines which detector signals have been caused by one physical 

particle. During the subsequent stage of track fitting one tries to reconstruct 

the exact track followed by the particle (especially where needed for vertex 

reconstruction). When the tracker is located in a magnetic field (which is com

monly the case) the bending radius of a track also yields information about 

the particle's charge and momentum. Finally the decay vertex or vertices have 

to be reconstructed to find out which decay was observed. Normally, vertex 

reconstruction also takes place in two steps: vertex finding and vertex fitting. 

\\lhile tracking has been an important part of high-er:ergy physics ex

periments for a long time, physicists and engineers are presently facing new 

challenges. Firstly, th is is due to the ever increasing luminosity of accelerators. 

The Large Electron-Positron Collider LEP at CERN achieved a peak luminos
ity of 3 )( l031 cm - 2s- l . The Tevatron at Fermilab is currently running at a 

similar luminosit.y but being a hadron machine it produces events of far higher 

track multiplicity. The asymmetric e+e- -colliders in Stanford and Japan have 
already 2.ttained luminosities of several times I033cm- 2s-l. The design lu

minosity for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is 1034 cm- 2s- 1 at 

a collision energy of 14 TeV, which will result in unprecedented event num

bers and track multiplicities (while in e+e- colliders production cross sections 

fall at higher energies, they keep rising in hadron coll iders;. Thus tracking 

detectors must be able to handle an ever increasing number of tracks while 

Simultaneously being e) . ."posed to very high radiation levels. 

Secondly, new physics tasks call for better accuracy in track and vertex 

reconstructioll. For B-tagging, the distance between the primary (production) 

vertex and the secondary vertex of the decaying B-meson is determined by 

the short lifetime of B-mesons in the picosecond range. At the asymmetric 

B-factories, where CP-violation is measured via the decay time asymmetry 
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bet .... ;een BO and BO, the B-mesons' boost is relatively small, so that the BO 
decay length is only of the order of 200 1"m (during 1 ps light travels 300 !Jm). 

These demands for higher performance, accuracy and radiation hardness 
have resulted in significant improvements in detector technology, some of which 

will be descr ibed below. 

2 '!rack ing detectors 

In a high-energy physics experiment, the layout of the detector and the choice 
of technology will depend on the type of the accelerator (symmetric or asym
metric e+e- collider, haqron collider ) and on the specific physics requirements 
of an experiment (Higgs and SUSY search, B-physics, heavy ions, etc). It is 
important to satisfy not only the obvious requirements for adequate spatial, 
momentum and time resolution, but also to guarantee the high level of relia
bility which is mandatory in a large experiment where interventions for repair 

may become increasingly difficult and hands-on maintenance may be impos
sible due to difficulty o[ access and high irradiation of de tector components. 
In many areas robustness with regard to radiation damage has to be a high 

priority. Especially in very large detectors the cost of components as well as 
the material budget may also become decisive factors. 

The detector types most frequently used [or t racking are on one hand tra
ditional , large-volume gas detectors, with a typical resolution of one hundred 
to severa] hundred micrometers, and on the other hand solid-state detectors 
and micro-pattern gas detectOl's, with typical resolutions of a few tens of mi

crometers (varying from the digital resolution of pitch/v'i2 for perpendicular 
t racks to several times better values where one can make use of charge sharing 
over sever al stri ps). 

2.1 Large-volume gas detectors 

The original mul ti-wire proportional chamber (M''''PC) has been further de
veloped into a number of different detectors, such as drift chambers, t ime pro

jection chambers (TP C) , straw tube detectors and others. All these detectors 
have in common that by using a low-density active material (i.e. gas) they 
may occupy a relatively large volume without leading to prohibi tively large 

scattering of the particles to be detected. Therefore they are especially suited 
for the outer layers of tracking detectors. 
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An important factor in the development of new gas detectors (e.g., TPCs) 

has been the effort to reduce the amount of materia l and thus the effect of mul

tiple scattering with its adverse influence on the accuracy of the measurement. 

This extends also to the choice of the gas. The use of low-Z gases is especially 

important when the particles to be detected have a low energy, either because 

they are produced at threshold or because the available energy is divided up 

over a large number of secondary particles. So, the Belle detector where B jB 
pairs a re produced at the Y 48 resonance uses a mixture of 50% He and 50% 
ethane in its Central Drift Chamber 1) . For the time-projection chamber of 

the heavy-ion experiment ALICE at LH C the use of 90% Neon and 10% CO, 
is planned 2). 

St raw tube detectors have become increasingly popular. One advantage 

is that if a wire breaks in one tube this will not affect the other channels. 

Another attractive feature is that by using a suitable gas and placing a radiator 

material between the straws, the tracker can at the same time be used for 

particle identification by detecting transition radiation. This is planned for the 

"Transition Radiation Ttacker" of the ATLAS experiment at the LHC 3) . 

2.2 Solid-state detectors 

2.2.1 Silicon detectors 

A typical example of a silicon strip detector is shown in Fig. l ao Highly 

p doped strips ("p+" ) are created on the surface of a weakly n doped silicon 

wafer while the opposite surface is highly n doped (n+ backplane). Near the 

junction between p+ and n there are no free charge carriers (electron/hole 

pairs) because free electrons from the n side have united with holes from the 

p+ side. By applying a bias volta.ge across the wafer , between strips and 

backplane, all free charge carriers can be removed from it, the detector is "full y 
depleted". An ionizing particle passing through the detector will again create 

free charge carriers, giving rise to a. current through the wafer and a pulse in 

the AC-coupled aluminum readout strips. (Wi thout depletion , the detector 

would contain orders of magnitude more free charge carriers than are produced 

by one particle, resulting in a prohibitive signal-to-noise ratio). 

Many variations of this basic principle have been developed. "V"hile the 

bulk silicon is usually n doped for technological reasons, the doping of strips 

and backplane may be inverted (creating n+ implants and a p+ backplane). 
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The backplane may also be subdivided into strips under an angle to the strips 

on the top of the wafer, thus allowing to read out two coordinates and obtain 

information about two dimensions ("double-sided detector"). For example, this 

approach was used in the silicon vertex detector of the DELPHI experiment 

at LEP, and is planned for Fermilab experiments and the ALICE detector at 

LHC. However, such detectors are rather complicated and expensive. Another 
solution to obtain a measurement of both coordinates with strip detectors is 

to use two such detectors, glued together under a certain stereo angle (usually 

a small angle, to optimize the amount of combinatorial background versus 

measurement precision, as well as for practical reasons). This approach wiJl be 
used by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at t he LHC 3, 4). 

The surface may be segmented not into strips but into square or rectan

gular pixeJs. This automatically yields information on both coordinates and 

significantly reduces the occupancy of individual channels at the cost of a much 

larger overall number of readout channels (Fig. Ib). So, pixel detectors are 

often used for the innermost detector layers. 

Another kind of solid-state detector is the silicon drift detector, where 

only one coordinate is measured directly while the other is reconstructed from 

the drift t.ime, much as in a time projection chamber. This system cuts by 

two the number of readout channels, thus saving on electronics at the cost of 

a longer readout time. The use of silicon drift detectors is planned for the 

heavy-ion experiment ALICE at the LHC . 

Common features of all solid-state detectors arc their potential for good 

spatial resolution I their high densi ty, and their comparatively higher price. This 

makes them especially suited for the inner parts of tracking detectors. 
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A major problem in high-luminosity accelerators, and in particular in 
hadron machines, will be the large amount of radiation, which Illay cause prob

lems in all kinds of detectors. The level of ionizing radiation strongly depends 
on the distance from the interact.ion region while neutrons, which are a prob
lem in hadron colliders, are more evenly distributed over the whole tracker 
volume due t.o backscattering from the calorimeters. Typical values expected 

over 10 years of operation for the ATLAS pixel detector are 300 kGy of ionizing 
radiation and over 5 x 1014 neutronsfcm2 3). 

Radiation damaged silicon detectors need a higher bias voltage fOl' full 
depletion. However l the voltage that can be applied is limited by the breakdown 
voltage. So it may happen that strongly damaged silicon detectors cannot be 

fully depleted, which results in a worse signal-to-noise ratio and thus worse 
resolution. Another effect is the so-called "type inversion": after absorbing a 
certain radiation dose, the 11. bulk silicon starts behaving like p doped material. 
This is the reason why for detectors in extremely high-radiation environments 

(often pixels) the somewhat more complicated n-OJl-ll technique is preferred 
over the p-on-n technique described above. After type inversion (see Fig. Ib)1 
the junction will be ne:x."t to the readout implants, and even in an underdepleted 

detector the region near the readout will still be depleted l t hus allowing for 
better spatial resolution. It has been found t.hat. cooling improves the long

term behavior of silicon under irradiation, and the silicon detectors of ATLAS 
and CMS will be operated at a temperature of about - lO'C 3, 4) . 

Over the last few years, great progress has been achieved in the radiation 
hardness of silicon detectors , which therefore might be the best choice for high
radiation environments. 

2.2.2 Other solid-state detectors 

For some time l great hopes concerning radiation hardness were put into dia

mond detectors. Their design is simple: diamond produced by chemical vapor 

deposition is used as a quasi-insulator, metal electrodes are directly applied 
on either fide, no depletion is needed. However l they yield a much smaller 
signal than si licon detectors, their radiation hardness is less impressive than 
originally expected, but above all their exorbitant price has prevented practical 
use. Gallium a1'senide, expected to be another radiation-resistant alternative 
to silicon 1 has turned out to pose great problems in practice, and R&D efforts 
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in this direction have been largely abandoned. 

2.3 Micropattern gas detectors 

Mic1'Ostrip gas chamber ... (MSGCs, Fig. 2a) consist of thin metallic strips pro

duced by a photolithographic process on a substrate (a thin glass layer). Elec

tron clouds created by ionizing particles drift towards the anode strips and 

are multiplied in their vicinity, just as near the anode wires of wire chambers. 

MSGCs can be produced an order of magnitude smaller than wire chambers, 

thus creating a high-resolution device, which was originally expected to be 

simple and much cheaper than si licon. However, they need a complicated gas 

supply system, there is the danger of sparking, aging properties have remained 

controversial, and si licon has become cheaper and more radiation-hard than 

before. Therefore, in some cases where the use of MSGCs had been planned 
(such as in the outer tracker layers of eMS 4)) they have been replaced by 
silicon . 

/ '- . . , 

" " 

I 

,:nll\'I'R 'Fl~l 
.a.lID 
DRlFT 

Figure 2, Operating p"inciple of an MSGC delector (a, left) and field map of 
a GEM foil (b, right). 

Another micropattern gas detector is the GEM or 'Igas electron multi

plier" (Fig. 2b), where gas amplification of the Signal takes place in the strong 

field within microscopic etched holes in thin foils between the gas volume and 

the readout plane. By using several layers, each foil can be operated at lower 

voltage, thus reducing the danger of sparking. The readout is accomplished 

by an MSGC run at lower voltage, or by larger strips without any further gas 

amplification. GEMs are being successfully used at the COMPASS experiment 
at CERN. 
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3 The future of tracking 

Only a few years ago it was unclear how detectors would come to grips with 

the high-radiation environment of future hadron colliders. The recent progress 

in detector technology, especially in the field of silicon detectors, is ground 
for optimism. It will be no less import'ant to correctly disentangle the enor
mous amounts of detector signals. This will be achieved on one hand by hard
ware measures, using detectors wi th very fine granularity and therefore low 
occupancy of individual channels (e.g. pixels), which have to be matched by 
a corresponding amount of electronics and computing power. On the other 
hand, new track finding and fitting algorithms will help to correctly interpret 
detector signals. The Kalman filter , a technique for analyzing developing dy
namical stochastic systems, has become more and more popular since it was 

first used with full performance for t racking at the DELPHI experiment at 
LEP. It has been fur ther developed into the "deterministic annealing filter" 
and the "mul t itrack filter" , and these methods have already been implemented 

and Monte-Carlo tested in the analYSis software of the eMS experiment at 
CERN 5) I where they will also play an important role in high-level triggers. 

In conclUSion, both hardware and software are ready to face the immediate 
challenges, but more new ideas will be needed in the long run. 
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ABSTRACT 

The top quark, discovered in 1994 at the Tevatron, has pnwp.n a very int~r~ting 
particle. It~ characteristics allow both t.o perform stringent tests of electroweak 
theory, and to search fm new physics through a deviation hom standard model 
predictions for several of its peculiar properties. I will review the status of top 
physics a.nd briefly describe the potential of e}..rperiments of the near future. 

1 Introduction: a brief history of top physics 

The first hint of the existence of the top quark can be argued to have been 

the detection of CP violation in the ](0/(0 system in 1964: Kobayashi and 

~vIaskawa. in 1973 demonstra.ted that three generations of quarks are needed to 

allow CP violation via a complex phase in t.h8 flavour matrix. However) it was 
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only in 1977, with the discovery of the Y states, that the top quark became a 

fixed thought of e:A-"]Jerimenters and theoreticians worldwide. 

On the theoretical side, the renormalizability of the Standard Model (SM) 

demands a cancellation of triangle anomalies . The existence of a h = +1 part

ner of the newborn b quark was thus direly needed for the int.ernal consistency 

of the model. Moreover, au isosinglet b quark genera.tes copious flavor-changing 

neutral current decays of strange and bottom hadrons, such as b -+ sl+ l-: none 

of the resulting B-hadron decays, bea.vily suppressed in the 8M, was observed 

experimentally. 

Addi\;ional evidence that the top quark had to complete the third gener

ation soon came from several measurements at e+e- machines: first.) in 1978 

t.he PLUTO ;md DASP collaborations measured the leptonic width r er of the 

T(ls) meson 1), determining that the b-quark must have Q = - ~; then in 

1983 the JADE experiment measured a large forward-backwal'd asymmetry 

in e+ e- -t bb reactions 2) when none was predjcted in the SM if J~,L = o. 
In 1987 ARGUS results suggested that the top quark mass had to be large, 

since the mixing parameter Xd was found to be large 111 the analysis of the 

EO EO system 3). Finally, in 1990 the first precision measurements of elec

troweak parameters from the LEP experime.nt.s at CERN started pouring in; 

most notably, the precision measurements of r(Z -t bb) allowed to establish 

that I b - _1 4) 
, 3,L - 2 . 

These and other determinations of elect.roweak parameters were used by 

theorists to produce several standard model predictions and upper limits for 

the top quark mass. 

In the meantime, direct searches were carried out at all available exper-
. tal f '1" d h Id A ' . R a e+ e- -fhadrons) dJ lineD aCl ltles aJ.·oun t e wor. Jump III = IT(e e--fj1' JJ,- an or 

changes in event sbape were sought, along with direct evidence for T hadrolls. 

None of the experiment.s found any evidence of top production, and mass lim

its were set at increasing Mt values, up to MzJ2 (reached first by ALEPH ill 

1990 5)). 

Hadlon colliders soon joined the group and rapidJy took over. The first 

collaboration to produce results was the UAl experiment. at the SppS (Js = 630 

GeV), which sought direct. evidence of top quark production in the decays of 

the recently discovered i1' bosoDs! pp -t vV X -4 tbX. In 1984 they obtained 12 
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I + jj even ts on a backgTound of 3.5, cl aim i ng discovery and quoting .!vEt == 40 ± 
10 GeV /c2 . The new particle, however, refused to show up in added statistics, 

and the result became Mt > 44 GeV /c2 at 95% CL 6). In 1990 UA2 improved 

the limit t.o M t > 69 GeV /c2 7), but by then eyes were already pOinted at the 

Tevatron, where the higher center-of-mass energy promjsed discovery. 

\Vith the 4 pb- 1 of data collected in 1988-89 the CDF collaboration in

deed observed a very clear dilepton event, but was only able to pla.ce a 95% 

confidence level (CL) limit at lvIt > 77 GeV /c2
, soon improved to j'vlt > 91 

GeV jc2 8). Tne breakthrough came with the increased luminosity of Tevatron 

R1..U1 J in 1992, when the CDP experiment was equipped with a new silicon 

detector capable of identifying b-quark jets from the reconstruction of b-decay 

vertices. The seven candidate events identified in 19 pb- 1 were only enough 

to claim a 3 a evidence in 1994, but they allowed to measure ]VIt = 174 ± 16 

GeV jc2 9). Finally, in 1995 conclusive evidence was brought by both CDF and 

DO 10). The quark sector of the Standard Model was now complete. Figure 1 

illustrates the convergence of direct and indirect determinations of M t in the 

last 15 years. 

2 Intrinsic top quark properties 

2.1 Top mass and width 

The most importa.nt property of the top quark is lis mass) which 1s very large 

~'hen compared to all other 8M fermions. The top mass is actually close to 

the scale of electroweak symmetry brea.kjng: the top qua.rk Yukawa coupling is 

"natural", because Yt == .J2-¥; '" 1. This coincidence of scales might suggest 

that t.he top quark is actively involved in the breaking of electroweak symmetry. 

It must also be noted that, in the framework of minimal supersymmetric models 

(M8SM), a large value of j'vft was actually predicted as far back as:..n 1982 11) 

since without a large value of lVIt, radiative corrections to the mass of the 

lightest neut.ral scalar lvh would have prevented the sponta.neous breaking of 

SU(2)xU(1) symmetry. 

In any case, M t is a very important parameter for the tests of EvV theory. 

Because of the quadratic dependence of the I:::ip parameter on top mass, a 

precise knowledge of the latter is important for stringent consistency checks 
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Figure 1: A compilation of experimental and theoretical 7'eS7.I.lts on the top Qv.ark 
search. Expcrimentallowcr limits from e+ e- and pop colliders are compared to 
indirect 1J.ppel' limits and (;stimates of lvI,. from SM fits to electro1JJeak observ
abIes. The direct meas'U.rements by CDP (full points) and DO (em.pty points) 
are also indicated, as well n.S the current world average (full square). 

of the theory Also, the large value of the Yukawa coupling Vi would make it 

advantageous to probe the t.lh vertex, if the Higgs boson were found. It must. 

finally be stressed that a precise measurement of ]..1/. yields vital information 

on the mass of the }fjggs boson: an uJJcertainty of 1 GeV /c2 in the top mass 

yields the same amoUllt of information on t.he value of lt1h as an uncert.ainty of 

7 MeV/c2 on the lV boson mass 12). 

The large value of ]Yfl implies that the decay time is very short: fl ,..,., 

1vIt ",,' 1.5 Ge V / c2
. That vaJue is one order of rnagni tude la.rger than the 

hadronization scale AQCD : that implies that top quarks cannot bind to form 

hadrons, and they decay as free particles. The absence of top hadrons can 

also be inferred from the non-relativistic quark model: on one side, the mass 

splitting Jvf B·- - ]YIIJ = 450 TvleV /c2 is independent on the heavy quark mass, 



and must. hold for T U and T as well; on the other, the splitting between B* 

and B depends on II MQ and is thus expected to be smaller for top hadrons. 

Moreover, t.oponium st.ates cannot exist, since their width (rtt '""'-' 2rt rv 3 

GeV Ic2 ) is larger tha.n the splitting bet.ween IS and 2S states expected from 

the perturbative QeD potential. All top resonances therefore merge and act 

coherently, and what is left in the cross section is only a broad excitation curve. 

On the experimental side, several possibilities for testing production and 

decay properties of top quarks are granted by the large value of r t and have 

already started to be investigated wjth Tevatron data. Decay products can 

provide information about top polarization, because the depolarization time 

Td "-' lilt! AbeD is much longer than the lifetime. One can also study W 

helicity and verify the a.bsence of hw+ = +1 state, suppressed by the chiral 

factor (lIlbIJv1w)L, and the predicted fraction of longitudinal states . It must 

finally be noted that a measurement of t.he top quark mass with wuna.tched 

precision (AMt '" 100 Nre V I c2
) can in principle be achieved with threshold 

scans at ;), high-energy e+e- collider, since r t acts as an infrared cut-off in the 

theoretical computation of the shape of cross section at threshold, removing 

the influence of non-perturba.tive contributions. 

2.2 Top decay 

Since I ViII I '" 1 a.nd M t > Mw + lVIo, the decay t -r W+b dominates . At the 

Tevatron, it fina.l states are classified according to the decay ofthe produced W 

bosons: when these both decay to qua.rk pairs the final state is Hall-hadronic" 

and contains nominally six jets (B = ~); when one of them decays to eVe or J.LV J.A 

the "single-lepton" final state arises (B = f.7), with a IVI+ 4 jet topology; when 

both ltV bosons decay to electron-neutrino or muon-neutrino pa.irs one has the 

('dilepton)) final stat.e (B = it)) characterized by a lvLl' VI' + 2 jet topology. 

W -+ TV.,. decays are excluded from the above classification, since at hadron 

coUiders it is hard to trigger on these decays and to detect T lepton decays. 

Besides the dominant channels, top quarks have been sought in the fiavour

changing neutral current decays t -+ Zc(u) and t -r ,),c(u). In addition, in the 

MSSM a light charged Higgs boson can be produced in the decay t -+ H+ b. 

Other supersymmetric decays of the top quark are beyond the purpose of this 

paper . 
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3 Topics in top quark physics today 

3.1 Measurements of the top quark mass 

All direct determina.tions of the top qua,rk mass to date come from the cnp 
and DO collaboratioDs, who ha.ve measmed it with many different techniques 

in all available final states. The single most precise det.ermination is based on 

single lepton events from CDF: it is briefly described below. 

Dat.a redution pl'oceeds by selecting events passing high-PT electron alld 

muon triggers. To select. a IV sample) charged leptons a,re required to ha.ve By 

(PT ) > 20 Ge V (/ c2
), and missing transverse energy rtr > 20 Ge V. In add ition, 

four hadronic jets are required; three of them must have Er > 15 GeV and 

rapidity 1111 < 2,0. From tbe events passing these cd teria four disjoint subsets 

are constructed; in decreasing background content. they consist of events with 

t.wo jets possessing an identified secondary vertex (SVX) tag n:om b decay, 

events with one SVX t.a.g, events with one jet containing a soft electron or muon 

candidate (SLT) frorn b decay, and event.s where all four jets have ET > 15 Ge V. 

Background contaminations are mainly due to QeD \IF bb and TV cc production 

and to fal<e heavy flavor signa.ls, By keeping the four samples separated the 

measurement errors on lvIt are miuimized, 

A kinematical At is applied to each event under the hypothesis of top 

decay) with the const.ralnts that SVX- or SLT-tagged jets are assigned to b 

quarks, that the lepton-neutrino and jet-jet masses are compatible with NIw ) 

and that top and anti top masses are equaL The best X2 solution is used. A 

likelihood t.echnique determines the mass for each distribution; the four results 

are then combined together. The final result is Mt = 175,9 ± 4,8 (stat.) ±4,9 

(syst.) GeV /c2 13), 

All CDF and DO determinations of the top qua.rk mass have been com

bined by accounting for correlated systematics. The world average val ue is 

Aft = 174,3 ± 3.2(stat.) ±4,Q (syst.) GeV /c2 14). 

3.2 Top quark production at the Tevatrou 

At VS = 1.8 TeV) the dominant top production process is via strong interac

tion) 90% of which is due to qq annihilation. Fig. 2 summarizes the Tevatron 

determinations of at[ 15). In total) the averaged CDF and DO measurements 
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Figure 2: Left: top mass distributions of the fo ur subsamples of cnp data in 
the single lepton channel (see text); right: summary of Tevatron determinations 
o/at[. 

(att = 6.5:': i:; pb, NIt = 175 GeV/c' (CDF), "If = 5.7 ± 1.6 pb, Aft = 172.1 

GeV/c2 (DO)) are in good a.greement with theoretical predictions 16). 

In addition to pair-produced tt pairs, single top quarks can be produced 

by wea.k interaction via a virtual W (32%) or through W 9 fusionj the total is 

expected to be a{.x = 2.4 ph. Single top production is interesting in its own 

right: a precise measurement of.the cross section would provide a direct deter

mination of IVlblj moreover, the process consistutes a signlficant background to 

the most promising signature of a SM Higgs (pjj --> W + H X --> l+vbbX). The 

identification of single top production is more challenging than tt production, 

since there are fewer jets in the final state, and the topology is less distinctive. 

CDF and DO have both searched for s- and t- channel top production 

separately; CDF also searched for both processes together 17). In the combined 

search, CDF used W + jets data with at least one SVX b-tagged jet , selected 

with the requirement that 140 < M1vjl < 210 GeV /c2 . The sum of leptons and 

jets transverse energy, HL = L.jEt + pf + ItT' is very similar in both s- and t-
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channel top production, and discriminates them from the main backgrounds. A 

likelihood fit allows to e:\."tract the limit UtX < 14 ph at 95% CL. To find single 

top events at DO, a neural network is trained to separate the two processes 

from concurring backgrounds. DO limits are a[ < 17 pb, at < 22 pb (95% CL). 

CDF searched separately for s-channel events in double SVX-tagged Vfl + 2 

jets data and for t - channel events in single SVX-tagged Ii}! + 2 jets data. The 

limits extracted are at < 18 pb, a: < 13 pb (95% CL). 

3.3 Other measurements with top quarks 

3.3.1 Helicity of W bosons in top decay 

The 8M predicts the polarization of W bosons emitted in t decay. The am

plitude for positive helicity W+ is suppressed by the chi ral factor Nfl jNf3,; . 

Moreover, at tree level the relative fraction of zero helicity TtV bosons is :Fo = 

, :t~~~fb'i = 0.701 ± 0.016. , w 
The V-A coupling at the lepton vertex induces a strong correlation be-

tween W helicity and lepton momentum. CDF used both single lepton and 

di lepton decays to fit the lepton PT spectrum, obtaining:Fa = 0.91 ±0.37 ±0.13 

and :F+ = 0.11 ± 0.15 ± 0.06 18) , in good agreement with 8M predictions. 

3.3.2 Rare decays and FGNG 

Flavour-changing neutral currents in top decay are exceptionally small in the 

8M: the decays t --7 Zc(u), t -+ /,c(u) are predicted to have branching fractions 

B < 10- 10 . The CDF collaboration searched these processes by looking for 

tl pairs undergoing mixed decay (one standard and one FCNC) 19). In the 

t -t "(q search , both leptonic b lf/,Tjj ) and hadronic signatures b 2: 4j , where 

a jet is SVX-tagged) were accepted . One JJ./, event was observed, with large 

Ei = 88 GeV, but not inconsistent with the hypothesis tt -t WbWb"{. The 

extracted limit is B < 0.032 at 95% CL. In the t -t Zq search, leptonic Z 

decays with four accompanying jets were sought. One event passes the cuts , 

with an expected background of 0.6 events. The limi t obtained is B < 0.33 at 

95% CL. 

Constraints on FCNC couplings of the top quark can be obtained also 

from t he search of single top production at LEP II 20). Limits on the cross 
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sect.ion for e+ e- --) ')" Z- --) tq can be t.ranslated into constraints to the top 

quark FCNC branching rat.ios. The ALEPH collaboration found 58 events 

compatible with the decal' in 411 pb-l or data taken at yS = 189 - 202 GeV, 

with an expected background of 50.3, and extracted the limit. B(t --) Zq) < 0.17 

at 95% CL. OPAL found 85 events in 600.1 pb- 1 of data at energies up to JS = 

209 GeV, when 84.1 were expected. The resulting limit was B(t --+ Zq) < 0.137 

at 95% CL. 

A search for anomalolls top quark production mediated by FCNC via 

a "rlLt coupling was also perrormed by both ZEUS and HI 21) . HI sought 

ep --) etX events with both ieptonic and hadronic HI final states in 115.2 pb~l 

of data; 5 event.s were found, with 1.8 expected from 8M sources. They set t he 

limit k,", < 0.22 at 95% CL. ZEUS analysed 130 plr- ' of data in a similar way. 

They set a limit or k,"" < 0.19 at 95% CL. Fig. 3 compares the HERA , LEP 

II , and TevatJ'on limits on these quantities. 
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Figure 3: Left: limits on anomalous FGNG couplings obtained by HERA, LEP 
TI, and GDF. Right: The pammetric uncertainties caused by a 2 GeV/c2 (1 
GeV/c2 , dashed) kIt en'Or and by the uncertainty in the hadronic contrilm
tion to LJ.a in the theoretical prediction to .i\lIw and sin2 B~i; are compared to 

experimental determinations. From Ref. 12) . 
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3.4 Using top quarks 

The statistics collected at the Tevatron during Run I allowed DO and CDF to 

carry out several additional measurements as well as searches which use the 

t.op quark as a tag of other processes or as a background. J will briefly mention 

the most interesting studies in the fo llowing. 

The top quark samples collected by CDF were used for a direct measure

ment of IVtbl: by fitting the observed yield of events with zero, one, and two 

SVX b-tags it was possible to determine that IV.,I = 0.97:,:g:\~, or jVtbl > 0.75 

at 95% CL 22). 

Both DO and CDP 23) searched for tf resonances. Models with a dynam

ically broken EW symmetry (technicolor) predict a top-quark condensate, X, 

that decays to a tt pair. By searching for narrow tf resonances, the limit is 

model-independent. One model 24) predicted a leptophobic Z' --> tt with large 

cross section. The best limit was obtained by the DO collaboration; for the ZI 

model, the limit was set at Mz' > 585 GeV /c' (95% CLl. 

The studies of the top crass section brought CDF into a deep investigation 

of their 14'+ heavy flavor data sample. A sample of 13 events with a jet 

containing both a SVX and SLT b-tag, found to exceed the expectation of 

4.4 ± 0.6 events from 8M sources, spurred a detailed kinematic analysis. Most 

of the kinematic characteristics of these events were found to be very different 

from expectations. A study by some authors claims that the disagreement 
with a cont.rol sample of da.ta with similar biases is at t.he 10- 6 level 25) . 

These anomalies have no explanation in the 8M, but are very hard to fit even 

within exotic models. Run II data will solve this puzzle. 

To probe non-standard interactions in the decay of the top quark, spin

spin correlat ions can be studied: tl pairs are not polarized , but their spins 

should ha"e the same direction in the tt rest frame. DO studied lepton angular 

correlations in dilepton events, parametrized in terms of k where dCOS{O:;:cOS(O = 
U(t+kCOS:±coso ). The 8M predicts k = 0.88, and DO measured k > -0.2 at 

68% CL 26). 
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4 The future of top studies 

Despite the Sl:ccesses of the conspicuous research program on the top quark 

carried out at the Tevatron, plus the addit ional bits from LEP2 and HERA, 

much more is left to be measured. Fortunately, the Tevatron Run II has already 

started delivering thousands of tl events/year per experiment: these datasets 

will be used for precision top physics measurements. In a slightly more distant 

future, the LHC will take over with the huge samples of top quarks it will 

deliver. But eventually} if a new TeV-scale e+e- collider is built, lvIt will be 

determined from threshold scans and our insight in top physics will deepen 

considerably. 

It is impossible to do justice here to the huge amount of work done to 

antiCipate the potential of these experiments in the subject of top physics. I 

will just highlight some of their most promising aspects in the following . 

4.1 The Tevatron upgrade and R.un II expectations 

The Tevatron collider complex has undergone a massive upgrade during the 

last five years. The construction of a new main injector with a recycler ring, 

and the improvements done to the antiproton source and booster ring promise 

an increase of instantaneous luminosity of an order of magnitude over Run I. 

The beam energy has also been increased from 900 to 9S0 Ge V, granting up to 

30 - 40% increases in the cross section of interesting processes. 

Along with the accelerator complex, the CnF and DO detectors have 

undergone major improvements. CDF was refurbished with an entirely new 

tracking system, with seven silicon layers providing precise measurements of 

track parameters in the region close to the beam line; a revolutionary device 

provides selection of tracks with significant impact pm'ameter in less than l Oj.Ls, 

enabling triggering capability for hadronic heavy flavor decays. DO was doted 

with a 2T axial field, and new silicon and fiber trackers; moreover: significant 

improvements have been made to the calorimeter and muon system, 

RUll II at the Tevatron promises a great improvement in the measurement 

of top properties. It is predicted that with 2 jb- ' of collected data single top 

production will be observed and the top mass will be measured with 2 GeV /c2 

accuracy. In order to reach the latter goal, a preCise determination or the energy 
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scale of b-quark jets, which was one of the dominant sources of systematics in 

the run I measurements, will be granted by the availability of a calibration line 

from Z -+ bb decays, whose observabil ity has been proven in Run I 27). lvIany 

other precise measurements of top quark properties are in the agenda. 

4.2 LHC top physics at a glance 

At VB = 14 TeV , top quark pairs are produced mainly (90%) through gg -+ tl, 
with atl ""' 840 pb. One year of running at low lu minosity C ....... 10 jb- L) will 

thus allow the collection of 2 x 106 Single leptonti events per experiment. 

These samples grant several precision measurements. A1t determinations are 

systematics-limited; however, the dominant systematics of different methods 

are different , so important cross-checks can be made. A precision of b..Nft = 2 

GcV Ie'!. can be obtained with only one or two years of running. From the 

study of single top production (atx '" 300 ph), !Vtb! can be determined to 
within 10%. Anomalous FCNe couplings can be explored to 10-'1 -;- 10-5 with 

10 jb- 1; associated ifH production can be observed with 30 jb- 1 if Nh = 120 

GeV Je'!., when a precision of 16% in the top Yukawa coupling can be obtained. 

Measuring M t with 1 - 2 GeV le2 accuracy will conSiderably t ighten the 

consist.ency t.ests of clectroweak t.heory. Fig. 3 shows the level of accuracy that 

these measurements will reach. 

4.3 Top physics at a high energy linear e+e- collider 

In a high energy e+e- collider (EeM - 500 GeV, 10" cm-'s-l, 100 jb- 1 /year), 

the total yield of tI pairs is expected to reach ,..... 105 tf per year of running. 

The sta tistical power of these data is smaller than that of LHC , but kit can be 
determined with higher accuracy by Ineans of a threshold scan. It is foreseen 

that the error on !vI, could be reduced to c:'M, -100 MeV /c2 28). Moreover, 

t.he width of the top quark may be obtained to wit.hin a few percent by the 

shape of the cross section in the threshold region. Another feature is the study 

of the ,t-u coupling via the process e+e- -)- tq. Studies dealt with the TESLA 

design (JS = 500/800 GeV) 29): the usc of polarized beams could reduce the 

l/V qql background by up to a factor of 8, while increasing aUi' by 20%; Hmits on 

'Ytq, Ztq couplings would improve by a factor 2.5, allowing a x 10 improvement 

over expected LHC limits. 
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5 Conc1us ions 

The top quark is a very interesting particle: it is the only quark whose mass can 

be measured directly, and that ca.n be studied free of QeD effectsj moreover, 

the large impact of NIt on radiative corrections makes it worth measuring it 

with the utmost precision. A handful of tl candidates already provided a wealth 

of new knowledge at the Tevatron Run 1. The new Tevatron Run II, LHC, and 

a new e+e- collideI' are foreseen to do exquisite precision top physics. Top 

quarks will be used to corner the SM, and hopefully to open an avenue to new 

physics. 
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ABSTRACT 

The future of flavour physics and CP violation in the quark, lepton and 
Higgs sectors are discussed, particularly from the viewpoint of physics be
yond the Standard Model, such as supersymmetry. Current issues in B -)0 

1l'+1T-,¢I<s and n·+n"- , B s physics and rare B decays are reviewed. The 
prospects for seeing flavour and CP violation in the charged-lepton sector are 
discussed, using the minimal supersymmetric seesaw model as a guide. Finally, 
the possible consequences of CP violation in the Higgs sector arc mentioned. 

1 Mea Maxima Culpa 

The organizers have asked me to look towards the future , rather than sum~ 

marize this meeting. Unfortunately, this is just as well, because commitments 

at CERN prevented me from attending most of the meeting. I am very sorry 



that I missed many interesting subjects, such as factorization, J /1/J production 

at RIDC, charrnonium, hea.vy-quark effect.ive theory, bb production, b-quark 

fragmentation, 'VV -+ cs decay, B -). tV"/, Re(fl/e), ](s ---7 II, CLEO-c, LHCb 

light, Z ---7 bb, 6.G, X S , D --4 CJ, K., f1avom textures, B -+ f!.+t'-, Bs -Bs mixing, 

Do - Do mixing, 6.1sr." r(Ds)/r(Do), r(2t)/,(At), the lD2(bb) and many 
more .... For these reasons, I could not in any case present a ba.\anced summary 

of the meeting. 

2 A Personal Point of View 

There are three preferred experimenta.l arenas for probing Aavour dynamiCS 

and CP violation: the quark sector - where both are well established, t.he 

lepton sector - where flavour mixing has been seen among the neutrinos and 

CP violation is expected, and the Higgs sector - about which we have no direct 

experimental information. Reflect.ing my personal bias, I asswne in discussing 

these sectors that supersymmetry will appear at some accessble energy. 

In the quark sector, dare we hope that that the current triumph of the 

standard Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) model in predicting correctly the value 

of sin 2/3 observed in Eo ---* J /7/J](s decays may be short-Jjved? AB discussed 

at this meeting, the first rounds of data on B ---* 7f+7r-, IpKs and D-+ D*

decay asymmetries do not agree very well with the KM model. Might one of 

these be a hal'binger of new physics, such as supersyrnmetry? Answers to the 

t.ough questions are stil1 in the future: does the unita-rity triangle cJose, or is 

it a quadrangle? New tools for analyzing flavour dynamics in the quark sector 

await us: wbat will Bs physics or b -+ S"/, se+e- t.ell us? 

In the neutrino sector, many questions about neutrino masses and mixing 

remain unanswered: is the large-mixing-angle (LMA) solar solution correct? 

What is the value of t113? Is there a CP-violating phase J? What are the 

absolute values of the neutrino masses? Beyond neutrinos, in the presence of 

low-energy supersymmetry we may expect a new flavom frontier to open up 

among the charged leptons: will j.t ---* e--y, r ---* e/ tt" J.1 ---* 3c and r -+ 3f be 

observable? Do the electron and muon have measurable CP-violating electric 

dipole moments? What is the relation to leptogenesis? 

The final frontier for studies of flavour dynamics and CP violation may 

be the Higgs sector, which is their origin in the Standard Model (SM). In the 

minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Mode] (MSSM), the masses, 
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mixings a.nd couplings of the physical Higgs bosons may exhibit observable 

flavour- and CP-viola.ting eff~tt..,. 

3 Roadlllap to Physics Beyond the Standard Model 

Let us first set Aavour dynamics in the general contrx[ of physics beyond the 

S1v1. 

The standard list of problems beyond the SM includes those of Unijicat1:on 
- can one find a. single simple framework for all the gauge interactions? Flavour 
- why so many different types of quarks and leptons and what explains their 

patterns of mixing and CP violation? and Mass - do particle masses really 

originate from a Higgs boson, and if so why are they so small, where there may 

be a role for supersymmetry'? Beyond all these 'bcyonds' there is the quest for 

a Th.eory of Everything, capable of reconciling gravity with quantum mechanics 

as well as solving all the above problems, perhaps via superst.ring or M theory? 

At what energy scales might appea.r t.hese examples of new physics? LEP 

told us that they cannot appear below 100 GeV) and quantum gravity must 

become strong by 1019 GeV at the latest . \Vithin this range, we believe that 

the problem of mass must be resolved at some energy below about 1 TeV) by 

the discovery of a. Higgs boson and/or supersymmetry. Measurements of gauge 

couplings give circumstantial support to sllpersymmetric grand unHication at 

around 1016 GeV with spartic1es appearing around 1 TeV . However, we have 

little, 1:] any, 1:deo. of the scale at wh'ich the fiavov,r pmblem. may be solved. 

Perhaps only at the quantum-gravity scale'" 1019 GeV? perha.ps at the GUT 

scale'" 1016 GeV? perhaps at some intermediate ~cale) as suggested by the 

seesaw model of neutrino masses? perhaps at the TeV scale? How far along 

the road will we solve flavour dynamics and the find the origin of CP violation? 

4 Ivlnestones in CP Violation 

Our progress along this road call be measured by a plethora of milestones. 

Long after its discovery in the ](0 mass matrix via. ](0 --+ 1r+1r- decay, we have 

only recently passed t,wo important ones: 

• The measurement of direct CP violation in ](0 --+ 21r decay ampli

tudes 1), as long predicted in the KM model 2) 
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Figure 1: A global fit to the un-ita1'ity triangle 4), demonstrating good ag1'eement 

with the mea.'l1J.rements of sin 2,8 by BaBar and Belle 3) . 

• Observation of CP violation elsewhere, namely in SO ~ JI'l/JKs de
cay 3), 

The latest NA48 and KTeV measurements of Re(e'/e) are now in relatively 

good agreement: (14,7 ± 2.2) x 10-4 and (20.7 ± 2.8) x 10- 4
, leading to the 

war ld average 1) : 

Re(e'/f.) = (16.6 ± 1.6 ... 2.3) x 10--1, (1) 

where the first. error is naive, and the second one is rescaled according to the 

Pa.rticle Data Group prescription. The value (1) is consistent with theOt'etical 

calculations, but these are not very accurate, because of delicate cancellations 

between different non-perturbative matrix elements. Measurements of sin 2f3 
are already startlingly precise 3): 

sin 2,8 = 0.741 ± 0.067, (2) 

and very consistent with KM expectations of mixing-induced CP violation, as 

seen in Fig. 1 4). However, the origin of the CP asymmetry in EO ~ J 1'1jJJ{s 

decay is not yet confirmed, hence the importance of the next milestone, namely: 

• The measurement. of direct CP violation in EO ~ 211' decay amplitudes, 

predicted to be the angle 0:(= ¢2) in the KM model. 

As discussed later in more detail, the search for this effect 5) is currently the 

subject of some discussion 6). Beyond it, many other CP-violating mUestones 

beckon: 
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• CP violation 10 other J( decays, such as ]{2 ----+ nOi/v decay, 

• CP violation in other B decays, such as the measurement of the third 

unitarity angle 'Y, 

• CP violation in D decays. 

Ail we heard at this meeting, there is no runt of CP violation in DO _ DO 
mixing 7), which is expected only at a very low level in the S1v1, making it an 

excellent place to look for new physics beyond it. Other pI aces to look for new 

sources of CP violation include 

• The neutron electric dipole moment d"fll 

• CP violation in neutrino oscillations via the ivINS phase 0, 
• T violation in lepton decays such as J.L ~ 3e and T ~ 3f., 
• The lepton electric dipole moment.s de,dj.t,dT • 

Only after we pass some more of these milestones will we have a chance of 

pinning down the origin(s) of CP violation: is it due to the KM mechanism 

alone? or a.re there other contributions? perhaps due to (}QCD? the MNS 
phase? supersymmetry? or ... ? 

5 The Next Steps along the CP Road 

As you know, this decay mode receives contributions from b ~ uud tree dia

grams and b --} ,sus penguin diagrams, which contain bot.h a weak and a strong 

phase. The resulting CP-violating asymmetry contains two parts: 

(3) 

where the latter term is that due to direct CP violation . The values of S7r7r and 

An depend on r,he proportion of penguin pollution r (that. may be constrained 

by other measurements such as BO ~ 2no and B+ --} J(s 7r+) and as well the 

angle CY. (or rP2) that we seek to determine. As seen in Fig. 2 6), the first 

measurements by BaBar and Belle 5) are not in good agreement, though the 

naive average suggests that Sn '" -0.6, A7r1l' '" 0.6, which are consistent with 

¢2 (or a) f"V 110 degrees, as also seen in Fig. 2. Naive averaging may not 

he adequate, however, since the Belle measw-ement lies outside the physical 

boundary: .A~7r + S;" = I, which should be taken into account in any fit. 

There has recently been much progress in calculating exclusive B decay 

amplitudes using the QeD factorization framework 8), with error estimates 
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Figure 2: The BaBar and Belle m.easurements of thr. asymmr.t1'Y pammeiers 

511rr , ... \,,;, 5) , and their 7wi1:e m'(T(f:Je, are co'mpared with KM pred-iciions for 
different. values of (/>2 === 0:, the pengu-in pozz.ulion factor r and the strong-

interacl:·i,on phase. Also showni.~ the -unitarity limit A;'7r + 5'; 1f' = 1 6) 

based on eval1lations of power corrections and annihilation diagrams. This 

framework sug~rsts 57r7r '" -0.3 t.o -0.9 8) I cODsisL('nt with the naive average 

shown in Fig. 2. Thus there is reason to hope that BO --+ 1f+1f- decay couJd be

come a valuable check on the KM model, as soon as the experimental sit.uation 

settles down. 

5.2 Quo Va-dis B --+ ¢](s? 

In the KM model, this df1cay is m iatc:d by a-strange gluonlc p :'l1gnin diagram : 

b --+ 8 + (g --+ ss), which has no intrinsic weak phase. Therefore, thjs decay 

should exhibit only mixing-induced CP violation, and should have the same 

asymmetry sin 2(3 ;-LS B -t J ltPJ(s' Other processes medjated by tl)(~ same 

diagram include B --+ (ry', J(+ ](-)](5 9) 1 a,nd first measurements of these decay 

asymmetries are consistent. (within large errors) with that in B --+ J ll/JJ{s and 

the I<M model: 

1/: 0.76 ± 0.36; J(+ J(- : 0.52 ± 0.47, ( 4) 
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whereas the decay asyrrunetry iu B ~ cjJ](s looks rather different: 

<p: -0.39 ± 0.41. (5) 

If this result holds up with more statistics, it would require new physics in the 

b -> s + (g ~ ss) penguin diagram. 

Several theoretical papers have appeared since the result (5) emerged, 

discussing models based on conventioual R-conserving supersymmetry 10), R
violating supersymmetry 11), le:ft-rigl1t. symmetry 12) and a ZI model 13) 

Une affaire a s'/},ivre .," 

5.3 Quo Vadis B ~ D *+ D"'-? 

The dominant diagTanJ contributing to this process is thought. to be b ~ c + 
(liV ~ cd), with the competing penguin diagram b ~ d + (9 ~ cc) thought 

to be rather smaU: IP ITI < 0.1. A first measurement of t.he CP-violating 

asymmetry -Im(A+) that should cODicide with sin 2/3 yields 14): 

-Im(..\+} = -0.31 ± 0.43 ± 0,1, (6) 

which deviates by about 2.7 (J , nominally. However , the experimentalists ca·u

tian that, with the cuneut. low statistics, the errors a.re not. Gaussian. Une 
autre affaire a sU1:V1'e , .. , 

5.4 Quo Vadis ,? 

There are variolls isospin rela.tions between B -> 11]( amplitudes that can be 

used to provide information about ,: e.g.) the reJa.tion between those for the 

charged B+ ~ 1To ](+,11"+ ](0 l the relation between those for the neutral BO ~ 

7T- J(+ ) 11° ](0, and the mixed relation between B O ~ 11-1(+ and B -+ 11+](0 . 

The charged a.mplitudes may be parametrized by the two quantjties IS) 

R C AI: = B(wa 1(+) ± B(wO 1(-) 
, ° - 2 B(w+](O) + B(w- [(0)) 

(7) 

which depend on the strong tree-to-penguin ratio ?'c( "'-' O. 2?), the c1ect.roweak 

tr~e-to-pengl.lin ratio q("" 0.7?), and the difference 61;: between the tree- a.nd 

penguin-diagram phases . 

Fig. 3 shows the current status of measurements of Re a.nd Ag 15). We 

see from the third panel that t.he da.ta. prefer, > 90 degTees , whereas the global 
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Figure 3: Allowed regions 'in the Rc-Ag plane for charged B -+ 1fj{ decays, 
showing the effects of varying (a) the strong penguin pollution factor r c , (b) the 
electroweak penguin pollution factor q, (c) the KM phase I and (d) the phase 

difference be 15) 

KM fit shown in Fig. 1 prefers ~I < 90 degrees. Again, it remains to see whether 

this possible discrepancy is confirmed by morc data on the same decay modes, 
and/or on other decays such as B- --} DO R .. --, BO --} D(*)±7r±, etc. 

5.5 The Road Ahead for B Factories? 

Measurements of fJ a.t B factories a.re likely to attain an accuracy of ±1 degree, 

those of a may reach ±5 degrees, and those of 'Y may reach ±25 degrees, which 

would correspond to a check of the unita.rity triangle at the 15 % level. It 

would clearly be desirable to push t.he experimental statistical errors down 

until they match the theoretical systematic errors . This provides wo~,thwh..iJe 

objectives for the subsequent generation of LHCb, BTeV and super-E factory 

experiments. 

6 The Es Road to CP Violation 

There are just three neutral-meson systems where one can reasonably expect 

to see mixing and CP-violating effects in the SM and its plausible extensions: 



J. Ellis 
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Figure 4: Combined LEP/SLD/CDP results for ~ms' The data are shown as 
points with error bars, the lines show the 95% C.L. curves, and the dotted curve 

shows the expected sensitivity 16). 

the J(o - ](0 system that has been explored for many decades, the B O - BO 

system that is now being explored at B factories, and the the B~ - B~ system. 

If we really do understand the 8M and CP violation as well as we t.hink, we 

can make many reliab1e predictions for the B~ - f3~ system. Conversely, this 

may be a valuable laboratory for testing the SM, since any deviation from 

these confident predictions would be good evidence for physics beyond the SM. 

Among these predictions, one may List 15): 

• A Jarge ITIL'(ing parameter Xs =: ~rn8/r s :::: 0(20) - this prediction may 

be on the verge of being confirmed, as the compilation of present experiments on 

B~-B~ mixing shown in Fig. 4 shows quite ahint ofmi)..-ing with apprOximately 

the predicted value of 1: 8 16); 

• The B~ - f3~ mixing phase shouJd be very small: CPs = Al"g(V~~ Vtb ) r.J -2 
degTees; 

• There may be a sizeable difference in the total decay widths of the mass 
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eigenstates of the B~ - B~ system: .6r sIrs ,..." 10 %. 
Among the interesting B~ deca.y modes, Jet us mention B~ 1 Jj1P¢, whose 

CP-violating asymmetry should be 

(8) 

and hence very smaJl in the SM, This makes it a good place for new contl'l

butions to B~ - fJ~ mi..'\.'ing, as might occur in supel'symmetry, for example. 

Another interesting decay mode is B~ 1 D~ J(=F, whose CP-violating asym

metry should be proportional to ¢s + I, and hence could (wlthin the 8M) be a 

good way to measure " 
There are currently no plans to try to accumulate large samples of B~ 

mesons at the operating B factories, so B~ physics may be left a.s the hunting 

preserve of the hadronic experiments LHCb 17) and BTeV 18) 

7 The Supersymmetric Flavour and CP Problems 

In the supel'symmetric limit, flavol\l' mixing in the MSSM is identical to that 

in the 8M, but sllpersymmetry must be broken. It is commonly thought that 

this occurs via gaugino masses 1110., scalar mass-squared parameters (m5)j and 

trilinear couplings Aijk . The gaugino mass parameters might have CP-vioJating 

phases that could show up in electric dipole moments and/or the Higgs sector, 

as discussed later, The big questions concerning (m6); a.nd A.ijk are whether 

they are universal, or at least can be dia.gonaJized in the same basis as the quark 

and lepton flavours, and whether they contain extra CP-violating phases. Is 

the super-CKM mixing of sqllarks the same as the KM mixlng of quarks? If 

not) how does it differ, and why? 

Three generic classes of options can be distinguished 19): 

• Minimal flavour violation, Ln which the (m6)j and Aljk m'e universal at 

the GUT scale, being renorma.lized at lower energies by the Yukawa couplings 

Aijk. and resulting .in a sllper-CKM mixing pattern that is related to, and 

derivable frOID, the cooventional CKM mLxing; 

• Extra supersyrrunetric loop effect.f\, that may in general be parametel'

ized as quark mass insertions (r5~')L)LL,RR 10); 

• Extra tree-level et!ects, as could ;)ri~c from generic R-violating interac-

tions, 
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Figure 5 : Phenomenological bo'U,nds on the mag'f/,itu.de and phase of I.he insen'l:on 
(c5f3)LL 10). 

Quite frankly, fundamental theory provides no clear guidance which op

t.ion NatUlY' might have chosen . On the other hand, the observed suppressions 

of flavour-changing neutral interadions put severe constra.ints on R-violating 

models, which will not. be discussed further here , These constraints certainly 

favour models with minimal AavoUl" viola.tioll, a.\though the best. one can do 

phenomenologically, in a model-independent way, is to set upper 'Dounds on 

the insertions (6,:]U)LL,RRI as exemplified in Fig. 5 10) . 

If supersynunetric flavour violation is indeed minimal, onc e:-.-pects the 

squarks to be approximately degenerate, a.part from the [ alld possibly the b. 
These loopholes open up interesting opportunities in B physics . For example, 

t.here could be significant supersymmetric contributions to the mass difference'S 

6.md and Llms : though not to the ratio .6..md/ Llm.s · These would generate 

knock-on effects in the global unitarity triangle fits and Bs physics. Rare 

B decays already provide interesting upper limits 00 supersymmetric flavour 

violation and opport.unities for the future, as we discuss next . 

8 Rru'e B Decays 

This is a. very rich area 20)) aod just a few examples are given here . 

• b -4 81 decay: This process may receive significant contributions from 
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the exchanges of chal·ged Higgs bosons H± and chargino spal-tners of the Vl/± 

and H± 21), and the fact the observed decay rate agiees within errors with 

the 8M provides important constraints on the MSSM pa.rameters, as seen in 

Fig. 6 22) In time, one could hope to measure a CP-violating asymmetry in 

tlm B = 10, ).l > 0 

; 
\ mh = 11-1 GrV 
;/ 
~ JI 

" . 
100 ~ro 300 ~Oll 500 600 700 800 IJC() 1000 

mll2 (GCV) 

100 HlOO 2000 

m Il2 (GcV) 

) 000 

Figure 6: Compilations of phenomenolog'ical constraints on supersymmelry for 

(a) tanf3 = 10,J.L > 0, (b) tanfJ = SO,p > a 22). The near-verlicallines aTe 
the"LEP limits m)(± = 103.5 GeV (dashed and black)! shown in (a) only, and 
mh = 114 GeV (dotted and red). Also, in the lower left corner of (a), we show 
the me = 99 Ge V contour. ]11. the da1'k (brick red) shaded regions, the LSP is 
the charged 1"1, so this region is excluded. The light (turquoise) shaded areas are 
the cosmolog-ically preferred regions with 0.1 ~ Oh2 ~ 0.3. The shaded (pink) 
regions are the ±2a ranges of gp - 2. 

b --+ Sf decays, and verify whether sin 2/3 measured at the loop level coincides 

with the value measured in the J /'l/JKs decay mode . 

• b --+ st+e- decay: The case where the s quark yields a J( meson has 

been observed, but not where it yields an excited state IC'. There could in 

prinCiple be supersymmetric effects on the total decay rate, on the £+£- mass 

spectrum, as seen in Fig. 7(a), and on the forward-backward asymmetry AFB , 

as seen in Fig 7 (b) 23). Again, the question whether sin 2/3(loop) concides 

with sin 2fJ(J/.,p](s) can be posed . 

• b --+ sDII decay: This process can also be calcula.ted· rellably in the SM, 
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Figure 7: Possible 8upersymmetric effects on (a) the invariant-mass distri
bution in B -1 ](j.1+ j.1- decay and (b) the forward-backward asymmetry in 

B -t Ie j.1+ j.1- decay 23) 

and observa.tion of B -1 X s + nothing would be interesting for constraining 

extensions of the SM. 
• B -1 J..i+ 11- decay: This can receive im portant supersymrnetric correc

tions 24), in particwru.- for larger values of tan {3. 

• B -+ '(+'(- decay: This offers some prospects for studying CF violation 
in the MSSM 25). . 

• B -t r± j.1=f I e±e=F and J..i±e"=f deca.ys: These could in pri.nciple pi'ovide 

interesting windows on flavour violation in the lepton sector 26) I which is the 

subject of the next section. 

It may be interesting to note some of the statistics that may be provided 

by present and forthcoming experiments. For B ---t K~"Y, we may expect 6,000 

events at the B factories, 25,000 at LHCb or BTeV, and 120,000 at a super-B 

factory. The corresponding numbers for B -1 XsJ.l+ j.1- are 120,4,500 and 6,000, 

respectively, whilst for B --t XsDv they are 8, 0 and 160, respectively. There is 

ample justification for another generation of B experiments even beyond LHCb 

and BTeV. 

9 Neutrino Flavour Violation 

There is no good reason why either the total lepton number L or the individ

ual lepton flavours Le,P.T should be conserved. We have learnt that the only 
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conserved quantum numbers are those associated ~vith exact gauge symmetries, 
just as the conservation of electromagnetic charge is associated with U(1) gauge 
invariance. On the other hand , there is no exact gauge symmetry associated 
with any of the lepton numbers. 

Moreover, neutrinos have been seen to oscillate between t.heir different 
flavours 27, 28) , showing that the separate lepton flavours Le,/J,T are indeed 

not conserved, though the conservation of total lepton number L is still an 

open question. The observation of such oscillations strongly suggests that the 
neutrinos have different masses. Again, massless particles are generally associ
ated with exact gauge symmetries, e.g., the photon with the U(l) symmetry of 
the Standard Model , and the gluons with its SU(3) symmetry. In the absence 
of any leptonic gauge symmetry, non-zero lepton maSses arc to be expected, in 

general. 
The conservation of lepton number is an accidental synunetry of the renor

malizablc terms in the Standard Model lagrangian. However, one could eas
ily add to the Standard Model non-renormalizable terms that would generate 

neutrino masses, even without introducing a 'right-handed' neutrino field. For 
example, a non-renormalizable term of the form 29) 

where lv! is some large mass beyond the scale of the Standard Model, would 
generate a neutrino mass term: 

nt .... v· v: (10) 

Of course, a non-renormalizable interaction such as (9) seems unlikely to be 
fundamental: and one should like to understand the origin of the large mass 
scale 1111. 

The minimal renormalizable model of neutrino masses requires the in

troduction of weak-singlet 'right-handed' neutrinos N. These will in general 
couple to the convent.ional weak-doublet left-handed neutrinos via Yukawa cou
plings Y .... that yield Dirac masses mD ...... mw. In addition, these 'right-handed ' 
neut.rinos N can couple to themselves via Majorana masses ]v! that may be 
»mw, since they do not require elcctroweak summetry breaking. Combining 
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the two types of mass term, one obtains the seesaw mass matrix 30); 

(11) 

where each of the entries should be understood as a matrix in generation space. 

This seesaw model can accommodate the neutrino mixing seen experi

mentally, and naturally explains the small differences in the masses-squared of 

the light neutrinos. By itself, it would lead to unobservably small transitions 

between the different charged-lepton flavours. However, supersymmetry may 

enhance greatly the rates for processes violating the different charged-lepton 

flavours, rendering them potentially observable, as we discuss below. 
The effective mass matrix for light neutrinos in the seesaw model may be 

written as : 
1 . 

Mv = Y!' !vI Yvv' [sm'i1J (12) 

where we have used the relation mD = Yvv [sin i1J with v = (OIHIO), and the 

factors of sin (3 appear in the supersymmetric version of the seesaw model. 

Diagonalizing the neutrino mass matrix (12) and the charged-lepton masses 
introduces in general a mismatch between the mass and flavour eigenstates 31) : 

(13) 

which is reminiscent ofthe way the CKM matrix appears in the quark sector 2); 

(14) 

though the difference in the ways the quark and neutrino masses (11) arise may 

give us some hope that the patterns of neutrino and quark mixing, VMNS and 

VCKM, could be somewhat. diffe rent. 

form 

The MNS matrix describing neut.rino oscillations can be written in the 

a a 
1 
a 

and there are in addition two CP-violat.ing phases that axe not. observable in 

neutrino oscillations, but appear in neutrinoless double-,B decay. 

T he first matrix factor in (15) is measurable in solar neutrino experiments, 
and the recent data from SNO 28) and Super-Kamiokande 32) prefer quite 
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strongly the large-mixing-angle (LMA) solution to the solar neutrino problem 

with tlmi2 ......, 6 x 10-5 eV2 and large but non-ma.-x.imal mixing: ()l2 '" 30°. The 

validity or otherwise of the LMA solution is expected to be settJed quite soon 

by the Karr_LAND experiment . The second matrix factor in (15) is measurable 

in atmospheric neutrino e).:periments, and the data from Super-Kamiokande in 

particular 27) favour maximal mixing of at.mospheric neutrinos: 823 ,....., 45° and 

tlm~3 "-' 2.5 x 10-3 eV2 . However, the third matrix factor in (15) is basically 

unknown, with experiments such as Chooz 33) a.nd Super-Kamioka.nde only 

establishing upper limits on (}13, and a jort£or-i providing no information on the 

CP-viola.ting phase 6. 

The phase 6 could in prulciple be measured by comparing the oscillation 

probabilitiEs for neutrinos and antineutrinos as seen in Fig. 8 34). TIlls is 

possible only if tlmi2 and S)2 are large enough - as now suggested by the 

success of the Ll'vIA solution to the sola.r neutrino problem, and if S13 is large 

enough - which remai.ns an open question. 

7~ .. L:- !j' .,. 3:-:!Ju" J~ .~1 
, , 

I .n l .1l II lJ .l Ij." 

oj ... 

Figure 8: A si·multaneo·us fit to (}13 and b, using a neutrino-factory beam with 

different baselines and def:ector techniques 34) J may enable the CP-violating 
])hase b to be extracted. 

The effective low-energy mass matrix for the light neutrinos contains 9 

parameters, 3 mass eigenvalues, 3 real mixing angles and 3 CP-violating phases. 
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However, these are not all the parameters in the minima.l seesaw model. In fact, 
this model has a total of 18 paramet.ers 35, 36). The remaining 1) associa.ted 

with the heavy-neutrino sector may be measurable via their renormalization 

effects on soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters, as we discuss below. Tbe 

total number of CP-violating parameters is 6, i.ucludjng the MNS pbase 6, the 

two Majorana phases relevant to neutrinoless double-,B decay, aod th.ree extra 

phases that. playa key role in leptogenesis, as we discuss later. 

10 Flavour and CP Vio]ation for Charged Leptons 

Assuming that the soft supersymmetl'y-breaking parameters put it at the GUT 
scale are universal, and working in the leading-logarithmic approximation with 

degenerate heavy singlet neutrinos, one finds the following radiative corrections 

to the soft supersymmetry-breaking terms for sleptolls: 

(<5mi) lj 

(16) 

The non-universality of the corrections (16) leads to processes that violate the 

different charged lepton numbers, such as J.L ---+ e'Y, T ---+ J-G'Y, T ---+ e'Y, J.LN -+ 

eN, J-L -+ 3e,7 -+ 3e, e2J-G, J.L2e and 3 J.L 36 1 37) . Fig. 9(a) shows that the 

branching ratio for J.L -7 e'Y could be close to the present experimental upper 

limit, and Figs. 9(b) and (c) makes the same pOint for the decays T -7 J.L'Y and 
T ---+ e"'{, respectively 38). 

The electric dipole moments of the electron and muon depend sensitively 
on t.he non-degeneracy of the heavy singlet neutrinos 37, 38). As seen in 

Fig. 10, they could take values as large as de "" 3 X 10-30 e.cm and d/1 ,...... 

10-27 e.cm, to be compa.red with the present. experimental upper limits of 
de < 1.6 X 10-27 e.cm 39) and dfJ < 10- 18 e.cm 40). An ongoing series 

of experiments might be able to reach de ...... 3 X 10-30 e.cm, and a type of 

solid-state experiment that might be sensitive to de ....... 10-33 e.cm has been 

proposed 41) . Also, d/1 f"V 10- 24 e.cm might be accessible with the PRISM 

experiment proposed for the JHF 42), and d,L '" 5 X 10- 26 e.cm might be 

attainable at the fTont end of a neutrino factory 43) 
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Figure 9: Scatter 1)/ot, of the branching ratio, fo r (a) I' .... q , (b) T .... wr and 
(c) r -+ e)' in variants oj the s'1l.persymmetric seesaw model, j 01' va1'ious values 

of its unknown parameters 38). 
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Figure 10: Scatter plot, of (a) d, and (b) d" in variant, of the ,uper,ymmetric 

seesaw model, for differ'ent. values of the unknown parameters 38) . 

11 Leptogenesis 

One of the favoured scenarios for baryogenesis is first to generate a lepton 

asymmetry via CP-violating decays of heavy singlet neutrinos, which is then 

recycled into a baryon asymmetry via non-perturbative electroweak interac

tions 44). The CP asymmetry in t his ieptogellesis scenario is related to the 

product Y" YJ. The total decay rate of a heavy neutrino Ni may be written in 

the form 

(17) 
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and one-loop CP-violating diagrams involving t he exchange of heavy neutrino 

Nj would generate an asymmetry in N j decay of the form: 

(18) 

·where f(JII!j/kIi ) is a known kinematic func tion . 

The relevant. combination Yv)~J is independent of VMNS and hence of the 

light neutrino mixing angles and CP-violating phases. The basic reason for t his 

is that one makes a unitary sum over all the light lepton species in evaluating 

the decay asymmetry tij (18). Fig. 11 shows explicitly that one can generat.e 

a lept.on asymmetry even if the :rvINS phase 8 vanishes. 

0=0 

'" 

'"~ 
~~,",",,~~~~,"",,~~~~,"",,~~~....JIO" 

MN1IGeVI 

Figure 11: Heavy singlet netdrino decay may exhib·it a CP-violating asymmetry, 
leading to leptogenesis and hence baryogenesis, even if the neutrino oscillation 
pha"e J vani"hes 4 5) . 

In general I aIle may formulate the following st rategy for calculating lep

togenesis in terms of laboratory observables: 

• Measure the neut.rino oscillation phase b and the l'vIajorana phases, 

• Measure observables related to the renormalization of soft. supersymmetry

breaking parameters, that a re funct.ions of 8, the Majorana and ieptogenesis 
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phases, 

• EJ..."iract the effects of the known values of <5 and the Majorana phases, 

and thereby isolate the leptogenesis parameters. 

12 CP Violation in the MSSM Higgs Sector 

A popilla.r alternative scenario for baryogenesis has bMn to generate a quark 

asymmetry at the electroweak scale 46). This requires a breakdown of t.hermal 

equilibrium, necessitat.ing a first-order electroweak phase transition. This is 

impossi ble in the 8lv1, since LEP tells us that the Higgs boson weighs more 

than 114.4 GeV, whereas a first-tarder electroweak phase transition is possible 
only if mH < 70 GeV 47). Generating a first-order phase transjtion would 

require e:xl,ra light scalar bosons, as could be provided in supersymmetry, if the 

lighter i is very light. This scenario would also require more CP violation than 

is present in the SM. 
Indeed, two extra. CP-violating phases appea.r in the MSSM, even if the 

soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters are universal at the input GUT scale, 

as assumed here. These can be taken as the (supposedly common) phases of 

the trilinear soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters Arg(Al,b) and the phase 

of the glulno mass Arg(mg). These generate mi.xing between the 'scalar'and 

'pseudoscalar' MSSM Higgs bosons: at the one-loop level 

<5m2 ....., m1 J.tImA t 
SP v2 32~2rn2 

susy 
+'.', (19) 

and a dependence on Arg(mg) appears at the two-loop level. 

In the presence of CP violation} it is converuent to parametrize the MSSM 
Higgs sector 'in terms of mH+ ~nd tan fJ. As seen in Fig. 12 48)} there may be 

level crossing between the two lightest neutral Higgs bosons, a.nd the lightest 

Higgs HJ may have a su ppressed coupling in the process e+ e- -+ Z + H 1. In 
tills case, it could be that there exists a light Higgs boson lurking below the 

lower limit established by LEP in the SM. The prospects that experiments at 

hadron calliders may be able to plug this hole are discussed in 49). 

The phenomenology of CP-violatjng Higgs bosons is very rich, and only 

its surface has been scratched . A J.t+ j.t- collider - either at the energy of the 

lightest Higgs boson, or close to the nea.rby masses of the second and third 
neutraJ Higgs bosons - may be necessary one day to unravel this physics SO) 
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Figure 12: In th.e MSSM with maximal CP violat-ion in the Higgs sector, (a) 
there may be level-crossing between the li.Qhtest and second-lightest Higgs bosons, 
and (b) the lightest Higgs boson may have a small coupling in the process 

e+ e- -+ Z + H 48) 

13 Some Answers 

At a round-table discussion earlier this week, some central questions were 

raised) to which I would like to provide some personal answers. 

• Q: What is the role of fia-vour .studies ';'71. providing clues about new physics? 

A: They may cast light on the darkest COl-ners of supel'symmetry, namely 
its flavour and CP problems, 

• Q: What are the implicat-ions of CP studies for o-ur understanding of 

baryogenesis? 

A: Standard Model CP violation is jnadequate for the task, but CP vio

lation in either the lepton or Higgs sector could do the job. Both may be 

tested in future e..xperiments . 

• Q: What are the implications of lepton mixing for unification and phe

nomenology? 

A: It provides a direct window on pbysics at the GUT scale, and could 

open up a whole new arena for experiments on decays that violate the 
charged lepton flavours, such as p ---} €"(, r --1 P,,(, 'T -t ei and many more. 

Flavour physics and CP violation surely have a long and glorious future! 
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ABSTRACT 
In the framework of the constituent quark model the pair production of the 
charmed meson in the photonic interaction is calculated. The results are com
pared with the effective heavy quark theory predictions. It is shown that, the 
light valence quark of the D-meson pla.ys the essential role in the c-quark 
hadronization\ as well as in the c-quark production. Moreover the light va
lence quark interaction with the . initial photonic field is shown to be strong 
even for TlLQ -+ 00. That is why the effecbve heavy quark theory can Dot be 
applied under the photonic interaction. 

1 Charmed meson pair production in the e+e- -annihilation 

The two assumptions: 

+ coa.uthors A.I<. Likhoded\ V.V. Kiselev) Instit'Ute for High Energy Physic, 
Prot-uino, Russia. 



1. the. int - raction bct~veen t.hE' light cUI1~titucut quark and photooic hr]rl cau 
bE' negl(~cted 

2. the spin-spin intcl':'l.(·l.ion between heavy and light quark is negligible 

allow Lo ob a in the following ratio [or the pair produt.tion near threshold in the 

(. ·1- e- -annihilation 1): 

(1) 

The more delFti J anaJysis of t.be charmed meson pair production in th0. 

e+ e- -f'lnnillila t iol1 shows 2): 

• for the rcasoDFtble qllark Inass values thf' assumption 1 is valirl; 

• Uw assllInption 2 is wrong and becomes valid only for 1nQ --1 00. 

Thal is why t.he ratio (1) for m'e = 1.8 i1nrl mfJ = 0.2 violatp.s as follows : 

(2) 

2 The photonjc charmed meson pair production 

The as~umptions 1 and 2 a.llow to obtain the following ratio for the photonic 

pair production nei:1J: threshold 3): 

(3) 

Nevertheless our detai I aJl<1lysis sbows that the both assumpt ions 301"0. not 
valid for the photonic production. Moreover one can not obta.i.r. ratio (3) even 
for '{{1Q --1 00 . Tha.t ratio is valid only for zero cha.rge of the I:ght. quark and 

mQ --1 00, 

Thus, the! intf'l"iH' tion of the light volcnce quark of D-meson with the in.itial 
phoLonic field giw's t he essential contribution into the photoillc production of 
the charmed ))1<':-:011 pairs. That caD he. clearly seen from Fig. 1 -:vhere the cross 
section of tbe charged D-meson pair production is performed, 
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A study of the charmed particle production in pp and pA interactions at 

70 GeV is conducted with the heip of SVD setup at the Serpukhov accelerator. 

Main goals of the experiment. are: 

l.Me(1surem0.nt of the total charm production cross sections on Si,C anel Pb 

targets; study of the cross section A-dependence. 

2.Measurement of t.he differential x F and Pt spectl'a and study of the leading 

effect for the charm mesons and baryons. 

3.Stuc.ly of the possible inAuence of the intri.nsic charm in the proton on the 

• On behalf of SVD-2 Collaboration members: S.G. BasUadze, G.A. Bog
danova, P.F. Ermolov, A.A. Kiryakov) A.G. Kholodenko, V .A. Kramarenko) 
A.V. Kubarovsky,A.N. La-ricbev ) A.I< . Leflat, P.P. Nomokonov, V.v. Popov, 
V.Yu. VoU<ov, A.P. Vorobiev 



inclusive charm spectra. 

The e:>..-periment was planned to perform in two stages. 

At the first stage a rapid cycling liquid hydrogen bubble cham ber was used 

as a verte..-x detector and estimation of the tota.l charm production cross section 

in pp interactions a.t 70 GeV wa.s obtained as 1.6 ± O.9(.stat.) ± O.3(syst.)pb 
1). At the second stage a new high precision microstrip vertex detector with 

Si, C and Pb targets, Cherenkov thresholcl count.er and gamma-detector were 

included into SVD-2 setup 2). The first physical run with new verte..x detector 

was performed in April 2002, about 53 millions of inelastic pN-events on Si, 
C and Pb targets were registered. 

Data aJlalysis is in progress now. For the first step, t.he simplest decay 

mode DO --1 ]( 7r was selected. A two body decay, formed by two tracks, was 

identified as a D decay, if it satisfied the following conditions: 

l.Two tracks at each of ZX a.nd ZY projections of microstrip Si-detectors int.o 

vertex detector have the impact pa.rameter 1 > 30pm. 

2.The decay point is outside of any nuclear target in the vertex detector. 

3.These t.wo tracks are reconstructed in magnetiC spectrometer with X2 < 5. 

4.The curvatums of these tra.cks in the magnetic field have the difFerent signs 

5.The total momentum vector of the decay t.racks pOints back to the primary 

vertex. 

6. The invariaJl t ma,ss for the decay hypothesis no --1 ]( 7r is in the range 1.8 to 

2.0 GeV. 

Using the number of selected DO --1 ]( 7r candidates, the total number of events, 

having 2 tracks with high impact parameter, registered in vertex det.ector and 

using the spectrometer acceptance calculat.ed with the help of PYTHIA we 

can estimate the total charm production cross-section. Assuming a linear 

A-dependence of the total charm production cross-section we have obtained 

(Jec '" 1 ... 2j..Lb, in a.greement with our previous estimation for pp-interactiolls) 

obta.ined with hydrogen bubbJe chamber at 70 GeV. 
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1 Introduct.ion 

We discuss the partial width of the pseudoscalar charmonium state 7]c and 

bottomonium state rIb into two photons. Predictions from potential models are 
examined and compared with experimental values for the rye case. Through the 
NRQCD factorisation procedure results for 7]c are also compared with those 

from J /'1/; dat~ and results for r}b to the Y decay data. . 

... coauthor Giulia Pancheri, Laboratori Nazionali Fr-ascati INFN, P. O. Box 
13, 100044 Frascati, Italy 
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2 E x p eriment a l values a n d r e la tion to vector e lectromagnetic widt h 

In this work we revisit the calculation of the two photon width of 7}c, highlight

ing newest experimental results and updating the potential model calculation . 

Unlike the T1c, the 77b state hasn't been observed yet. We will examine various 

theoretical predictions for the electromagnetic decay of the lightest bb bound 

state. We start with the two photon decay width of a pseudoscalar quark

antiquark bound state with first order QCD corrections. The ratio of the 

pseudoscalar decay rate to the vector one is given by 

rep -t TI) '" 3Q2( 1 - 3.38<>,;71") = 3Q2 [1 + 1.96'" + O(a') ] (1) reV -t e+e ) (1 - 5.34<>,;71") 71"' 

This e>..""})ression can be used to estimate the radiative width of pseudoscalar 

state from the measured values of the leptonic decay width of the vector state. 

3 P otent ial m odels prediction s for 7}c a n d 1]b 'Y'Y decay wid t h 

We present the results one can obtain for the absolute width, through the 

extraction of the wave function at the origin from potential models. The "pro_ 

totype" potential is given by the Cornell potential model 

. k r 
VCr) = - ;;: + a2 (2) 

which allows us to compute the Born decay width. The full expression of the 

pseudoscalar decay width is given by: 

[ 
Ct, (71"2 -20)] rep -t 'yy) = r hO"" 1 + -;;- --3- (3) 

r~orn depends on '1/1(0) of the particular potential model taken into account. 

4 Octet component procedure 

We present after another procedure which admits other components to the 

meson decay beyond the one from the colour singlet pict ure (Badwin, Braaten 

and Lepage). The decay width expression is given by means of NRQCD from 

the expansion 

r = t 2'Jf;;i~') (On) (4) 
n= l 
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which is a sum of terms) each of which factors into a short- distance perturba
tive coefficient f:JJn and a long- distance nonperturbative matrix element (On), 
loFrom the experimental values of electromagnetic decay and light hadron of 
the vector state we obtain the two photon decay width of the pseudoscalar 
state. \Ve compute also the decay width from the lattice calculation of the 
nonperturbative long- distance terms. 

5 Conclusions 

The r(1), --> 77) prediction gives the value 7.5 ± 1.6 keY. The r(1)b --> 77) 
prediction gives the value 466 ± 101 eV. Prediction of the BBL procedure and 
other theoretical results are in good agreement with each other. 
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1 The study 3 PJ states in pp annjhHatjons. 

The charmonium spectrum) characterized by wel1-spaced narrow states, is can:... 

sidel'ed a rich source of tests for QeD . The study of the 3 PJ resonances in 

parbcU]aJ'- provides information about the spin dependence of the interaction 

and could yield measurements of quantities calculable in PQCD framework, 

leading to a determination of some of the basic parameters of the tbeory. 

In pp annihilation the 3 PJ states can be directly formed through the exchange 

of two or three gluons; consequently their parameters can be extracted from 

the excitation curve with a precision that depends only on the knowledge of 

the energy of the initial state and the event statistics. The chance provided 

by the stochastic cooling to use dense jj beams with narrow momentum spread 

o!< On behalf of E835 collaboration 
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Figure 1: Meas1u'ed cross section for the reaction pp ---10 J /1/)"'( in the Xcoregion; 
comparison of the experimental resu.lts on lvlx~o' r x~o and A1xd ' 

allows the pP experiments to obtain very precise measurements of the 3 PJ pa
rameters. This tecnique was fi rst applied at CERN by R704 and later used by 

E760 and E835 at Fermilab. We present the measurements of the X,o (, Po) 
and X,, (,P,) mass and width made by E835 with data collected during 2000, 
where both the resonances were formed and detected via the reaction 

(1) 

We report here only the results obtained; more information about the experi
mental method can be found in references 1) 2), 

2 XcO parameters. 

E835 collected 32.8 pb-' of data in the XoO energy region(v'S - 3330-;-
3470 lvleV). The measured cross section is shown in fig. 1. The compari
son between the value of the Xco mass and total width extracted from the fi t of 
these data (lvIx, = 3415.4 ± 0.4±0.2lvIeV/c2 and f x, = 9.8 ±1.0±0.llvIeV) 2) 
and the ODe quoted by previous experiments shows a significant improvement 

in t he precision for both the parameters (see fig. 1). 



M .M. Obenillo 

3 Xl parameters . 

E835 performed two scans in the Xl energy region (v'S - 3509 -;- 3512 MeV) 
and collected a total integrated luminosity of ........ 4 pb~l . The two sets of data 

were analyzed separately; the weighted average of their results is: 

Mx, = 35IO.62 ±0.02±0.17MeV/c' r x, =0.88±0.05±0.09MeV 

The most precise previous measurement of the Xl mass (see Fig. 1) and the 
only previous measurement of the Xl width were made by E760 which obtained 
Mff,"o = 3510.53 ± 0. 13MeV/c' and r~,760 = 0.88±0.14MeV1). The good 
agreement between E835 and E760 can be considered an evidence of the our 
understanding of the systematics on these measurements. 
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1 The BTe V Electromagnetic Calorimeter Requirements 

The BTeV 1) experiment at Fermilab will need excellent photon detection 

which is crucial to study CP violations in B decays and rare decay of B's 
to explore physics beyond the standard model. A homogeneous electroma.g

netic ca.lorimeter (ECAL) bujlt of more than 10000 Lead Tungstate (PbWO.1) 

crysta.ls instrumented ~vith photomultiplier tubes will be installed to ensure 

excelent energy and position resolution, compact shower size to minimize the 

number of overlapping showers) fast signal, and radiation ha.rdness. 

With the light output of 5000 photoelectrons/MeV, one can expect the 

energy resolution as good as 1. 7%..JE ffi 0.55%. The spacial resolution is ex

pected to be 3500j.Lm/VEffi 200 j.Lm, at least. With these resolutlons, the 11"0 

II< On behalf of BTe V colJaboratioD, ECAL group 
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Figure 1: Invariant "('I mass for EO --7 p+n- events, BTeV GGant3 simulation 

mass resolution wi\) be in the range of 275MeV, as exemplified in fig.} for 11"0 

coming from BO --7 p+n- decay, simulated by Geant3; the BTeV reconstruction 

software were used to reconstruct photons and cbarged tracks. Thjs ensures 

B-mass resolution in the range of 28-;.-40MeV. 

2 Test Beam Study of the PbW04 Prototype 

To prove the expectations from simulation, beha.vior of the crystals need to be 

understood for conditions which a.re close to what is expected in BTeV. 
The BTeV ECAL prototype built of 25 PbWO-l crystals instrumented 

with photomultipUer tubes was exposed with an e- bea.m in the energy range 

of 1-;.-45GeV and with a 7[- beam of 40GeV, to study energy and position 

resolution and to observe changes in the light output due to irradiation. 

We found the energy resolution of 1.8%v'Effi 0.33% and the position 

resolution of 2800J.tmJEEB 160,um (fig.2); these agree well with expectations. 

The irradiation of PbyV 0-1 crystals results ill Jight output loss. However, 

the crystals are able to recover from radiation damage naturally by room tem
perature annealing. This limits the light output loss only to the pOint when 

radiation damage and recovery balance. Continuous calibration is needed to 

control the effect during operation of BTeV. 
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Figure 2: Measured energy and position resolution of PbW04 crystals 
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Detailed measurements of the top coupling structures will be possible at the 

emerging LEe experiments ATLAS and CMS. Already after one year, mil

lions of top pairs are expect.ed to be available for a.nalysis from both experi

ments. The top Quark js interesting for many reasons since the large rest mass 

makes it exhibit several unique properties. For example, the top quark decay 

time is much less than the associated hadronization time. Thus the decay is 

clean from non-pert.urbative effects, enabling direct and unmasked access to 

the spin properties. The large Yukawa coupling also makes it extra sensitive 

to the electro-weak symmetry breaking sector. As a consequence 1 non Stan

dard Model (SM) CP violating phases originating from mUltipJe higgs models 

or supersymmetry may be detectable in events containing top quarks. Another 



factor that contributes to the sensitivity to new physics is that effects from the 

CP violating phase in the SM is below the experimental sensitivity by many 

orders of magnitude . Hence, a.ny CP violating signal in the top sector is an 

indication of new physics. 

2 Model independent description of CP violation 

The symmetries of the SM and Lorentz invarianee severely restricts the number 

of possible lowest order effective CP violating interactions that can be induced 

by physics beyond the SM, see e.g. reference IL Assuming small non SM 
contributions in the top decay, one finds only one new dominating CP violating 

operator in addition to the S!Vl Lagrangian active in top quark pair events at 

LHC. The operator is the chromo-electric dipole moment parameterized here 

by Ds 
r . D 5 t- "V tca Ta 

A.-5 = -22 at- 15 J.W . (1) 

This means that whatever mechanism there is that might be responsible for a 

non SM CP violation, it will to first order induce a nOll-zero value of D.s. Two 

vertices are affected: the SM gluon-top-antitop vertex and a new gluon-gluon

top-antitop vertex. It turns out that the CP violation in this case originates 

from top and anti top spin correlations. That is, complete spin dependent ma

trix elements must be used for a correct description. Also) to first order in Ds, 
the total cross-section is unaffected. 

3 Analysis 

Spin dependent tree level matrix elements including the effects of Ds were cal

culated and implemented into a Me with separate fragmentation handled by 

PYTHIA. The ATLAS detector at LHC was simulated by fast para.meteriza

tions. Two types of top pair events were used in the analysis: lepton + jets final 
states and dilepton final states. An effective and extremely robust observable 

used in the analysis was 

h(l+ ,l-) h, b) = ~ eJjIlO"pp~+pr-Pbpt (TN-odd) . 
m t (Pl+ . PI- Pb . Pb)1/2 

(2) 

For lepton + jets events one of the leptons were replaced by a d-type quark. 

The b-jet charge was found by solving the kinematics for the final states. For 
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the dileptons this was solved analyticaJIy and for lepton + jets a 3C-fit was 

solved numerically. For a complete description of the analysis see reference 2) 

4 Results 

The result from the analysis is that both dilepton and lepton + jets fina] states 

are about equally sensitive for the pa.rameter Ds. The detection limit for a Sa 

signal, using one of the topologies with one year of ruuning at. low luminosity, 

is estimated to be 

D5> 5 X 10- 18 cm ·gs. (3) 
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1 Introduction 

The results presented have been obtained using t.he high statistics charm sam

ple of the FOCUS experiment at Fermilab. The large amount of data available 

togetber with the very dean particle identification allowed us to obtain evi

dence of doubly and singly Cabibbo suppressed decays never seen before and 

to measure charm meson lifetimes with an unprecedented level of accuracy. 

2 Branchig Ratio Measurements 

Thanks to the excellent vertex resolution and particle identjfication of the 

FOCUS .spectrometer we have obtained the first clear evidence of the doubly 

.. On behalf of the FOCUS collaboration 



Cabibbo suppressed decay D+ ---1 I<+ K-K+ and the first evidence of the singly 

Cabibbo suppressed decay Dt ~ I<+ J{-](+ 1). These signals are shown in 

fig. 1. vVe have measured their branching ratio relative to D+ ---1 [(-1[+1[+ and 

Dt -t ](- ](+1[+ respectively. obtaining the following results: 

f(D+ ---1 K-J(+J(+) /f'(D+ -t K-1[+1I+) = (9.49±2.17±O.22))( 10-4 

(10,) 

r (Dt 4 K- J(+ J(+) Ir (Dt -t J(-K+7r+) = (8.95 ± 2.12 ~~:~ 'D x 10-3 • 

(lb) 

where the first error is st.atistical and the second is systematic. 

OW' D+ measurement is consistent with present 90% C.L. limit from 

E687 2). The Dt measurement is consistent with the previous E687 upper 

limit 2) and constitutes the second Dt Cabibbo suppressed decay ever mea

sw'ed. 

20 hi J 

'" f I 
n ~ __ I - - -'- • • --'---.-

1.'7 IK 1, 1) 2.1 
,, ' '''K'M,g, CoVIL ' 

(a) 

I .K I." 
K'K'l<' Mil.<S 

(b) 

!o l 

GeV/r' 

Figure 1: Invariant masses. (a)D+ ---1 J(+ K- J(+, (b)n-:- -t K+](- J(+ 

Vve present also new mea.surements of two semileptonic branchig ratios 3). 

We obtain values of: 

r (D+ ---1 !(°j.l+v) If (D+ ---1 K-1f+1f+) 

r (D; ---1 ¢f-1+v) If (n; ---1 <lm+) 

=(0.602 ± 0.010 ± 0.021) (2a) 

=(0.54 ± 0.033 ± 0.048) (2b) 

Our D+ ---1 J(oJ.l+v result includes the effects of the s-wave interference 

discussed in Reference 4) 
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3 Lifetime Measurements 

FOCUS has obtained the most accurate measurement to date of the lifetimes 

of the D+, DO and D;. Using about 210000 DO and 110000 D+ events we 

obtain the following va.lues: 409.6 ± 1.1 (statistical) ± 1.5 (systematic) fs for 

DO, 1039.4 ± 4.3(statistical) ± 7.0(systematic) fs for D+ and a preliminary 

value of 506 ± 8 fs for Dt· Particula,r attention have been dedicated to the 

evaluation of t.he systematLc errors which, for such a high statistics sample, 

represent the main source of error. Our values are reported in Table 1 along 

with a comparison with the most recent published results. Our results will 

significantly decrease the errors in the current world average values f01' DO and 

n+ lifetimes. 

Table 1: Measured lifetimes (XlO- 12 s). 

Experiment DU n+ 
E687 5) 0.413 ± 0.004 ± 0.003 1.048 ± 0.015 ± 0.011 

CLEO II 6) 0.4085 ± 0.0041~~:gg~~ 1.0336 ± 0.0221:=g:g~~~ 
E791 7) 0.413 ± 0.003 ± 0.004 

FOCUS 8) 0.4096 ± 0.0011 ± 0.0015 1.0394 ± 0.0043 ± 0.0070 
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Ilaria Segoni • 
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The investigation of hadron lifetimes is a study of quark interactions. The 
evaluation of the decay widths is crucial to determine the parameters of strong 
and weak interactions 1, 2) (like the baryon wave function at the origin and 

the SU(3) symmetry breaking). Confrontation with experimental results is 
critical , as theory alone can It accomplish this task. 

2 T h e FOCUS measurem en ts 

The FOCUS collaboration has measured al l of the singly charmed baryon 

ground state lifetimes: At 1 2t I 3~ 1 and n~. Each of these measurements 

• On bebalf of the FOCUS collaboration 
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was performed using a binned maximum likelihood fit method. 

Using a. sample of 8034 ± 122 events from the decay mode p](-1[+ we 

measure T(At) = 204.6 ± 3.4 (stat.)±2.5 (sys.) fs 3). Systematic effects 

were thoroughly investigated. The effects of time scale, acceptance, absorption, 

background production and resolution were studied in detaH, 

The S~ total sample 4) of 532±30 events derives from four different 

modes: :=;-11+1[+ (in four topologies), E+ J(-7r+ (in two topologies), pJ(-1f+ 

and A01{-7T+n+. We measure T(3t) ::: 439 ± 22 (stat .}±9 (s)'s.) fs. We 

studied production) resolution, background and cliffe.rent fit conditions to eval

uate the systematic uncertainty. We also evaluated the contribution from the 

two fold ambigWty in momentum in the E mode) due to the "kink" topology. 

For the 3~ we used 1l0±17 events from the 2-n+ and 0-](+ modes. 

V/e measure T(2~) = 118!i~ (stat.)±5 (sys.) fs. For the evaluation of the 

systematic uncertainty we investigated production, and a set of different choices 

for the fit conditions. Since the time resolution ( 50 fs) is only ha.lf as large as 

1'(2~) detailed studies have been performed to validate the lifetime technique 

and to inveEtigate systema.tic effects. A contribution to the systematic error 

wa.s included from a study using a convolved binned likelihood method. 

The n~ lifetime measurement is not yet published. We reconstruct the 

decay modes 3-K-7r+n+ and n-1f+. Our preliminary result is T(o.~) ~ 79 ± 
12 (stat.)±9 (sys.) fs. Different fit conditions ha:ve been considered for the 

systematic uncertainty evaluation. Vve also estimate the effects due to time 

resolution following the same procedure that was applied for the 2~. 

3 Conclusions 

FOCUS has improved the precision on the measurements of ail the charm 

baryon lifetimes, see Table 1. As the data values are quite precise it seems 

likely that improvements in theory will be driven by new measurements of 

semileptonic branching ratios) rather than from new lifetime meas\lTeroents. 
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Table 1: FOCUS results are compa1'ed with the previous world averages 6). 

FOCUS (£s) 1 Previous world average (fs) 'I 

r(At) 204.6 ± 3.4 ± 2.5 206 ± 12 
r(::::t) 439 ± 22 ± 9 330~~g 
r(=:~) l1B~g ± 5 9B:::i~ 
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GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF B -} PP, PV DECAYS WITH QeD 
FACTORIZATION 

Guohuai Zhu 
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NOD-ieptonic charmless B decays are crucial for the determination of CKM 
triangle. But theoretically it is very difficult to extract fundamental CP pa
rameters cleanly Erom non-Ieptonic B decays due to the complex hadronizatioD 
process. Three years ago, QeD factorization 1)(QCDF), a novel method, was 

proposed. It argues that, in the heavy quark limit, non-leptonic B decay" can 
be factorized into perturbatively-calculable hard part and soft part described 
by some universal non-perturbative parameters, such as form factor and light
cone distribution amplitudes(LCDA). Now BaBar and Belle have accumulated 

copious data on non-leptonic B decays, it should be right time to checl< the con
sistency behveen the QCDF predictions and the experimental measurements. 

The decay ampU tudes for charmless B decays depend on various param
eters. The readers may refer to 2) for the details on the related input param

eters. Beneke et al. 1) have done a global fit on B -7 11"11", 11" K decays, here we 

en tend it to fourteen B -+ P P and PV decay modes. It is noticed that only two 
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new sensitive parameters (form factor A~P and an.ni.hiJation parameter X {'V) 

are introduced for the e:>.."iension. So we could give a much more stringent test 

on the consistency between QCDF and the e)..-perirnents. 

\Ve implement the CkmFitter packa.ge 1 to do the global fit. It shows that 
the QCDF predictions are well consistent with the experimental measurements: 

X~i71 = 4.2 for fourteen decay channels. The best fit l' = 79 0 is somewhat large 

Table 1: The best fit values usi.ng the global analysis with and without chira.l
related contributions for B ~ P P and PV decays. The brancbjng ratios 
are in unit; of 10-6 . The e:>..-perimental data are the uncorrelated average of 
mea.surements of BaBar) BeLIe and CLEO. 

Mode 7r+7r 7f+7fu K+7i K+7ru j{u'jf"+ 

Exp. 4.77 ± 0.54 5.78 ± 0.95 18.5 ± 1.0 12.7 ± 1.2 18.1 ± 1.7 
Best Fit 4.82 5.35 19.0 11.4 20.1 
No chiral 5.68 3.25 18.8 12.6 20.2 

Mode 7ruKu 7] 'if + P±7f+ pu 7r+ fJP' 
·Exp. 10.2 ± 1.5 < 5.2 25.4 ± 4.3 8.6 ± 2.0 < 6.2 

Best Fit 8.2 2.8 26.7 8.9 4.6 
No chiral 7.3 1.8 29.5 8.5 3.8 

Mode ¢](+ ¢Ku J(+p- wKu 

Exp. 8.9 ± 1.0 8.6 ± 1.3 13.1 ± 4.7 5.9 ± 1.9 
Best Fit 8.9 8.4 12.1 6.3 
No crural 7.1 6.7 5.1 1.2 

but still consistent with the standard CKM fit. As an illustration) in Table 1, 

we list the best fit values of the global analysis for the related B -} P F,PV 

decay modes with alld without chiral-related contributions. It implies that 

the crurally enhanc.ed corrections might be rmportant especially for penguin

dominated PV decays. Based on the global fit, we could also give predictions on 

some interesting decay channels: B(BO -l- 1T01r0 ) '"'-' 1 x 10-6 , this channel is very 

important fOf. the CKM angle a. The pUl"e annihilation decay EO -t K+ K
is favored to be around 0.8 x 10-7 . B(B+ -t wK+) '" 6 X 10- 6 is larger 

than the BaBar measurement but consistent with the BelJe observation. As to 

B+ -+ W7f+) it is predicted to be around 7 x 10-6 . It is also highly interesting 

1 http:/ j ckmfitter .in2p3.fr 
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that the penguin-to-tree ratio for ']T+']T- mode is e) .... pected to be larger than 

0.3. For 1f Ie decays, it is anticipated that further measurements with higher 

precision would observe smaller branching ra.tios. For B -> 'fJ(I) J((*), .QCDF 

can not give quantitative estimations at present. The readers should refer to 

2) for more details. 
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SEARCHES FOR LEPTOQUARKS WITH THE D0 DETECTOR 
AT THE TEVATRON 

T. Christiansen 
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The existence of leptoquarks (LQ), color-triplet.s or bosons witb lepton 

and quark qua.ntum numbers, is predicted by different theories beyond the 

Standard Model. This article summarizes the D0 Run-I searches for the three 

different. LQ generations in pp c:ollisions a.t Vs = 1.8 TeV and presents ongoing 

studies at Run II. 
Limits OD proton decays, on lepton flavor violation and on flavor-cbanging 

neut.ral cW'rents lead to t.he assumption that there would be tbree different 

generations of ieptoquarl<s, each one of t.bem only interacting within one lepton 

a.nd qua.rk family. Figure 1 shows Feynman graphs of the dominant production 

processes in pp collisions. 

Using about ]00 pb- I of pp collision data with a center-of-mass energy of 

Js = l.8 GeV recorded during Run I with the D0 detector, no evidence for the 

existence of leptoq uarks was found. The resul ts on the Jep toq ua.r k searches were 

combined to 95% confidence limits on t.he LQ-pair production cross section as a. 



q 

Figure 1: Leading-order diagrams for leptoquark pair product jon . 

The lower limits for masses of 1 st-generation scalar leptoquarks are 225 GeV I 

204 Ge V and 79 Ge V, asswning a branching fraction to charged leptons of 

fJ = BF(LQ --+ l±q) === 1, 1/2 a.nd 0, respectively. 1) The corresponding limits 

for the 2nd-generation scalar LQ masses are determined to 200 GeV, 180 GeV 

and 79 GeV. 2) For 3rd-generation LQ masses compa.rable to mtop, the decay 

LQ3 --+ t + l is suppressed or even forbidden. Studies of the vbiJb channel yield a 

lower mass limit of 94 GeV for scalar 3rd-generation leptoquarks and fJ = O. 3) 

IT botb leptoquarks deca.y into an electron and a qUal-k, two electrons and 

two jets can be reconstructed. The left dia.gram in figure 2 suows the di-electron 

mass of eejj Run-II candidates coUected between November 2001 a.nd May 2002 

with Js ~ 2 GeV. These 18 events, equivalent to an integrated luminosity of 

about. 8.8 p b -I I are com pati ble wi th background (15 ± [, events e>.."pected) which 

is dominated by Drell- Van Z production. Comparing the limits on the cross 

section for different masses mLQ to NLO calculations for scalar leptoquarks, 

the lower limit on the mass of 1st-generation leptoquarks is 113 GeV . 4) This 

is compatible with p.arlier results from Run I and reflects the lowel' integrated 

luminosi ty. 

D0 Run 2 Preliminary 

l 
Bi!ll:k~round 

LO (100 allYl 

I ..... LOj140GeV) 

o ,.'~ ! . ~ .. t~-;, -_._-1.... .. __ .'----.~._ 
o 100 :200 :JOD 400 500 6GO 

MC'D'tGoV) 

Figl..ll'C 2: Sea.rch for 1 st-generation leptoquarks at Run II. Left: Di-electron 
invariant rnElSS of cejj candidate events. Right: LQ-mass dependent limits 
on the cross section for scalar LQ pairs assuming 100% branchjng fl'action to 

charged lept.ons BF(LQ --} eq) = 1. 4) 

Taking advanta.ge of t.he increased collision energy and luminosity of the 

TeVatron for Run II, D0 will be able t.o extend its searches for leptoquarks to 
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so far inac('.('.ssible leptoquark masses. Especially for the second generation, the 

search for leptoqual'k pair production will grea.tly benefit from the upgraded 

muon spectromet.er, the central tracking system with the newly instalJed mag
netic solenoid and the new trigger system. 
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LHCb LEVEL 0 TRIGGER 
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1 Introduction 

The trigger is one of the most important system of the LHCb experiment. 

A high-performance trigger is indeed required to get the best benefit of the 

105 bb pairs produced each second at the interaction point extracting the small 

fraction of interesting events. A four level trigger based first on large transverse 

momentum particles, then Oll displaced decay vertices and finally on full final 

state reconstruction is foreseen. It will acmeve an overall suppres5ion factor of 

200000 (from 40 MHz down to 200 Hz). The especially challenging first trigger 

level, called level 0, is presented here. 

~ On behalf of the LHCb Colla.boration 
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2 Level 0 global sketch 

The LH Cb level 0 trigger system 1) is a fully synchronous, pipeJined archi

tecture operating at 40 MHz with a fixed latency of 4 J-LS that will be hardware 

implemented making use of FPGAs. It has an global rate reduction factor 

of 40. It is based on simple criteria such as pile-up veto and high transverse 

momenta (PT) canditates. Due to the relatively high mass of the b quark, 

the decay pl'oducts of the B mesons have indeed a higher PT spectrum than 
the other products of the pp reactions. Multiple interaction events a.re vetoed 

because they can not be efficiently fully reconstructed. The subdetectors used 

for the level 0 trigger are the pile-up detector which is a part of the vertex de

tector, the calorimeters and the muon chambers. The data coming from those 
three sub detectors are first processed in three in dependant boards. The pile

up veto one computes the primary vertices candidates while the calorimeter 

and the muon boards compute the highest PT canditates. The data are then 

centralised in the level 0 decision unit which takes the decision. 

3 Level 0 data processing 

The plle-up detector is made of two R-stations silicon strip discs that allow 

to reconstruct the primary vertices. The pile-up veto ensures a good rejection 

of multiple interaction events leading to a gain of 30 % to 40 % on single bi) 

events for the optimal luminosity: half of the 60000 single bb events produced 

per second at L = 2 X 1032 s-lcm- 2 can then be retained by the level 0 trigger. 

The calorimeter system of LHCb is divided in four longitudinal parts that 

allow particle identification: a SCintillating pad detector for the electron-ganuna 

separation, a preshower for the electron-MIP separation, an electromagnetic 

and an hadronic calorimeter. The calorimeter trigger identifies the cluster 

candidates and finds the highest E-r electron, gamma, resolved nO, merged 11"0 

and the two highest hadrons. The Er cuts depend on the identification and 

are about few GeVs. Relabvely good efficiencies are obtained: around 50 % 
for Ed -t Jj1J1(e+e-)Ks, from 40 % to 70 % for hadron channels. 

The muon trigger finds the muon candidates loolcing for straight Lines 

within the hits of the muon chambers. The PT of each candidate is evaluated 

assuming that the track has been produced at the center of the interaction 

region. The PT cut is about 0.6 GeV Ic which Jeads to good efficiencies: around 
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85 % for Bd -+ J/'I!(p+/-L-)Ks, around 55 % for inclusive B -+ /-LX. 

4 Level 0 decision 

The level 0 decision unit produces the level 0 decision combining all the 

level 0 dat.a and therefore provides a good discriminating power to the system . 

In addition, it computes a block data containing the most significant level. 0 

information and sends it to level 1 trigger. This leads to very important en

hancements of the level 1 efficiencies matching level 0 and level 1 candidates: 

a factor 2 for Bd --7 n+n- I a factor 2.5 for Bd -+ J jiI!(J..t+ j..t- )Ks . The level 0 

decision unit is designed to be very flexible so that modifications and extensions 

of the trigger algorithm can be easily integrated to match running conditions, 

such a.s lwninosity, and physic requirements. 
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Initial state radiative events at DAcI>NE 

(1) 

allow to scan the cross section ae- e+-+'Tr+1T- from the threshold up to M<J> 1). 
In this case the measured distribution da(e-e+ ---+ ,,(1r+1r-)/dq2 and the cross 

section ae- e+,1T+1T- are connected by the radiative function H(q2,B'Y) 

2 da(e- e+ ---+ ,,(1r+1T"-) 2 
q dq2 = H(q , B'Y)ae- e+-+ 1T+ 7f - (2) 

To be competitive with direct scanning, H(q2, e,y) has to be calculated with 

accuracy better than 1 %, taking into account the realistic selection rules. This 

'"' co-authors; V.A. Khoze - University of Durham, Durham, DHl 3LE, 
UK, G. Pan cheri - INFN Laboratori Nazionale di Frascati, Italy L. Trentadue 
- Universita di Parma and INFN, Italy M.l. Konchatnij and N.P. Merenkov -
NSC KIPT, .4kademicheskaya 1, Kharkov, 611 DB, Ukraine 
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Figure 1: z-dependence of the q1J.antity o~c for small angle events, B-y < 5°: 
Fig. 1 a tak'ing into accol1.nt the restriction (3) (line 2) and the restriction (4) 
(line 1) for x = 1; Fig.lb imposing the restriction (4): x = 0.2 (line 1), x = 0.4 
(line 2)J x = 0.8 (line 3) 

task is solved by means of Monte Carlo event generators, but for some 'idealized 

conditions the analytical calcula.tions can be performed with high accuracy, that 

is a very important test for the results produced by Monte Carlo generators. 
Since the emitted photon in the reaction (I) is not detected, there is the 

essential background caused by ~ ~ n+1I- 1Io, w ~ n+7r-no decays. Toreject 

this background it is enough to select the events with small difference between 

the lost (undetected) energy n and the lost 3-momentum modules 1](1 

where E is the initial beam energy. For 1] < m;/2E2 the 3-pion final states 
are forbidden and then the quantity n means the total energy of all emitted 

photons, 11(/ is the momentum . Taking into account the restriction (3) the first 

order RC to the Born cross section for the different kinematical reglon has been 
calculated in 2) and results are prese~ted in Fig.1a (oItc = (H _HB)/HB with 

H B estimated on the Born level and H calculated 'w:ith the first order photon 
RC's, q2 = 4E2 z ). As it should be expected this RC lS negative since the 
positive contribution caused by the rea.l photon emission does not compensate 
the negative one-loop contribution. 

The restriction (3) is not artificial since the track mass cut used at 
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DAcI>NE experiments can be written in similar form 

(') _ 11-(1 Efj(x) -() = 4m7[6..Mlr (x + 1)2 E+ 
H < , TJ X E2 4 ' x == E_ . l+z x 

(4) 

For rough estimation of the RC'swith the restriction (4) it is enough to replace 

TJ --+ ij( x) i:I the corresponding formuJae of 2). The resul ts for the collinear 
l+z 

kinematics are presented in Fig.1 b. 
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1 Introduction 

The Center for High Energy Physics(CHEP), Kyungpook National University 
in Korea plays an important role on international. collaborations and cooper
ation programs for high energy physics in Korea. CHEP also plays a major 
role on the national REP Data Grid infrastructure implementation which is 

supported by the Ministry of Information and Communication (MIC) through 
KISTI(Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information) for five years 
starting in 2002. 

• On behalf of High Energy Physics Data Grid Working Group in Korea 
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Table 1: The network between CHEP in Koren and laboratories abroad. 

I Laboratory I Network I Current bandwidth I future bandwidth 

KEK (Japan) APII 2 x 1 Gbps 10 Gbps (A) 
Fermilab (USA) APII 45 Mbps a Gbps level 
CERN (EU) TEIN 10 Mbps a few Gbps(A) level 

2 The Obj ect of HEP D ata G r id P roject 

The object of HEP Data Grid is to construct the system to manage and pro

cess the data which will be produced in the near future. The data should be 
analyzed even if high energy physicists as users do not know the actual place 

of data. Therefore, HEP Data Grid is indispensable for future higb energy 
physics activities. 30 high energy physicists and computer engineers in Korea 

are involved in REP Data Grid project related with Cn F experiment at Fer
milab, AMS at the International Space Station, CMS at CERN, PHENIX at 
BNL and K2K at KEK. 

This project also includes the goal of making a regional data center for 
eMS and AMS experiments and to make a DeCenteralized Analysis Farm in 

Korea (KCAF) for CDF experiment. CHEP will be a Tier-l institute and other 
universities in Korea will be a Tier-2 institute. For networking, we use multi
leveled (Tier) hierarchy of distributed servers to provide transparent access 

to data. Table 1 shows the network bandwidth between CHEP in Korea and 
laboratories abroad. We will have the storage of 1,200 TByte Raid disk system, 
3.2PByte HPSS system and 1,000 linux CPU clusters for the capability in 

Regional Data in 2006. This Grid project is related with CERN in EU and 
Fermilab in USA. The working method for the CERN side is top-down method 
to construct ED-Data Grid 1) directly by R&D while the working method for 
the Fermilab side is bottom-up method to start from Central Analysis Farm 
(CAF) to Fermilab CDF Grid through DeCenteralized Analysis Farm(DCAF). 

3 Current R esults 

Currently we instal1ed EU Data Grid software and made the infrastructure of 
test-beds. We have successfully tested the Grid software between CHEP and 
Tier 2 institute (SNU). 
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For the FermiJab CDF Grid, we have designed a DCAF in Korea (KCAF) 
as the first step. A job broker will decide at which farm the job will run at the 
final step. However, KCAF is much more difficult than CAF due to data files 
which are physically apart by more than 10,000 km. In order to run the remote 
data which is currently stored in Fermilab, USA, we will use SAM (Sequential 
data Access via Meta-data) 2) and /or GridFTP 1). 

4 Summary 

REP Data Grid activities in Korea are rapidly growing along with Global REP 

Data Grid. High Energy Physics Data Grid Working Group in I(orea has been 
contributing the Global High Energy Physics Data Grid in many ways. 

R efere n ces 

1. See http://eu-datagrid.web.cern.ch/eu-datagrid/-

2. See http://cdfdb.fnaLgov /sam/. 
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